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INTRODUCTION

MAN communicates, for the most part, through language. He speaks what
he wishes others to hear; he writes what he intends others (or himself

later) to read. The message is the critical consideration. Regardless of how
important word recognition may be, the comprehension of the intended
message is truly essential. Not only should the reader be able to gain the
literal meaning but he should understand the significance, realize the rela-
tive authenticity, and assess the possible application of the ideas he has
read. Teachers must so direct their reading instruction that pupils gain the
ability to find and the habit of seeking meaning in what they read,

This reprint is a compilation of selected papers on comprehension and
critical reading that have appeared in the annual Proceedings in Invita-
tional Addresses, 1965, orlave been published in the journals of the Inter-
national Reading Association. Thus may teachers and other interested read-
ers have a convenient source of guidance and help in developing and im-
proving students' ability to comprehend what is read.

The articles have been grouped under several headings: 1) the nature of
comprehension in reading; 2) the developmental sequences and levels of
comprehension as pupils progress from "reading lines" to reading between
and beyond the lines; 3) the impact on reading which the nature of our
American English language may haveWord order and syntax, for instance;
4) contextual clues as they apply to the reader's ability to grasp the ideas in
passages; 5) barriers to comprehension; 6) instructional procedures; 7) crit-
ical reading, which is at the uppermost level of comprehension; and 8) sig-
nificantly related articles which do not fall exactly into any of the seven
proceding categories and/or have only oblique relationship to comprehen-
sion.

The articles all apply to comprehension in general. Papers that relate to
study as such and to reading in the content subjects have not been includ-
ednot that these special aspects of reading are not supremely Important
but that so much other than comprehension is involved. Study, for instance,
involves the proper scheduling of time, the arrangement of an environment
conducive to concentration, the building of technical vocabulary, the un-
derstanding of locational skills involved in using textbooks and references,
and various other skills. Reading in the content subjects likewise calls for a
variety of activities that involve much more than the comprehension of ma-
terials to be read. Study and reading in the content subjects, therefore, are
areas left for later consideration.

This reprintkoncludes with a selected bibliography of articles that have
some bearing on comprehension, but do not deal directly with it.-By con-
sulting the titles of the articles, the reader of this volume can undoubtedly
find helpful supplementary ideas for teaching young people to comprehend
well what they read.

MILDRED A. DAWSON
Compiler



GENERAL NATURE
The articles in this section of the reprint lay the foundation for the re-

maining sections by defining what comprehension isa thinking process, a
critical appraisal of the pertinency a.ul value of the ideas readand describ-
ing various phases of comprehension through a scholarly overview or "con-
struct of comprehension." It is only as teachers realize all that comprehen-
sion involves that they can pose thought-provoking questions and direct
learning activities that yield much more than the literal apprehension of
ideas. If reading is thinking, then teachers should so deal with it by chal-
!engin: pupils to delve deep into the significance and relative Worth of the
ideas they are reading.

If the users of this reprint get no farther than coverage of this one sec-
tion in the book, they should still be stimulated to seek improvement in the
guidance of the children and youth they teach. It is hoped, however, that
this challenge will lead on to the reading of subsequent sections.

Reading as a Thinking Process

EDWARD PRATT*

ADISCUSSION OF RFADING as a thinking
process is subject to the danger, on

the one hand, of being developed in such
a way that comprehension of printed
matter seems an easy, facile, almost palpa-
ble accomplishment or, on the other hand,
it may be developed as an extremely
complicated, abstruse, or even esoteric
ability. Perhaps a middle course can be
attained avoiding the pitfalls of both
oversimplification and the creation of an
enigma.

Reading and Thinking

The words lead and think are to be
found in the speaking vocabularies of
pre-school children, and they are encoun-
tered in the reading materials attempted
by most children in the first two years of
school. Both words, however, relate to
processes which are difficult to describe.
Identifying behavior as probably being
reading rather than running, talking, or
laughing is not difficult; but one may
look at the page of a book without read-
ing. According to Bond and Tinker, "A
generation ago reading was considered to
be a relatively simple pn,:ess. Now it is
recognized by both authorities in reading
and by experienced teachers to be a very

Vistas in Reading, IRA Proceedings, 11, rart 1,

complex process."' Since 'hiding is also
a covert act, we can only infer that it has
occurred on the basis of overt behavior.
Defining thinking as a .procc rents
some difficulty. Klausmeier a,
win say,, "Thinking has been a.. crest
of mankind for a long time, in part be-
cause he can engage in the process but
cannot define it. In this regard thinking
is like learning. In fact thinking may be
considered a mental activity that is essen-
tial to learning most outcomes. Despite
the. apparent simplicity, thinking is as
complex as learning itself."2

It seems that consideration of reading
as a thinking process, if treated fully, is
an appropriate subject for an entire book,
or at least a major section of one. To
bring the topic within the scope of this
paper, development of a perspective for
the relationship of thinking to reading
above the level of senlenres and para-
graphs will be stressed. This means that
the area of concern will be how the
thinking process is involved when the

'Guy L. Bond and Nliles A. Tinker. Reading
Diffientties: Their Diagnosis and Correction. New
York: Appletomeentur).Grofts, 1957, p. 18.

:111trkert J. Klanmicier and William Goodwin.
Leornina and !Inman ...Utilities. New York: Harper
and Rae, 1966, p. 257.

(1966) , 52-55.

_..PID



2 GENERAL NATURE

primary-grade child tries to construct the
meani»g for major sections or for the
entirety of a story or an article.

Lexical and Syntactical Levels

Before considering this major issue, it
is necessary to recognize the fact that
meaning and thought relevant to the
whole story or article are most certainly
affected by meaning at the word or lexical
level and by meaning at the syntactical
and paragraph levels. The reader will
need to have attained a level of linguistic
sophistication which insures that he will
know what is referred to by "..P word
symbols that are used and that ne will
functionally respond to grammatical rela-
tionships inherent in the writing. Writers
of materials for primargrade children
in the United States usually attempt to
exercise control over these linguistic ele-
ments to the extent that the child for
whom English is the vernacular and who
has developed moderate speaking and
listening ability should have the requisite
linguistic facility. Obviously, the degree
to which this assumpton is correct varies
with authors and with children who
attempt the reading. We should remem
ber, however, that just because a child
knows what a symbol stands for and
because he is able to cope with the gram-
matical relationships does not imply that
appropriate mental activity is in progress
when his eyes are focused on the page of
a book. For the purposes of this presenta-
tion, however, let us suppose that word
meaning, functional grammar, and sen-
tence and paragraph meaning are not
crucial problems for the kind of reading
material to be experienced by children
in the primary grades.

Patterns in Thought
Thought is limited by ones ability to

combine, transpose, augment, and dimin-
ish ideas. This suggests that whether one
is using the thought process for interpre-
tation or for expression he puts ideas
together and establishes an organization
that is meaningful for him, he embel-

lishes these ideas from his background
of knowledge, and he reorganizes them
to combine the compounded and aug-
mented ideas so that they come to repre-
sent what he understands .regarding the
subject which stimulated thought.

In making application of thought in
reading we might observe that the
thoughtful reader conceives ideas inherent
in the author's presentation, gains insight
by bringing his own experience into in-
teraction with what he believes the author
is suggesting, and achieves understanding
by extracting what to him is the essence
of the combination of the author's ex-
pression and his own experience. The
thought process might be considered a
progression from conception to insight
to understanding.

If thought is to occur in association
with reading, the child must do more
than name words and apply appropriate
expressional groupings. Thinking must
be stimulated by concern on the part of
the reader. This concern on the part of
the reader is commonly called purpose in
most materials related to reading instruc
tion. Thought is stimulated by the child's
own purpose, not by an artificial one
imposed by the teacher. The teacher may
identify a purpose and lead him to accept
it, but until the child makes it his own
purpose, it will not be the stimulus that
triggers thought.

Patterns in Reading Materials
Any consideration of children's pur-

poses for reading should involve a sharp
distinction between narrative and exposi-
tory writing. Subject matter or study
type materials require a different pattern
of thought than that used for narrative.
Narrative has a distinctive organizational
pattern involving a theme expressed
through setting, plot, and characters. The
purpose for reading this type of writing
is to enjoy the story. Exposition also has
a distinctive organizational pattern in-
volving the development of an idea
through explanation and development of
major related ideas which are in turn
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developed through supporting ideas and
details. The purpose for reading this type
of writing is to extend ones knowledge
of the particular topic. To fail to help the
child establish a knowledge of the inher-
ent differences in these basic types of
reading material, to treat a story as if it
were a topic for study, is confusing and
limits the effectiveness of the child's at-
tempts to make reading a thought process.

How is the thinking process involved
when the child attempts to read a story?
We should identify the thought process
in this instance as being an example of
convergent thinking in that there is a
pattern or structure involved and there
is an appropriate interpretation based on
limitations inherent in the linguistic sym-
bolization used by the author. The pattern
which the author follows in relating the
story, And which the reader should use
to arrive at the appropriate interpretation,
is the one which is common to narrative
writing.

The thinking process of the reader
should be so ordered that he responds to
the author's .?resentation and combines
ideas gained with his own related ideas
to arrive at an understanding of (1) the
setting, (2) the plot structure (including
sequence of events and climax), (3) the
characterization, and (4) the theme. As
the reader matures in his experience with
narrative, these enumerated elements of
the pattern should be acquired with less
attention to specific items and more atten-
tion on the integrated story pattern. In
the early stages of reading development,
however, it is important that the novice
reader devote conscious effort to identify-
ing ideas associated with story elements.
The strength of some stories will be in
the characterization, for some it will be
in the plot, and for others the setting
may be of prime importance. All stories,
however, will present their themes
through some arrangement and weighting
of these elements.

Thoughts about the seing ought to
establish the time, place, and conditions
for the action of the story. Some indica-
tion of the setting should be conceived

at the outset of the reading, but clarifi-
cation of these ideas should be achieved
as the reading progresses. The initial
conception should also be enhanced by
what the reader knows about similar set-
tings. The plot or sequence of events
will have to be conceived as taking place
in this setting, and the characters through
whom the plot is developed will need to
be conceived in relation to both plot and
setting. Thoughts about the plot should
be carried along during the reading and
used to clarify character motives and,
ultimately, the theme. As a part of
thought concerning plot structure the
reader should identify events as being
supportive of broader elements of the
plot such as conflict, suspense, and di-
max. Usually the focal point for organiz-
ing thought about a story is the charac-
terization. It is the characters who give
life and significance tc, the theme of the
story by performing the action within
the story setting. Ideas about the traits
of characters will be acquired as a devel-
opmental process during the reading.
The actions of the characters, pictorial or
verbal descriptions of them, and what
the author has them say should contribute
to the reader's conception of them. Rela-
tion of ideas concerning plot and setting
to characterization should provide ideas
about character motives and probable
behavior as the story develops. Integra-
tion of ideas concerning setting, plot, and
characterization should suggest the theme
which the author has developed. If the
reader's conception of other story ele-
ments is faulty, the thane may be difficult
to identify and appreciate.

Instructional procedures can hinder the
reader rather than help him in his effort
to think through the organizational pat-
tern of the story as he reads. Over-
emphasis on identification of sequential
events in a story is detrimental. Some
instructional materials suggest long lists
of events to be identified by children for
a comparatively short story. Another pro-
cedure which causes difficulty is the dis-
cussion of initial segments of the story
before the reader has an opportunity to
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establish ideas aboiat plot and characteri-
zation. Use of instructional materials
which contain storks that arc very weak
in characterization also limits full devel-
opment of thought. Even primary grade
children should use materials which help
them to sec that there is more to a story
than the action that takes place.

Stimulation of Thought
As stated earlier, the basic purpose for

reading any story is to enjoy it; without
this purpose the reading is perfunctory.
Enjoyment comes as the story unfolds.
Delight in the development of a humor-
ous situation, the excitement of events
that build to a climax, and empathy that
is developed for characters, are some of
the ways in which satisfaction with a
story is achieved. Enjoyment is apt to be
greatest when we ire able to complete the
reading of the story without interruption.
It may not be possible to read lengthy
stories at one sitting. The desire for
clozure, however, is evidenced by the
adult who does not want to put a good
hook down although he may have other
pressing matters to which he should give
his attention. It is also evidenced by the
child who continues reading beyond the
place where the teacher asked him to
op, even though he may have a strong
desire to conform to her wishes. Stimu-
lation which comes from purpose is a
precious thing which we should try to
foster to the f

ry
ullestadequate thinking

is impossible without it.
Despite the importance of purpose to

thinking, some of our instructional pro-
cedures thwart purpose rather than facili-

_tate it. One instructional procedure which
interferes with the enjoyment of a story
is the extended introduction which is

ostensibly designed to create interest. It
is the author's job to write an interesting
story, not the job of the teacher to create
interest in a story that is 1,ot inherently
enjoyable. Extended introductions are apt
also to disclose story elements to such an
extent that little is left except to read to
answer questions posed by the teacher.
From the child's point of view, such

reading leaves much to be desired. It is
usually toieratcd rather than enjoyed.
Since stories involve a segmen. of real
or imagined life, the child will usually
be able to project. Living the story as it
develops is basic to its enjoyment.

A second instructional procedure whic,
thwarts enjoyment is the fragmentation
of a story. Story development that occurs
on one or two pages is usually-meagre.
If the child begins to enjoy the story but
is required to stop his reading for dis-
cussion and oral reading of a page or
tw;%, his zest for the reading is dampened
to some degree. Reading only bits of
stories at a tir.le 265 mitigates against
the early developmeo of ability to read
trade books, because ti:se child is uncer-
tain of his ability to read lengthy stories.

Criticism of story introductions and
story sectioning should not be construed
as a plea for abolishment of these pro.
cedures. They should be employed where
they are needed to develop reading skills,
but they should be used only to the extent
necessary for a given child or group of
children. The caution suggested here is
that we realize that greatest enjoyment
conies from savoring the story as it pro-
gresses and completing it, if possible,
without interruption.

Instruction in the reading of expository
materials is chiefly a problem for the
intermediate grades. Listening activities
in the primary grades, however, should
include exposure to exposition; and iden-
tification of main ideas supporting ideas,
and details should be initiated. Where
this is done, the material should be re-
lated to on-going study so that its purpose
is to expand knowledge.

Summary

Considered on the level of meaning
for an entire story or article, thought is
concerned with developing a synthesis
according to the organizational pattern
common to the type of writing in ques-
tion. Pgimary grade children will be
chiefly concerned with narrative which
involves setting, plur, an.t characterization
as elements to be synthesized into a pat-
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tern which will express a theme. The
thought required for developing this
synthesis will be limited by the reader's
ability to combine his conception of an
author's ideas with his own related in-

!1

formation-and arrive at an understanding
abstracted from both. The thought pro-
cess is used in many settings; reading is
one of them.
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The Good Reader Thinks Critically

MLA BANTON SMITH*

puT THIS question to any group of
people teachers or laymen,

"What are the basic skills in read-
ing?" "Comprehension" will come
back to you with reverberatory fre-
quency. This big blanket term of
"comprehension" is used generally
and glibly to connotate a so-called
fundamental reading skill. Yet, may
we be so bold as to ask, "Is compre-
hension a reading skill?" Is this many-
sided, complex act a skill in the sense
that a certain stroke in tennis is a skill;
and as such, subject to development
largely through exercises based Pon
reading? Or is comprehension, in its
broader sense, a welter of processes,
abilities, attitudes and purposes which
one brings to bear upon any situation
in which he wishes to derive meanings
from language symbols, whether
spoken or written? If the answer to
this latter question is in the affirma-
tive, may we ask if comprehension in
reading is subject in its development
to all of those factors which affect
growth in the ability to work with
language meanings, rather than some-
thing definite and specific and dif-
ferent to be taught solely in connec-
tion with reading? And might it help
to clarify things if we talk about
"meanings in reading" instead of us-
ing the equivocal and ambiguous term
of "comprehension" as designating a
special reading skill? "Meanings" is
The Reading Teacher, 15, (December 1961)

the term which will be given prefer-
ence throughout the remainder of this
discussion.

What are the prerequisites to high-
level understanding of language
meanings? rust, one must have a
wealth of concepts to draw upon in
bringing meanings to the language
symbols. Second, one must have the
inclination, habit and ability to use
his higher thinking processes, and to
adapt them to different contents and
purposes; and third, which probably
should have been first, one needs to
have facility hi language expression,
and to possess an extensive meaning-
ful vocabulary. These are the funda-
mentals which form the matrix out of
which understandings grow, be it
in reading, oral expression, graphs,
charts or pictures. Possibly then, the
best way to develop "comprehension"
is to direct a major amount of atten-
tion toward building the groundwork
rather than depending so largely upon
furbishing the cupola.

Camay's and Meanings

Let's first consider, the role that
concepts have to play in developing
ability to get meanings from reading.

In order to . understand printed
symbols, the child must bring to the
page a wealth of vivid concepts. How
are these concepts derived? Experi-
ence is the source out of which con-

, 162-171.
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cepts emerge. A concept is the resi-
due which is left with us as a result
of experience; it is the condensation
of experience which takes definite
form in our mind. Insofar as read-
ing is concerned, then, concepts are
crystallized experience which we draw
upon in filling empty shells of word
symbols with kernels of meaning.

Studies have repeatedly shown the
effect of concept-building upon read-
ing success.

Trips and Excursions. Cantor (1)
conducted a very interesting study to
ascertain the value of excursions to
kindergarten children as a 'means of
preparing them for first-grade read-
ing. During the. course of her investi-
gation she used four methods of
checking: ( 1) a critical summary of
excursions taken according to previ-
tvusly established criteria; (2) an
analysis of the concept-building char-
acteristics of the excursions with re-
lation to a standard vocabulary; (3 )
a commrison of the topical and vo-
cabulary demands of primary readers
with kindergarten preparation; (4) a
check during the first year of primary
work done by children who had had
this excursion experience in their kin-
dergarten year.

This investigator found that two
hundred and four concepts were
given background in experience
through nine excursions taken, and
that a correlation had been effected
between the vocabulary and concept
demands of primary reading, and the
vocabulary and concept supply of
nine typical kindergarten excursions.
The children who had taken these
excursions in kindergarten were also

checked for reading readiness and
reading achievement in first grade.
Cantor's conclusion in regard to the
effect of the excursions on learning to
read arc: "From results of scientific
tests administered in the primary year
and the comparisons made with read-
ing readiness in other schools, it seems
probable that the children (who had
the excursions) definitely profited
from the comprehensive program of
kindergarten excursions experienced
in their kindergarten year. '

At a higher level, Ledbetter (2)
found in his investigation with elev-
enth-grade pupils that "meanings or
concepts present more difficulties to
the average student than vocabulary,
sentence length, or sentence struc-
ture."

One of the most basic functions of
a teacher of reading is that of insuring
experiences out of which concepts
will grow, and then guiding these ex-
periences to fruition in concept devel-
opment. To some, such a statement
may seem trite, -indeed. Yet, up to
this time, we have barely tapped the
possibilities of utilizing experiential
background in developing concepts as
a foundation for meaningful reading.

First-Hand Experiences. While it
is desirable that more emphasis be
placed upon large, plasined first-hand
experiences in general, it is urgent
that more experiential teaching be
done "on the spot" as needs arise in
reading and other areas. As an ex-
ample, let us consider the case of the
teacher who, upon a certain occasion,
placed this sentence on the bulletin
board: "This is a chilly morning."
Her pupils, who came from Mexican
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homes, gathered around the bulletin
board and tried to read the message.
The teacher helped them with the
pronunciation of the new word chilly.
Then she asked what the sentence
meant. All of them thought that the
sentence told them in effect that this
was a morning on which they should
eat food seasoned with chili peppers.
The teacher then explained that chilly
when spelled as it was in this sen-
tence and when used to describe a
mcrning meant cold. She took them
to the door and momentarily let them
experience the sensation of feeling the
cool, crisp air as it rushed against
their bare faces and through their
defiling. Undoubtedly, after this ex-
perience, these children sensed the
full and correct meaning of the sym-
bol for chilly whenever they encoun-
tered it in a phrase pertaining to tem-
perature.

As teach= become increasingly
sensitive to the part which experience
plays in establishing meaningful con-
cepts to use in filling in word symbols,
they will more frequently take the
time and trouble to provide experi-
ences which will equip children to
bring to new word symbols, dear and
accurate understandings of meanings.
This is one way "to develop com-
prehension."

Visual Aids. First-hand experiences
are not always practical but visual
aids of one kind or another are nearly
always available and these serve well
in concept-building. Tom, a sixth-
grade boy, was reading about the
school days of a Greek scholar. The
story plot hinged upon a lost stylus.
Tom was asked if he knew what a

stylus was. "Yes," he replied, "a man
that cuts women's hair." In this case
Tom brought his own experience to
the printed symbol, but it didn't work,
so he. was given another experience
through the use of a visual aid. He
was shown the picture of a stylus and
its use was explained. This took so
much time that Tom couldn't go on
reading the story that day but he read
it the next day and as he did so satis-
fying meanings leapt forth from
printed pages which might otherwise
have imparted only perplexing con-
fusions.

In the lush of things, we often
think we haven't time to engage in
many first -hand experiences or to
bother. with the use. of visual aids, ex-
planation and discussion. Possibly
building useful concepts which will
serve the child in his reading through-
out life is more important than cover-
ing a few more pages "in the book."

Thinking and Moonless

What do we do with meanings that
we derive from listening to a lecture,
a conversation, a radio or television
broadcast? If we're not accustomed
to doing much thinking for ourselves,
we accept what is said and perhaps
recall it and quote it to others. If
we are keen and alert and make the
fullest use of our mental capacities,
we do many other things with these
meanings: we question, reason, com-
pare, draw inferences, generalize, in-
terject original ideas, seek interaction
of these ideas with others and draw
independent conclusions.

Recent investigators who have at-
tempted to analyze the different as-
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pects of the reading act include the
use of mental processes as basic
factors. Johnson (3) concluded that
these abilities are of prime impor-
tance: "(a) seeing relationships be-
tween words and ideas; (b) evalu-
ating an author's statements; (c)
drawing inferences; (d) developing
a problem and adjusting the type of
reading to fulfill the purpose."

Artley (4) in his study to deter-
mine specific abilities which contri-
bute most in comprehension of the
social studies, named these as three of
the most important: "the ability
to interpret; to obtain facts; to
organize."

Young (5) phrased one of the con-
dusions to his study in a most con-
vincing way when he said, "The chief
clement in reading is thinking, not
motor or mechanical processes of eye
movements, eye-span, vocalization,
and the like."

Thought Questions vs.
Memory Questions .

It is regrettable that the most fre-
quent experience which children are
ordinarily given in working with
meanings in reading is one in which
not much thinking is done. It is the
type in which the children simply are
asked to give back some statement or
word in the text. "What was Mary
playing with?" And the text says,
"Mary was playing with her dolls."
"What was Tommy doing?" And the
sentence that had just been read said,
quite definitely, "Tommy was playing
with his fire truck."

It is easy to ask such questions.
Questions of such type do not re-

quire much mental activity on the
part of the one whorAslp_them and
little or no thinking on the part of
pupils. Such questions undoubtedly
give practice in recalling and repro-
ducing statements or facts given in
the text. This does have a place in de-
tailed factual reading in which the
reader wishes to memorize exact mi-
nutiae. It is questionable, however, if
such exercises really aid children in
gleaning the types of meanings they
will need in using reading to enrich
their lives in fuller sense.

Through continued practice, how-
ever, children often become so glib
in answering this reproduction type of
question that they convey the impres-
sion of having achieved a high de-
gree of excellency in "comprehen-
sion." A thirteen-year-old boy was re-
cently sent to the, writer for diagnosis.
He had above-average intelligence
and was considered to be "a very
good reader," but was failing in his
other studies. As a part of the diag-
nosis, the boy was asked to read the
story of Johnny Appleseed. A class
of graduate students observed and
also read the story. When the boy
had finished, he was asked several
questions which could be answered by
re-stating what had been said directly
in the text, as indicated below:

How long ago did Johnny Apple-
seed live?

"More than a hundred years ago."
-What was his real name?
"Jonathan Chapman."
How did he spend his time?
"Planting apple trees."
These and additional questions of

the reproduction type were asked and
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Larry answered every one of them
uneFringly in the words of the' book.

"Do you think Larry needs help in
`comprehension?' " the graduate class
was asked. "No," came the unani-
mous response. "His 'comprehension'
is perfect!"

Then came some questions -which
required Larry to do some thinking,
questions which necessitated doing
something with meanings gleaned
from the story, doing things that
called for the use of several mental
processes. -

"Why did Johnny choose a spot
deep in the wilderness where the set-
tlers had not yet come to plant his
trees?"

"He wanted to be alone while he
was working," was the answer.

Larry had missed a very important
implication in drawing his conclusion
as to why Johnny went into the wil-
derness ahead of the settlers to plant
the trees. His real reason for plant-
ing the trees before the settlers ar-
rived was, of course, so that the trees
would grow and bear fruit by the
time the settlers moved- in. Larry's
reason made Johnny an unsocial sort
of person who didn't want anyone
around him while he was working.

Several other questions of the
thinking type were asked. Larry's re-
plies to all of them were equally
faulty. And Larry is only one of hun-
dreds of intelligent pupils who learn
the superficial knack of giving back
what the text says, and never tap the
significance of meanings which can be
gleaned only through the use of men-
tal processes of a higher type than are
required in merely reciting statements

that are given in the book.
Discussion Questions. One of the

most productive ways of developing
ability to get meanings in reading is
through discussion in which the
teacher takes part and makes her spe-
cial contribution by throwing in a
question or a statement here and
there which stimulates cause and ef-
fect reasoning, points up the neces-
sity for making comparisons, drawing
inferences, arriving at conclusions,
gathering generalizations.

As an example of such a discussion,
one might describe a situation re-
cently observed in a third-grade class-
room. The children had read a story
about Fred, a boy who visited his
Uncle Bill. The uncle was a sheep-
rancher and lived in a covered wagon
in the foothills. During the first few
days of- his visit, Fred was concerned
about his uncle's shepherd dogs, who
stayed out in the stormy weather with
the sheep night and day. So one night
Uncle Bill took Fred out while a
storm was raging. He called the dogs.
They' appeared from the midst of the
herd of sheep, but they "did not want
to leave their wooly hiding place."
Fred said, "All right. I won't worry
about them any more."

Children and teacher discussed the
story as they went along and also after
it was finished. Everyone entered into
the plot with interest and enthusiasm
and relived the experiences of the
characters. As all of this was taking
place, however, the teacher kept
uppermost in her mind the signifi-
cance of stimulating children's think-
ing in working with meanings derived
from their reading. Now and then at
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appropriate times she asked questions
to which there were no answers di-
rectly in the textquestions which
called for inferences, generalizations,
comparisons, reasoning. A few ex-
amples will be given :

"In what part of the country do
you think this story took place?" The
children referred to details in the text
and pictures and soon arrived at the
conclusion that the setting of the story
was in the Rocky Mountain region.

"Why do you suppose one of the
dogs was called Taffy?"

None of these children had had
the experience of seeing warm taffy
pulled and noting its golden-brown
color when in this elastic state. The
colors which they associated with
taffy were greens, blues, pinks and
yellows which they found in the bits
of confection contained in the salt-
water taffy boxes that their parents
had brought from Atlantic City.
Lacking the experience necessary for
this concept, the teacher told them
about taffy in its natural state and
compared its color to Tom's sweater
and Jane's hair. The children then
easily reasoned why one of the dogs
was called "Taffy."

"Compare the way that Fred felt
at the beginning and end of the story.
Why did he change?"

At no point in the story does the
text tell how Fred felt, nor is there
any statement in regard to why he
changed. The children, however,
were able to find tell-tale phrases and
words here and there that indicated
how worried Fred was all through
the early part of the story, and others
which revealed his satisfaction and

peace of mind toward the end of the
story. Just one major generalization
on their part disclosed the cause of
this change.

And thus it is that a wise teacher
can cultivate thinking in connection
with children's reading dozens of
times every day. And thus it is that
meanings take form and that the sig-
nificance of printed symbols becomes
fully apparent.

Evaluating and Judging. Critical
reading is another aspect of the read-
ing-for-meanings area of develop-
ment. Critical reading calls for addi-
tional steps hi thinking. It involves
getting the facts and interpreting
deeper meanings as discussed above.
It also makes use of the personal judg-
ment of the reader in deciding upon
validity of the material. In critical
reading the reader evaluates and
passes judgment upon the purpose;
the fair-mindedness, the bias, the
truthfulness of statements made in
the text.

Jean was reading a story in a pre-
primer about children who made a
playhouse by spreading newspapers
across the backs of two chairs. Among
other things, the story said that Puff,
the cat, played with them too. He ran
about on top of the playhouse. Jean
stopped in her reading and remarked,
"Puff couldn't have run on top of
this playhouse, because it was made
of newspapers." Jean was doing criti-
cal reading.

Tommy, a second-grader, read
these statements in some arithmetic
material that he was given. "Nancy
went to the store to get some milk.
Milk was 12 cents a quart. She got
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two quarts. How much did she pay
for it?"

"There's something wrong here,"
said Tommy. "Milk costs lots more
than 12 cents. I paid 21 cents for a
quart at our store yesterday." Tommy
also was doing critical reading.

In this age of high-pressure sales-
manship, through the use of printed
material, much more emphasis should

the newspaper for "uncolored re-
ports" or the reputation of the news
writer for presenting accurate facts.
Have them pick out statements that
are opinions and statements that are
facts.

Ask them to bring in articles from
the various columnists and discuss
each one in terms of personal opinion
versus facts, bias, radical ideas and

be placed on critical reading. It is or attempts at sensationalism. The same
no small consequence these days that procedure can be used with magazine
youth should be taught to look for articles, pamphlets and books.
slants and biases and nicks of the In addition to experiences in evalu-
propagandists so that they may be ating_as indicated above, students
in a position to judge the validity of should become acquainted with meth-
statements which they read in all ods and tricks used by the propagan-
printed material. dists. Each member of the group may

Primary teachers should recognize bring in a clipping of an advertise-
and commend critical evaluations ment, an excerpt a speech made
such as those expressed by Jean and during a political campaign, an article
Tommy and encourage others "to on any topic in which the writer is
think about what they read and try trying to influence readers in their
to decide if it could be true." Such thinking or actions.
suggestions, of course, should bet..,ade Let each one read his selection
in connection with realistic or factual aloud. Following the reading, encour-
material. It will do no harm, how- age free discussion concerning the
ever, even when reading the old fairy writer's motive and the techniques
tales if a child or teacher interjects that he is using to accomplish it.
occasionally, "of course, this couldn't These are only a few suggestions
really have happened, but it's fun to for developing critical reading which
pretend that it did." again, in essence, is critical thinking.

While we need to rely largely upon Indeed, the emphasis in this entire
class discussion and skillful questions section is on the necessity of develop-
to develop critical reading in the pri- ing children's ability to enter into
mary grades, more direct work can be mental interaction with meanings
done in the upper grades. Some sug- embedded in printed symbols, both
gestions are given below. those that are immediately apparent

Have the children bring in news- and those that lurk behind the black
papers from different publishers, com- and white symbols. Perhaps the im-
pare reports of writers on the same port of this section on meanings can
event and note variations. Have them best be summed up in a simple three-
pass judgment on the reputation of word definition of reading which Ed-
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ward L. Thorndike stated many years
ago, "Reading is thinking."

Language and Meanings

Many books have been written on
Language and Meanings. Too little
has been written on the triangular re-
lationship between language, mean-
ings and reading. Reading is the same
as any other language expression ex-
cept that it is a one-sided communi-
cation, a monologue, if you will. You
can't talk back and forth with it ex-
cept as you interact with the symbol
meanings in your thinking. But the
same language factors which enable
you to get meanings from spoken
language operate in helping you to
get meanings from printed language.

Several investigations have shown
relationships between abilities in lan-
guage and ability to get meanings in
reading. Goodenough (6) found a
correlation of .79 between ability to
understand and explain meanings of
words in a vocabulary test and read-
ing ability.

Gates (7) found that the most im-
portant prognosis measure to use in
predicting progress in beginning read-
ing was the ability to grasp the sub-
stance of a story told to the children.
Russell (8) found a correlation of .80
between reading comprehension and
word meaning. Young (5) found that
there is an intimate relationship be-
tween reading cornprehension and
hearing comprehension. Artly (4)
and Davis (9) both found a knowl-
edge of word meanings to be an ex-
tremely important,factor in reading.

And so it is that we are not lacking
in evidence of the significance of the

language factors in reading. In fact,
growth in reading is dependents upon
growth in language.-Childrertho do
well in oral and written expression,
spelling and vocabulary, usually do
well in reading. All of these so-called
"subjects" deal with language sym-
bols, all are part of the same constel-
lation, each reinforces and contributes
to the other. While the teacher is de-
veloping growth in any phase of lan-
guage, she is also developing "com-
prehension" in reading.

From the standpoint of meanings
in reading, however, a meaningful
vocabulary is probably the most im-
portant of the several language fac-
tors. One of our chief concerns then
is "how can a meaningful vocabulary
be developed?" The answers are
found in an abundance of experiences
in which many and different words
are inherent: through association
with teachers and parents who are
willing to answer questions and ex-
plain, and ,who, themselves, possess
and e an extensive vocabulary;
through ample opportunities to talk,
discuss, ask and answer questions.
These are the ingredients which,
when mixed together and blended,
result in a large stock of words to

which varying significations may be
attached according to the content
and circumstances in which they are
used.

Of course, reading contributes its
share in building vocabulary also.
The child brings vocabulary and
meanings to the printed page, but he
also derives vocabulary and meanings
from reading, and this is the junc-
ture at which the reading teacher
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needs to be especially alert. She needs
to nrake the most of reading content
in developing word meanings and
calling children's attention to the
chameleon-like properties of words as
they are fitted into their different con-
texts.

The multiple meaning words prob..'
ably cause the most confusion in read-
ing, particularly as their meanings
become more abstract. When a child
meets a word in text in its first, plain-
sense meaning, it usually represents a
fairly concrete idea to him, particu-
larly if it is one which he has previ-
ously encountered experientially.

As an example, consider the word
"capital." The child may have his
first experience with this word while
playing with his A.B.C. blocks, when
someone calls his attention to "capi-
tal H" on the side of the block and
"small h" on the other side. He soon
learns the difference between "capi-
tal" lettcrs and "small" letters and in
this sense "capital" has a real, con-
crete meaning for him. A little later
in his life he may take a trip to the
capital of the state with his father and
mother. Here he sees a building with
a large round dome and many steps
leading up to it, and is told that this
is the capitol building where the law-
making bodies sit while discussing the
affairs of state. After this, when he
reads that a certain city is the capital
of a state, he has a fairly concrete
concept of the meaning of the- sen-
tence. As he passes the local bank he
reads on the window, "Capital $600,-
000." Now he associates "capital"
with a bank and money. In all of
these cases, "capital" has been tied to
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a concrete objecta letter, a city, a
bank, and while the child needs some
additional help in getting the com-
plete meaning of a capital city or the
capital of a bank, he usually is not
puzzled and confused when he en-
counters these terms in print. But the
real trouble begins when, as he ad-
vances in reading, he finds "capital"
used in describing more generalized
and abstract nouns as a "capital er-
ror;" "capital goods;" "capital pun-
ishment." The most remote level of
abstraction is reached when he meets
the word as part of a term which rep-
resents an idea that embraces a vast
expanse of territory, that is; "capital
and labor." The shift to this highly
generalized use of the word "capital"
is quite a long stride to take. If left
alone to struggle with the interpreta-
tion of this meaning of "capital," un-
aided by mental interaction and clari-
fying discussion, the pupil may leave
his reading with only a-vague or par-
tial understanding of the meanings in-
volved; or his understanding may be
definitely erroneous; or it may be
highly colored by emotive language
with which the word was surrounded.
Yet this word, used in this sense,
has much to do with the structure,
thought and feeling of American soci-
ety and, as such, deserves careful
study and interpretation.

The teacher, of course, should be
keenly aware of different levels of ab-
straction and ever on the alert for
shifts from one level to another as
children meet such words in their
reading. She will invite the class as a
whole to study such a word and to
tell what it means to them in terms
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of their individual experiences.' Out
of all this, they will then. try to con-
struct a common meaning.

Undoubtedly as we come more
generally to understand the nature of
meanings, the discussion and clarifi-
cation of different levels of abstrac-
tion will be considered one of the
most important responsibilities of the
teacher of reading.

In concluding this article, it might
be said that its objectives have been
two-fold: first to stimulate fresh
thinking about the old topic of "com-
prehension:" and second, to delineate
the true fundamentals of meaningful
reading( 1 ) concepts, (2) linguistic
ability, and (3) the use of the think-
ing processes.
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A Construct of Comprehension

DONALD L. CLELAND*

Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore
get wisdom:

and with all thy getting get understanding.
Proverbs: 4:7

TAKEN out of context, this biblical
admonition, ". . with all thy getting

get understanding," could well apply to-
day to our concept of teaching reading.
In fact, it has become so important that
we like to speculate about the mental steps
involved in the process of comprehending
a passage or establishing rapport with an
author.

What, then, is comprehension? What
is involved in the mental processes that
begin with the reader's first glance at a
printed passage and end with his under-
standing of the message the writer is try-
inp, to convey via the printed page?

There are many terms that we use
rather glibly, yet when we are asked to
define them we are "hard put to it" as the
old expression goes. Each of us must
build a theory or construct of this com-
plex process of bringing meaning to the
printed page so that the reader can estab-
lish rapport with an author: Thus if an
author or speaker wishes to communicate
with a reader or listener, he must code his
thoughts, concepts, ideas, etc. into a sym-
bol system that will be understandable to
the reader or listener. A decoding process
then takes place. The reader or listener
must decode the message into a symbol
system that is also meaningful. Therefore,
the more congruent these two signal sys-
tems, the more effective will be the com-
munication process; rapport will thus be
established between author and reader,
between speaker and listener.

The writer is indebted to Mrs. Billie Ilubrig,
Graduate Student Assistant, Reading Laboratory.
University of Pittsburgh, for her help in Preparing
this article.

GENERAL NATURE

Before 1915, when early emphasis in
reading was on its oral aspects, rot much
attention was paid to comprehension. In
fact the term is rarely found in the litera-
ture. But many textbooks frequently ad-
monished pupils as to the art of reading
aloud with the art of elocution which also
included perspickity, defined by Webster
as the quality of being clear to the under-
standing; lucidity in expression or the
development of ideas."

The term comprehension had many
synonyms. Romanes,, in the latter part of
the nineteenth century, called it the "pow-
er of assimilation." Abell' a decade later
did use the term comprehension.

However, as late as 1916 Judd' and
Gray' used the expression "9uality of
reading" to denote comprehension.

Finally in the Sixteenth Yearbook Gray'
used the term romprehention to denote
the obtaining of meaning through reading.
Subsequent yearbooks and other publica-
tions devoted much more space and atten
tion to the concept. Today comerehention
is being emphasized as the major consid-
eration in all reading.

In order to give a backdrop to a con-
struct of comprehension, let us review
what other writers have said concerning
the nature of comprehension.

Lindley Murray: quotes Beattie, "ail-
dren are not often taught to read with

'George J Romanes. Mental Evolution in Animals
(New York: Appleton and Company, 1884). pp.
136.137.

:Adelaide NI. Abell. "Rapid Reading: Adsantage
and Methods." Educa'onat Reticle, Vol. 8. October
1894. pp. 283.286.

:Charles ff. Judd. 3feasurina the Work of the
Publie Schools. Vol. 10. Cleveland Public Schools.
The Survey Committee of the Cleveland Foundation.
1916. p. 153.

'William S. Gray. "The Relation of Silent Read.
log to F.colionly in Education." Sixteenth Yearbook.
Part I. National Society for the Study of Education.
Bloomington. Illinois. Public School Publishing
Company. 1917. p. 28.

SLindtry NItirray, introduction to the Ennlish
Reader (Pittsburgh: Spear and Eichbaum. 1916).
o. V.

Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10, (1965) 5961.
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proper emphasis. . . . When books are
put before them which they do not under-
stand, it is impossible they should apply
it properly. Let them therefore, read noth-
ing but what is level to their capacity."

Samuel Kirkham' gives us some sage
advice concerning the absurd practice of
verbalism in reading:

... for I would rather give you one use-
ful idea, than fifty highsouncling words.
the meaning of which you would probably
be unable to comprehend. And I wish you
particularly to remember, that I am all the
while conversing with yoursOf, even you
who are now reacting these lines, and not
with somebody else; therefor: I presume
you will not pursue the absurd and edict'
lous practice of reading without thinking:
... of merely pronouncing the words with.
out paying any attention to their are
but I trust you will reflect upon every
sentence -.-ou read, and endeavor. if pos-
sible, to comprehend the sense: for, if you
do not exercise your mind, you would do
better not to read at all.

John Wilson' comments on the use of
punctuation marks as an aid to compre-
hension:

. . as oral speech has its tones and
inflections, its pauses and its emphases. and
other variations of voice to pave greater
expression to the thoughts which spoken
words represent . so written or printed
language is usually accompanied by marks
or Points, to enable the reader to compre-
hend at a glance the precise and defermi
nate sense of the authora sense which,
without these marks, would in many in
stances be gathered only by an elaborate
and painful process. and eery often mis
understood.

Edmund Huey,' The Psychology and
Pedagogy of Reading has some interesting
perceptions concerning the reading
process:

We may safely conclude. then. that
meanings in reading are mainly feeling
reactions and motor attitudes attaching
most intimately to or fused with the inner

'Samuel Kirkham. English Grammar its Fcr-tiliar
Lectures. accompanied by a compendium: End:Iv:Inc
a New Systematic Order of Passing. 2nd Edition
(Harrisburg: Wiestling 1924), p. 14.

=John Wilson. A Treatise on English Punctuation
(Boston: Crosby, Nichols, and Company, 1554),
pp. 1.2.

'Edmund Huey. The Prhology and Pedagogy of
Reading (New York: The MacMillan Company,
1916), pp. 167, 302, and 249.350.

utterance of the words and especially of
the sentences that are read.

Practice in abstracting meaning. in
grasping the essentials of a page's thought.
has been little thought of in the reading
lesson.

Both the inner utterance and reading
aloud are natural in the early years and
are to be encouraged. but only when left
thus free. to be dominated only by the
purpose of getting and expressing mean.
mg:, and until the insidious thought of
reading as word pronouncing is well
worked out of our heads, it is well to
place the emphasis strongly where it really
belongs, on reading as thought getting.
independently of expression.

An early attempt to list, in sequential
steps, how meaning is acquired was given
by irthur W. !Callan:*

The aim of silent reading is to teach
pupils to obtain the thought from the
printed page for himself. Silent reading
is followed by a form of reproduction at
a future time.

Until recently the teacher of the upper
elementary grades has not felt the impor
tance of teaching silent reading. Even now
it is very probable thatshe does not
realize the full importance of this teaching.
Reading oral or silent means the wog.
nition of the printed word as a symbol
and a correct interpretation of the symbol
into a picture for which the symbol stands.

This is mot . . simple process. It
may be analyzed into the following lac.
tors:

"Factors in Silent Reading"
t. Correct visualization of each word.
2. Knowledge of the various meanings of

each word.
3. Choice of the correct meaning as shown

by context.
4. Forming of the correct relations be.

tween the:: meanings in order to
interpret phrases and clauses.

5. Forming of the correct relations be.
tween phrases and clauses in order to
interpret sentences and paragraphs.

It is interesting to note that the author
stops with paragraph comprehension.

As late as 1955, Gerald A. Yoakam"
had some interesting conclusions concern-
ing an understanding of the term com-
prehension:

*Arthur W. Kallom. "Reproduction as a treasure
of Reading Ability." Journal of Educational Re.
search. Vol. I (May 1920). pp. 359.364.

"Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Ittstructio;
(New York: McGrawIfill Book Company. 1953).
pp. 6344.
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The term comprehension. which is used
to represent the general comprehension of
meaning in reading, hzs never been corn.
pktely described. Various attempts have
been made to describe and define it. It is
usually defined as the process of grasping
the meaning of spoken or written Ian.
guage. It seems likely that comprehension
u a complex which involves the mental
process of recognition, or associa :ion of
meaning, evaluation of suggested meaning.
selection of the correct meaning. and gen.
tralizatiott based on the meanings of de.
tails involved in a context. SOW writers
would add the anticipation of meaning to
this complex. Anticipation of meanings is
the ability of the reader to orient himself
to sentences and paragraphs so that he can
quickly adjust himself to the thought pre.
sented in terms of his past experience and
in terms of the reasonableness of the
statements which are being made.

George Spache" has given us the best
theoretical model or construct which de-
scribes the operation of the basic intellec-
tual processes in the act of reading.

These processes are listed as a column
on the left side of a two-dimensional
chart:

t. Cognitionrecognition of
information

2. Memoryretention of information
3. Divergent Productionlogical,

creative ideas
4. Convergent Production

conclusions, inductive thinking
5. Evaluationcritical thinking
At the top of the chart there is a row

of items, namely, Unit (word), Class
(sentence), Relations (the interrelation-
ships of sentences), Systems (arrange-
ments of sentences we all paragraphs),
Transformations (the manipulation of
paragraphs), and Implications (inferen-
tial reactions to paragraphs.) At the inter-
section of a column with a row will be
found a terse explanation of the intellec-
tual processes involved. A case in point
would be as follows: at the intersection of
convergent production and relations (in-
terrelationships of sentences) we find the
following:, "evolving main idea as exten-
sion of topic sentence." Again, at the

',George Spew. Toward Defter Rialto, (Mop
paign: Illinois, Garrard Publishing Company. 1962).
P. 67.

intersection of Evaluative and Implications
we find the following admonition: "Check
author's background as basis for view-
points; react to author's value judgments;
examine author's basic assumptions and
inferences from these."

I have stab 1 or implied that the con-
cept (emperor/n/0o seems to defy any
attempt at explanation or the act of set-
ting down discrete steps which explain
the intellectual processes involved. Many
studies or attempts have bcen.made to iso-
late factors that are related to this com-
plex process.

Seven notable studies. using factorial
analysis. are now available. Five of the
seven studies identify a "word" factor
reflecting an understanding of the dew-
tive meaning of a word. Six of the studies
reveal z second verbal factor 'which proba-
bly measures the ability to comprehend
the interrelationships among words or
ideas. All of the studies disclosed a third
factor in ascertaining the meaning in-
tended by the author, namely, the analysis.
synthesis of concepts. Therefore, these
seven studies provide us with a matrix
upon which we may build a structure that
perhaps will give us insight into the men-
tal processes we use as we attempt to
establish rapport, a bond of mutual con-
fidence between reader and author, or
listener and speaker.

I wish to propose a romirstt or model
which, I believe, explains the intellectual
processes that are employed as the reader
or listener acquires an insight or a Gestalt
of the concepts that are portrayed by the
language of the writer or speaker.

I. Perception
The child must see clearly the graphic

symbols which we refer to as words. These
words have no inherent meanings, there-
fore, perception goes beyond the sensory
data. Words are words, things are things,
relationships are relationships; words are
related to things or to relationships r
each reader relates them. Thus the critical
element in perception is the meaningful
response rather than simple recognition.
There is the perception of the word, the
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phrase, the sentences, the paragraph, and
the larger unit of meaningthe story,
article, etc. Space does not permit me to
explore perceptual veridicality, the effect
of emotionally loaded words or the effect
of an emotional attitude on the response
evoked as a result of the sensory
processes.

H. Apperception
Korzybski notes that reading is the re-

construction of events behind the symbols.
Apperception refers to the process of re-
lating new material to one's background
of experienceit is perception character-
ized by clearness. The reader is bringing
sufficient meaning to the printed page to
permit him to obtain from the page only
an approximation of the experiences the
writer is trying to convey. Thus the writer
and reader must have had some common-
ality of experience. And the degree of
veridicality obtained is in direct propor-
tion to the degree of commonality oft he
experience.

III, Abstraction

This refers to the mental process by
which the reader neglects or cuts off cer-
tain perceptions, or impressions, or select
facts of concepts which are relevant to the
purpose of the reading. The process of
selecting a specific meaning from a gen-
eric meaning may be called abstraction.
Through the process of abstraction a read-
er selects the materials of thinking, and I
refer to Russell's" list, namely, precepts,
concepts, images, and memories.

IV. Appraisal

This refers to the process of estimating
the value of, the validity of the aforemen-
tioned materials of thinking, according to
accepted norms, standards o- processes.
This is one of the most crioral steps in
the model. It is also the most complicated.
The veridicality of percepts, concepts,
images, and memories cannot be overesti-
mated. This process of validation can

"David H. Russell, Children's Thinking (New
York: Ginn and Company), p. 8.

range all the way from ascertaining if a
fact is accurate to the complicated process
in forming clear, concise, and well organ-
ized concepts. It can also refer to the
highest level of thinkingcreative think-
ing in which new syntheses are made.

V. Ideation

From the validated gleanings secured as
a result of the above stepsand I reinter-
ject that these gleanings must always be
related to the purpose or purposes in read-
inga reader then uses them as the mate-
rials of reasoning in the following modes
of thinking:

I. Inductive (generalizing) reasoning
is that mode which proceeds from known
data to a generalization, such as a hypoth-
esis that will explain thi evidence at
A concept is the product of generalizing;
a judgment or an opinion may also be the
ead product of inductive thinking. Laws
or principles learned in science courses are
generalizations formed by abstracting
relevant data from complex masses of
data. A prediction is a special form of
inductive thinking as well as theorizing,
in which a person builds a construct or a
model to explain certain phenomena.

2. Deductive reasoning. As a process
of reasoning, deduction consists'of exam-
ining a particular situation or fact in the
light of a generalization. A syllogism is
an example of this mode of thinking,
such as: -Nearly all boys can swim. Fran-
cis is a boy. Therefore, Francis probably
can swim." A conclusion, a judgment, or
an opinion may be the end product of this
mode of thinking.

3. Critical thinking or reasoning. This
mode of thinking proceeds on the basis of
a careful evaluation of premises, facts, etc.
and comes to conclusions cautiously
through the consideration of all pertinent
factors. Critical thinking or reading de-
mands an interaction between the author
and reader as well as between speaker and
listener. Ascertaining cause and effect re-
lationships makes maximum use of this
mode of thinking. Detecting propaganda
devices is another example of this high-
level comprehension skill.
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Helping children to improve -their
critical reading abilities will challenge
the best efforts of teachers as the children
will need help in evaluating facts from
which generalizations are made; in render-
ing a judgment on the clarity and organ-
ization of concepts that are used in build-
ing other concepts; in detecting the biases
that authors may have; n recognizing
propaganda techniques employed by sub-
versive groups; and in recognizing wheth-
er the author is capable of making sound
and valid judgments. Last and certainly
not least, the reader_ must make a judg-
ment as to whether or not his (reader)
background and abilities permit him to
make an unbiased judgment about the
author's ideas.

4. Problem solving (scientific mode of
thinking). This is perhaps, the most di-
rected -of all thinking. it is really an em-
bodiment of the four types listed above.
When this type of thinking is manifested
by a student, he or she is aware of some
problem that must be solved, or a conflict
that must be resolved. Five or six steps are
usually listed when an attempt is made to
describe the processes involved. These
steps might be listed as follows:

a. The child's environment has made
him aware of a problem, or a conflict
arises between opposing sets of values.
These situations stimulate his mental
activity.

b. An orientation to the problem takes
place. The child may start to think in one
direction and then, in another. At, the
same time he may be gathering evidence
to substantiate or refine earlier concepts or
conclusions.

c. A tentative solution, or a hypothesis
is formed as a result of the patterning of
the several data. The Gestalt principle of
closure may be emerging. The child, there-
fore, gets an insight into a possible solu-
tion.

d. An evaluation or a testing of the
hypothesis then takes place. During this
step, the tentative solution or hypothesig
is subjected to the most critical examina-
tion. As a result, it is either accepted or

rejected.
e. The selected solution, or hypothesis

is subjected to the test of use.ITIus is the
stage of verification.

5. Creative thinking. This is thinking
at its highest level. Some would say that
the ability to draw inferences is one aspect
of creative reading. The making of new
syntheses or seeing new relationships is
another aspect of creative thinking..Still
another product of creative thinking is a
critical reaction to a treatise on acontro-
versial issue.

VI. Application
If the proof of the pudding is in the

clang, in like manner, the effectiveness of
a reading program is determined largely
by the functional uses readers make of the
new ideas acquired. They broaden experi-
ences, incruse understandings, and enable
one to learn how to engage in many kinds
of activities which would otherwise be
unknown to him. If students are given aid
as they formulate purposes for reading a
particular selection, enhancement of the
utilitarian uses of reading will occur.

In this paper, an attempt was made to
present a construct of comprehension.
am not apologetic about it. It represents,
at least, to me, a brief description of the
intellectual processes necessary as a reader
brings meaning to the printed page there-
by establishing rapport with the author. I
am sure it has weaknessesbut it must be
remembered that I have only shreds of
evidence upon which to build the con-
struct.

Every teacher should become as articu-
late as possible concerning the nature of
the reading process. A teacher's concept of
the intellectual processes employed as a
child comprehends a passage will be re-
flected in the reading atmosphere she
creates for her children. I refer again to
the biblical admonition:

Wisdom is the principal thing; there-
fore get wisdom: and

with all thy getting get understanding.
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The Reading Process and Its Ramifications

Rum STRANG

T 00 OFTEN, I'm afraid, I talk like
the woman whose husband wanted

to get a divorce. The judge asked
him, "What is the trouble?" "Oh,
my wife just talks and talks and
talks," lie said. "What- does she talk
about?" asked the judge. "She doesn't
say," the husband replied.

Sometimes, too, like the nurse in
"Romeo and Juliet," I'm afflicted
with total recall. Even after all these
years, I have not learned what a
French literary critic described as
"the art of not saying everything."
To include only the most relevant
ides is in line with the newer em-
phasis on composition which seems to
be, not on sentence structure as pre-
sented by linguists, but on logic and
rhetoric as set forth by Aristotle and
Plato. It was the search for structure
in the broad field of reading theory
and practice that led me to attempt a
synthesis of related aspects.

Let us start, as all effective reading
instruction should, with the individ-
ual.

Marie is fifteen years old and in
the ninth grade. She comes froth a
non-English speaking home. Her ver-
>al IQ on the WISC is 81; her per-

formance IQ, 99; and her total IQ,
88. Her reading achievement is far
below her potential mental ability. On
three silent reading tests her grade
scores varied from 4.7 to 5.3. On the
Gray Oral Reading Test,, her grade
Invitatio61 Addresses 1965, 49.73.

equivalent was 4.0. This is the infor-
mation about Marie that is available
on the cumulative record. It tells us
nothing about the processes by which
she acquiresor fails to acquire -7
meaning from the printed page, nor
about environmental conditions thai
may facilitate or inhibit her progress.

To understand how students read,
we need a framework, a paradigm, a
pattern that encompasses the major
or contributory factors. If we focus
on the reading process per se, we im-
mediately see that it is a factor of the
reader's goals, the degree to which he
possesses or has acquired prerequi-
sites for learning, and the effective-
ness of the teaching procedures to
which he is subjected. This broad,
complex view of reading may be dis-
cussed under four main headings:
product, prerequisites, process, and
procedures.

Product

Under product, we have inclUded
the main competencies, results, or
goals that are to be achieved. These
include (a) vocabularymany words
recognized instantly at sight ;(b) wo
word recognition skills gained
through a systematic use of context
clues, grapheme-phoneme correspon-
dences, structural analysis, and the
dictionary ; and; (c) comprehen-
sionability to derive meaning from
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words in sentences, paragraphs, chap-
ters, and larger units. These abilities
enable the individual to "read the
lines."

However, the mature reader must
do more than get the literal meaning
of a passage. He must be 'able to
terpret the author's thought, and to
make critical judgments, evaluations,
and inferences. This is "reading be-
tween the lines." "Reading beyond
the lines " involves drawing conclu-
sions, forming generalizations, and
applying the ideas gained from read-
ing. The end result of reading is the
contribution that it makes to personal
development and social welfare.

Of the four categories, the product
has been studied most extensively,
largely by means of tests. Of the 94
items in Traxler's comprehensive list
of reading tests,' by far the largest
number were silent reading tests of
speed, vocabulary, sentence and para-
graph comprehension. Next in order
of frequency were tests of readiness,
measures of study habits and skill,
and diagnostic testten of each type.
There were seven oral reading tests.
There was only one test each of
"reading capacity," library orienta-
tion, listening comprehension, dictio-
nary skills, and logical reasoning. Al-
though additional tests have appeared
since Traxler's list was published,
there is- still a serious lack of instru-
ments to measure the reader's ability
to organize ideas while reading, to
recognize the author's purpose, and

2 Ruth Strang, Constance M. McCullough and
Arthur E. Traxler, The Improvement of Reading.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961,
pp. 352.359.

to engage in critical, creative, and in-
terpretive reading.

Several new tests may prove to be
valuable supplements to tests of intel-
ligence. In grades three, five, and
seven, Braun 2 found a test of concept
formation to be more closely related
to reading achievement than tests of
mental maturity. The Cloze test
proved superior to multiple choice
tests as a measure of difficulties in
comprehension.3

More emphasis is being placed
upon informal or teacher-made tests,
and upon the practice of making con-
tinuous appraisal and diagnosis while
teaching.

From concern with reading status
or product we often move directly to
teaching procedures, with the result
that we neglect a very important fac-
torthe degree to which the student
possesses or has acquired certain pre-
requisites for success in reading.

Prerequisites

Certain prerequisites underlie both
product and process. Holmes 4 called
these "sub-strata factors." He studied
the relation of variables to high
school students' reading speed and
comprehension. Employing a tech-
nique of factor analysis, he grouped
these separate factors into patterns or
clusters. Most closely related to read-

* Jean S. Braun, "Relation between Concept
Formation Ability and Reading Achievement at
Three Developmental Levels," Child Develop.
meat, 34 (September 1963), pp. 675.682.

*John Bormuth, "bole as a Measure of Read.
ability," .in Reading as an Intellectual Activity
(J. Allen Figure!, Ed.). New York: Scholastic
Magazines, 1963, pp. 131.134.

4 Jack A. Holmes and Harry Singer, "Theoret.
ical Models and Trends toward More Basic Re-
search in Reading. ". Review

31
of Educational i?e.

search, 34 (April, 1964), pp. 1.133.
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ing "power" were four factors: ver-
bal analogies, vocabulary in isolation,
vocabulary in context,-and-auding or
listening comprehensioneach of
which contributed 16 per cent to the
power of reading variance.

Other factors exerted lesser de-,
grees of influence. But 25 per cent of

the variance remained unaccounted
for by all the factors put into the fac-
tor-analysis hopper. It is possible that
such imponderables as the individ-
ual's value- system, his self-concept,
his purpose or "set," and other moti-
vations may be among the sub-strata
factors that affect his reading process
as well as what he reads and why he
reads.

Reading difficulties have also been
attributed to many other factors.
Among these are physical defects,

especially visual and auditory; re-
tarded development in visual and au-
ditory perception and discrimination;
and neurological dysfunction or mini-
mal brain damage. Lack of previously
acquired knowledge and skills and
the experience of repeated failure in
reading also have a cumulative nega-
tive effect on the child's subsequent
progress.

Several of these prerequisites de-
serve more detailed consideration:
prereading experiences, specific men-
tal abilities, linguistic factors, listen-
ing comprehension, and concepts and
values.

Readiness for Reading. Prereading
experiences are a prelude to success
in beginning reading. From the earli-
est years, the child's normal curiosity
can be fostered, his sense of trust de-
veloped, his openness to experiences

encouraged. He should ,come to
school eager to learn to read. He
should have the ability to understand
and speak 2000 -3000 words. He
should have learned to distinguish
small differences in word sounds.
Without being specifically taught, he
should have learned-that meaning de-
pends partly on the order, intonation,
and stress with which words are spo-
ken. It. should not be necessary to
"teach your baby to read." Children
who have a rich background of pre-
reading experience tend to catch up
quickly with other children of the
same ability who have had pre-school
reading instruction.

However, many -children come to
school without having had the pre-
reading experiences just described.
These are children from education-
ally and culturally disadvantaged
homes, and from homes where a lan-
guage other than English is spoken;
For them, beginning reading may
prove difficult. They may fail in their
first attempts to learn to read. This
initial failure undermines their self-
confidence. They become afraid to

try. Their parents may respond by
acting disappointed or punishing
them. Their teachers may express
disapproval. Their classmates may
ridicule them. Any of these responses
may intensify their concept of them-
selves as children who can't learn to
read.

Pilot studies in New York City, at
Peabody College, and in other centers
have demonstrated the value of pre-
school or kindergarten prereading
experiences. Programs under "Proj-
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ect : Head Start" are now underway
in many communities.

Readiness is a prerequisite for any
child who is about to take the next
step in the sequential development of
his reading ability.

Mental Abilities. Although individ-
ual intelligence tests are given less
weight than formerly, they are still
important diagnostic instruments.
Analysis of subtest scores and pat-
terns widens their usefulness and
enhances their diagnostic value. The
individual's otal score or IQ often
conceals wide differences in his men-
tal abilities. A retarded reader may
be weak on certain subtests, and
strong on others. One of my doctoral
students, Eldon Ekwald, is studying
the relationship between the WISC
subtests and certain reading abilities.

Retarded readers generally, though
not always, score higher on the per-
formance section than on the verbal
section of the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC) and the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WATS). This discrepancy may be
due to an inherent lack of verbal abil-
ity; to environmental, emotional, or
other factors that are inhibiting the
functioning of verbal ability ; or to
other circumstances that have pre-
vented the individual from learning
to read. To be significant, however,
the difference between the verbal and
the performance scores should be
fairly large because the performance
IQ has a general tendency to run
higher than the verbal.

Of still more diagnostic value are
the profiles of sub-test scores. These
show graphically the patterns of

strength and weakness in the individ-
ual's mental functioning. Each repre:
sents some mental process involved in
reading that may be improved by
practice and instruction.

Studies of the relationship between
reading ability and scores on the
sub-tests of the Wechsler have shown
a characteristic pattern for retarded
readers. They tend to score low on
the sub-tests of Information and
Arithmetic, and also relatively low on
Digit Span and Coding. On Picture
Arrangement, Block Design, Picture
Completion, and Object Assembly,
retarded readers often score rela-
tively high. Conflicting results were
reported on the Vocabulary sub-test.

Each sub-test might well be exam-
ined for its significance to the teach-
ing of reading. A low score on the
Information test might indicate lack
of mental ability to gain information
as normal children do. Or it might
reflect lack of reading abilitythe
means by which older children in our
culture gain much of their informa-
tion. Both the Information and the
Arithmetic sub-tests are closely re-
lated to school learning.

Since the Coding sub-test involves
visual discrimination and memory

.abilities that are also required in de-
coding printed words, we should ex-
pect retarded readers to score low.

The Digit Span sub-test requires a
mental ability somewhat similar to
that involved in getting the meaning
of a sequence of words arranged in a
sentence. A low score on this sub-test
may indicate that the individual has a
short attention span, difficulty incon-
centration, or the habit of thinking
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slowly and reacting slowly to any
stimulus that involves visual motor
skills.

The two sub-tests on which re-
tarded readers generally score rela-
tively highBlock Design and Pic-
ture Complet;onmeasure the sub-
ject's response to stimuli that are al-
ways at hand. These tasks are less
abstract than those set ,by other sub-
tests in the WISC. Poor readers, as a
group, tend to approach a learning
situation in a more concrete manner
than do good readers ; they are less
able to handle abstractions.

Analysis of any test of mental ma-
turity indicates strengths and weak-
nesses in areas that are often asso-
sociated with reading disability.
Strengths can be developed; weak-
nesses remedied. To improve visual-
motor ability; the Frostig and the
Kephart programs are useful. To in-
crease visual and auditory discrimi-
nation, teachers give children practice
in recognizing details in pictures, and
in distingbishing similar forms, let-
ters, and words. Older pupils may be
helped to develop the mental abilitieb
that are prerequisite to mature read-
ing by using the Thurstone exercises
published by Science Research Asso-
ciates.

Since reading tasks that resemble
other school instruction are often as-
sociated with negative attitudes to-
ward the teacher, toward school, and
toward reading, we try to make re-
medial work as different from regular
school instruction as possible. We use
concrete, multi-sensory approaches.
For example, we use word, phrase,
and sentence cards to build sentences

and paragraphs. Since retarded read-
ers are weak in information, we
build up their reservoir of meanings
through avenues that require no read-
ingpictures, trips, discussions and
listening to stories and articles read
aloud.

Thus examination of the mental
processes of our readers enables us to
find appropriate methods and mate-
rials to build the prerequisites for
success in reading. Bearing in mind
the characteristic patterns of retarded
readers, we can study individual pro-
files to observe deviations that may
have special significance.

Linguistic Factors. Linguists put
primary emphasis on the spoken lan-
guage. They call attention to the
meanings conveyed . in speech by
pauses, by differences in pitch and
stress, and by intonation and rhythm.
Although listening and speaking
come first in a child's language devel-
opment, are prerequisite to reading,
and even though there is scientific ev-
idence that vocal cords move very
slightly even in rapid reading, we
would question the statement made
by some linguists that the reader
must first reconstruct the spoken
sound of a printed sentence before he
can comprehend its meaning,5 This
would seem to be a slow, laborious
process that would be incompatible
with rapid reading. Is it not possible
for the mature reader to make a di-
rect association between the printed
words and the author's meaning? It

sJohn R. Carroll, "The Analysis of Reading
Instruction: Perspectives from Psychology and
Linguistics." in Theories of Learning and In.
struction. The Sixty.third Yearbook of the Na.
tional Society for the Study of Education, Part I. /
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964, p.
338.
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would seem that rapid readers
achieve speed through clue reduction,
and that their reading vocabulary ex-
ceeds their speaking vocabulary.

A related factor that linguists em-
phasize as a prerequisite to reading
for meaning is an understanding of
sentence structure, i.e. syntactic con-
structionthe meaning conveyed by
various arrangements of words in
English sentences. It is their conten-
tion that knowledge of these gram-
matical meanings combines with vo-
cabulary knowledge to unlock the full
linguistic meaning of a selection.
Children should learn to think of sen-
tences as constructions within con-
structions, rather than as strings of
separate words. Comprehension in
reading does depend upon one's ca-
pacity to use the English language, as
well as upon one's familiarity with
the vocabulary of the area of knowl-
edge with which the passage is con-
cerned.

Listening Comprehension. The
third cluster of factors that Holmes
and Singer found to be significantly
related to reading speed and power
may be designated as ability to com-
prehend the meaning of a passage
when it is read aloud. Listening with
understanding carries over into read-
ing for meaning. Tests of listening
comprehension are useful in apprais-
ing reading potential, and training in
listening has been found to contribute
to reading improvement.

Value Systems, Motivation, and
Self-concept. These three are interre-
lated. The desire to read is a resul-
tant of present need, the push of the
past, and the pull of the future.

GENERAL NATURE

For the little child, desire for ap-
proval by teachers and parents is a
strong motififiotrintrinsic interest
in the content is a more permanent
life-time motivation. A specific need
to fill out an application blank for
a part-time job, to get a driver's li-
cense, or to pass the Army classifica-
tion tests, often spurs a previously in-
different teenager "to get down to
work on this reading business."
When asked why he wanted to read
better, one slow learner gave these
reasons: "So no one will laugh at
me, so as not to be stupid, so no one
will cheat me." In his study of the na-
ture of Mature reading, William S.
Gray 6 came to the conclusion that
the mature reader "has acquired
many compelling motives for reading

and focuses his attention on the
meaning of what he reads."

The most persistent and pervasive
influences are the individual's self-
concept and self-ideal. The self-con-
cept may be predictive of, a cause of,

or a result of reading achievement. In
a primary group, the children's self-
concepts were, in general, more pre-
dictive of their reading achievement
than were their scores on the Detroit
Beginning First Grade Intelligence
Test, which was given near the end
of Kindergarten? On all age levels,
evidence is accumulating abotit the
relation between an individual's self-
concept and his achievement in read-
ing.

William S. Gray, "The Nature of Mature
Reading," The School Review, LXII (October,
195e), p. 394.

/ William W. Wattenberg and Clare Clifford,
"Relationship, of the Self.concept to Beginning
Achievement in Reading," Child Development, 35
(June, 1964), pp. 461.467,
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The Reading Precise

What do we really know about the
chemistry, physiology, and psychol-
ogy of the reading process? What
kinds of thinking go on in a student's
mind when he reads a short story, a
popular article, a textbook in science
or history? How does he distinguish
the main ideas and the supporting de-
tails? What associations does he
make between what he reads and
what he already knows? What kind
of questions does he ask? What rea-
soning takes place? Does he compre-
hend better when reading aloud or si-
lently? By what process does a child
learn to read, and by what process
does he continue throughout life to
get meaning from the printed page?
These important questions have been
too long neglected. Satisfactory an-
swers to them would help us deter-
mine what teaching methods to use.
"The teaching process must take its
clue from the learning process." If
we can determine the learning proc-
ess that the child uses, then we can
try to create conditions that capitalize
on that process.

The reading process may be ex-
plored on several levelschemical,
neurological, psychological, and be-
havioral.

The Chemical Level. Attempts are
being made to assess the influence of
body chemistry on the functioning of
the nervous system, with special ref-
erence to reading. It seems possible
that the child's nutrition and the
stresses and strains that affect the
chemistry of his body may modify
synaptic transmission, which may

govern the speed with which he
reads.8 However, Staiger s obtained
no evidence that the administration of
a single drug, deanol, improves the
performance of retarded readers.

Neurological Processes. Much
more extensive work has been done
on neurological impairment with ref-
erence to severe reading disability.
Rabinovitz has recognized two levels
of neurological disorganizationthe
minimal type that is difficult to diag-
nose, and the more easily recognized
brain injury. Rabinovitz, de Hirsch,
and others emphasize the importance
of detecting neurological impairment
at an early age ; this will help to
prevent the secondary emotional dis-
turbance that often results from ex-
pecting the child to accomplish learn-
ing tasks that are too difficult for
him.

The Psychological Process. This
includes all that goes on from in-
takethe stimulus of the printed
wordto outputthe individual's re-
sponse in thought, spoken or written
words, or action. Output may take
many forms: a mental image evoked
by the passage, an answer to a ques-
tion, a written summary, an illustra-
tion or drawing of a character or
scene, a, motor response to a direc-
tion.

The first stage is what Samuel
Kirk has called visual reception, a
process necessary to produce a clear
visual impression. When the sensory
impressions, visual and auditory, pass

* Donald E. P. Smith and Patricia M. Carrigan,
The Nature of Reading Disability, New York:
Harcourt Brace, and Co., 1959.

'Ralph C. Staiger. "Medicine for Reading Int.
Provement:' Journal of Developmental Reading,
4 (Autumn, 1960), pp. 12.16.

-
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to the cerebral cortex, they combine
with traces already imprinted on the
nervous system to produce meaning..
The words have now been perceived.

Perception is a learned process;. it
is not simple. It is affected by the at-
telgtion, the previous experiences, the
needs, and the expectancy of the indi-
vidual. Important individual differ-
ences in perceptual style have been
summarized by Helen Robinson?
Three types of perceivers may lie dis-
tinguished: (I) those who see the
word as a wholethose are the more
able learners and better readers: (2)
those who perceive word parts and
tend to be preoccupied with unimpor-
tant detailsthese tend to be poor
readers: and (3) those who focus on
the sequence of letters in the word as
a whole. Tachistoscopic studies have
shown that familiar syllables and
words can be recognized almost as
quickly as individual letters, and
short passages almost as readily as
single words. As children mature,
they perceive longer and more com-
plex spelling patterns as units.

Conceptualication is the process by
which the individual puts a single
perception in a more inclusive set-
ting. He relates the observed pheno-
menon to a class of objects or events.
A new word is an "empty category"
which can be invested with more and
more meaning as new experiences
enter the mind. This is the beginning
of abstract thinking. and the basis for
generalization.

"Helen M. Robinson, "Perceptual and Con.
ceptual Style Related to Reading," in Improve.
meet of Reading Through Classroom Practices
(J. Allen Figure!, Ed.). Newark, Delaware: The
International Reading Asfociation. 1964, pp. 26.
28.
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There is a reciprocal relation be-
tween perception and conceptuali-
zation. Concepts screen or filter im-
pressions as they come into the mind.
Thus the individual avoids dealing
with a bewildering diversity of sepa-
rate impressions. Traits extracted
from perceptions are synthesized into
concepts concepts aid in the interpre-
tation and organization of perceptions.

There is a positive relation be-
tween conceptual ability and *reading
proficiency. Children 'who fail in
reading in the upper primary grades
are often deficient in the ability to
form concepts.

Research has clarified the first
stages of the reading processsen-
sory impression, perception, concep-
tualization. What happens next is still
a psychological "no-man's land." It
has been explored primarily by specu-
lation and by experiments in animal
psychagy.

It has been hypothesized that at
the higher level of association there
are patterns, schema, or circuits
memory sub-systems that are interre-
lated. These become larger and better
organized when they are activated
simultaneously. Thus the "whole per-
ceiver" has an advantage over the
"part perceiver." The individual's
reading ability increases as the inter-
facilitation of the working systems
improves. The word-by-word reader
makes each association in isolation,
rather than activating numerous con-
nectiers within and among his mem-
ory patterns. The way a thing is
learned helps to determine how it is
used or applied.

Behavioral Level. This refers to
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the way individuals actually read. Do
the gifted use different processes than
the less able? Can the less able learn
the more efficient methods, or are the
methods they have evolved the best
for them ? These are fascinating qttes-
tions to which we have no answers.
Fortunately there are .many ways in
which we can gain insight into stu-
dents' reading processes. These will
be briefly described.

1. Observe the individual's eye
movements. Since Buswcll's " pio-
neer work on eye movements, more
than one hundred similar studies
have been reported. These studies ex-
plain how the eyes function during
reading. We have learned that the
span of recognition increases during
the school years, but that even adults
do not asually recognize more than
two words per fixation. Eye move-
mtnts may provide objective evidence
that a reader is having difficulty, but
introspection is necessary to show
what the difficulty is. The eye move-
ment camera does not show how the
mind works Consequently the infor-
mal "peephole method" of observing
the reader's eye movements through
a tiny hole in the center of the page
he is reading is more useful in study-
ing the reading process. When he os-
cillates on a certain word or makes a
regressive movement, the observer
can stop him and ask what was going
on in his mind at$hat point.

2. Observe how students respond
to reading situations during the
school day. During silent reading pe-

Guy T. Rusell. "The Process of Reading,"
The Reading Teacher, 13 (December. 1959).
pp. 108-114. 4

riOds, the teacher may note the way
the student approaches the reading
assignment, and may chart his pe-
riods of attention and distraction.
From the student's own questions
and from his answers to questions
that call for ficts,generalizations or
interpretations, the teacher may draw
inferences about his reading process.
To verify these, the teacher will make
further inquiries: "How did you hap-
pen to know this unfamiliar word?"
"Why did you choose this answer
rather than another ?"

You will be amazed to see in what
devious ways children acquire their
vocabulary.

3. Ask the student to read a short
selection aloud. As well as obtaining
the usual diagnostic information af-
forded by oral reading, the teacher
may also make inferences based on
the student's facial expression, bodily
movements, side remarks, and an-
swers to questions involving compre-
hension.

For example, Marie, the ninth-
grader whom we briefly described
earlier, showed embarrassment when.
asked to read the paragraphs on the
Gray Oral Reading Test. She made
many errors in pronunciation, a few
repetitions and substitutions, and two
omissions. The repetitions seemed to
stem from her struggle with the
pronunciation of the words. On the
easier paragraphs, her substitutions
made sense. On the comprehensive
questions, her difficulties became seri-
ous at the fifth paragraph when there
was a marked increase in the number
of key words that she did not know.
The examiner could have learned
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more about her reading process by
asking her to "tell what happened"
when she pronounced a difficult word
correctly, or made a given kind of
error. This could have been done

very easily while she was being ex-
amined in the individual testing situ-
ation, or immediately after the test
had been administered according to
standardized instructions.

4. Analyze the student's responses
on standardized silent reading tests.
Most of the diagnostic value of tests
is lost when we neglect to study indi-
vidual responses. This kind of study
gave E. L. Thorndike 32 his famous
insight into the reading process.

On the multiple choice questions of
the vocabulary section of the Metro-
politan Intermediate Reading Test,
Marie made many errors. She asso-
ciated "glorious" with "independent"
rather than "splendid." Perhaps to
her, being independent was a glorious
feeling. She marked "future" as the
correct meaning of "ancient" instead
of "old." Here she may have been
misled by a vague conception of both
words as associated with time. In
marking "cause" instead of "results
as the meaning of "effect" she appar-
ently reversed the meanings of two
words commonly used together.

These are only tentative inferences
that could be made from the analysis
of a student's responses on a multiple
choice vocabulary test. To under-
stand her actual thought processes, it
would be necessary to ask her to try

"E. L Thorndike. "Reading as Reasoning: A
Study of Mistakes in Paragraph Reading." Jour-
nal of Educational Psychology. 3 (June. 1917).
pp. 323.332.

to explain how she arrived at the an-
swers that she marked.

On the word discrimination part of
the same test, we obtained further
understanding of Marie's reading
process. In the sentence "Be sure to

your raincoat" she selected
"were" instead of "wear." Similarly,
in many of the other items, she in-
serted a word that begins with the
same letter as the correct word. More-
over, she showed little awareness of
structural or grammatical clues to
meaning: she chose "terminate" in-
stead of "terminal" in the sentence,
"The truck driver delivered the trunk
to the railroad " From this
section of the test, it was possible to
infer that Marie tended to use initial
consonants as her sole method of
word attack, to be unconcerned about
whether the word she chose made
sense in the sentence, and to neglect

grammatical clues to meaning.
In the paragraph reading section of

the test, Marie seemed. sometimes to
show a similar disregard for appro-
priateness in her answers. Some of
her choices were reasonable. She said
"Some of the boats were probably not
very well made," instead of big,
which was considered the best an-
swer. In another paragraph she sup-
plied an idea of her own"be in a pa-
rade," instead of the correct response,
"greet visitors." In still another item,
she gave overpotency to the word
"bicycle" and made up her own con-
clusion instead of giving one that
could be properly derived from the
paragraph as a whole.

From the analysis of Marie's re-
sponses on this standardized test, we
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could make several tentative infer-
:nces about her reading behavior.
She seemed to be misled by irrelvant
or partial word associations, Appar-
ently her only method of word attack
was recognition of the initial letter.
In reading a paragraph, she grasped
at any straw that might enable her to
make a response. It seemed as though
her main concern was to mark some
answer, whether correct or not.

5. Analyze the student's answer to
the unstructured or creative-type
question on an informal reading test.
The question, "What did the author
say?" may lead a student to reveal a
great deal about his reading process.
In studying re5ponses to this type of
question we find many different read-
ing styles or approaches:

Some students select a few isolated,
unimportant, or irrelevant details.

Some select the main ideas.
Some select the main ideas, and cite

supporting details.
Some compose a brief, terse sum-

mary.
Some offer a vague, general sum-

mary.
Some tend to be carried. away by

their emotional response to the passage.
Some tend to elaborate on details that

are purely personal in significance or
interest.

Some use a passage as a springboard
for creative thinking.

Some make a well-organized sum-
mary of the author's pattern of thought.

Some compose a full and accurate
summary, and supplement it with their
own reflection, and critical evaluations.

You will find examples of all of
these reading styles in any heteroge-
neous class.

Although the unstructured ques-
tion does not systematically measure
the reader's comprehension of simple
and definite facts, it may have the
more important value of yielding in-

sights into the student's thought
processes; it may give a glimpse, as
Paul Diederick admitted, into how
the reader's mind works.

6. After students have read and
completed the comprehensive ques-
tions on an informal group reading
test or inventory, ask them several
questions about the reading method
that they used. Although many stu-
dents, especially the less able readers,
find it difficult or impossible to iden-
tify and describe their reading meth-
ods, others make revealing com-
mentssuch as the following, made
by a boy in the eleventh grade:

Question: What did ytAi do to get the
main idea?
"I thought about the main idea as I
went along."

Q.: What did you do to get important
details?
"I tried to correlate them with some-
thing I already knew."

Q.: What did you do when you met a
word you did not know?
"I got the idea from the context. If
it's a particularly puzzling one, I try
to think up a Latin derivative."

Q.: Do you like to read books of this
kind? (a social studies text)
"No, I like to read plays and biogra-
phies. I got a big blast out of Van
Loon's books. But, in genera!, I'm
bored stiff by this type of stuff."

7. Ask them point blank: "How
do you read a given assignment?"
Many years ago I asked all the grad-
uate students at Teachers College
who had made straight A records to
describe their methods of getting the
author's thought. It became evident
that these successful students used a
variety of methods, some of which
represented wide departures from
those commonly recommended. The
following is one student's descrip-
tion:
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I find my method of gaining ideas
from reading is comparable to building
a skyscraper. I first read the material
through completely and quickly. On the
way, I get a general outline or skeleton
of the material. After this reading, I go
back arl start over more slowly. This
lime I argue my nay through the book
and fill in the skeleton which I built the
first time. This scents to be my method
for reading material which is rather
difficult: "'

Each reader appeared to have certain
idiosyncratic methods that were help-
ful to him.

A similar procedure was used by
Michaels '+ to ascertain what meth-
ods high school students used in
reading foor subjectsEnglish, chem-
istry, plane geometry. the United
States history. They were asked to
describe their usual method of read-
ing diffr ... kinds of assignments in
each subject. Two representative re-
sponses will give us some idea of their
study processes :

First, I look at the question I am to
answer. Then I will look up the subject
in the index of a book and turn to the
page that has the information on tlr
question. I then read the information
available in that book. I usually follow
the RIM procedure with three to five
other books. When I have finished these
books, I take the most important infor-
mation from each and begin to comp9se
my answers to the questions.

I always read my text first. Next, I
select several books on the subject, not-
ing their differences in details and gen-
eral feeling about the subject. I then
write what I feel are the essential ideas
that I would be likely to forget, and the
major differences in the references in
winch I found "my" point of view.

8. Use an unstructured interview

t.Rulls Strang. Constance McCullough, and
Ar.hur Tumid.. The losprownent of Reading.
New York: SleGraw.11ill Book Company. 1961.
p. 20.

14 Melvin I.. Michaels. "A Study of Similarities
and Differences in Student Perceived Reading
Difficulties in Selected Secondary School Sub-
jects." Unpublished dcztoral project. Teachers Col.
lege. Columbia University. New York. 1963.

to gain understanding of bow stu-
dents have read certain selections ant!.
answered questions on them. In a
study of interpretation of poetry.
Lefton 13 established the value of re-
trosix..ctive verbalization in identify-
ing the reading processes. She re-
corded the subjects' oral interpretive
responses in a systematic way, and

identified differences in the introspec-
tive and retrospective. verbalizations
of high-level readers and low-level
readers.

Using a similar technique,
Rogers '° studied the responses of
three classes of eleventh grade stu-
dentshigh, average, and low--to a
selected short story. She began with a
comp-3(10y unstructured approach
"Try to tell me everything you
thought and everything you felt as
you read this study. just go ahead
and talk about the story." This ap-
proach elicited a wide range of re-
spouses," such as the following:

Response on a symbolic level:

I thought as the story went a.ong the
symbolism of the snake because more
clear and kind of stood forevil,
perhaps. ... lint it also symbolizes
something deeper. . . . I think it stand.;
for all bad. The snake is black, and
black always stands for bad. . The
mate syndadizes something which all of
us would want to find. . .

Response on a literal level:

In a way, I though it was bad, you
know, far the dog to kill the snake, but
in a way he was doing what the boy's
father told hint to do... .

11 Mildred Letton. "Individual Differences in
Interpretive Responses to Reading Poetry at the
Ninth Grade Level." Unpublished doctoral die.
sedation. The University of Chicago, 1958.

"Charlotte Dee Rogers. "Individual Differences
in Interpretive Responses to Reading the Short
Story at the "eleventh Grade Level." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation. University of Ari:ana. 1965,
p. 40.

II Ibid.. p.111.
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After the students had responded
to this invitation to talk freely,
Rogers 18 asked a number of specific
questions such as these:

That are the main events in this
story?

HoW did you discover these main
events?

What is the main point in this story?
How did you arrive at this conc'u-

sion?
How do you know what kind of a

person he is?

In addition, Rogers used a question-
naire to obtain information about the
students' attitudes -toward short sto-
ries. and their habits of short story
reading.

A variation of this technique, com-
bined with several others, was em-
ployed by Cafone19 with an extremely
uncommunicative group of ninth
grade students who were five or more
years retarded in reading, who had a
history of school failure, and who
scored below average on the verbal
section of the WISC or the \VAIS.
Although silence or "I don't know"
were their most common responses to
the invitation to tell how they arrived
at an understanding of the selection,
some of them, including Marie, occa-
sionally brighterzd these interviews
with significant insights.

Marie's attention to context clues
seemed to improve as her interest in
the story increasedHowever, she
tended to remember the main ideas
that were personally significant to
her, rather than to distinguish th
main ideas logically from the n

10 /bid.. p. 40.
" Harold C. Cafone, "Individual Differences in

the Reading Prociss of Ninth Grade Retarded
Readers." Doctoral project in progress, Univer-
sity of Arizona. 1965.

supporting alit& This approach
sometimes led her to make errors in
interpretation. For example, she said
that one main id, of the story was-
that the boy '`shoat) not drop out of
school." This was not a main idea; in
fact, the author implied that he might
as well drop out of a school that had
no meaning or utility for him. Her
extremely personal approach also led
her to insert ideas that were not in
the story at all. For example, she said
that the reason for the boy's losing
his job was his inability to speak
well. This was one of Marie's own
problems, but it was not mentioned in
the story.

The technique of retrospective-in-
trospective verbalization may be mod-
ified. in various ways. Starting with
an unstructured approach. the inter-
viewer may allow the subject free ex-
pression of his reflections. thoughts
and feelings about the selection, and
then ask questions designed to pro-
mote clarification and elaboration,
somewhat like those used by Piaget
in his study of children's language
-and thoughts. This procedure is also
comparable to the "Inquiry" tech-
nique of the Rorschach test The in-
terviewer follows up the subject's
comments with such questions as
these:

How did you know that?
Why didn't you say
How did you know it wasn't

Did you know this before?
Were you especially interested in this

(the right answer)? Why was it inter-
esting to you?

The final step, as in the Rorschach,
might be a "testing the limits" by
asking the subject to respond to a se-
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ries of "yes" or "no" questions such
as: Did you think about the tide be-
fore beginning to read? Did you skim
the selection before reading it care-
fully?

To delve more deeply into the
process that a student actually uses,
the interviewer may ask him to in-
trospect while he is reading. By use
of this introspective method, in com-
bination with other techniques, doc-
toral students at the University of
Chicago have conducted several very
significant researches. Swain 20 asked
twenty-nine college students to think
aloud as they read passages of litera-
ture. social science, and science, and
then to answer questions on them.
She recorded their verbalizations
about how they analyzed the words
and restructured the meaning. This
approach encouraged the subjects to
reveal their conscious thought proc-
esses.

Pickarz 21 used a similar procedure
with able sixth grade students. She
asked the subjects to verbalize freely
their thoughts and feelings about the
selection as they read it.

Using introspection as supplemen-
tary to a more objective approach to
ascertaining students' specific pur:-

poses in reading certain kinds of ma-
terial, Smith " learned much about
their reading processes. For example,
she found that some students per-

*Emeliza Swain, "Conscious Thought Processes
Used in the Interpretation of Reading Materials.'
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Chicago. 1953.

2, Josephine Pickarz, "Getting Meaning from
Reading,' Elementary School Journal, 56 (March
1956). pp. 303.309.

sz Helen K. Smith, "The Responses of Good
and Poor Readers When Asked to Read for Dif-
ferent Purposes." Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Chicago, 1964.

sisted in reading for the main ideas
even when the instructions were to
read for details.

In 1956 at the University of Cali--
fornia, Berkeley, James R. Squire
studied "The Responses of Adoles-
cents to Literature Involving Se-
lectf:d Experiences in Personal De-
velopment." His study is now pub-
lished in pamphlet form. In inter-
views lasting several hours, Squire 23
obtained responses of ninth and tenth
grade students to each segment of
four short stories. They were asked
to respond freely and completely in
describing the "feelings, ideas, opin-
ions, or reactions" which occurred to
them v. reading or at the end of
the story. The transcripts were ana-
lyzed according to seven categories
literacy, judgment, interpretational
responses, narrational reactions, asso-
ciational responses, self-involvement,
prescriptive judgments and miscella-
neous. Wilson 24 used a similar anal-
ysis in comparing the responses of
college students to three novels be-
fore and after class discussion of the
novels.

Introspective methods in a case-
study setting were employed by
Strang23 in an exploration of reading
patterns, and by Gray and Rogers"
in a study of different kinds and de-
grees of maturity in reading.

=James R. Squire, The- Responses of Adoles-
cents While Reading Four Short Stories. Re-
search Report No. 2. Champaign, Illinois: Na.
tional Council of Teachers of English, 1964.

34 James R. Wilson, "Responses of College
Freshmen to Three Novels." Unpublished doe-
torsi dissertation, University of California, Berk-
eley, 1962.

= Ruth Strang, Exploration of Reading Pat-
terns. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
1942.

= William S. Gray and Bernice Rogers. Ma.
tinily in Reading. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1956.
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Jenkinson 27 used a "doze test,"_ in
which words were omitted within the
reading passage at regular intervals.
The reader was asked to supply the
precise word that the author in-
tended. After taking the test, each
student was asked in an interview to
explain the reasons for his insertions
as he again completed the doze pas-
sages: The students who were able to
supply the largest number of correct
words also tended to be the students
who saw more relationships among
the various ideas, had a better under-
standing of the language structure,
and made better use of the grammati-
cal and syntactical clues to meaning.
They were, in general, less subjective
than those who scored low,

Much can be learned about the
reading process through students' re-
trospective and introspective verbali7
zation. Various methods of studying
the rujing process have yielded a

. insights:
Able readers differ from those who

are less able in many respects:

In their ability to analyze language
and reconstruct the meaning of a pas-
sage. .

Irr their ways of integrating newly
acquired ideas with previous experience.

In the intensity of their responses to
what they read, and in their application
of new insights to their own lives.

In their grasp of symbolic meanings:
The more able readers respond about
equally to literal meaning, implied
meaning, and opportunities to offer crit-
ical evaluations; whereas the less able
readers respond almost exclusively to
literal meaning. The more able also
tend to be more objective and imper-
sonal in their interpretations. The less
able are more likely to confuse their
own ideas with those of the author.

n Marion Dixon Jenkinson. "Selected Processes
and Difficulties of Reading Comprehension." Un-
published doctoral dissertation, Department of
Education, University of Chicago, 1957. zThorndike, op. cit.

In the positiveness of their attitudes
toward literature.

In their background knowledge of
poets and poetry.

In the degree- of satisfaction they
have derived from their 'previous exper-
iences in reading literature.

It should be emphasized that individ-
ual differences as well as group dif-
ferences are to be found among able

- readers and less able readers.
Since the reading process demands

an ever active intelligence, it changes
according to the nature and difficulty
of the reading material._ The reader
"must select, repress, soften, empha-
size, correlate, and organize, all under
the influence of the right mental set
or purpose or demand."28

Adult readers are highly influenced
by their interests and attitudes, which
affect their interpretation of the au-
thor's ideas.

Reading achievementthe prod-
uctdepends upon the prerequisites
that the individual possesses for a
given reading task, the processes he
uses, and the skill of the teacher.

Procedures

What are the optimal procedures
for teaching reading to children at a
given chronological or mental age?
To answer this we must have an un-
derstanding of the productof what
the learner can do when he has real-
ized the objectives; we must know
what prerequisites he brings to the
learning situation ; and we must
know what processes he uses. I have
often described the teaching process
by using this formula

The focus is on 0the individual
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student. His physital condition, his
need and desire to read, his mental
ability, his previously learned skills
and previouSly acquired knowledge,
his concept of himselfany or all of
the underlying factors already men-
tioned may make him more or less
responsive to the teacher's instruc-
tion. .

Starting with an understanding of
the student, the teacher is next con-
cerned With the situationS. This is
the classroom situation over which
the teacher has most controlattrac-
tive phySical conditions, and atmo-
sphere conducive to learning, and
reading material of suitable format,
difficulty, and appeal.

The student responsesRare to
the situation. Each experience leaves
a traceT=on his nervous system:
this affects his general perceptionP
of the next situation in which read-
ing is involved.

This, I sometimes tell students, is
the psychology of teaching reading in
a nutshell, to which one sprightly stu-
dent. responded: "The psychology of
teaching reading is too complex to
put in a nutshell, even a coconut
shell !"

Concluding Statement

I have outlined tlh main stages in
the reading process, as I understand
it, from intakethe stimuli of a

printed page or passageto output in
the form of vocal or motor respon-
ses.

The first sequential stages have
been quite clearly defined : auditory
reception, visual reception, percep-
tion, and conceptualization. The
higher association processes involved
in the reading process are beginning
to be explored through observation,
analysis of errors, the reader's re-
sponses to unstructured questions,
and introspective and retrospective
reports.

I have become more aware of the
necessity for a case study approach to
an understanding of the reading
process by my recent work with
ninth grade severely retarded read-
ers, who have experienced years of
failure and frustration in learning to
read.. Marie, to whom I have previ-
ously referred, is one of this group.
The variation in their responses in
different reading situations is aston-
ishing. One boy whose score initially
on the Gray Oral Reading Test on
first grade level was, after twelve
hours of individual instruction, able
to pass the official driver's license ex-
amination with a score of 96. In the
first individual session, the worker,
Mrs. E. Louise -Knopf,- asked him
whether he would prefer to learn
word attack skills in connection with
a 'story he wanted. to read, or begin
with systematic instruction in reading
and go ahead as fast as and as far as
he could. He chose the first ofthe'al-
ternatives. This approach was not
successful. The book he had chosen
was written on' third to fourth grade
level of difficulty, and it was not as
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interesting as he had anticipated. He
stumbled over almost every word.

In the course of conversation with
the worker, he mentioned his desire
to get a driver's license. As a first
step he collected and learned a large
number of road signs. Then he tack-
led the driver's manual. The worker
read him a section at a time : they

-discussed it ; they formulated ques-
tions that might be asked on the ex-
amination; he faced and mastered
difficult key words like vehicle that
might be included in the test. Then
he would give orally his answer to
each question. When he was satisfied
that the answer was complete and
correct, he dictated it to the worker.
She wrote it and typed it for him to
read the next period. In this way he
made his own driver's manual which
he could read and reread fluently and
with full comprehension.

Another boy initially scored below
fifth grade level on standardized si-
lent reading tests and still lower on
the Gray Oral Reading Test. In a se-
ries of individual conferences he read
and comprehended far more difficult
material. He read aloud with few er-
rors paragraphs from Mark Twain,
Lincoln's Gettysburg address, a selec-
tion from a biology high school text,
and articles in Hot Rod magazine.
Under the stimulus of a friendly
tutor, he began to read the newspaper
as much as he could understand of
the sports page, the comics, and the
front page news.

We can only speculate concerning
this discrepancy between test results
and performance under the most fa-
vorable conditions. Here are some
possible explanations :

Interest in the content of the more
difficult material generated his maxi,
mum of effort.

Content that had little or no meaning,
use, or interest to him, was rejected and
consequently evoked no effort.

Content that was immature and read
by younger children decreased his self-
esteem and aroused his resistance to
reading.

Previous instruction in phonics, sylla-
bication, and other word recognition
skills may have lain dormant until he
had a real need or sufficient motivation
to apply them.

Although his concept of himself had
been lowered by being called "dumb"
and. "stupid", and by repeated experi-
ences of failure, he still may have re-
tained a deep-seated desire to make
himself as "good" and complete as pos-
sible. When the opportunity to develop
his potentialities was offered and the
boy experienced some success, he was
stimulated and challenged to do his best.

The negative influence of his class-
mates was not operating in the individ-
ual learning situation.

The relationship with the workera
relationship of friendly,- sincere, positive
regard and an expectation that he could
and would improve his reading, sup-
ported him in his efforts to use.thexhil-
itics lie did possess in getting the mean-
ing of selections of real interest to him.

Experiences 'ike these have con-
vinced me tha what I have called
product or goals, prerequisites, proc-
ess, and teaching procedures are all
interwoven. To understand an indi-
vidual's reading development, we need
to be aware of all of these interacting
aspects.
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Problems and. Research Considerations in
Reading Comprehension

AMES F. KERFOOT

READING comprehension has long
been regarded as one of the

most important areas in reading in-
struction. Unhappily, the complexity
of reading comprehension has gen-
erated much confusion. Definitions
have been largely inconsistent and
instructional programs have been or-
ganized chiefly by intuition.

There are many classifications of
comprehension skills. They are at
once useful and confounding. Clas-
sifications have been useful in pro-
viding teachers with a sense of direc-
tion in developing comprehension
ability. But classifications proliferate.
Teachers who do not confine their
study to a single reading textbook are
soon overwheltned by the accumula-
tion of overlapping terminology. This
paper addresses itself to the problem
of confusion in comprehension and
discusses the following five topics:
( 1 ) What are the areas of confusion?
(2) What are the critical problems
in reading comprehension? (3)
What are the sources of confusion?
(4) What recommendations are in-
dicated? (5) What specific research
should be investigated?

Areas of Confusion

Difficulties in reading textbooks.
One major area of difficulty encoun-
tered by the student of reading com-
prehension involves the reasonable
but highly individual use of terminol-
ogy by the authors of reading text-

books. The major comprehension
types developed by one author be-
come the minor types of another, and
terms descriptive of one type of com-
prehension skill may stand for an en-
tirely different type of ability in two
independent classifications. Since we
are never totally pleased with the
classifications which precede our
own, reading theorists have been led
to personalize comprehension with
their own unique labels.

The result of this practice has been
the evolution of a vocabulary that is
characterized by the "synonym" and
in some cases by contradiction. Ac-
ceptance of the "synonym" by the
student is basic to an understanding
of reading comprehension. Rejection
of the "synonym" is the fact of read-
ing comprehension for the author.
Perspectives in comprehension are
varied, but three types of classifica-
tion are commonly used.

Reading comprehension has been
frequently classified by units of ma-

Aerial. Uniqueness is attributed to the
reading behaviors involved in com-
prehension of words, phrases, sen-
tences, paragraphs, and total selec-
tions. These behaviors are thought by
some to represent "general reading
comprehension ability." Terminology
is fairly consistent within this classi-
fication scheme.

A second type of classification in-
volves rate or the care which is de-
voted to a comprehension task. The

The Reading Teacher, 18, (January 1965) , 250.256.
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following examples illustrate this type
of comprehension and some of the
vocabulary difficulties.

Yoakam ( /0) lists: careful read-
ing-, normal reading, rapid reading,
and skimming.

Berg, Taylor, and Frackenpohl
( I) list: careful' reading, usual read-
ing, accelerated reading, and selec-
tive reading. They break down selec-
tive reading to include skimming and
scanning. Skimming for Yoakam 'in-
cludes, scanning.

Spache and Berg (7) consider
skimming and scanning as types of
rapid reading, while Berg, Taylor,
and Frackenpohl are careful to dis-
tinguish skimming and scanning
from accelerated reading which is the
equivalent of Yoakam's rapid read-
ing. Rate classifications by other the-
orists add to the confusions which
are evident here.

A still more confusing third clas-
sification is concerned with reading
for various purposes and involves
what Bond (2) calls "the specific
comprehension abilities." Since read-
ing purposes may be so varied, this
type of classification is often elabo-
rate, and the commonalities among
classifications often obscured. The
following examples taken from clas-
sifications by outstanding members
of the reading profession should illus-
trate the point.

Reading to predict outcomes is: a
subheading of Bond's (2) "Reading
to Interpret," part of Durrell's (3)
"Elaborative Thinking," and a sub-
heading of Russell's (6) "Creative
Reading."

Making inferences is: for Bond

."interpretive reading," for Durrell
"elaborative thinking," and for Rus-
sell "creative reading."

Differentiating fact from opinion
is: for Bond "reading to evaluate,"
for Durrell "critical reading," and for
Russell a type of "creative reading."
Comprehension has also been classi-
fied by : life uses, the process in-
volved, the content being read, and a
variety of involvements with the more
mechanical study skills.

Difficulties in reading tests. A sec-
ond major area of difficulty involves
the differences in tests of reading
comprehension which purport to
measure, a particular ability. Perhaps
the greatest point of weakness is the
test which measures "general com-
prehension ability." What is "general
comprehension ability?" Let us con-
sider the measurement of this ability
as approaches by three different
instruments.

The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Ca-
pacity and Achievement Tests, Pri-
mary Form, measure .the comprehen-
sion of each of several paragraphs by
the use of five multiple-choice ques-
tions.

The Stanford Achievement Tests,
Primary II Battery, measure the com-
prehension of each of several para-
graphs using a contextual approach.
Words or phrases are to be selected
to fill in blank spaces.

The Gates Advanced Primary
Reading Test, Paragraph Reading,
measures the 'comprehension of para-
graphs by asking the child to follow
directions given in each paragraph.

All three of these instruments
measure "reading comprehension."
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Investigators using any of these in-
struments may report the effect of an
experimental treatment on "reading
comprehension." Are we sure that
they are all measuring the same
ability? When two investigators re-
port conflicting results regarding
growth in reading comprehension,
perhaps we should take a close look
at the instruments.

In the area of specific comprehen-
sion tests, the problems are similar
but more complex since terminology
is again confounding, and skills
treated separately by one test maker
may be combined by another. Tests
of specific comprehension abilities
such as the Gates Basic Reading
Tests or the Developmental Reading
Tests reflect the importance attrib-
uted to the separate testing and
teaching of specific comprehension

Abilities. If a specific comprehension
ability such as reading to follow di-
rections is distinct from general com-
prehension ability, what is being
measured by a test of general com-
prehension ability to which the child
responds by following directions?

Such questions not only illustrate
the problem but suggest some possi-
ble directions for thorough re-exam-
ination.

Difficulties in reading programs.
A third major area of difficulty in-
volves the materials of instruction.
As long as teachers follow step-by-
step the program outlined in the
teachers manual they are not trou-
bled by the kinds of problems we
have been discussing. But teaching
involves much more than following
a long-range plan. It involves adjust-
ment of instruction to individual

_

needs. Adjustment must be based on
appraisal, and appraisal leads us back
again to the semantic forest where
elms are oaks, interpret is creative,
and critical I is not critical II. We
may be alerted to deficiency through
appraisal, but appraisal must be di-
rected toward improving instruction,
and improving instruction implies
that we know what we are trying to
improve. Is there a series of behaviors
representative of the wider range of
measurable comprehension abilities
which can be generalized to the total
range through instruction? Or, must
test equivalent exercises be used to
provide experiences to improve com-
prehension? Effective instruction de-
mands goal clarity. In the present
state of comprehension, ambiguity
predominates.

Critical Problems in Reading
Comprehension

Confusions in the theory, measure-
ment, and materials of reading com-
prehension have limited our effective-
ness in two critical areas.

Problems in research interpreta-
tion. The first critical area in which
ambiguity has been disabling is the
interpretation of research. Suppose,
for example, that two investigators
comparing the same two methods get
conflicting results in vocabulary and
reading comprehension. Can these
results be directly compared? Many
factors might account for the ob-
served differences, but let us consider
the effect of terminology alone. How
is vocabulary measured? Kelley (5 )
in 1932 located twenty-six separate
item forms for vocabulary tests used
at that time. Shall we assume that
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they are all comparable and that any-
thing called vocabulary may be com-
pared directly with anything else

called vocabulary? As previously
mentioned, the same problem exists
with comprehension but is much
more complex. Direct comparisons of
comprehension studies in the investi-
gators' terms, therefore, seem highly
inappropriatc, and application of
such surface information may often
be misdirected.

Problems in the testing-teaching
situation. The second critical area is
the testing-teaching situation. Here
teachers are faced with all the prob-
lems involving measurement of com-
prehension (and the materials of
comprehension), and in addition the
problem of matching the instruction-
al materials to the measuring instru-
ments. This kind of problem is rep-
resented in the following example.i

A child deficient ink-readingto
evaluate-interpret on the Develop-
mental Reading Tests is given exer-
cises from available materials to im-
prove these skills. The exercises are
drawn from those which are listed in
the materials under the titles "Evalu-
ate" and'Interpret," and the teacher
assumes that exercises labeled "Eval-
uative" are appropirate for a child
whose deficiency is labeled "Evalua-
tive." It should be dear at this point
that labels often do not represent
equivalent behaviors and that assum-
ing equivalence may result in ineffec-
tive teaching.

Sources of Confusion

How has such confusion come
about? Two sources which have con-
tributed to the confusion arc: the

relationship of comprehension to in-
telligence and the use of terminology
as personal convenience.

Confusion through relationship to
intelligence. Reading is frequently re-
ferred to as a thinking process. We
tend to accept the increasing correla-
tions between I.Q. and reading
achievement as we advance through
the grades as evidence of the increas-
ing involvement of the higher
thought processes as the program
grows in comprehension emphasis. It
is not strange that theories of read-
ing comprehension should closely
parallel theories of intelligence, and
the issues in defining intelligence are
far from resolved. The same diffi-
culties which plague us in dealing
with intelligence are present in our
deliberations about reading compre-
hension. Spearman (8) was mistaken
when he wrote in 1927 that "Chaos
can go no farther." He then added,
"Intelligence has become a mere vo-
cal sound, a word with so many
meanings that it finally has none."
This statement could not be more
appropriate if it had been intention-
ally directed toward reading compre-
hension. A few parallels between in-
telligence and comprehension theo-
ries may be of interest.

The monarchic doctrine of intelli-
gence, which we might associate with
Stern's (9) thinking, considers intel-
ligence to be a kind of adaptive pow-
er in new situations. This doctrine is
similar to the view that reading com-
prehension ability is unitary and that
unique reading behaviors are only
specialized aspects of comprehension
differentiated by the experiences of
the learner.

J
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A more frequently held position in
comprehension theory resembles that
of Spearman (8) on intelligence,
which recognizes a general factor to-
gether with several specific abilities.
However, the commonalities among
two factor theorists disappear when
an attempt is made to define those
abilities.

Intelligence has been viewed by
Guilford (4) as a three-dimensional
structure. Each of many separate
abilities is thought to involve a men-
tal operation, a content dr kind of
material, and a product or form in
which the information is cast. This
thcory combines some separate per-
spectives in a manner which could
have some promise for reading com-
prehension:

One noteworthy attempt to com-
bine perspectives in comprehension
was made by Yoakam (10). He dis-
cussed purposes for reading in terms
of work or recreatory life uses within
each of the rate categories: skim-
ming, rapid, normal, and careful.

A promising approach related
somewhat to Guilford's (4) structure
of intellect model might classify pur-
poses within units and within rates.
For example, we might speak of pre-
dicting outcomes from carefully read
paragraphs. The terminology is still
disturbing, but the three-dimensional
structure may prove to be a useful
device.

Problems in the testing-teaching
situation. A second source of confu-
sion in reading comprehension is that
of labeling as a personal convenience.
Terms must of course be employed
if processes are to be described. The

choice of terms is not being criticized
here, since the terms selected by au-
thors of comprehension discussions
are usually reasonable ones. What is
being questioned is the practice of
personal labeling which forces the
consumer to reconcile differences in
perspective. Labels are useful when
they serve as a descriptive conveni-
ence. However, the accumulation of
such personal conveniences has been
encumbering and has seriously lim-
ited the applications that can be
made of comprehension data.

Recommendations

We are faced then with the prob-
lem of inconsistency in both theoreti-
cal base and descriptive terminology.
Four suggestions may be helpful to
us in understanding and working
with reading comprehension.

First, it is suggested that teachers
and research consumers become in-
dependent of labels. The materials
of measurement and development in
reading comprehension must be re-
lated in terms of the tasks repre-
sented, without regard tc. 'nomencla-
ture. Teachers must therefore go be-
yond the labels of comprehension and
look directly at the tasks. Instruc-
tional decisions can then be based on
observable operations rather than on
implied process.

Second, it is strongly suggested
that comprehension be approached
through operational definitions. To
be thoroughly operational in descrip-
tion would be a significant advance
over our present practice of personal
reporting. However, to specify Oper-
ations in terms of specific materials
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would make the inass of uncoordi-
nated research largely incontrastable.
It is possible, however, that we may
be sufficiently operational to avoid
naming the material and yet escape
term ambiguity. The criterion for an
effective comprehension definition or
description should perhaps be facili-
ty in replicating that operation from
the definition or description. For ex-
ample, we may speak of following
directions in sentence length material.
To report growth in this ability is a
considerable clarification of what
might have been reported as growth
in reading to organize.

Third, it is suggested that an at-
tempt be made to operationally clas-
sify reading comprehension. Such a
classification would provide us with
a tool to aid description and evalua-
tion of our work in comprehension.
Labels could then be assigned to any
combination of operations for de-
scriptive convenience. But writers
would be able to identify the specifics
in each of their contrived categories,
and we would know with some exact-
ness what was being described.

Fourth, it is suggeend that the
accumulated data of re Ading com-
prehension be operationally re-eval-
uated. Efforts directed toward clari-
fying present research might resolve
a number of inconsistencies, be pro-
ductive of new insights, and suggest
future directions for study.

Problems for Research

To implement the preceding rec-
ommendations, research might be
directed toward the solution of the
following ten specific problems:

Problem one. What comprehen-
sion models have been proposed by
reading theorists, and what model of
consistent terminology should be used
to classify reading comprehension?

Problem two. What comprehen-
sion abilities are identified by read-
ing theorists?

Problem three. What comprehen-
sion abilities are measured by read-
ing tests?

Problem four. What comprehen-
sion abilities are developed by read-
ing programs as described in the
teacher's manuals, and with what
emphasis in each series?

Problem five. What comprehen-
sion abilities appear most important
in terms of frequency in the areas of
theory, measurement, and program,
and which categories_of the theoreti-
cal model receive little emphasis?

Problem six. How closely do read-
ing theorists, reading tests, and read-
ing programs agree on the compre-
hension abilities identified and the
emphasis, given to each?

Problem seven. What comprehen-
sion abilities have been identified by
factor analytic studies as reinterpret-
ed in terms of the model?

Problem eight. How independent
are the abilities identified?

Problem nine. Which abilities in
terms of emphasis and independence
appear to be important to measure
and develop?

Problem ten. What interpretations
of present research may be provided
by a re-examination with reference
to the model?

Reading comprehension is com-
plex, and difficulties will not easily
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be resolved, but a classroom inde-
pendent of labels, an operational ap-
proach to current t,fsearch problems,
and cooperative effort toward redef-
inition and re-evaluation may help
us to reduce ambiguity and to restore
communication.
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COMMENT

In this penetrating analysis Kcr-
foot has located a number of areas
of confusion in the teaching of com-
prehension. His clear demonstration
of ambiguity in labeling comprehen-
sion abilities calls for a major re-
search and instructional effort to
clear away the problems'that.impre-
cise terminology has caused.

Some of the confusion comes from
the lack of specificity with which
psychologists have been able to con-
ceptualize and label the thinking
processes. A partial solution of the
problems which Kerfoot cites can
come from our efforts to be precise
in our use of terms. Some of the solu-
tions can come from new insights
provided by learning psychologists,
but more likely from persons in read-
ing who apply the findings of learn-
ing research to specific r'ading situa-
tions.T.C.



DEVELOPMENTAL SEQUENCES AND LEVELS
Tao many teachers, and the children they teach, are satisfied to attain

literal comprehension. However, the truly effective reader puts each passage
into contextrelationship to surrounding passages, credibility in terms of
previous leanings through life experiences as well as previous reading, per-
tinence to the problems in mind when reading of a passage began, intent of
the author, intentional slant of ideas, omission of enlightening details, and
other factors affecting authenticity.

The ability to read between and beyond the lines, to read critically is
undoubtedly a developmental aspect of reading, and growing maturity
should contribute to the ability and tendency to read in depth. Too, any
one person at any one time may read at different levelsskimming to get
information in literal fashion, scanning to determine pertinency to a spe-
cific problem, reading closely to determine the relative completeness or au-
thenticity of the presentation, intensive study to decide on the possible
ways of applying the ideas in an invention or original contrivance.

Whether in grade one or at the graduate level in the university, chil-
dren and youth need definite guidance that will enable them to read at the
levels of comprehension best suited to their purposes and needs to be sacs-
lied through reaching.

Reading for Depth

MLA BANTON SMITH

ONE OF the most urgent educational
needs of young people at the present

time is that of learning to read in greater
depth. One of the most urgent needs of
teachers is that of recognizing depth-
readiiig processes and providing for their
development. Concern for these needs
constitutes the substance of this paper.

First, let us consider thi need for rec-
ognizing the different categories of mean-
ing-getting processes in reading. To do
this we must break down the big blanket
term of comprehension. This word en-
tered our reading vocabulary back in the
early twenties when we first began to give
attention to meanings. We have used it
indiscriminatively ever since and in my
opinion this omnibus term has stood in
the way of developing true depth in read-
ing. There are different kinds of compre-
hension which in turn call Er the use of
different mental processes. Depth reading
cannot be developed by teaching "com-
prehension" as a lump sum.

The different categories of meaning-get-

ting processes as I sec them are (1) lit-
eral comprehension, (2) interpretation,
and (3) critical reading.

Litiral comprehension names the skill
of getting the primary, direct, literal
meaning of a word, idea or sentence in
context. There is no depth in this kind of
reading. It is the lowest rung in the mean-
ing-getting ladder, yet it is the one on
which teachers of the past have given the
most practice.

On the other hand interpretation probes
for greater depth. It is concerned with
supplying meanings not directly stated in
text. In interpretation the reader must
think back of the mere symbols and infer
meanings not directly apparent in the
word symbols, themselves.

The third growth area is critical read-
ing, the one with which we are directly
concerned in this program. Many people
apply the term critical reading to any kind
of careful, discriminative reading. For
skill development purposes, I like to
single out critical reading as a special kind

'leading and Inquiry, JIM Proceedings, 10, (1965). 117-119.
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of reading requiring special teaching
techniques.

Critical reading, as I see it, is the third
level in the hierarchy of reading-for-
meaning skills. It involves the literal com-
prehension and the interpretation skills,
but it goes further than either of these in
that the reader evaluates, anti passes per-
sonal judgment on the quality, value, ac-
curacy and truthfulness of what is read.

This distinction is appropriate in terms
of the meaning of the word critical, an
adjective derived from the WAIN critic
which in turn has as one of its foreign
sources the Greek word kiwi,: meaning
"to judge, discern."

One dictionary definition of critical is
"exercising or involving careful judg-
ment; exact; nicely judicious as a critical
examination." Another dictionary defines
critical as "to judge with severity."

Critic is defined as "one who expresses
a reasoned opinion .. . on any matter .
involving a judgment of its value, truth
or righteousness . ." Criticism is defined
as "A critical observation or judgment;"
and criticize is defined thus, "to examine
and judge as a critic."

In consideration of the meaning of
critical it would appear that we are stretch-
ing things a bit too far when we lumr
together practically all of the skills that
make use of thinking processes in reading
under the present popular term of "Criti-
cal Reading." For the sake of having
clear-cut objectives in teaching, might it
be advantageous to designate critical read-
ing as the kind of reading done wign
personal judgment and evaluation are
involved.

There is a grave need at this time for
us to develop this higher skill of critical
reading. In fact this need is so urgent that
it should be considered as a national obli-
gation. The American. citizen of- today
needs to be fully acquainted with the
happenings in his country but the time
has passed in which he can be smugly
toncemed alone with events which take
place in the United States. He is involved
with the whole weld and the whole

world is invoked with him. World events
are having, will continue for a long time
to have, tremendous impacts, on us in
America personally, sochtlly and politi-
cally.

From whence does the most of this in-
formation come and who interprets it?
For all too many people the major source
of national and world affairs is TV or
radio, and this news is either presented as
a list of headlines without interpretation;
or if interpretation is made it is translated
to us in the light of the individual belief,
judgment or interest of the commentator.
TV and radio are powerful molders of
opinion because people accept their cap-
sule statements and comments without
acquainting themselves with the back-
ground necessary in interpreting the facts
and arriving at their own conclusions.

It is true that the business or profes-
sional man may snatch a paper at the
news-stand to read on his way to or from
work or perhaps he and his family may
read a daily newspaper left on the door-
step of his home. In either case he will
come in contact with world news in more
detail than given by TV or radio, but
again let us ask who interprets this world
news for him? It is the reporter or editor
who writes the account of a happening; it
is he who gives his viewpoint concerning
the event and its implications. We need
desperately at this moment in our history
to develop individuals who will read about
an important event in two or three news-
papers and magazines, comparing the in-
formation given, sifting the wheat from
the chaff, arriving at their own conclu-
sions, and sensing implications for them-
selves as American citizens.

I was in an eights grade classroom re-
ceut ly when the teacher asked the students
what had happened in Vietnam the day
before. All of them did know what ha,.
happened but discussion was meager. I
asked, "How many heard about this event
over TV? How many over radio? How
many read about it in a newspaper?" The
most of them had heard about it over TV,
two or three over radio. None had read
about it in a newspaper. No wonder they

t,
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couldn't discuss the situation. They had
no background of detail or variance of
opinion. One of the most urgent things
that we can do is to get students to read
widely and critically about current hap-
penings.

Propaganda is another facet for critical
reading consideration. Propaganda has
been defined as "any intentional attempt
to persuade persons to accent a point of
view or to take a certain line of action."
With so many people these days trying to
change our thinking and to influence our
behavior through printed material, we as

teachers should be acquainted with the
dangers of propaganda and should teach
our students to recognize some of the
major techniques used by the propagan-
dists in political speeches, advertisements,
editorials, cartoons, billboard announce-
ments; in fact wherever it is found in a
world that is now teeming with propa-
ganda intentions.

Students in the junior high school, have
reached a degree of mental maturity which
makes it possible for them to do careful
critical reading. Let's give them abundant
practice in using this important skill.
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Necessary Preschool Experiences for
Comprehending Reading

MARION NIONROE.

THERE is perhaps no one area in Ameri-
can education that has received more

popular attention than that of how to
teach Johnny to read. If only the teacher
would use this or that technique, Johnny
would have no difficulty.

Every child that comes to school, how-
ever, brings with him his own unique
experiences which affect his ability to learn
to read, for good or for ill. Each new
learning experience is modified by the
experiences of the past.'

The ease with which a child ledms to
read depends upon four variables, (1) the
child, whose abilities and experiences are
uniquely his, (2) the teacher who also
varies in her abilities, training, experience
and understanding of children, (3) the
content of the material the child is asked
to read, and (4) the group in which he
is placed to learn.

All these factors and many more make
learning to read a complicated procedure.
It is not surprising that every year many
children encounter difficulties in learning
to read: In this paper, I will consider
chiefly the preschool experiences which
get a child off to a good start in learning
to read and those which may serve to
retard the child's beginning efforts.

A child's preschool experiences with
books set the stage for motivating learning
to read. A child who has had pleasurable
experiences in hearing stories read aloud
to him has a preview of the rewards of
reading. He looks forward to reading by
himself, to take his place in a cultured
family group. He knows that printed
words stand- for language. The print in
books cues the oral reader as to what to
say.

A child who lacks these happy experi-
ences with books has little desire to rcad.
He may reject reading from the start, as
something that does not appeal to him,
and for which-he-sees no use.

oReading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings,

Reading is one of the language arts.
The child obtains ideas from printed
language in much the same, way that Fz
understands spoken language. If a child
has heard and used language patterns like
those in books, he has a basis for com-
prehending Cie book. As one child said,
Reading is just talk wrote down." ,Read-
ing, however, is more than just de-coding
a set of printed symbols into spoken words
and recalling what the words mean.' The
printed text in a primer is formulated in
standard speech, while the child's use of
language may be anything but standard.
The child who comprehends "Tom gotta
dog' does not necessarily comprehend
"Tom has a, dog." The child who says
"Whatcha gonna Jo?" may not immedi-
ately understand the printed words,
"What are you going to do?" Dialects,
foreign language, substandard English,
and simply the fact that '"2 usually. run
the sounds of spoken words together in
the pattern of conversational speech, may
make the printed language in a book seem
as strange and devoid of meaning to some
children as if they were mastering an
almost new language.

A scale is presented here for evaluating
a child': language ability in interpreting
pictures. Select pictures- in which two or
more characters are engaged in some in-
teresting activity. Ask the pupil, "What is
this picture about?" Record his verbal
response and classify its level on these
steps.

Step 1. The child merely shrugs his
etoulders and does not reply_
He may venture to name some
of the objects in the picture,
i.e., "dog," "boy," 'It's a
kitten."

Step 2. The child describes what the
characters are doing, i.e., "The
dogs jumping up," 'The
baby's eating."

1965) ,
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Step 3. The child expresses a relation-
ship between the characters or
objects. "The boy's playing ball
with the dog."

Step 4. The child sees the picture as
one part of a narrative. He
gives . relationships of time,
place, cause-effect. "The boys
are building a bird house. They
will put it up in a tree so a
bird can built a nest in it"

Step 5. The child reacts to the mood
of the picture, ,perceives the
emotional reactions of the
characters, and draws a con-
clusion or evaluates the actions,
"This picture's about camping.
Its a dark night and the
children are kind of scared.
They're singing songs around
a campfire. Wild animals
won't come near -a fire."

Children who have not reached Step 3
or Step 4 on this scale scarcely have de-
veloped sufficient language ability to
interpret a picture in a primer react
to the narrative text that accomF2nies the
picture. Fortunately many verbal skills can
be developed in pre-reading activities if
the child is of average mental, ability.

The non-English speaking children will
need to learn the names of familiar objects

in Byenvironment
and in the pictures.

By asking, "What is the boy doing?"
"Where is he?" "Why is he painting the
wagon?" "What will he do next?" "How
does he feel ?" you can encourage the
growth of vocabulary and sentence usage.

Not every child who uses language well
is ready to read, however. A printed word
is a complex organization of small forms
and shapes called letters. Some hildren
have never had the visual experience of
comparing-and examining the small de-
tails of objects.

In order to discuss and compare visual
qualities the children need to develop a
vocabulary of descriptive terms, large,
small, round, square, pointed, straight,
curved, to the right, to the left, above,
below, upside down and so on. Armed
with a descriptive vocabulary, the child is
prepared to compare and describe printed

words and letters.
Accurate description indicates accurate

perception and relates visual and language
developinent.

The child in reading moves his eyes
from left to right. Children who have had
the "funnies" in newspapers read to them
as they follow the row of pictures across
and down the page may have already
established the habit of left-to-right pro-
gression. To discover children who have
not established the conventional habit of
looking from_ the left toward the, right,
you may make a card containing several
rows of pictures. Ask a child to name
the pictures, and observe the order in
which he does so.

Early preschool experiences with rhymes
and jingles help to prepare children for
listening to the sequence of sounds in
words, to find words that begin or -end
with similar sounds. Children whose pre-
school lives have been barren of these
joyful experiences in listening need to be
provided with such experiences before
beginning to learn to read.

Learning to read is a complex process
which has its beginnings long before the
child actually associates printed symbols
with their language meanings. So-called
reading readiness activities are actually the
early basic steps toward reading that many
children go through in cultured homes
where- they are exposed to. the reading
activities of parents and families. If a
child has missed these experiences at
home it is only a matter of wisdom to
provide him with the most essential of
them in his early days at school. "Well
begun is half done" is an adage that bears
fruit in the process of learning to read.

Pre-readin& activities that sharpen a
child's perceptive abilities may be likened
to giving him foreknowledge of the tools
of his trade. An artist needs to know how
to use his tools. But good tools alone do
not make an artist. He must have within
himself the picture he wants to paint. So
it is with the potential reader. He must
have within himself the need and desire
to read because he knows what the re-
wards will be.
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And Beyond the Lines

VIRGINIA CUTTER

ONE OF THE MAJOR responsibilities of
today's teachers is teaching reading

as a thinking process, teaching children
to think as they read. For it is the think-
ing readerthe critical readerwho has
the foundation for evaluating what he
reads. In discussing the building of this
foundation, we may begin with Helen M.
Robinson's reminder that "critical read-
ing is based .on, or is. an instance of,
critical thinking."1

Edgar Dale defines critical thinking as
"thinking which has been systematically
criticized," as "the kind of sustained
thinking necessary to deal adequately
with such questions as: . . . 'How can I
improve my teaching?' "2 It leads to the
kind of reading that asks such questions
as, "Should Antigone have been loyal to
her dead brother, Polynices, or to her
country?" And what does this play have
to do with my life today? And why is it
considered a "classic" anyway?

Mortimer J. Adler, in How to Read a
Book, describes the kind of reading neces-
sary to produce this kind of thinking:

When [people] are in love and are
reading a love letter, they read for- all
they are worth. They read every word
three ways: they read between the lines
and in the margins; they read the whole
in terms of the pans, and each part in
terms of the whole; they grow sensitive to
context and ambiguity, to insinuation and
implication; they perceive the color of
words, the odor of phrases, and the
weight of sentences. They may even take
punctuation into account. Then, if never
before or after, they read,
We might summarize his delightful

description by saying that critical reading
widen M. Robinson. "Developing Critical Read-

ers," Dimensions of Critical Reading. vol. XI,
Proceedings of the Annual Education and Reading
Conferences. Newark: University of Delaware,
1964, 3.

°Edgar Dale. "Teaching Critical Thinking," The
News Letter. vol. XXIC, No. 4. January 1956.

Mortimer J. Adler. How to Read a Book. New

whether it involves reading a news
story in the morning's newspaper or a
masterpiece by Nathaniel Hawthorne in
the school textbook, or a love letter
`should involve three levels of compre-
hension.
Reading the lines:
WHAT DID HE SAY?
Reading between the lines:
WHAT DID HE MEAN?
Reading beyond .the lines: -

WHAT GENERALIZATIONS MAY
BE DRAWN?
WHAT EVALUATIONS .MAY I
MAKE?
As we are concerned with teaching these
levels of reading in all types of literature,
we are, of course, actively engaged in
teaching critical reading of literature.

We must begin with what we might
call the facts the words in the sentences,
the sentences in the paragraphs, the para-
graphs in the work of literature. What
do they say? To teach critical reading, we
must have a passion for accuracy. -One
day, a child in a teacher's class read the
-,rd home -as house. The teacher's first
reaction was to ignore the substitution; it
was such an easy error to make. Then
she realized that house had few of the
rich connotations of the word home as it
was used in the story. By misreading the
word, the child had been unaware of
some of the "facts" of the story. A whole
point would have been lost, the teacher
who told this story reported, had she
accepted the child's substitution. Every
teacher has had similar problems, enough
to convince each of. them that reading
of literaturereading a poem by Frost or
a short story by Hemingwaybegins with
reading the words, the phrases, the sen-
tences as the Author wrote themreading
the lines.,

The second level of comprehension
York: Simon and Schuster, Inc. 1956, 14. becomes possible only when we have

Vistas in Reading, IRA Proceedings, II, Part 1, (1966) , 64-68.

.e,
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mastered the first. A student can_read_
between the lines only when he can read
the lines. What did the author really
mean? What inferences may be drawn?
What is Emily Dickinson really saying
when she speaks figuratively? Why does
Shakespeare begin isslius Caesar with the
scene that he does? Why does, e. e. cum-
mings call the balloon man "goat-
footed?" Why? Why? And for every
answer there must be proof in the litera-
ture itself. It's easy to see how develop-
ing this level of comprehension is, in
effect, developing the ability to think
critically about what is read; in other
words, to read critically.

,Finally we must teach reading beyond
the lines.* How do I evaluate this story,
this play, this poem? In the Texas Cur-
riculum Series, the Commission on Eng-
lish reported that 'the reader must learn
**that no evaluation [of a work of litera-
ture] is permissible (or indeed, possible)
until a work has been understood."
What was said? What does it mean?
Finally, what is it worth? As William S.
Gray said, "One of the first tasks of a
teacher is to encourage students to with-
hold judgment until they are sure they

-fully understand the book or selection
read."

The student can move to the third level
of comprehension only after he has
moved successfully through the first two.

John Simmons wrote in an issue of the
English Journal:

Teachers require a series of reactions to
the literature read, both in speaking and
writing. In this they are asking for critical
reading, a task which should be central to
reading assignments in all secondary con-
tent areas. Students must go beyond mere
passive acceptance, or comprehension; [in
other words, beyond levels one and two]
they must do something with what they
read. In evoking a critical response, teach-
ers are' moving students toward more

,Theas Curriculum Studies. Report of the Com-
mission on English Language Arts Report No. 2.
Austin: Texas Education Agency. July 1959. 47.,

S. Gray. "Increasing the Basic Reading
Competencies of Siudents," ,Reading in the Hie*
School and College. Forty-seVenth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part
II. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1948, 107.

mature, sophisticated reading activities!

Everyone, it seems, tells to to teach criti-
cal reading, but very few writers tell us
how to go about that job.

We begin, according to Anne Stem-
mler,T director of the reading-study cen-
ter at the University of Texas, by select-
ing material, literature in our case, within
the experiential background of our stu-
dents. To expect a junior high school
student to read Eliot's Waste Land criti-
cally is to expect the impossible. He may
learn to parrot our reactions to and judg-
ments of such literature, but he cannot,
on his own, read critically literature so
far beyond his realm of experience. Once
appropriate selections have been made,
Stemmler continues, the art of teaching
critical reading next involves the art of
asking questions.

To teach comprehension in depth, she
tells us, we must develop the ability to
ask questions that send the students into
successively deeper levels of meaning.
"Ask low level questions," she maintains,
"and you teach low level comprehen-
sion." The twin arts of question design
and progression are among the most criti-
cal aspects of teaching deep-level com-
prehension. Our sequence of questions
may begin with questions that ask for
mere recall:

What does the author say?
In your own words describe how the

main character looked.
But our questions must soon progress
beyond this level into the non-literal:

What does the author mean?
What does the main character symbol-

ize?
And, finally, to encourage real depth of
understanding, our questions must lead
the student into generalizing, into evalu-
ating, into applying what he had read in
other situations. Once we have designed
our questions and planned their progres-
sion, our task of teaching critical reading
has really just begun. Now, according to

'John S. Simitons. "Teachinir Lriels of' Literary
Understanding,' The English Animal. Vol. 54, No.
2. February 1965,, 101.

TAnne Steniinler. In seminar at The University
of Texas, Suing, 1966.
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Stemmler, we must analyze our questions
for the demands they make upon the
reader. What reading-thinking abilities
are evoked by each?

Level-one questions cause little trouble.
The student is being asked simply to
recall information read, or to search
through the material for specific informa-
tion given. Our students may do these
tasks with ease, And. when they do,
they're ready to move into the more diffi-
cult, non-literal, level-two. Here even our
high school students may require much
help. Just exactly what does a student do
to find meanings which are implied? Of
course he brings into play the basic proc-
esses of recalling and searching. But be-
yond these tasks he must analyze, synthe-
size, and extend meanings. In teaching
the student to handle these tasks, a teach-
er may. well begin by sharing with a
class the steps' through which she has
gone in arriving at implied meaningsa
difficult job for most' teachers read
'easily, and the easier the job the harder
it is to explain to someone else exactly
how it was done. But what an important
learning experience this can be for the
students. The teacher might take a short
piece of literature, familiar to the class,
and show them how she read it: how she
analyzed it, categorizing the kinds of in-
cidents, images, words used; how she
drew togethersynthesizedthe infor-
mation collected; how she generalized
about what it all added up to, what it
really meant.

The students are given opportunities to
go through- these same processes. Over
and over on literature well within their
range of 'experience and ability, They
learn to analyze, to synthesize, to extend.
And as they are learning we are constant-
ly aware of their successes.and failures.

. Only when understanding of the work
seems assured, may we move to level-
three questions, those calling' for further
generalizing and evaluating, for applying
insight gained from reading in new sit-
uations. Additional cognitive processes
are involved here. The students must now
compare, contrast, extrapolate. He must

hold in mind a set of criteria and-
tire the work being read against that
criteria. Weighing, testing, trying out
ideas, he may need to apply what is in one
situation to other situations. He may
need to call to mind other works of
similar theme or style. He may need to
move beyond the specific to the general.

To help students arrive at this point as
readers, we need to lead them to formu-
late their own questions and to seek their
own answers:

What does the title tell me about this
story?

Why does the author begin as he does?
End as he does?

From whose point of view is the story
told?

Is this point of view significant?
What ties the episodes of the story

togetherthe characters? the action? the
setting? a stated idea? an implied idea?

What does every important detail of
the story add up to?

What may the central theitte(s); be?
What evidence in the.dior.y.-supports

the generalizations I am making?
Questions such as these send the student
to the story itself, not to a summary of
the author's life or tu- a headnote in a
textbook. The critical reader must ask and
answer questions such as these. For only
after asking and answering these and
other questions may the student evaluate
the story. And only as he learns to form
valid judgments based on reading not
one, not two, but dozens of stories, does
he truly mature as a reader.

There are still other experiences basic
to teaching our students to read critically.
Somehow we must free ,them from the
idea that everybody must have exactly the
same response to and interpretation of a
work. They do not have to admire every
poem we admire, or to read many of
them in just the same way. As we all
know, but somehow our students don't
seem to, there's evidence in most works
to support more than one valid interpre-
tation. We must help them to understand
how their backgrounds and experiences,
different from everybody else's in the
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class, will partly determine how they re-
spond to some works. A simple exercise
like one used by Allen Briggs, professor
of English, Sul Ross State College, is
applicable here. He has his students read
Carl Sandburg's Fog and then draw a
sketch of the cat they see in the last
sentence. Of course we know that our
students can read this poem, can read the
lines and between the lines, and beyond
the lines, and still come up with different
pictures. That a cat is a cat is a cat is not
for our studentsall of whom have
known different kinds of cats and who
consequently- react to them in different
ways.

Everything that we've said so far has
assumed that our students can, at least,
read the lines. But what about the re-
tarded reader and critical reading?
George Spache, at the Texas Association
for the Improvement of Reading meeting
in February, 1966 told a group that the
retarded reader, particularly at the upper
grades, may lack the word attack skills.
To expect him to move into reading.
levels two and threeto read critically
before he has mastered level one is un-
realistic. Much modern literature on the
teaching of the educationally disadvan-
taged student suggests that the teacher
read aloud or present by tape, record, or
other audio-visual media some literature
within the interest and experience range
of the student,- but beyond his present
reading skills. His ability to think criti-
cally, a prerequisite to reading critically,
can be fostered by encouraging discussion
about, and reaction to, what he has heard.
As his skill in reading increases, he can
be led through the same carefully struc-
tured experiences in the reading/thinking
skills that other students have had.

My final comments concern what effect
tea.:hing critical reading as a foundation
for evaluation may actually have on our
teachingat the seventh, eighth, or ninth
grade, or at whatever level we teach,

First, if we are really using literature
to help our students to read critically,
then we may have to change some of our
present practices. Such reading of litera-

ture as described here implies thoughtful
study, careful study; prolonged study.
That kind of study, of course, means the
studying of fewer poems, stories, works
of literature. Notice I didn't say reading
fewer; I said studying. Our students may
be reading dozens of pieces in and out
of class which we won't study. No longer
must we think in terms of covering an
entire anthology. We must be selective.
For class study, we must severely limit
the number of selections we teach. Thus,
the first result of teaching critical reading
of literature will beparadoxicallyto
teach "less" more! In other words, to
emphasize depth reading, not surface
reading. And it means this at all grades.
Jerome Bruner says that "intellectual ac-
tivity anywhere is the same, whether at
the frontier of knowledge or in a third-
grade classroom. . . . The difference is in
degree, not in kind."8 For our purposes
we may take that to mean that the sev-
enth grade student may be taught to read
in depth just as the twelfth grade student
is taught. What will be different will be
the kinds of materials with which we
teach him the process of close reading, of
critical reading. The works of literature
will be appropriate to the maturity level
of the students.

A second consideration: these fewer
selections, more closely read, will be
taught in a different way. The critical
reader is, above all else, an independent'
reader. To develop such a reader requires
inductive teaching more than deductive
teaching. The kind of teaching which asks
questions which encourage students to
seek answers. As one writer says, more
draw-it-out teaching and less pour-it-in:
The kind of teaching, as G. Robert Carl-
sen has said, which stimulates the student
to teach himself. Such teaching is of
necessity a slower process than the one
most of us were taught bythe teacher
or the textbook gave us the questions and
told us the answers; our job was simply
to me norize what we were given. In
developing independent, critical readers,

*Jerome S. Brunet'. The Process of Education.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1963. 14.
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we must help students to "build [their]
own meaning[their] own understand-
ing and appreciationto ask and answer
[their] own questions,"° as Mac Kiang
has suggested. We must encourage more
student involvement with the work of
literature. Students must have time, he
added, to think and feel about the pieces
they read, time to voice those thoughts
and feelings. In this kind of teaching, a
class may spend a day, two days, a week
discussing a single short story or poem.
What we are teaching here is not a short
story or a poem but a process of reading
a short story or a poem which the student
in turn will, on his own, transfer to
other short stories and poems; habits of
reading which the student will carry.with

`him long after he has forgotten the spe-
cific pieces of literature which he studied
in school. Bernice E. Leary was saying as
early as 1948 that "guiding students in
the technique of novel-reading should__
ultimately supplant novel-teaching.',10

This brings up another problem. Ex-
aminations which simply test students'

9Mac Klang. "To Vanquish the Deadliest Game:
A New English Curriculum," The English Aland.
Vol. 53, No. 7, October 1964, 509.

1013ernice E. Leary. 'Reading Problems M Lit-
erature," Reading in the High School and College.
Fortyseventh Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education, Part II. Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press. 1948, 143.

recall of specific works of literature may
no longer be valid if we are more con-
cerned with habits of reading than with
the works read. We need to use the tech-
nique of the End of the Year Examina-
tion" in which students are given an un-
familiar piece of literature and then asked
questions about it."

For example, at the end of a unit on
poetry, our test may be to give the stu-
dents . a short poem, similar to those
studied but not from that group. Our
questions about the poem will demand
that the students apply the reading skills
they have been learning.

We'll ask questions about what was
specifically stated and what was implied;
and we'll ask about the meaning of the
whole, and the meaning of the parts; and
we'll ask for generalizations and evalua-
tions possible only after thoughtful read-
ing and rerer ling and reading again.

=And over and over we'll say, "Give ex-
amples. Cite your proof. Refer to specific
words and lines.:

How do we teach our students to eval-
uate what they read? We begin by teach-
ing them to be critical readers, readers
who weigh and consider, readers who
think as they read.
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Achieving Personal Maturity Through Reading and by
Recognizing and Constructing Meaning

PHILLIP SHAW

This paper will comment on the four
skills into which Gray and Rogers classify
the reading competence of the mature
reader.

1. Abihy to grasp literal meaning. Even
the simplest literal meaning is not an
intrinsic quality of the printed page. Just
as TV signals hurrying over a city require
a receiving set to give them life, printed
words needs a perceiving mind to grant
them the reality of meaning. Through the
magieof the mind, insensate symbols tell
of Alexander, Agincourt, or agrarianism;
of atom-smashing or vapor-cloup.ed Venus;
of permutations and combinations or the
square of the hypotenuse, of Mr. Prufrock
or the Wife of Bath.

The ability of printed symbols to be
transformed into literal meaning depends
upon the reader's thinking habits during
reading. Before plunging into a chapter
of an unfamiliar textbook, the competent
reader first turns to the table of contents
to note the author's organization of the
matter, in particular the relation of that
chapter to the others. Then, as he reads
the particular chapter, he is constantly
alert to divisions of the chapter, to further
subdivisions, such as marginal notes and
paragraph breaks, and to other clues' to
the author's organization. In short, the
competent reader thinks in outline form
as he reads, recognizing details as parts of
main ideas, and main ideas as parts of
broader main ideas or as comprehensive
ideas themselvCs.

To think in outline form during read-
ing, the competent reader must constantly
vary his procedures. Now he skims over
several pages for an over-view based on
sentences in bold type and on d arts and
diagrams; now he reads a paragraph
slowly because it describes an idea diffi-
cult to grasp; now he scoots through,

another paragraph which states- supple-
mentary matter that he does not wish to
study at the moment; now he turns back
a page or two to check the relation of an
idea there with one he has just read; and
new he looks away from the page for a
moment to chew upon the ideas that have
piled up in his mind.

Among causes of poor reading, a failure
to recognize literal "whole" meaning can
be basic. The chief weakness of a "slow'
reader, for example, may simply be that
he 1111111 plod over the page word-by-word,
since he has not grasped the main ideas,
that make the words meaningful. A person,'
who gets satisfaction out of only study
type matter and who never sallies into a
book for sheer enjoyment may be limited

his reading simply because he fails to
recognize main ideas. Greater unity of
thinking is required during the reading
of literature than the studying of infor-
mational matter.

The student who reads for facts with-
out too much attention to main ideas
is hardly achieving personal maturity
through reading. He gets out of school
what Sidney Hook calls a literal education,
as opposed to a liberal education. His mind
contains- a conglomoration of scraps of
information, inviting Whitehead's obser-
vation that),."the merely well-informed
man is the most useless bore on God's
earth."

2. Ability to recognize implied mean-
ings. A striking example of implied mean-
ing, as distinct from literal meaning, is
the different connotation of certain words
according to whether they are used in a
formal or popular sense. For example, a
cunning child may mean "attractive" or
"sly," a mad man, may be angry or insane;
and the__ expression "fouiteenth-century
ladies" may refer to all females of that
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century or only to those of good breeding.
Besides varying levels of usage, another

cause of different implied meanings is
false association on the reader's part. La
Brant described how a student entirely
misunderstood a story because of the word
"orphan." To the student, "orphan" con-
noted "poor, defenseless 'child," a mean-
ing alien to the story. Booth pointed out
similar confusion about the word "prod-
igal." Because of the moral of the prodigal
story, to some students this word neces-
sadly connoted "repentant," or "wicked."

Custom has made certain words two-
faced. For example, an author can use the
following terms with either good or bad
implications: "politician," "socialistic,"
"traditional," "juvenile," "average." An
author can deliberately give a one-faced
word a second face by a mask of connota-
tion. Thus, to emphasize his belief in basic
knowledge, Stuart Chase described what
all educated persons should know by the
phrase, "the minimum furnishings of the
mind." On the other hand, Cleanth Brooks
gave an unsavory implication to the
practice of paraphrasing literature by as-
sociating it with an unfavorable word in
the phrase, "the heresy of paraphrase." An
educator has engagingly ridiculed the
theory that students should be grouped in
the classroom according to ability, by re-
ferring to the three usual groupings- as
"chant," "pant," and "can't."

Not merely an attitude but a profound
idea can be expressed by an author through
connotation rather than denotation. The
literal meaning of the following couplet
by Pope is that people wanted to rush
home to eat, but the implied meaning is a
thrust at self-interest: "The hungry judges
soon the sentence sign, And wretches hang
that jury-men may dirie." Some writers
may write scornfully of literature as "old,"
but this is far from the implication of the
term in Bulwer's advice: "In science, read,
by preference, the newest.works, in litera-
ture the oldest." Finally, we owe to
Harpers the engaging irony of the follow-
ing proposal by an efficiency expert report-
ing on a symphony concert: "Scores

should be drastically pruned. No useful
purpose is served by repeating on the
horns a passage which has already been
handled by the str Os. It is nated that
if all redundant pa .,ere eliminated
the whole concert time of 2 hours could
be reduced to 20 minutes and there would
be no nced for an interval."

Recognizing an author's implied mean-
ing is a prerequisite to achieving personal
Maturity through reading. The reader who
overlooks implications in the printed page
can miss as much as a tone-deaf person at
a Sibelius concert.

3. Ability to recall related experiences
during reading. Psychologically, this abil-
ity requires the reader to be willing to
change himself a little through reading.
As he reads, the competent reader con-
stantly modifies his kaowledge and values,
,strengthening or- gvising them. The in-
competent reader either stands too pat on
his previously learned ideas or accepts the
authority of the author almost reverently.

The stand-patter is difficult to budge.
He brings to the page an amalgam of
learned ideas, imbedded in his mind like
the multiplication tables. The ideas
kindled in his mind by the words he reads
can be as unrelated to the author's in-
tended sense as the ringing of a bell to
the flow of saliva. Thus the "hot-rod"
whose driving license has been revoked
will be prone to interpret any police action
he reads about, as meddling or harsh. Any
printed reference to "school" can conjure
in the mind of an unruly pupil an image
of tyranny and punishment. When an
unfortunate child of quarrelling or sep-
arated parents reads about happy family
life, he may experience feelings of dis-
belief or resentment entirely alien to the
author's intention.

Many of the incompetent reader's im-
bedded ideas are fully dressed in words.
Such are trite comparisons: "busy as a
bee," "patient as a spider," "like rats in a
trap," "fat a:. a horse," "snug as a bug in
a rug." When the incompetent reader sees
the word "bee," "spider," "rats," "horse,"
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or "bug," the memorized comparison at
once colors the meaning he gets from the
page. Certain notions* about - history,
practice, beauty, ignorance, and familiar-
ity likewise stand in the vestibule of his
mind fully clothed in words, waiting to
be welcomed whenever these ideas crop
up on the printed page: "history repeats
itself," "practice makes perfect," "beauty
is skin deep," "ignorance is bliss,"
"familiarity breeds contempt."

It is a standing joke that stubborness in
beliefs is a sign of old age. Nevertheless,
reliance upon a clear-cut moral code is the
refuge of the confused adolescent. During
adolescence, a at moral code gives order
and logic to this sometimes melancholy,
sometimes enormously happy stage of
growth. For example, the incompetent
adolescent reader may interpret characters
in literature on the basis of the tidy
categories of "good" or "bad." Good is a
strength, evil is a weakness. This attitude
is rather comically illustrated by the
youngster who, upon joining a TV group
watching a play that has already begun,
asks: "Who's good? Who's bad?" Emer-
son's idea that "every hero becomes a bore
at Sast" is absolutely out of the ken of
students bent on admiring goodness, and
shadings in the characters of scoundrels
like Satan, Iago, and Claudius are utterly
ignored by students who classify all men

as either saints or devils.
4. The ability to reach conclusions or

generalizations not stated by the author.
The competent reader is always seeking
when he reads. An habitual newspaper
reader usually is so personally involved in
the outcome of current happenings, the
developments of which are described from
day to day, that if he cannot read his daily
paper he loses his peace of mind. The
necessity of having something to do while
reading is brought out inversely by a
recent cartoon which represents a house-
wife who enjoys chatting with friends as
she reads, as saying: "I like to talk while
I read. It gives me something to think
about."

Of course the compulsion to reach con-
clusions during reading is more readily
felt when one is reading for information.
as distinguished from reading for sheer
enjoyment. One may read literature simply
to drug himself into a semi-comatose
state of daydreaming. Thus he identifies
himself solely with the characters an.i
situations of the book. He never meets
the ultimate vital presence,1 the author
himself. A vital presence abides in all
kinds of books, including textbooks. To
meet this vital presencethis is the con-
summation .demanded by the mature per-
son from whatever he reads.
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Three Important Levels of Comprehension

LEONARD W. JOU°

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER in the sec-
ondary school is closely related to the
entire reading program of the student.
In considering this aspect there are
three levels of comprehension which
should be given careful attention.
First, there is the level of literal read-
ing sthere the student gets full and ac-
curate meaning from the lines.
Second, there is that of critical reading
which involves the ability to read care-
fully and to_reaact intelligently to the
presentation of the author. Third,
there is that of reading interpretatively
which not only involves the previous
two levels but requires a sensitiveness
and involvement on the part of the
reader. It cannot be assumed, under
any circumstances, that a student who
reads without error is fully competent
in all or any one of these areas.

What are the involvements of literal
reading? Each teacher who expects
students to get information from the
printed page will involve these .stu-
dents in literal reading. Gray called
particular attention to this function in
the Forty-Seventh Yearbook (3). It
was further emphasized by Karlin (5)
and Stauffer (7).

In teaching literal reading the fol-
lowing areas must be carefully consid-
ered.

Vocabulary: There are many
words which have many meanings.
Some of these meanings may be exact
or denotations while others may be im-
plied or connotations. Each area "of
concentration has its own vocabulary.
In order to get full meaning from the
printed page in any area, a thorough
understanding of the vocabulary must
be had by each student. The develop-
ment of this understanding becomes
the resonsibility of the teacher work-

Forging Ahead in Reading, IRA Proceedings,

ing in the area of content. If this
teacher is the expert in the area, then
he should be the expert in developing
the right concept for each word of the
vocabulary in this area.

Use of context clues: The use of
context clues is of vital importance to
a student in developing competency in
literal reading. Not only must the
student be able to use context clues but
at the same time he must be able to
judge if the meaning he is deriving is
reasonable. It must be remembered
that in many cases the use of contex-
tual clues is actually little better than
an outright guess. Because of this fac-
tor, when a student arrives at some
conclusion as to the possible meaning
of the word from the contextual set-.
ting, he should check the dictionary if
the meaning does not seem reasonable.

Dictionary skills: Dictionary skills
are not only needed in literal reading,
they are needed in every phase of word
attack as a final resource. It is
regretable that not all students are fac-
ile in the use of the dictionary. The
first instruction in its use may have
been somewhere between the third and
fourth grade. This work does not in
any way guarantee that the skill was
well developed or that the student has
continually tried to improve himself in
this skill.

Materials: In selecting materials to
develop literal reading care should be
taken to avoid those which go into a
considerable amount of elaborate de-
scription or which tend to be debata-
ble. A frequent error of secondary
pupils is to read into materials ideas
and thoughts which do not exist.
Material which is highly factual and
well organized lends itself very well
for the development of literal reading.

12, (1967).115-118.
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It is a common failing of students in
reading science to react to what they
think is in the chapter. The same
holds in reading mathematical prob-
lems. In developing materials in these
fields the authors have neither time nor
space to go into nonessentials. The
facts are all there; it is up to the stu-
dent to identify them. In developing
competency in literal reading we must
aim for a high degree of comprehen-
sion and accuracy. There is no place
for assumptions in literal reading..

Probably one of the areas which has
drawn the most comments in the
teaching of reading in the secondary
school is that of critical reading. It
would appear that we have three areas
in critical reading: the first is to be
able to read and question; the second
is the ability to pick and choose those
materials which best serve our pur-
pose; while the third is to be counted
and to pass judgment upon. Even
though they are frequently classified
under the heading of critical reading,
they are in fact quite different.
Teaching a student to read and ques-
tion certainly should come before
teaching him to read so that he can
pass judgment. When a student is
able to read and queition, then, and
only then, has he fully involved himself
in thinking about the topic which is
being presented. As has been so well
expressed by Roma Gans, he sees rel-
evance in what he reads. He is able
to determine if what he reads is satis-
fying his need for reading. Gans has
given us four excellent points to con-
sider in teaching the second aspect of
critical reading (2). The first is the
awareness of the need to evaluate the
source of material read. The second is
the ability to assess the ways in which
words influence. ideas. The third is
the ability to select wisely what is to be
read. The fourth, which is without a
doubt the highest level in this aspect of
critical reading is the ability to make
selections which are based upon the

reader's own intellectual processes and
not upon authority.

The third ,area of critical reading is
the willingness to be counted and to
pass judgment on what has been read.
In our fast-moving world we too fre-
quently find multitudes of readers who
do no appear to know the difference
between fact and opinion. It is one
thing to be able to sift through thou-
sands of words and to derive some
general ideas, but it is far more impor-
tant to be able to cut through this ver-
biage and arrive at a conclusion which
is well founded and backed up by care-
fully organized and clearly presented
facts.

One might ask how is it possible to
arrive at a stage where this ability to
cut through' is well established.
Certainly it does not come overnight.
The reader not only must be proficient
in literal reading but also he Must have
added a great amount of breadth and
depth to his reading. One would not
expect a lawyer to present a case in
which he had not previously done re-
search. The critical reader must be
able to bring to bear the fruits of con-
siderable reading in many areas. The
critical reader must realize that if he is
to make his point, then the tools he
uses must be very sharp and well
honed. Denberg and Jones (1) have
summarized this skill very well with
the following points: 1) precision with
word meanings, 2) an awareness of
possible semantic confusion, 3) careful
structure of thought, and 4) recogni-
tion of implicit assumptions.

We frequently hear critical reading
referred to as the ability to read be-
tween the lines. In order to do this
the reader must closely observe the
several points which have been devel-
oped. Yes, it is the ability to read be-
tween the lines but never to read into
the lines. Materials to teach critical
reading should involve newspaper edi-
torials, commercial advertisements, in-
vestigation reports, inferences, and es-
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tablishment of proof.
Without doubt, interpretive reading

is probably one of the highest levels of
competency in the reading skills scale.
'There are many who attempt to teach
this skill, but few have many of the
necessary qualifications.

William S. Gray (4) pointed out
that since 1917 many studies have been
reported on teaching and developing
competency in interpretive reading bur
that there did not appear to be too
much agreement on how it should be
done. Time and again we have heard
the old story of the many rich experi-
ences one may have from reading: that
from the printed page the reader may
vicariously partake in any of the ex-
periences known to man. Oiie could
be led to believe that all that is neces-
sary is to make a student an accurate
and fairly flexible reader and the task
will be accomplished. The develop-
ment of effective interpretive readers is
not this easily clone. The' development
of the interpretive reader must have an
early beginning. Rich, indeed, is the
child whose parents surround hint with
a gredt variety of books and then take
the time to enjoy these books with the
child. To enjoy books is to live with
them and to know their characters.
Children both want and need to be
read to. This is a practice that should
not terminate in the lower grades. I
have never known a group who did not
enjoy being read to or being told a
story provided that -the stories were
carefully selected and well told or read.

One of the greatest assets of a child
is his imagination. If we are going to
develop good interpretive readers, then
we must never let anything interfere
with this great gift. Fortunately, it
exists in a?! children. If it does not,
then some adult has killed it at a very
early age. What a joy to the reader
when his thoughts come from the page
in color, when he gets the real feelings
of the characters. We must omstantly
try to get readers to form their own

reactions and not be forever telling
them this is the way they should feel
when they read. The true love of the
beautiful has been stiffled more than
once because of this approach. The
truly effective interpretive reader must
be accurate; he mint have developed
not only a critical reaction but a sensi-
tive one. It has been said that the clay
is lost when we do not, for a few fleet-
ing moments, indulge in a daydream or
two. For these we can be thankful ; at
least they are our own. They have not
been influenced by someone trying to
tell us the exact purpose and mood of
every detail. Why should we not ob-
serve some of these when we are at-
tempting to develop effective interpre-
tive readers?

The National Council of Teachers of
English have given us several excellent
suggestions in developing taste in liter-
ature (6). Reading in many ways can
be compared to eating. Fortunately,
we do not all like the same foods. A
good connoisseur can, however, do
much to make many foods more palat-
able but he cannot give us new taste
buds. Why should we not take a few
hints from this: situation and apply the
same philosophy in developing in-
terpretive readers. We can guide,
suggest, encourage, or maybe inspire.
We can provide numerous experi-
ences, both actual and vicariow , we
can surround students with materials
in both width and depth; in fact, we
might even force them to read, but the
full enjoyment and fulfillment will only
come through complete involvement on
the part of the reader. When this sit-
uation occurs, then, and only then, do
we have interpretive readers.

We can teach literal reading; we
can make an honest attempt to do the
same with critical reading. We can
plant the seeds of interpretive reading.
We can furnish a healthy atmosphere,
but thm let us leave it alone and not in
the hands of self-styled experts.
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Sequential Reading Skills at the College Level

MIRIAM SCIILEICH*

TEACHING reading skills at the college
level is a difficult arid challenging task,

probably exceeding even the difficulty of
teaching freshman composition to fresh-
man engineering students. For although
many freshman engineering students re-
main uninspired when confronted with
English composition, it has, at any rate,
the sanction of history, and perhaps even
more important, it has the force of the
inevitable. No matter where you study
engineering you. must take freshman com-
position in some form. And you always
get credit for it, Teaching reading at the
college level, however, has little sanction
from history, students, or even faculty. It
frequently is required but given no credit,
and its teaching is frequently relegated
(after initial introduction) to a staff mem-
ber or graduate assistant who would prefer
teaching literature, educational psycholo-
gy, or a graduate course in the teaching of
reading, if the choice were offered. Yet
the development of advanced reading
skills is probably more essential to a
college education and later to an alert and
responsible citizenry than composition
skills, or indeed any other skills.

The heart of this problem of the diffi-
culty in teaching reading skills at the
college level appears to be a gross misun-
derstanding of the nature of the reading
process. In short, the erroneous assump-
tion that reading does not or should not
need to be taught at the college level is the
cause of many an unnecessary failure, and
perhaps even more important, of many
second-rate performances from potentially
first-rate students, and of many frustra-
tions among first-rate faculty whose
courses require more mature reading skills
than their studelits bring to their courses.

Why don't students enter college ade-
quately prepared with the advanced read-
ing skills needed to meet the various de-

meads of collegiate work? One reason
perhaps the most important reasonis
little or no instruction in reading at the
high school level. And inadequate instruc-
tion, or the complete lack of it, in pre-
college training is caused largely by the
erroneous notion that the reading skill
needed for life can be taught in the ele-
mentary gradesnot only can be, but
should be. The truth of the matter, how-
ever, is that reading is not a skill or set of
skills whose development is complete after
six grades, or nine, or twelve, or ever, as

-Mortimer Adler has affirmed,t ". . per-
fect reading lies at the end of the rainbow.
Although. practice makes perfect, in his
art of reading as in any other, the long ein
needed to prove the maxim is longer than
the allotted span:' Surely,- then, the very
least formal education should furnish in
its short span is specific provision for the
continuous development of reading skills
to each student's highest potential.

Providing college students with the
means for "re continuous sequential de-
velopment of reading skills is not a simple
task. It takes much more than the willing-
ness or the desire of an institution to do
so. First and foremost, it takes a dedicated
and talented teacher with thorough train-
ing in the teaching of reading. But it takes_
more--it takes salesmanship. The college-
level instructor in reading must be willing
and able to convince his students of the
prime importance of his offering here and
now, to show them how it will enable
them to meet their general academic needs
with somewhat more effectiveness and
ease. He must also educate his colleagues.
College professors generally tend to lump
all college-level reading instruction under
one label, "Remedial," and they initially
resent and resist any suggestion that they

%Mortimer J. Adler, How to Read a rook. New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1940, p. 10.

Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10, (1965) , 39-12.
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have a legitimate responsibility themselves
for the development of some of their
students' reading, skills. But college pro-
fessors, though noted for their individ-
ualism, are also reasonable human beings
whose earnest desire is to communicate
their subjects of investigation to their
students. Unfortunately for many, the full
realization of their coarse offerings is fre-
quently frustrated by the lack of their
student? full development of necessary
reading skills. Helping_our colleagues get
a clearer understanding of the need for
the continual development of higher level
reading and study skills to enable their
students, therefore, to take maximum ad-
vantage of their offerings, is a means of
converting many a critic to support of a
reading program.

What are the skills needing sequential
development at the college level? How
can we best help students to mature in
these skills?. Let us consider the second
question first, since it is probable that
much secondary- teaching misses its mark,
not for lack of zeal, but rather for lack of
understanding.

Reading teachers talk about the need
for teaching comprehension and interpre-
tation. Yet in one sense we cannot truly
teach any college student to comprehend
or to interpret. We can teach certain basic
skills on which comprehension and inter-
pretation rely in part. We cannot teach
comprehension and interpretation because,
as we all know, comprehension and inter-
pretation are based on past as well 'as
present experience, and the wider and
deeper the past' experience, the more back-
ground a reader has for making judg-
ments, the better will be his comprehen-
sion and interpretation. It is the simple
maxim, "The more you bring to a book
the more you will take from it." Experi-
ence and the concepts that mlate to it
come slowly and cumulatively, and no
amount of skills "teaching" can offset the
lack of experience and of a breadth of
vocabulary springing from experience.

Helping students mature in reading at
the upper educational levels requires set-

ting the stage for the reader to gain more
insight into the process of getting mean-
ing, a better understanding of his purpose,
and a methodology for testing one inter-
pretatinn over another. The stage cannot
be set by simply lecturing, by telling the
reader how he should proceed. You may
lecture to a group of freshmen on the
Survey 03R until you are blue in the face
without materially changing either their
approach or their readingeffrcienty. In-
stead of building greater skill in reading
the net result may be a greater resistance
on the part of the students to any attempt
to modify their ineffective approaches and
a silent conviction that while the SO3R
may work well for the instructor, it is
time-consuming, laborious, and useless for
them.

Insight does not proceed from "being
told." We cannot give anyone insight. We
may perhaps guide students in their con-
sideration of the reading process, so that
they may come to their own conclusions
regarding the usefulness of any given
skill. Thereafter the instructor's thief
function is to guide students, supplying
them with stimulating graded materials
whose use convinces them of the validity
of the conclusions they had reached.

What then are the basic skills college
students :teed to continue to 'develop in
this continuous process of maturing read-
ing ability and in what sequence can they
best be taught? The skill we might con-
sider first is vocabulary skill, since it affects
both rate and comprehension. Yet of the
development of vocabulary, I shall say
very little. It is the one area on which
there is common agreement about its im-
portance and need, though in point of
fact teaching it has proven surprisingly
difficultin some cases almost impossible.
For while we can require students to
memorize synonyms, as is done by some
English and Reading instructors who par-
cel out regular lists of words to be learned,
or while we can concentrate on roots and
affixes, adding thereby to the students'
natural distaste for vocabulary study, we
cannot assure our students or ourselves
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of any marked increase in the growth of the paragraph level, first before approach-
their concepts thereby. Concepts develop ing the longer-units of thought, the article,
through experiencefirst-hand or vicar- chapter, or book. Hence the study of para-
ousnot through looking up a list of graph structure, noting the author's use of
words in the dictionary. such patterns as questionanswer, conclu-

. The writer has tested students orally, sion-proof,- opinion-reason, problem-solu-
using a college -level diagnostic vocabulary tion, comparison-contrast, enumerative de-
test that had first been administered silent- tail, prepare the reader to pursue longer
ly, and found that the students had simply passages with understanding.
memorized synonyms. When the meaning . Only after The reader has ascertained
of `a word was asked, the Student might the author's purpose, understood the au-
give the correct answer, but when asked (hoes propositions, grasped his ideas and
what his answer meant he could only give arguments, is he ready to evaluate or react
the original word. He had no corfcept for critically to the reading. One of the biggest
the word: The development of concepts temptations of the unskilled college read-
is every instructors job in every subject er, qr perhaps of any unskilled reader, is
area. And until a concerted, effort is made the temptation to conclusion jump to

by all instructors to- overcome their stu- skip the step of first understanding what
dents' conceptual weaknesses, only limited the author says, before diagnosing, agree-
progress can be made by the reading Spe.____ing, or evaluating. Skill in evaluation,-

. .
cialist alone.

Aside from skill in interpreting words,
perhaps d. most important reading asset
is an effective over-all approach to the
reading task. The reader needs first skill
in getting an overview of the wholein
classifying the writing according to the
author's purpose, central thesis, and its
major design or architectural structure..
Skill in classification or analysis requires
of the reader an ability to make perceptive
use of titre, introductiori, preface, table of
conteats,--typographical headings, etc., as
clues to purpose, organization and central
theme. The second major skill area is that
of interpreting what is read, of proceeding
from the whole to parts, and of synthesis.
The reader must note key words, follow
verbal signals which tell him when the
thought flows straight on, when it turns
sharply, or when it signals a conclusion
or summary. The reader must also under-
stand and follow the author's pattern
thought, cultivating an awareness of the
direction the author takes so that he may
follow surely, grasping not only main
ideas and supporting details, but tone and
intent as well. Such skill may be developed
most easily in the microcosm, that is, at

therefore, demands first and foremost an
attitude of mind a determination to
withhold judgment until the reader has
completed the job of analyzing and inter-
preting the materialto give the author
the courtesy of hearing hill) through. In
addition, it demands the willingness and
the ability of the reader to differentiate
between opinion and knowledge. As Fran-
cis Bacon (Essay: of Studies) advised,
"Read not to contradict and confute, nor
to believe and take for granted; nor to
find talk and discourse; but to' weigh and
consider."

Criticism or evaluation itself demands
of the reader the reasons for his judg-
ments. These reasons may give evidence
that the author is uninformed, misin-
formed, illogical, or incomplete in bis
account. Or reasons may be given for
agreeing with the author.

Beyond criticism lies an appreciation of
the significance of what has been read.
After he has read, understood, and evalu-
ated the material, the reader needs to see
its significance for him and for society.

"It takes imaginative and intellectual
work to read a book, and facility and
achievement grow by exercise."2
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LINGUISTIC ASPECTS
The nature of the language we use is a factor in comprehension. Ameri-

can English is characterised by the relative infrequency of inflectional end-
ings of words, by the importance of word orderor "the How of thought
through a sentence--and the word groupings within sentences in terms of
clustering of words around key words. In other terms, linguistics is -an` im-
portant consideration in teaching children and youth to handle language as
they seek to understand fully and well what they are i;:ading.

Understanding in Reading from the
Viewpoint of Sentence Psychology

DAVID GE.IESSMAN

AFIRST STEP in investigating
thing complex is to cut it down

_to size that is, to deal with its
elements.

How a child understands what he
reads on a page is such a complex
thing! Even apart from the "higher
processes" of evaluation and appli-
cation, simply understanding a series
of sentences is a high-level skill.
Thorndike put it this way: We
should not consider the reading of a
text-book or reference as a mechani-
cal, passive, undiscriminating task,
on a totally different level from the
task of evaluating or using what is
read. . . . It is not a small or un-
worthy task to learn 'what the book
says'." (17.)

Dr. 0. H. Mowrer (13) has made
an exceedingly interesting attempt to
reduce understanding to what might
be its basic element. Essentially, he
is interested in explaining how a
sentence works how it arouses
meaning in the listener or reader. If
we accept the notion that reading
begins not with word recognition but
with understanding sentences,_ then

'This article was prepared with the coun-
sel of Dr. 0. H. Mowrer. Research Professor
of Psychology. University of Illinois.

The Ilntling'retieher. 1%, (October 1919) .

this theory provides an explanation
for the basic step in the reading pro-
cess itself. Dr. Mowrer calls it "sen-
tence conditioning." To understand
what he means we will first have to
say a few things about the term
conditioning, and how it applies to
learning the meaning of words in
reading. As we do tills, we will gain
a very important concept: viewing

'words as "signs" of real experiences.

Conditioningand How Words in
Reading Stimulate Meaning

F. The meaning of spoken words:
Anyone who has taught children to
read knows, in an informal way, how
pnnted words begin to arouse mean-
ing. The care with which we point
to the new word on the blackboard
as we pronounce it (or get the child
to pronounce it) suggests that the
meaning aroused by the sound of a,
word is the basis for understanding
it in print. What happens psycho-
logically in this everyday event?

The nature of "meaning". is' very
complex. Fortunately, only one of its
aspects its dependence on experi
enceis important for our purposes.
A fortunate child might first hear the
phrase, "We have come home," for

"65
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example, spoken by parents he loves,
in circumstances that make him feel
secure, and in view of familiar physi-
cal objects (house, furnishings, etc.).
Thereafter, when he hears the word
"home" spoken (by himself as well
as by others) he experiences many of
the emotions and images that were
part of the real-life situation. We say
that the word means something to
.him. In addition, the phrase, "come
home," will begin to mean something
quite definite to him as he hears it
used again and again.

The reader can demonstrate how-
meaning depends on experience by
indulging in a little intn.,ipection
with an infrequently used word. For
example, hearing the word "flawless"

,reminds me of glass and complexions,
but not of diamonds. My experience
with any kind of diamonds (much
less flawless ones) is rather barren.
I know in an intellectual way that
diamonds can be flawless, but the
idea is not very exciting. The boy-
hood memory of distorting the images
of passing cars by carefully viewing
them through imperfections in the
living room windows is exciting. So
is the more recent memory of the
soft feel and color of a baby's skin.
For convenience, we might use the
term "meaning response" to sum up
all such emotions, images, and mem-
ories that are aroused by hearing a
word.

There is, then, no meaning inher-
ent in words. Spoken words and
phrases only begin to arouse meaning
responses as they are heard in direct
experience. When they do so, in
Professor Mowrer's words, they be-

come signs of real experiences. The
_same words may signify different ex-
periences for different children.

Experiences become organized and
accessible for. thoughtful activities
such as reading when they are asso-
ciated with the signs that we call -

words and phrases. Rich experiences
pay off (in readiness for reading, for
example) when talked about.

II. How. a. printed word arouses
meaning: What happens psychologi-
cally, then, when the child hears a
familiar word spoken as he 'looks at
the same word on the blackboard or
in his book? To the reader who
remembers general psychology, the
term "conditioning" will be familiar:
it was used, for example, by John B.
Watson to explain how a little boy
named Albert learned to be- afraid of
a white rabbit because each time it
was presented to him, a frightening
noise was produced behind him ( 19).
It can also explain how our child
learns to attach the right meaning to

_the...printed-word-Thome" when the
sound of the word already means
something. to him. Conditioning,
then, is a way of explaining how
learning occurs. The first important
element is a stimulus that always
products a certain response. This
might be called the unconditional
stimulus. The loud noise will frighten
Albert about as readily as the spoken
word "home" will arouse a meaning
response in our child. Both the loud
sound and the sound of the word
"home," then, are kinds of unrndi-
tional stimuli.

The second important - '-merit is
a stimulus that originally does not
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produce this response a "condi-
tional stimulus." If such a stimulus
( whether a rabbit, or the new print-
ed word "home") is presented with
the unconditional stimulus often
enough, it will begin to arouse the
same response.

Eventually the conditional stimu-
lus alone will produce this response
very regularly.

The purpose of reading instruction
is to make printed words significant.
To become signs of experience, they
must arouse those elements of experi-
ence that we have called meaning
responses. The most direct means of
accomplishing this might seem to be
associating the printed word with an
object or experience, rather than
with the sound of a word. This has
been the rationale of. the non-oral
method (12). As Anderson and
Dearborn (1) indicate, however,
this approach loses sight of the fact
that spoken words are a highly valu-
able and convenient source of mean-
ing. To avoid the use of word sounds
would be highly inefficient. The
"sight" and phonetic methods of
presenting new words both have the
same immediate purpose: going to
the sound of the word for its mean-
ing. When we stress word analysis
techniques in independent reading
we try to get the child to do this
habitually. Whatever approach he
uses to figure out a new word, he
must eventually pronounce it (even
if only under his breath) to get its
meaning. The sound of the word
must, of course, be familiarit must
arouse a meaning response. We say
that a poor oral vocabulary may

be a handicap in reading and the
research evidence bears us out (1,
5, 16).

Since children continually see new
words, and since the conditioning
process or learning may take a
little time, we can expect children
to move their lips and voice words a
good deal as they read silently. Later
on, when they become better readers
when more printed words regulac-
ly arouse meaning responseswe can
expect them to become less depend-
ent on saying words as they read
(though they may continue to do so
as an unfortunate habit). At this
point, printed words can be described
as signs.

Sentence Conditioning: How a
Sentence Stimulates Meaning

Using what we have said this far,
we can explain how the child under-
stands the meaning of all the words
and familiar phrases on a page; we
have not, however, explained how he
can understand the meaning of a
sentence. Assume that our child
knows the meaning of each word in
the sentence, "Spot did not come
home." Now, if the words in this
sentence do not intetact and modify
one another in some way, our child
does not understand the sentence.
He can only give us isolated word
meanings. We might just as well
present the sentence to him in jum-
bled fashion: "Not Spot did come
home." It would make little differ-
ence since his understanding of each
word or familiar phrase is isolated.
Obviously the separate word mean-
ings in a sentence have to be gotten
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together in some way for meaning to
result. Thorndike has put it well:
"Understanding is 'thinking things
together'." (18)

This problem has not been han-
dled well in the psychology of read-
ing. We can, for example, begin by
saying that the sentence itself is a
natural unit of meaninga whole,
or a complex stimulus that arouses a
meaning response just as a word
does. The words, then, are parts of a
whole, and naturally related to one
another. This is the "gestalt" position
that has emphasized presenting
words in sentences and stories (8,
20). Whether we can explain such
a complex thing as understanding,
however, by starting with a complex
assumption is debatable. Our 'ope
was that we could begin with ele-
ments the meaning of words and
phrases and then explain how
understanding develops from these.
Starting froin these dements we
could say, as many writers have said
(6, 7, 15), that the meanings of
separate words are fused into chains
of ideas, or that they are synthesized
and organized. Such terms are excel-
lent descriptions of the reading pro-
cessr But it might be well to ask if
any more basic psychological prin-
ciples can explain just how this
fusing or synthesizing or organizing
takes place. Professor Mowrer feels
that such a principle exists: the con-
cept of conditioning.

The Process of Sentence
Conditioning

Even the most simple sentence, he
reminds us, always consists of f to

parts or signs: a subject and a predi-
cate. We might, as a matter of fact,
consider the achievement of combin-
ing these two signs into a simple
sentence as the beginning of com-
munication in man's history. With
this accomplishment, human beings
could communicate about something
beyond their immediate surround-
ings. The predicate is the active ele-
ment in the sentence. It adds to the
subject, or modifies it, or describes it
in some way. In short, the predicate
does something to change the read-
er's response to the subject, just as
the unconditional stimulus (a loud
noise) changed Albert's reaction to
the conditional stimulus (a rabbit).
The predicate is, then, a kind of un-
conditional stimulus, while the sub-
ject serves as a conditional stimulus.
When these two parts are close to-
gether, as they are in a simple sen-
tence, all of the necessary elements
are present for conditioning to occur.

Now our child who reads "Spot
did not come home" knows some-
thing new about the dog; if the
sentence has really performed its
conditioning function, the meaning
response aroused by Spot should be
modified. Suppose that in an ensuing
class discussion the question of Spot's
dependability comes up. If our child
has really understood this simple sen-
tence, he might want to suggest that
Spot could benefit from additional
training. This is because the modified
meaning response to the printed
word "Spot" generalizes to the sound
of the word. It will generalize to the
real Spot, too. Our child's under-
standing of "home" also will be
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modified. Now it is a home without
a dog. This modification of a part of
the unconditional stimulus did not
occur in the conditioning of Albert.

General Meaning of Sentence
Conditioning

This,. in somewhat abbreviated
form, is Dr. Mowrer's concept of
sentence conditioning. We might try
to state what it means in a more
general way. Dr. Mowrer believes
that sentences do not transmit mean-
ing to the reader. There is no mean-
ing inherent in sentences that can be
"sponged up," and that is the same
for all readers. What, happens is that
meanings already possessed by the
reader are aroused by individual
words and phrases; but they are
aroused in new combinations so that
new general meanings result. In Dr.
Mowrer's words, "One person, by
the use of appropriate words or
other signs, can arouse, 'or call up,'
particular meanings in

he
mind of

another person; but he does not
transfer or implant them there. The
communicative act . lies rather in
the combination, juxtaposition, or
association of the meanings thus
aroused in novel, 'informative' ways."
(13) One implication of this view
is evident immediately: the amount
and quality of understanding will
always vary from one reader to
another. It will always be, as Gates
says, "partial, incomplete, and highly
personal in character." (3)

The position was taken at the be-
ginning of this paper, followed from
Mowrer, Thorndike, and others (6,
9), that simply understanding a
series of sentences is an active process

that requires a high level of skill.
Perhaps, in the light of Dr. Mowrer's
theory, this view is more meaningful.
Even a simple sentence can be an
original learning experience for .a
child. When a sentence is more com-
plex or when several sentences are
put together, Dr. Mowrer has used
the term "searching" to describe
what takes place in reading. We will
want to use this term in indicating
some implications of this theory. In
our sample sentence, "Spot did not
come home," the subject andpredi-
cate were conveniently close together.
"Conveniently," because they must
be for conditioning to occur (remem-
ber that the loud sound came with
the rabbit present). This does not
always occur even in a first. reader.
Suppose, for example, that a modify-
ing phrase separates the subject and
predicate: "Spot, who has usually
been so faithful, did not come home."
Or suppose that a pronoun is used as
the subject: "Spot is our faithful dog.
But this time, he did not come home."
Now it is up to the child to "get the
subject and predicate together." In
other words, while he looks at the
predicate, he must mentally search
for and think about the subject, or
vice versa. This obviously makes
some increased demands on the
reader.

Some Implications

Hollingworth (9) once wrote that
it was meaningless to talk about
reading as a vague whole. For him,
any account of reading that wol,ld
lead to helpful ideas had to deal with
word pronunciation or the response
to a word or some other element of
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reading as a whole. Sentence condi-
tioning is such an element. Further,
it deals with the very basic element
of understanding sentences. This is
why it is an important contribution
to the psychology of reading. In case
that brands it as "theoretically inter-
esting," let us test the Mowrer theory.
As we do so, we should underline
that it is a theory. Our test, of course,
will not be to prove the theory, but
to see if the theory helps us to think
more clearly about reading.

Plainly,-the concept of sentence
conditioning makes the problem of
understanding a much more man-
ageable one. For example, we often
ask ourselves, "Why is it that John,
a poor reader, does not understand
or remember what he reads?" We
are not asking how he became a poor
reader; we are asking what might
presently be responsible for his failure
to get the meaningl-When we ask the
question in this way, it is often diffi-
cult to get good answers, largely
because we may not be altogether
sure what getting the meaning in-
volves. Instead we might ask, "What
are some of the things that can inter-
fere with sentence conditioning, espe-
cially with the 'searching' that is
involved in getting the subject and
predicate together?"

We might reason that some stu-
dents (particularly beginning with
the upper grader) will have failed
to develop the habit of searching
within the material they read for
subjects that are referred to by
pronouns, for predicates that have
modified certain subjects, etc. My
personal conviction, from rather ex-

tensive experience with college and
adult readers, is that this habitual
failure to actively search back into
the material for all pertinent points
is an important cause of poor com-
prehension. Such readers might be
described as passive. Such a passive

.approach certainly does not appear
full-blown when a student enters
high school; its roots can probably
be found somewhere in the inter-
mediate grades.

A child must know where he is
likely to find the predicate in a com-
plex sentence; and he must recognize
it when he sees it. To do this with
any efficiency, he must know some-
thing about the ways in which sen-
tences are formed and organized.
That poor readers often do not have
this sentence sense has been demon-
strated (4, 10). Training in general
oral language usage has been found
to improve reading performance (11,
20) . The modern tendency to treat
reading as a part of general language
development is highly appropriate.

The extent of emotional disturb-
ance among poor readers is still de-
bated, though there is some evidence
to indicate that it is fairly great. (2) .
Whatever the general picture, it is
obvious that either temporary or
persistent worries can interfere with
understanding in individual cases.
Perhaps a good way to describe such
a child, as far as the act of reading
is concerned, is to say that he is
distracted. Most of us have had the
experience of reading a page or so
only to discover that our mind has
been on some extraneous thought.
Not concentrating while reading is
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easy because reading is an active
process. Thinking about the meaning
of a.subject or predicate, or searching
back mentally for a subject while
looking at a predicate both require
some effort and self-control pro-
cesses that, in an activity such as
reading, may be difficult for children.
When additional effort is required
to overcome pressin ; worries and
fears, a disturbed child may just give
up and think about the worries and
fears. He is distracted.

Physical fatigue can make anyone
more easily distracted, often by
thoughts that would not concern him
in a more normal state.

Rather recently, we have been re-
minded again of the importance of
good oral reading, after a perk,! in
which practicing this skill wa.§ some-
times regarded as somewhat primi-
tive. In light of the theory of sentence
conditioning, this is a very fortunate
re-emphasis. Improper phrasing, lac!,
of respect for punctuation; and word
by word reading seem very likely to
interfere with sentence conditioning.
For example, the child who reads our
sample senteace, "Spot . . . did . . .

not . . . come . . . home," or "Spot
did . . . not come home," does not
get the subject and predicate together
as he should. Evidence indicates that
poor readers are often deficient in
oral reading, especially in these
aspects of it (1, 14) . Such poor
habits, as they are reflected in oral
reading, may be merely.symptoms of
a failure to understand in the first
place. From the viewpoint of sen-
tence conditioning, however, it seems

equally reasonable to suggest that
such poor habits (when uncorrected

. in oral reading) are causes of poor
comprehension.
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Flow of Thought Through an English Sentence

LEE C. DRIGIFFON.

IF READING is concerned with meaning,
we must consider how English sen

tences deliver meaning. We are not teach-
ing reading in the abstract but reading in
English. We must attend, therefore, to
the structures which convey meaning in
English sentences and to the kinds of
meaning 'they convey.

To go this far and no farther would
leave us deep in linguistics with no path
to the field of reading instruction. We
must, therefore, consider the problems
created for the reader by English sen-
tence structures. It is the purpose of this
paper to point out a few of these prob-
lems in the hope that other people may
be interested in extending the analysis.
These "others" need not be scholars; they
may be classroom teachers who are sensi-
tive to the language and thoughtful about
it.

The traditional grammar on which we
were nourished is not very helpful, but
for that matter neither are most of the
modern linguistic analyses. What we need
is a fresh, simple view of English struc-
tures as they affect the practice of read-
ing.

Let us begin with the fact that, in Eng-
lish, meaning is conveyed through grLips
of words working together. It is not con-
veyed one word at a time additively. Take,
for example, a noun phrase consisting of
a noun preceded by modifiers and deter-
miners: the little white house.

The reader cannot be sure of my mean-
ing until he comes to the word house. At
this point he finds completion or closure
and a unit meaning is established:

the ...
the little ...
the little white ...
the little white house.

To see what is involved here, suppose
the phrase had been the little white peb-

bk. The meaning of little would be quite
different since little in terms of pebbles
is quite different from little in terms of
houses. Similarly, white is one thing in
terms of pebbles and another in terms of
houses. It is clear that the reader can
assign meaning to the words in a phrase
only when he comes to its close. He must,
therefore, hold meaning in abeyance.

There is an interesting reinforcement to
this view in the physical act of percep-
tion. Photographic studies show that the
length of eye span in reading across a
line of print is somewhat less than had
once been supposed. We see relatively
few characters in any one focus NI a line
of type before jumping to the next span
of >characters. The group of characters we
perceive in any one focus is not neces-
sarily a word group. In fact, a single focus
may land us in the middle of a long
word. Our eyes move across a line of print
in jumps and pauses quite independent
of meaning. This fact has led some ob-
servers to remark that meaning is acquired
during the period when the eyes are mov-
ing. I would prefer to say that meaning,
is held in abeyance during the physical
acts of eye movement.

What is true in the reading of a single-
word group is true of the whole sentence.
It is common sense that the reader must
keep the beginning of a sentence in mind
to the end of the sentencea simple act
of memory.

Far more than memory is required of
the reader, however. He must hold mean-
ing in abeyance until the end of the sen-
tence. Two major factors of English
account for this necessity. The first is se-
mantic; the second is structural. First,
most words in English have more than
one meaning. Many words have a great
variety of meanings, sometimes with no
obvious relationship among them. Which'
particular meaning of the opening words

rislas in Rending, JIM Proceedings, 11, Patt I. (1966) , 322 326.
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of a sentence is pertinent depends upog
the context of the entire sentence. It it
only at the end of the sentence that the
reader can fix the meanings of the indi-
vidual words.

Of course, this generalization must not
be pushed too far. There are many short,
simple sentences an which the referent of
each word is clear in itself or is made
clear by context. Depending upon the
nature of the game in Tom hit the ball,
we would know who Tom is, what kind
of a ball he hit, and whether he struck it
with his hand, his head, his foot, or his
bat or racket. However, in normal in-
formative written discourse, the general-
ization holds.

The second factor requiring the ma ler
to hold meaning in abeyance is the vari-
ety of English senterte structure. The
word groups which compose English sen-
tences may be related to each other in
four ways. There are the subject-predicate
relationship, the co-ordinate rAationship,
and the relationships of complement and
modifier.

The reader's structural problem is to
determine the word groups and then to
see how these groups relate to one an-
other. Until he has done this distinguish-
ing, he must hold the mear.ng of the
sentence in abeyance.

A prime example of the effect of word
groups upon one another occurs with sen-
tence modifiers; that is, words or word
groups whose meaning applies to the
whole of a sentence. To pinpoint this
kind of modifier, consider the following
sentences corn: rised of the same words:

Happily, he died.
He died happily.

In the first sentence, the writer is com-
menting on the fortuitous fact of a man's
death. The word happy applies to all the
words that follow. In the second sentence,
the writer is c.nmenting on manner
of the man's death. The word happily
applies only to the one word immediately
preceding.

In general we may say that any intro-
ductory adverb modifierword, phrase, or
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gnodifies the rest of the sentence.
.atier must, therefore, spread its

sing across all the words that follow.
This point is an example of holding
meaning in abeyance to meet structural
requirements.

Another prime example occurs with an
introductory participial phrase. Consider
the following sentence:

Holding to the ledge with one
hand, the climber tried to free the
rope with the other.

The entire participial phrase applies to,
or modifies the first following noun, the
word climber. It may well be aped that
the inuoductory phrase applies to all the
rest of the sentence. We may see this rela-
tionship,more clearly if we transpose the
sentence as follows:

The climber held to the ledge with
one hand and tried to free the rope
with the other.

Here the coordinate-verb structure re-
quires the reader to hold the meaning of
climber in abeyance until the second ve..b

tried appears. Or if you prefer, it requ
him to insert the meaning of climber °

fore the word tried.
Either way you look at it, the effect r

deferral or abeyance is in evidence. Now,
how does all of this happen? And if it
does, how.does anyone but a genius ever
learn to read? Fortunately, the speed of
electrochemical nerve impulses through
the brain is very highsomething like 10
miles per second. When the end of a
sentence is reached, the reader's built-in
brain computer sorts out the relationships
of the word groups and selects the par-
ticular meanings which the context re-
quires. To borrow from computer lan-
guage, all of this sorting and selection
may ti.e place on a shared-tirne ..sis;
that is, with particular tasks being solved
4.4 an apparently simultaneous basis.
less ambiguity has arisen; the reader
moves to the next sentence with no appar-
ent pause.

All goes well if there is no ambiguity,
but unfortunately English is often un-
avoidably ambiguous both bee: le of va-
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riant word meanings and because of
structure. Even without ambiguity, diffi-
culties in structure create reading prob-
lems. It is my belief that an under-
standing'of how these structures deliver
meaning will greatly accist students in
becoming mature readers.

I should like to turn now to the Eng-
lish sentences, I am using the words kind
of meaning in a special sense. I use them
to refet to two broad divisions which will
be familiar to you from tradit.onal gram-
mar. For purposes of reading instruction,
we may group statements as to whether
they report action or attribution. Either
they report action or they attribute iden-
tity, characteristics, or description to the
grammatical subject. The reader who is
aware of this distinction has an important
tool at his command for sorting out mean-
ings.

This extenc is as far as we can go with
the traditional grammar in this analysis.
It will become clear that many so-called
action verbs do not in fact report action
at all. Indeed, it is my suggestion that
action is reported only by the past tenses
of a limited class of verbs and not even
by all verbs in this class.

It will be useful to place this analysis
of kinds of meanings in a particular
framework. The framework is the direc-
tion in which thought flows through an
English sentence. We tend intuitively to
suppose that thought flows constantly and
continuously from left to rightthe direc-
tion in which words are laid down by
writers and printers of English. There is
nothing in the nature of human intelli-
gence that requires this order. Hebrew,
Arabic, and other languages are written
and printed in other directions. Yet be-
cause we read and write from left to right
in English sentences, we tend to suppose
that this directional pattern is inherent in
the language.

It is important to understand that 'in a
great many English sentences the floW of
thought is not simply left to right but is
in fact circular. It is important, for one
thing, because of the emphasis on rate.

of zading that persists not only in schools
but in adult reading clinics as well. Let
me make this one fuither distinction. In
mature reading the eyes proceed steadily
from left to right except for- conscious
regressions, but the mind does not. This

__difference is possible again because of the
difference between the very high speed of
the brain and the relatively low speed of
eye muscles,

The prototype of the action sentence is
Tom hit the ball. The meaning flows or
accumulates from left to right. The
word hit is a so-Called action verb in the
past tense.

The prototype of the attributive sen-
tence is Tom is the president. The verb
is a form of be and is called a linking
verb. Note that the words following the
verb refer to the word preceding the verb.
The flow of thought is from left to right
and back leftwards to the start of the sen-
tence. It is in effect circular. This same
phenomenon occurs with all linking verbs
such as look, remain, stay, sound and with
get and keep when used in certain senses.
The meaning delivered in all these sen-
tences is identification, characterization,
or description. Or to use our general
term, it is attributive.

Now notice an interesting thing. The
same effect occurs whenever a form of be
appears in a verb phrase. It occurs in the
progresSive tense forms:

Tom was hurrying.
The birds are singing.

It also occurs in the passive verb form:
The house is sold.
The quarterback was injured.
The car had been wrecked.

In all of these instances, the form of be
seems to turn the flow of thought back to
the beginning of the sentence. The mean-
ing is not one of action but of attribution.

The verb have is a troublesome one for
linguists. When used alone it is classed
with verbs like hit, as a so-called action
verb. Yet it never refers to an action even
in the past tense.

Eve had a cold.
The Senator has had a change of heart.
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These are not reports of action. They are
static, descriptive statements.

In a similar way, it can be shown that
the present-tense forms of so-called action
verbs do not report action but are essen-
tially static and descriptive: Ice melts.
The dogs bark at night.

Most interesting, perhaps, is the effect
of those auxiliary verbs that are called
modals. These are the words can, must,
should, dare, and the like. They always
appear with the base form of the verb.
Their function is to indicate an attitude,
a mood, or a potential. They do not re-
po: action but the potential for action.
They are genuinely attributive.

The bus should arrive at any moment.
Jack can play the drums.
What I have been leading up to is this:

in our grammatical study of English, we
make too much of action. From the stand-
point of meaning, action is reported in
only a limited number of sentences. In a-
far greater number, the report is one of
description or- identification. The meaning
is attributive.

I suggest that the traditional grammar
analysis is not useful in teaching be-
cause it over-emphasizes the element of
action. It tends therefore to over-empha-
size the accumulation of meaning in a
straight left-to-right direction. This pat:
tern of delivering meaning occurs only in
the relatively small number of sentences
that really do report action. In the far
greater number of sentences, meaning is
attributive and is delivered in a circular
manner.

We do a disservice to children when
we transfer the traditional grammar analy-
sis to reading, even when the transfer is
merely implicit. We give the child a. men-
c.1 set that does not accord with the real-
ity of his future reading experience. It is
of ,course quite possible to teach reading
without any reference whatever to the
structure of English sentences and the
means by which they deliver meaning.
But it seems self-evident that an element-
ary understanding of what is happening
in a sentence will enable a reader to deal
with it more efficiently.

What are the practical considerations?
What can be done to help the child who
is learning to read? We would do well at
this point to consider how a mature
reader operates, for his methods are the
goals of reading instruction. To restate
more simply, the goal of reading instruc-
tion is to produce mature readers.

It would be neither appropriate nor
useful to attempt-a complete definition of
the mature reader. What we are conceme:
with here are the strategies he uses to
deal with the patterns and structures by
which sentences deliver meaning: (1)
The mature reader does not expect to read
continuously at the same rate. (2) He
expects to halt on occasion, to - retrace a
sentence in his mind, or to reread it.
(3) He holds meaning in abeyance until
he reaches the end of a sentence. (4) He
is alert to cues which distinguish action
and attribution. (5) When attribution oc-
curs, he follows the circular pattern in
which meaning is presented.

This time is not a proper occasion for
--laying down a list of specific teaching de-

vices. The most than can be done is to
call attention to the general principle that;
meaning accumulates in a straight left-to-
right direction. only in action sentences
and that meaning is delivered in a circu-
lar manner in nonaction sentences. The
obvious practical step is to call attention
of teachers and children to this distinc-
tion. The most helpful clues are the verbs
and modals as describe above; that is,
the verb be and the verb bare used alone,
and the modals such as can, could, might,
indicate attribution and make the Row of
thought circular.

This understanding of English sen-
tences might conceivably place a powerful
tool in the hands of readers. Properly
reinforced in the classroom, it could lead
children to the goal of mature reading.
I believe it is worth serious consideration.
But it is only a beginning. Much more
lies beyond, for the mature reader must
be s14rply aware of the basic structures
of the sentence and of how they are re-
lated to one another.
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Better Reading Through the Recognition of
Grammar Relationships

Romier L. I.I.EN*

A new approach to grammar, sector analysis, helps students understand
sentence units and their relationships. Understanding sentence units is
indispensable to intelligent reading.

ONE OF THE FIRST stages in a
child's readingif not the

*andstageis that of recognizing and
pronouncing words. The child may

pronounce a given word aloud as a
result of recognizing it as a whole, as
a word he already knows; or, if it is
regularly spelled, he may pronounce
it aloud as a result of having learned
to pronounce orally the combination
of sounds represented by this particu-
lar spelling pattern (and he may not
even recognize the word until after
he-has pronounced it). In either case,
however, it is probably safe to say
that at this stage he reads largely by
words.

But the mere recognition of words
is not reading. Reading is finding out
what sentences say. For this reason,
most first grade readers introduce
words not as individual items but as
parts of sentences. In the introductory
stages these sentences are usually sim-
ple and short, of the kind the child
might say himselfsentences like
"Fluffy is a cat" or "Fluffy has three
little black kittens." Even if the child
reads each sentence word by word
rather than as a total unit, it is still
likely that he will be able tc grasp the
meaning of the whole sentence if he

*The Reading Teacher, IS, (Dumber 1981) .

knows the individual words. But this
kind of word recognition will not
enable the child to understand more
complicated sentences. To be able to
read longer sentences intelligently, he
must be able to recognize (either con-
sciously or unconsciously) the gram-
matical positions that the different
%yords occupy. That is to say, he must
be able to recognize the structure (or
grammar) of such sentences.

There is little difficulty in recog-
nizing the structure of sentences like
"Fluffy is a cat" and "Fluffy has
three little kittens." Perhaps the most
important grammatical relationship
in an English sentence is that between
the subject and its predicate, and in
each of these two sentences the sub-
ject is a single word. English-speaking
children seldom have difficulty with
sentences like these since, as native
speakers, they already know the dif-
ferent kinds of grammatical relations
that can hold between subjects and
their predicates; we do not need to
teach these to them. But all the sen-
tences our children have encountered
before beginning to read have been
spoken sentences, and the subjects in
such sentences have consisted for the
most part of single words or of fairly

191-198.
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simple constructions. And even when
long, complex subjects have occurred
in the sentences they have heard,
such subjects have usually been
marked off from their predicates by
junctures or other intonational sig-
nals.

Junctures, however, are not repre-
sented on the printed page. As long
as a child is asked to read only sen-
tences with single-word subjects - .

objects, he will probably have little
difficulty: the spaces preceding and
following the subject words and ob-
ject words help to mark them off
from the rest of the sentence. But un-
fortunately, written English does not
make U3C of similarly unambiguous
signals to mark off units larger than
words (except sentences and certain
kinds of clauses and parenthetical
exprk >sions) . And yet the recognition
of the boundary lines between the
sentence-Units in a sentencethat is,
between the units occurring on the
sentence level--is essential to the
recognition of the structure of that
sentence.

An example may help to show why
the -recognition of such boundary
lines is so important. (This example
also shows how poorly traditional
grammar prepares us to recognize
the really important units in sentence
structure.) Most English teachers
whom I have asked to pick out the
prepositional phrases in the following
three sentences have marked each
sentence, as containing two phrases
in each case, the two phrases enclosed
between parentheses:

I put your book (on the table) (beside
your hat) .

LINGUISTIC ASPECTS

I put your book (on the table) (in the
hall) .

I took the book (on the table) (in the
hall) .

But if this analysis were correct, the
structure of all three sentences would
be the same. Actually, however, the
three sentences differ fundamentally
in their internal structure, and the
differences are of crucial importance
for the proper reading of the sen-
tendes. The first sentence, for exam-
ple, contains five sentence-unit, of
which two are prepositional phrases:

/ put / your book / on the table /
beside your hat.

But the second sentence contains only
four sentence-units and only one
prepositional phrase on the sentence
level:

.1 / put../ your book / on the table in
the hall.

The third sentence contains only
three sentence-units, none of which
is a prepositional phrase:

I / took / the book on the table in the
hall.

In the second sentence, the phrase
in the hall is part of the larger phrase
on the table in the hall; in the third
sentence, the phrase in the hall is part
of the larger phrase on the table in
the hall, which in turn is part of the
noun-cluster the book on the table in
the hall. The phrases in the last sen-
tence are not sentence-units; tilt.),
function on levels lower than the sen-
tence level. A good reader must be
able to distinguish between sentence-
units and lower-level units.

I have already suggested that one
of the most important boundary lines
in a sentence is the boundary between
the subject and the predicate. Unfor-
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tunately, however, this boundary is
marked no differently from the
boundary between any two words. I
have felt for a long time that small
children just beginning to read might
be greatly helped by printed mate-
rials in which the boundaries between
sentence-units were marked with
longer spaces than the spaces used
for separating words. Eventually the
spaces between sentence-units could
be gradually shortened until they
were of the same size as other spaces;
by that time, hopefully, the children
using such materials would be able
to recognize the boundaries between
sentence-units on the basis of syntac-
tic signais, as every good reader must.
The ability to comprehend a compli
cated sentence and to read it intelli-
gently depends upon the reader's
ability to analyze its syntactic struc-
ture accurately.

There is a real need, therefore, for
some instrument by which we can
teach our students to recognize the
borders between syntactic units, es-
pecially those on the sentence level.
Such an instrument must be based
upon a sound linguistic analysis of
English structure rather than upon
the mythology of traditional gram-
mar. In addition, however, it must
be a practical instrument, one that
can be easily taught (and easily
learned). It must be applicable to the
structure of written rather than of
spoken sentences. And above all, it
must make use of the knowledge our
students already have of the structure
of their language. For example, they
already know all the different possi-
ble relationships that can hold be-

tween a subject and its predicate,
although their experience of subjects
may until now have been limited to
only simple, short subjects. Teaching
them what a subject "is" or "does"
would therefore be a waste of time,
but we must be able to show them
how to identify even a very compli-
cated subject, of a kind, perhaps, that
they have never yet encountered.
They can then carry over their "feel-
ing" for the grammatical relation of
subject to predicate to this new, more
complicated subject and predicate.

The feeling that all native speakers
-of English, including sr -!' children,
have for the difference between sub-
jects and predicates is probably re-
lated to the difference between the
nominal (and adjectival) kind of
material that usually turns up in
subjects and the verbal kind of mate-
rial that usually introduces pred:
cater. As long as sentences arc of the
type "That funny old man likes cats,"
or even "That funny old man in the
house across the street likes cats," a
child' may Thave little difficulty in
"ac mulating" the whole subject in
his memory storage until he comes
upon verbal material (that is, the
word likes). But when the subject
itself includes verbal mat,:rial, most
children probably find it much more
difficult to grasp the structure of the
sentence without special assistance or
training. For example, a child who
has "stored up" the words that funny
old man, to be related as subject to
verbal material that will turn up
later, may 'release" this stored up
subject at the first occurrence of any
verbal material and thus assume
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(unconsciously.)(unconsciously) that that funny old
man is the subject of lives in the house
across the street in a sentence like the
following:

That funny old man h Ito lives in-the
house across Ilic street likes cats.

When such a student finally reaches
the words likes cats in his reading of
the sentence, he finds that he has
words* "left over." A good .reader, of
course; would go back and re-analyze
the sentence; but many poor readers
probably stumble right on, never
really understanding why so many
sentences seem to have ragged
endings.

Another kind of subject that is

likely to cause many children diffi-
culty in their reading is a subject
containing participles, and yet the use
of so-called participial phrases is one
of the distinctive features of formal
written English as opposed to infor-
mal English (which makes more use
of clauses strung aloi,s, one after the
other in linear sequence). Thus a
chil tight take the -words that girl
to L.. the subject of is and the verb-
like word writing (or rather, of the
predicate-like word group is . . .

writing a letter) in the following
question :

Is that girl writing a letter sour sister?

The child would then assume that he
was expected to answer a question
about what the. girl was doing rather
than about her identity, even thot.gh
here again there would be some
words (the words your sister) "left
over." l

A New Kind of Grammar Needed

What is needed, then, is a type of

INCUISTIC ASPECTS

English grammar which can be

taught fairly `easily in the lower
gradt, one which will help students
to recognize the sentence-units in the
more complicated sentences they are
destined to meet in their later read-
ing. Above all, such a grammar mu:
not be a grammar that emphasizes
words. It must be a grammar that
teaches students to regard a sentence
as a hierarchy of constructions within
constructions, on different levels,
rather than as a string of words in
linear sequence.

Unfortunately almost all the gram-
mars now available emphasize words
rather than larger constructions.
Most traditional grammars devote a
great deal of space to a discussion of
"the parts of speech," although the

'parts of speech are probably among
the least important aspects o: Eng-
lish structure. Even in th newer,
linguistically oriented grammars, one
usually finds the description of differ-
ent kinds of words preceding the de-
scription of different kinds of con-
structions.

But at Teachers College, Columbia
vcrsity, we have been working on

a different approach to English gram-
mar, an approach that emphasizes
positions, especially the positions on
the sentence level. These positions we
call "sectors': our kind of grammati-
cal analysis we call "sector analysis."
After identify the sectors, we ex-
amine the different positions within
various constructions, on lower levels.
We turn to the analysis of the parts
of speech lastif at all.

The primary emphasis throughout
is on the sectors. We feel that the
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ability to identify the sectors in a
sentence will more than anything else
help a child to recognize the sentence
structure and thus to read it intelli-
gently. We also believe that students
can learn to write more effectively
by gaining a recognition of the differ-
ent kinds of sentence-units and of
the different positions which they
may occupy, added to practice in
making up such units and in manipu-
lating them, in shifting them around.

Sector analysis is surprisingly easy
to teach in its initial stages, since it is
based as far as pssible upon the feel-
ing students already have for English
as native speakers of the language.
This kind of grammar is already be-
ing used with fourth graders as 'well
as with ninth graders. Space does not
permit more than a brief introduc-
tion to sector analysis, but one or two
examples may at least suggest some
if the procedures followed.* We first

'iur students a list of the words
wt. 11 "X worls," and tell them
that they are so called because they
occupy the "X positions," of which
there are two in every sentence. By

'A detailed description of this kind of
analysis is to be found in Robert L. Allen,
English Grammars and English Grammar,
to be published shortly by the Macmillan
Company.

changing a sentence to a Yes-No
question, and then changing it to an
emphatic (or even a negative) sen-
tence, they can easily find the two X
positions. All the wa ds occurring
between the two X positions can
then be identified as the subject of
the sentence:

X
The man who lives in
the house across the street likes cats.

Does the man who lives in
the house across the street like cats?
The man who lives in
the house across the street does like cats.

X SUBJECT

The man who live: in
I the house across the street I likes cats.

__ Sector analysis promises to be an
effective way of teaching students to
recognize the most important units
in a sentencethose on the sentence
level. And there is already some evi-
dence to suggest that the ability to
recognize sentence-units and the rc-
lati nships between such units may
help students to become better
readers.

frhere is one possible exception to this
"rule." Certain "middle adverbs" like still
and really may shift from their usual posi-
tion following the second X position to a
position preceding that X position, as in I
really have finished my. work. (Cf. I have
really finished my work.)

di.
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Some Notes on Syntax and Meaning

Certain aspects of the relationship between syntax and the comm mica-
lion of meaning, with some examples of the 'yap in which meaning
results from syntax.

St \INF!: 11t")4

ALI EIOUGII a general background
for this discussion is given else-

-where in this issue, and although it
is written as a kind of supplement to
the following one by Professor Allen,
I wish to make three basic assump-
tions more explicit. The first is that
the primary operation in reading is
dual in nature, A persol. interprets
a sequence of graphic marks as a
sequence of linguistic symbols and
then derives meaning from the lin-
guistic symbols. Experienced readers
perform this dual operation below
their threshold of attention and may
not realize that they arc doing two
things rather than one. Methods of
teaching reading usually separate
these acts and deal chiefly with the
first, assuming, at least in the early
stages of instruction, that the second
rcepires little specific attention.

'['he second assumption is that any
Sur cessful method of tea. 'ling read-
ing is necessarily a lingoistic method,
for its purpose is to teach the com-
prehension of linguistic material. It
must adopt some views about the na-
ture and retails of this material. Cur-
rent methods differ, however, in the
linguistic views which they assume;
sonic arc based on the traditional
content of the language arts pro-
. rh newel/2g; Tea hex, l.1, (Dea.!r I9(3 I)

gram, while others select details from
more recent linguistic scholarships.
Persons developing methods are. or
should be. guided by considerations
of accuracy and of strategy. In prin-
ciple, the field of language study is
responsible for accuracy and that of
reading instruction is responsible for
strategy.

The third assumption is that the
total language arts program, from
kindergarten through twelfth grade,
should be more positively integrated
than it now ordinarily is. In this
view, reading should not he an inde-
pendent subject but one of the initial
stages of a subject which includes
language anti literature in its later
stages. In this more clo-Sely integrated
subject, students will mm e in easy
steps from simple recognition or lin-
guistic symbols to increasingly full
understanding of both the, means and
the content of linguistic expression.
In effect, "language" win begin with
"reading" and "literature" will in-
clude "reading." Tins third assump-
tion implies, I think, that all state-
ments about the language should be
generalizations drawn from the read-
ing materi.,Is or verifiable by refer-
ence to them.

In developing the topic assigned
179 83. 222.
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to me, I shall discuss the language as
a medium of communication, pre-
senting some detaEs of its grammati-
cal system as means contributing to
the expression of meaning. Many of
these details can be used, even before
any systematit, study of grammar is
begun, provided they are introduced
as aids to comprehension rather than
as fragments of a structural system.
I leave the strategy of introducing
such details to those who know more
about elementary education than I
do, but I do not believe that previous
results with the traditional descrip-
tion are determinative.

Languages operate with at least
three (possibly four) essentially dif-
ferent kinds of units, although, in a
few instances, these kinds may over-
lap in a single item. 'These are: the
significant distinctions in sounds-- -
phonemes, the minimum units re-
lated to components of meaning--
morpnemes, and the relatively inde-
pendent patterns of morphemes
which appear in actual uttera' ces----
sentences. (The fourth kind appears
when one regards such patterns as
consisting (4, or derived from, one
or more "kernels," these kernels be-
ing the fourth kind.) Note that the
"simple sentence'. and the "c.)mplex
sentence" of traditional grammar are
"relatively independent patterns of
morphemes" and that a "compound
sentence" includes two or more such
patterns.

To understand a sentence, one
must comprehend its linguistic in-
gredients - morphemes. words,
phrases, clauses----their boundaries,
their meaning,: (grammatical, lexi-

cal, Or both), and their relationships
to each other as constituents of larger
units, up to and including the sen-
tence itself. Each sentence constitutes
a structural (grammatical) matrix
consisting of one or'more structural
layers. In principle, each constituent
derives one or more components of
meaning from this matrix and forms
part of the matrix contributing ccm-
ponents of meaning to other consti-
tuents. For example, "dogs run fast"
contains three words in an order
which gives certain information
about their meanings and -relation-
ships to each other. Each of these
words could be given a different com-
ponent of meaning by a difference
in the context. The first (dogs)
would an object rather than a
subject in "boys like dogs." The sec-
ond (run) would be a -noun in

"scored a run." The third (fast)
would be an adjective in "a fast
train."

A method of teaching reading
which stops with recognition of words
is relying on the pupils to assemble
the matrix from the words and to
understand the contribution it makes
to the meanings and relationships of
the words. It assumes -hat the pupils
have acquired the al lity to supply
the proper grammatical components
of meaning as they h tVe learned to
sneak the language. When children
arc already fluent speakers of Eng-
lish -Ind are familiar with the stand-
ard usages, word recognition may be
enough. Bright children from literate
families will probably learn to read
when taught by any method. Some-
thing more than word recognition is
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indicated, I think, when children are
cle::.cient in their linguistic develop-
rn.:nt, when they progress to written
material which is structurally differ-
ent from conversational English, and
when serious attempts are made to
build a properly integrated and cu-
mulative language arts program.

The grammatical .system of Eng-
lish can be divided into morphology
(matters of word formation) and
syntax (matters of word arrange-
ment), but these kinds of structure
combine in mutual support to ex-
press meanings. Although there are
exceptions, one must expect the
grammatical meanings in a given in-
stance to result from a union of mor-
phological and syntactic signals. For
example, otiiy nouns and verbs take
an inflection often spelled with -s,
but both nouns and verbs take such
an inflection. The formal distinction
betWeen runs as a noun and runs as a
verb is Syntactic, and a distinction in
arrangement must be recognized be-
fore a distinction in meaning can be
perceived. Inflectable nouns and in-
flectable adjectives are not inflected
in the same way, but an adjective
having an appropriate lexical mean-
ing can be given a nominal meaning
and function by syntax, e.g., "the
best is none too good."

Linguistic signals necessarily ap-
pear in linear sequence. except for
intonation, which accompanies other
signals. The expression of grammati-
cal meanings can be additive, but it
may also be aggregationalelements
are accumulated until a configura-
tion or Gestalt is assembled. During
the accumulation, the elements ap-

pearing in linear sequence are held
in a. kind of mental suspension pend-
ing the completion of the unit. For
example, "turn the paper in." The
final word is not a preposition but
part of the verb (Hook's merged
verb). Grammatical elements also
may be grouped in sets, each set op-
erating as a unit. For instance, in "he
was praised for what he did," the
dependent clause is the object of the
preposition. The prep: ,,a1 phrase
thus contains a subjt.. ind verb
combination, a possibility tt is in
conflict with the distinction oetween
phrase and clause given in most cur-
rent textbooks. In deriving the mean-
ing of an English sentence, one must
assume that it includes such units
structural patterns operating as single
linguistic forms in larger structural
patterns. Structural patterns on any
level may be additive or aggregation-
al and may be continuous o:- discon-
tinuous ("turn . . . in" is a discon-
tinuous unit).

These facts, and others, require
that a description of English syntax
be complicated if it is to be accurate
and comprehensive. Some linguists
achieve an appearance of simplicity
by stopping short of serious problems;
some others achieve a high degree of
comprehensiveness and accuracy but
use a very complex or difficult proce-
dure to do so. The usual textbook
description just ignores the real na-
ture of the problem. All current de-
scriptive procedures, when applied
pedagogically, now lean heavily on
the intuition of the native speaker at
some vital stage, omit some impor-
tant parts of the system, or do not
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effectively relate the formal details of
the system to meanings, functions,
and relationships. All these proce-
dures have valuesome more than
others, of coursewhen used with
discretion, but it is too early to estab-
lish a new orthodoxy.. Despite this
situation, many details of English
grammatical structure are known,
and I shall review some of these in
the remainder of this article. These
are presented as details, however, and
not as parts of a more comprehensive
analysis. I shall not present defini-
tions and do not suggest that defini-
tions be used with beginning students.
But occasionally pointing out syntac-
tic distinctions in a-reading class can,
it seems likely, help comprehension
and serve as preparation for more
systematic teaching of the grammati-
cal system.

Even causal attention to English
in action shows that man) identical
word forms convey different kinds of
meaning and that the immediate kind
of meaning is indicated, in part, by
the context. The use of runs as either
noun or verb has already been men-
tioned, ar.1 there are hundreds of
word forms with similar dual uses.
Now compare "a loom" and
"enough room." In the fir the
noun has countable meaning. In this
meaning, it could be modified by
many or few. In the second, the noun
gas noncountable meaning and

would be modified by much or less.
Distinctions in meaning may also be,
given to identical verb forms, e.g.,
"the boy grew fast," "the boy grew
tall," and "the boy grew roses." In
the first, the meaning ,!; ew is in-

transitive; in the second it is linking;
and in the third it is transitive.

There arc, of course, word forms
and prepositional phrases which may
be adjectival or adverbial, depending
on their positions. There are also
many word forms which may be
prepositions ("went up the stairs"),
adverbs ("went up later ".), or partS
of verbs ("put up on the book").
And there are a few word forms that
are qualifiers when followed by an
adjective or adverb ("pretty weak"
and "pretty soon" ) and adjectives
when followed by a noun ("pretty
scene"). In fact, determination of
class membership by position (some
wore -ay "functional shift") is in-
here .) a great many common
words.

A few verbs which are often used
as main verbs may introduce a verb
phrase and convey a special meaning
in doing this. Compare the two
clauses in each of the following sen-
tences.

He used to live in Iowa but now he lives
in Ohio.

He has to (hive cal dully when he drives
his mother.

He kepi washing until he washed it clean.

The most interesting of such verbs is
get. Aside from its uses as a main
v,:rb, it appears it six grammatical
patterns, each having a different
meaning. These arc all the patterns
of this type that the English verb
system allows.

Get moving. (before present participle
Conn)

He got hurt. (before past participle form)
He got to go. (before marked infinitive)
Get it moving. (with included object)
He got it stopped. (with included object)
He got it to rim. (with included object)
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fact that these formulas ate
more common in speech than in writ-
ing is irrelevant, for they are used
and understood generally by speakers
of English and therefore must he

utingful to them.
The feedback of a verb form on a

collective noun, making it either
singular or plural, is generally de-
scribed in school grammars, but a
similar feedback e^curs with other
subjects.
Planing (aids is fun.
Phning (aids ate often made of plastic.

Contrast these sr.ntences with "play-
ing cards can be expensive," in which
the verb form does not distinguish
between a singular and a plural
meaning. 1 hose meanings are dis-
tinguishable by intonation, but read-
ing dependent on visual signals.

A somewhat different kind of feed-
back is illushated in the contrast be-
tween "growing corn is easy- and
"growing corn is green." Both sen-
tences end with an adjet tival com-
plement I, predicate adjective), but
the nleallinft, Of the adjectives requhe
different inter pr( unions of toe sub-
ject word:. Thcse .zentenr es can be
distinguished by trans'ol ma tont

"C'011 is eily to grow- or by eN-
pawim f "growing this corn is

easy" ), lot neither this um

lion nor rill rnontiif .11 rnA c.; A toot?

stIteilt4 from the -,,,o-ond.
'Now lot a wool on sentence pot-

tem,. V, t, s, otion,1 eadiet, a sen-
t, ra e is a of (;,,tali.:, I (

0+,71 pa! t, nntlyijn)4 $(1 In 10

(,g1117111!..: 1T114 tit' pat-
tcrn tt111t1, rehte. 114 r.

to be id, 1,..'t,'17, !ling "Ol-

tain some clearly marked point of
reference. Positi' ns in a pattern are
established by ieference to 'his point.
It seems to me that this point of
referc.,ce is ()RIM:. ,ly a finite verb
form. Each single-word Nerb that
establishes a clause must be .a simple
present form (with. or without -s) or
a simple past form. Each finite verb
phrase must begin with such a form
or with one of the modals (shall, will.

may, etc.). With a fo- identifiable
exceptions. commands, begin with an
uninflected verb form, questiOns in-
sett the subject within the t crb, un-
less the verb is a form of be or haz
and statements usually have the sub-
ject before the veil), although oily']
positions ate possible if the element
preceding the rah is a fir m int .lpa-
We of nominal function, e.g., "pool
;vete his reasons... f For pom to act
as a nominal, it must he pre( tided
by a noun marker, usually the.

The basic patterns which
«institute senten«:, in English can
be easily discoveled thoitigh observa-
tion. Near') all modern grammars
give a list. 71.e basi( pawl ti of

patticuiat Selitent e in :Tett t)1'

is recognizo thrr41g11 1 1.4 o5;;Iiti,ai

of it, basic their' iotaidativs,
find pt,-goOl in telation to ff n

other. "Nlo\eab't, sat, h

su:, tiye ipi.1 pluac ,am
tali; *WC 1.

k ii;11, to < la !nt

Nit( sn 1,04
Ltitol 1117,e.

tutir.f(dit,.tti:ot,
no .14' 1.4,1;z 411 ; 1.)..11,1;)

mot kin,. t. ;:tt.' 111;1.
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Basic patterns assume selection and
expansion according to a list of pos,
sibilities; kernels assume transforma-
tions according to a list of obligatory
or permitted manipulations of suc-
cessive formulas. A typical expansion
is the addition of a modifier; a typi-
cal matter of selection is the use of a
participle form as a nominal; and a
typical transformation is the produc-
tion, by suer -csive steps, of a question
from a statement ku.. 1. The differ-
ent processes sometimes reouire dif-
ferent initial formulas. Pedagogical
applications of both procedures now
assume a native speaker's intuitive

grasp of the grammatical system, that
is, his ability to use it and to know
N. hen it is being used, but do not
assume that he can give a meaning-
fit) ''ascription of this system.

A final , wcl: the di. over ics of
the past few years are not simply in-
ventions of new terms but are funda-
mentally different approaches to
grammatical description, assuming a
different coocept of the -nature of
language its . Time use of new terms
is not centri, ; ;` a necessary con-
comitant. N. of the new ap-
proaches ran b mastered simply by
reading a book.



LINGUISTIC ASPECTS

Language Factors Involved in Interpretation

Lt r1.1.,% B. CooK*

0 ,>;" THE past few decades we
made remarkable progress

in diw..)vtring how children learn,
and as a consequence the techniques
for teachhg reading have been
greatly improved. But we have made
equally significant progress in under-
standing the nature of language as
an instrument for the expression and
communication of meaning. Both
kinds of knowledge are essential to
the improvementofteaching, and
the tendency to rate one as more
important than the other is one of
those tragic mistakes which seem
often to accompany a new discovery.
Our pupils need teachers who under-
stand both the complex nature of
the growing child and the equally
complex nature of language, which
also grows and changes and interacts
upon those who use it.

Modei,, linguistics and semantics
bring new concepts to the teaching
of the language arts, although these
new concepts arc only now begin-
ning to filter down into textbooks
and classroom procedure. This new
knowledge, moreover, is not the kind
of knowledge which can be trans-
mitted in neatly wrapped packages
ready for immediate use. It must. first
be assimilated as a kind of intellec-
tual nourishment before it can be
used in the countless small but im-
portant ways which a deeper knowl-
edge can umnlly suggest.e l'encher,12, Tebt ton) 1959) .

It is this fact, perhaps, which
discourages the all too busy teacher,
eager to improve methods of teach-
ing but pressed on all sides by new
bids for his attention. There just isn't
time to "soak up" a new subject, as
a plant soaks up nutriment from the
soil; time onlyso it often seems
for a quick watering from the top,
if the soil seems dry. We live in a
crowded, hurried age, a "practical
age", we call it, and our attention is
drawn almost irresistibly to materials
and methods, trial and tested and
guaranteed to work, rather than to
new content.

It is here, one suspects, that the
weakness of the "modern" position
lies: in an overweening faith in the
immediately workable, and a corre-
sponding loss of faith in the values
of a deeper, more penetrating knowl-
edge on which we ouric vcs may rely
as we face the day-to-day problems
of language teaching.

It has been said flippantly that the
place of grammar in the school cur-
riculum ( elementary and secondary)
is largely inside the teacher's own
head, to be drawn out and used as
occasion suggests. Thcrc is hidden
wisdom in the quip, and it is largely
the insecure teacher, one suspects,
with only a limited, formalized grasp
of his subject, who makes of gram-

-mar a moot issue, insisting that it be
taught outright, as a subject in itself,

132.157.
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at a specified 'time and place.
When children first come to school

at age five or -six they' already
"know" grammar in a very practical
way: they can put words together
into sentences, manipulate stibjects
and predicates, even punctuate oral--
ly, by pause and inflection. Who
among us would not envy a iimilar

--.
command of a foreign language, Un-
recognized and unorganized tholigh
such *knowledge be: We tend to.
ignore this kind of knoving, and

- regard grammar and punctuation* as
sets of rules to be applied to language
rather than as the very nerve and
sinew of the language-itself.

Tn ifsan34minds the word grammar
is a.sociated primarily with the, idea}
of correctness in speech and N iting.
A knowledge of grammar, it is as -a'
sumed, will protect one from making
errors in word form or 'syntax
errors which carry heavy sc*ial,pen:
aldes..To make a grammatical error
reflects on one's cultural background,
lowerSsocial aanding, and reveals a
lack of sehoofing: Despite the fact
that statistical studies show very little-

,- correlation between a- knowledge of
grammar as such and habits of cot-- ,
rect speech and writing, the idea still'.
persists that the chief reason for
studying grammar is to be able to
speak and-write a ptabty.-We-have
still to rescue mar, from this
limited view and t accord to it the
full importance it eserces Is an aid
not only to the expression pf meaning
but also to the interpretation of
meaning. . ,

Traditionally, grammar is' taught
in connection, With speech and writ-

. 4
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ing, rather than in connection with
reading and listening. Yet a long,
complicatentence, with its sub-

ject and predate separated by mod-
ifiers; or at compressed statement in
verse, .with connecting elements im-
plied rather than directly eicpressed;:
or an isolated grammatical.. element
standingalone in the lines of a
its relationShip buried in the context
of the dialoguethese are problems'
that confront readers and listener's
at all grade levels as- they struggle

with meaning. That we have been
reluctant to take full advantage of
these opportunities to dccpen and
strengthen pupils' understanding of
language structure is perhaps attrib-
utable to our prejudice against anal-

in the study of literature. It all
depends, of course, on- how, when
and where analysis is' conducted. `
That minute ill-timed analysis of
sentences has blocked appreciation
and enjoyment of a poem or-story is
all too lue. That it,need not do so
is equal obvious. Assuming that
analysis follows rather than precedet
an effort to-secure-a total View .and
total response, the search for hidden
meaning can lead quite naturally to
the locating and naming of sentence
element's.

a

a
Punctuation, too, we have regard-

ed- primarily as a discipline of writing
rather than as an aid. to 'reading.
Yet obviously a writer punctuates
notVor himself but for his reader.
Perhaps we would succeed better- hi'
teaching pupils to use punctuation
marics if we first Wade them aware
of their importance as an aid to
intecpretation. That, we have not
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commlinly done so is perhap ac-
, -counted for by our tendency to re-

gard punctuation, like grammar, as
a subject it itcelf, divorced front the
problcn'i of totruntutication. a setof
nays to be.learned and then applied.
rather than as a set of convenient
ir-via s core-tantly employed on the
pl;r ed page to:facilitate the grasp

rneaniof.
o

Rules, grammar or cirTiunetua-
sion. arc, hommarirchiefly concistz

-ummaries (A fart.; previously noted.
By 13, its 1ve. they often block un-
chi dine until one -sees whl
thy-inral: Ir;ririwing the rule` is no
g,t,araruce that appl`thern;
but the:n ;prop! that. one

thi3n.
1 tie as thinking in this vein the

other (la's: as noted a 13illbortrd
.Tema the hjghw.--,- adverti..ift :,.Ia-
tie +n f:sr -.--dun't bum

e.-ere t} wares that nick ;Iry 4:ye.
felt the Inner (.

tar M ipric.k17,

tilank4 Er )' reconqructrd
*us;rt2- a

rihron. :1.1d the anitzt
...4111e ( tear.

4 VC:CH. f

:pc-e-raci(
n ,r" tr ,: it 13. tic

hs; rt
cr!;,er,. ;1'41 r.i1,,t,.:c.43.

orpr,;..Itif,l,
e

rt ire.

irri21, tirc

OW' /11, '1)

1.04 711/1...; .10/.s.t..!1;: (114 red.

r)ip it ; 3 it K .t' .4

Rainbow on the Road, a delightful
novel by Esther Forbes, on the book
jacket of which plurP. Marquand
had this to cay:-."1 have never se
the illusion of 'a peribd tearly
1800's) beautifully presented.
Somehow :4.he has caught the whole..
spirit. of New England which Y used
to recor to when. I 4. X4 A'Cry

cad peopt_ during fay childhood,"
As 19-c ad the book I was haPpib;

awafe of how it was theIrtaguage
itTelft az: much as any other single
element which expressed that spirit
arid I began to note how many little
;idreNcur.sions into the field of lan-
*nage structure and usage a teacher'
might pki 9eit/. r a class of -young;ter,
during the reading of such a back.

luaint idioms of the .0,1e.-
Mich as "cottoning on for eatebing
on) to tornethipg. thZ: poetic license
of using. the ungrummatieal
of ' .fon hve" --suggested-
me imucy 1.-a& tor- int,oriucing pktpi'k

opt- ntd-1.4A1111.01fAtitiff

to thr".,. aura of re.-zo,-iater! nit Ailing

whirl! most wovk ami 011.1:TN wear.
tr, fitc need on the pafi of reader

01,1i- reefer to bwomi- altiarc ni the:
ii:N,^&iltir t-lcincrws ,Of stl if hr,

,dill rtl,,,orc

Rut I forimi,;n,-_- itt.:t 't,

.an,Ancr
I 1,,:10

;it, r:1;

rb,v, .r .1,;( 'tio,

- ...Tot;tur,r. i;Op.r ;(r,f, 3-54-

t trt3-i3 ):0 "AfT11::1;11 :tr1 B,s1t---r.

, 'r Irr.4.,,tt

4 -1

-

t
;1. .41,,rt (kr--

51
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ft tench would create any real difficulty.
of interpretation'eveu for students in
the late lementary -,grades, but its
stkange use of A/e,ep as a transitive
verb, the huniorous turn of
thought at the end of the sentence,
resulting from -the cernpre.ssiort of
w hole sentence into' a single verb.,
provides_a lead,-into a discussiGn
language structure. What is .the
complete. sentence which,. the- tuto
w ds "eat them" stands for? Heise

'a bras, the 'thought?'The
use of: quotation marks around the
cuiions idioms sounds a warning that
the words are to tie taken with. a

_grain- of salt. Such tact-about lan-
guage' seem to !Ileto be wortI1 t saline;

attention to, -helpit:g
ful questions.. to make their own
obsetTations of the _ structsin: of
thought.

Here_ is another- oriel pa tinge
not voi -In'y readinz- as (inc. whicit
might -ad to - another insight
in:o the structure of.thoilOft: _

"But -take__ all that \--al-nix! that
night, sitting ;:irc"-oruttlic!
PiTcc 11; iv, mut-

liefieve tlilitli
ttian..haTt .

bilk% e earn. -ih
v tbe r'de.

.i CC'(;vp 1l Filttrott/1.
mg, tom like th.i.t.',Itide

sure of ,biro.
IA 1., ./.:(;, -,n,t.teuk°

It

trii4ing /11- .,/ac°1-1

:t!rtiat/

AutAlier
Pl-o,c-L. ` }re' nro1/11,-ri/ o

.1
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.corretne7., Might be.to ask them to
supply me missing elements,' or .to
find the -way that grammatically'
-coThplete parts ,re linked together--
soireimes, as in th first sentence

/ above, b, a comma.' It2 this _seems
heresy, consider for a moihent which
is the more important --concept: the

ntrunaticallv complete unit, or the
niAnner of Indicating it. There seem
to be reasons vhy. the author and
the editors preferred to use a comma
after Tammy inhead, of a semicolon.
Were T. fo_ use this passagg to hells'
pupils gain insights into language

-1 structure I should help them find'
those ,reasons-, rather than stress:too
heavily the "error" of the comma

SittllaiI I. would set thein to
looking for the missing Frntent
me,nts` in. the rest of the passage,
asking them to complete the, clam./:
that heiiinN with tht: subject.' "k
thx, 'Waif hat 'hat? Or, I'd ask
tIK:rr to add a clause
gang to Lawrer Gyp HamEm.my

iarr&an of beg-imiiti-; -'with uArn. in tattler rt.),

peoplt, /max .ele.n- the .1447,inin.2- v.-1-,:d1 so,

-aF for a Tiftm i5 to ac foiuld lictv,e,-11 the

( 1,Vitf5.

alont.1: to Similarly_ tilt' is t liner
L.trring to of au.: pa-,..41.;t: /1( ed tt, hr bud/ up

Po.all1103°,..7. gram/I/Akan:: vt°, 411in nie;:,
fo, T.1,b10. Tel cite

.1-e°,/dcr °,:lAift idhc. /.;40- of

supply ernislac; 'part' -, plc:

7c in their tIIC fen 60,1 uir Tc:

f41.2mut yea, or arl,;(1jt °,

tilt; (ono of ilw.,-.cot.-/a4'
th,:fr) socao?

.,
/In/ 6(41
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LINGUIST1d ASPECIS

r, -----__ . s

hs thinking about his article, I. Conformity for' valid reasons, ap-
,

noticed-how Gracie's humor depenas plied to matters nne understands, is
ih large part on her failure to supply --mote readily accepted:
the missing. parts which in ordiriary--- These.,-!are-but' some "of the more

conversation we all Omit, trusting to obviOus language factors InVolved:in

our listeners' to, supply them. ,It is' the:interpretation of meaning as they

they, as much--eas we, whishould are\rizsted by one's, own under-
know their granimarimp /it welr,,Stan f modern linguistics. From

enough to accept our, rincOmplete the Qeld' of 'semantics come -other
statements which nevertheless make language factors easily, incorpo ted.

conplete sense, -`, in 'our \ teaching of. reading an in

Grade came bursting in on the study of literature. One of these -
George; who had been waiting (lon lias-teen previously mentioned in ,
for his dinner, with Ate announce= connection 'with. one of the passageS\

merit that Dr: SoniebOdy-or-Other from ',Rainbow o>i the' Road, the
was coming over .toielp th(,Mor
tons (the Allen's /neighbors) with
their marital troubles; - Leaping right
over Gracie's wOrds,'George said to

trGracie, "How about getting dip-
nee" ItepIied,. 9racie: "Oh no,
George;- hes a-. psychiatrist not a
cook. He couldn' dO that."

Gracie:s deligh ful; humor 'consists-
.in part of ignoring Context* clues,
of failing to putt two and t*o to
gether as she listens to other people.

The point of atl -this is that both
reading and listening offer :a 'wealth,
of material for yelping pupils, gb--

. serve the intricacies of language
structure as it is both expressed' and
implied. Were use language
less fekrfully ..-7=--featluf that our pupils
Will pick up bad-habits Of Speech and

rtior discerningly_ we
would build a kin 4 understanding
and interest in, language as a pke.v
nomenon, which would make much
simpler the task of teaching various.
social conarmitieslin the use of Ian-
guage. G rmit.y, for conformity's

_9w,n*sake ifficuli pill to swallow..
I 4,

I

,concept of connotation. The differ-
.

ence between the denotation and
connotation of words is an important
language factor, appropriately taught
functionally at all grade, levels.,Rec-
ognition of the .difference between
what a word 'says and 'what it means
in its total. context is a.° semantic

`diicipline; easily incorporated into
vocabulary study or the interpreta-
tion' of -literature. As pupils of all
ages 'Seek-the fUllmeariing of a poem,
response, to its emotional meaning is
as important as grasp of intellectual
ontent, and the association of words

is as important an item- of content as
is their proDunciation, spelling, and
definition.

Here again, obserVation playsWits
'.,-distinctive part, ,and I can- think of

no Material more readily available
for this purpose than th t found in
advertising where the of ,words
to affect judgment ha been devel-

"ciped to such a- high degree.,Price
ptkpils recognize the agic of words
in themselveseve in cruder and
more 'vulgar- (min the. way is

41*
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cleared for Ore subtle responses
elicitedbyliterat The_ sound and
movement of mortis, their rich Sug-
gestiveness, sometinies by tlIe tonal
effects,. sometimes, br their
tions, are a vital factor in conurituu,
cation, not confinedp literature,but
used'daily by everyone to enhance-or
supplement meaning: -

There are other language concepts
to be introduced to pupils in their
study of language, already familiar
to teachers of literature: :the concept,
of irony, innuendo, under- arierover-
statement. These, R..), are language
phenomena to be first observed be
fore they Can b; understood:. And
there are an increasing number of
books retailing to the laymen other
fascinating -facts Of semantics: New
tests are on the market, too, dealing

- .

with these more subtle aspects- of
appreciation.

Ours is, indeed, a rich content field,
= as well as a skill-subject, and the

rewards of expldrint than field to see
hat new 'knowledge can be put to

. use the development ,of language
skill are 0 . y and varied. We need,
I think, to ie, that field, .to
see how much it 1.1 grown since:sie
ourselves 'were un. : uates, :how
it has broadenedbroadened in. epened
our understanding of the wor
whichwe live: a world, in wide
people Struggle desperately to tinder-
stanone another before it is too
late; *\World in which the problems
of ycommuniCation are crucial and
.involve ;factors, that go -far' 'beyond
eOnventiOnal correctness- and social
Conformity.t
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USE F CONTEXTUAL CLUES ,

As children wad successive; Fiages, they ale conlronted hsploblems
relating each 1..(ssa,le to those'coming bele and alter It, and of relating it
to ,tniartiele'llS whole. Here the reader considers such inatters as the pm-
pos6, of the author,. passagcs that precede and gise a setting ictsdite one

- currently wider cpnsideration. and setting m tot() Within :Look. or

an entire situation which is involved.

Collieid' Aids Reading
-McCrii.oreal*

r.

tRitAL 'woods .are full of word whose sense, for one"reasttnO.rT "'context 'aids to ,reading. Comple-b another, presents a problem. 1 )7

tidn-test writers have borne inadvett- Perhaps the word is a' cothplete
ent testimony to this fact. with such stranger in- form. We can take the

iterns as: "Mary and John went on a -lazy way out and search -for its -

picnic and took pickles and olives. identity through context rather than
Mary ate the olives and John, ate the study it. For the beginning I.-cadet,

nssentially, what were this is notlitst the lazy- way; it is the

the testa writers (thing? They were only ly:44;,,Or, having analyzed, the

controlling the information hi s.114- -word, study the context to see

a way that all evidence led to one 'whether it makes- sense as we have
a.r.elusion. Or if they *found this .solved it, much as we tvould -cheek

.
control difficult,- they covered their tI;e- answer 16 column addlon,
track& with multiple choices which; 'adding in the reverse direction. f

ruled' out all -but intention'. --Perhaps the word isstrange: in mean-

Throughout the histOry of the ing. A technical word such as

act.
Orihoptera hoes the novice littlefhing Of reading, many a teacher hoes

has said, "Look at the word. Don't good until the ,Context reveals the

guess:" But now. we add, "See seoPe of its meaning. I may 'have

whether it makes' sense in the sea= :analyzed the word con)c.vt-and may

tense." We recognize that the good have deirmined its meaning from

reader not onli observi's words care- the Latin as join together; but until

fully if neccssary, but 'also thinl I have gauged what the author con-

-N. the relation,!hip of those- words, to cedes to 4)e the scope anti n'atnri-, of

N. each other al:lil to '-the sense of ihe' context br his use of it, I am still far'

110,1,e. This second attribute of a front myobjective of understanding.

good'readefis still an area of con- (3) The word may be a familiar one,

.siderable'ignorance among us; hence , like; band, used in one of its less

this article is 'a progress report ratites common senses. The writer speaks of

than the ultimate, bond norms for a test.. The reader
accustomed to little-German bands,

The Redder's Purpose In rubber bands', raber, bands, and

.
. . . abdon-iinal bqnds, is temporarily

An, obvious purpose forN'being blocked: It is only *when the author-. .

interested in contextual aidsin read\ explains that band- n'orms are norms

,ing is to determine the Toning of a '..Which dcscribr a brohil area of scores

Mating Aids

i"Thr Perith 'calm', /1. (.ht 1(18) '225-220.
91 1
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rather than a single score: that the
reader grasps the analogy". (:1) The
word may be 'used, not ht the sense
ordinarily denoted by it, but In a,.
connotative sense. "I feol at home
here." The literal reader suffers-_t
jolt. The figurative reader gathers
that the writer.. is experiencing' the,
sensations-apelated with his literal

horne,althou_ghhe may actual17_ be
farfrom it inThlihysical sense..

But the context probles---not
confined to the matter of the identity

-of single words in a mazkof verbal
_patterns. It embraces the itiloqity of
larger units, such as phrases and seri-
tencr_s( 1 j An author writes, 'Me
ultimaie haractet* of °perceptual

. objects is that they are Aristotelian,
pervasive adjectives .$hich the.
controls of ingression:- I ma" know
the me,milig of each word 'Ai this
'passage; indeeil, I may undeisi-,cod
completely the sentence structu0
and the relationships ,so effected. Yet,
without a sfevealmg, context. (or. a
philosophical background which sub-
stitutes for present verpbal context
the passage is. mambo jini? (2)
ik gain, in author may write; 'This

a nice goint,r The meaning of this
sentence pivots upon the selection of
meaning for the w-c But the
wiwile meaning* un emioed:until
the -comet around w sentence
indicates the propel cho c.

Now Far for Aid?

4

95

paragraphs beforo: or after the
troulide-saot withbe required. The C 0
shade q mining .in a word mSy
hinge upon the tone gitd ''ulecl-,
Matter of a whole etupter or book.
-At2 adjective applied to a political
figure may' be interpreted sometimes'
simply by a reminderof the tone and

`slant of die INitzine in which it is
printed. Meaning to be attached to
a word. or staterhent, may scTielimes
be- weighed, by the level of th
at cc to *which it is direeted---!the
,expected in echleation, sophis-
tication, And teehnica aelcisicaind
of the reaCers.The reader rrtayThIrvg..... ..
to resort to 'much tifrger eontes -------_____:

than the page on which heir reading . , ,
\

other boolls 'he has read, ever-
iehce; he has Ilearilpr seen or lived,
In fact, the ab;enctoofexperiences to
bring to the page may render the
immediate contextual aids useless to
him.

;
How far must the reader travel for

aid to the meaning of the material
he is reading? Perhaps the phrase or
sentence he is reading will clarify his
problem. Perhaps the pawagrapI\

.7

.

What Must On Note?,
t, c

Whatke the context aids to read-
,

Ike if the pictorial illustrations are
a Peecssary pasrt of the text, certainly
they must be considered contextual
aids. Th'en there I are -verbal clues
representing various kinds of idea ,
rdationships to the unknown word
or expression. In the ,sentene:c,
is a " there is no,such clue,
The missing word, for itll dye kriow,
may a cofitpliment or a danina7
tion. But other 6-*ntencefg one' or
more clues of. di.stirrt tylpts. Usisally e.

clues come in Combinations rather'
'than singly.

The experience clue digaw:s upon
the rtider'* life experienc`pair

t.

t'

. ,
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USE F CONTEXTUAL CLUES

of rows cawed raucously." "He
,xemOved the watch with the deftness.
°a pickpocke4" Life tells the reader
aboUt the . haqh voice of the crow
and' die skill of the Iiickpock4:"I_
boughebread,, butter, avotatliis, and
oranges at the.gtocery.." A child Vho

;does not know avocados, but knVia
the grocery and other foods, classifies
avocados as food. .

.

. t
1 The comparison or contrast clue

uses the, reader's knowledge of one.
word to provide comparison or con-
trast with an unknown word. "Ed`
was talkative while ',Bill- remained

__taciturn," The ,- sentence structure
provides a parallelism and con,trast,
yid the reader merely tifillki1/4the
oppoiite of talkative- Kn6Wledge, of
sentence, structure sliduld help here,:

The synonym du occurs when
the sentence f a repetition Of
the lame .word,
stead' is given.` "
so gay, He w
"Bill was eager
Ed, too, was

Th4.
, the strange

several ideas

d a synonym
e had never been
simply, linayant.'

o know theoutcorhe.
xiour."

is a summary of
that liambeen, 'or.arc

spell "of/ dancholy over him .?The
reader/has to ask himself what feeling
the dullness,. the blackness /the' op-
preisiieness, the drearinessgivehiln,
"Hcr brcithbrs started' off Without
her. Mildred ran' alter them. 'But .
You were . going< to t take me,' she

4,0 rOtesteld." potestis'implied.by Ifie
iituation./ . . - ,

the definition clue is Onein whioh
:the/itiange Word is defined in the
guiroundlne cofitext. "The la,Fid was

/dry and -sanely. It was, in fact, a
de.rtlilace."'.

,-. The clue:of familiar expr on (..r
language experlence reciiiir for its
discovery a reader who h deyel-
oped a familiatity with ,,certain corn-
don. language patterns.- At \ the end
of a.grst encounter, a stullc` a d I'm
happy to have made your a 'uain-
tancc" have meaning even t6 the
foreigner. !'As familfed as a ar"
and "Have a. Jolly avistrnas' are
strained' but parfectly 'unders t d-. .

able dodges of the familiar hun ry
and in rry. The understanding of

-slang` de ds a good Ideal u *
situation an ;es mon expression
The person is - i led and says,. "
don't dig ypu." e situation an
the common expression, "I don't
u rstand ypu," , are the clues. A
person' 4 iothething utterly pre-
dictable, conse ive, and unimagi-
native.

\
native. "What a squ !" someone,
sags. The use:of slang is a co nient

in thelistener or rea

to be, ,presente "The i-b- o was
. completely disheveled. Chairs we

overturned. Willows . were thrown
helter-ikelter. /arts of the newspaper
layabout the floor." The tier-ails of
the description `lead. the reader to a
generalization, "mess," which gives
.him intent of dahltefel-

Th strAnge wof "kdil-a-y be a re-
flection of a mood of situation. "The
day was dull-Clouds hung low and
black overhead. The air was oppres-
sive, This .dreary landscape . cast a

4

--;waref--
,all the work interpretation, of
finding,clues..

The clues just described apply as
well to phrases, sentences anu larger
units of comfiosition as to single

r-
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, vords..When,- in a prepnmer story,
Mother says, "Here.we arc!" she is
not merely. stating . the obvious..

'Having gone with her *children to the
airport toltetrieve Father, the is, in
:essence, saying, "We'ie all together
again. rye got rrty mah back." The
depth of 'meaning in the statement
"Here we arel" is to be discovered
by analysisfif the human situation
surrounding those words. Again,
"somoody haitortay here and inflict
the camp." This may be a mere
statement of fact, a complaint, or an
expression of personal responsibility
or peFsOnal sacrifice: It may be said
irohicallyb There are many poisilire-
interpretations: Only the situation
surrounding the words will tell. .

The clues mentioned 'above May
be cOnsidered,idea clues..Therc,
in eddition,:preientation clues, Dr.
C. C. Files of the University, of

ichigan, by use of such sentenees
ta "The iggle oggled the uggle," has

ade'us aware of the importance of
the order of words to the structure
of our language and our meaning.
By the very position of weir& in
the sentence, the functions' of the
words and, to this extent, their
meanings are suggested. The ability'
of a !tack o decide the identity of
referent ords (his, who, them, ett.)
is partly ue to his knowledge of.

ntence structUre.."The owner of
the kennel who has won many
_prizes," "The- owner of the kennel,
who:has won many prizes," and
"The owner of the kennel that has
won many prizes" may mean two or
three different things. The kind of
referent word, its position, and the

meaning of punctuation must be
aksn into accounts.

, .
Paragr?iphing is another* kind of
e.sentation clue. If the new topic is

gi ,en a new paragraph in a series of .

p ragraphs o related topics, it may '
supposed that the new topic. is of .

eq al importance al .1 One of the ,101.

_series. If,1_ Nt.4ithin a descriptive pas-
sa e, something is left unmentioned,; \
it may he deduced that perhaps the
strange Word or -expression is ,the
missing link. The fAet that t

/paragraph or larger unit is organize
logically or chronologically suggests
meaning.- The reader, thinking
"These are at ideas of location
(function; appearance)," .is helped
to identify the "strange idea.; Know'.
ledge of internal paragraph struc-
ture, too,1/4helps him to know what
contribution the strange word is

. . .

supposed to be making.

. General organization may imply,
Meaning that is not given in so

- many words anywhere in- the com-
'position. The fact that John Gun-
ther's Inside. Asia started with Japan.
meant something special when the
book war written; during the years

:of Japanese expansion in the Orient.
If the reader 'chin not note this,
the contribution of organization /to .
'meaning is lost. .

Titles, sectional and r marginal '
headings, footnotes, and mechanical -

aids such as punctUatiOn and capital- t',..
ization may be additional ,presentar
tion.clues,to the reder.t.

tiO

'What Progrus? /

--' 1

,\11

When one contemplates all of the
remarkable variety of clues to mean,

O

I A
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which kirk on 'every page of deriving meaning without us. We

p rint, one wonders, why anyone has had thbtight that interest would.

trouble reading for nieining. Yet assure depth of:comprelkenition.

research has nothineVeiy. Battering- fro a small degree, these ,things are

. to say aboutTheihility of Americans true. But, like every other,reading

to 'read with "breadth -and depth, or skill' door has been_ investigated,

even ccuracy, , of comprehension. awareness and u%e of contextual aids

Mani of us can sound the wnk-and are best effeCted by direct teaching

say them, and-read .them "with ex- and continuous attention. These

pression," but are still unaware of techniques havie - not been learned

some of the clues, to meaning. because we did .not knew,' i*ell

Ottsof the interesting observations enough what they were or how to

made in early research in contextual teach them. Until we begin to define

aids to reading .was the fact that this area of learning and to make it:
bright children seemed -neat pattie- a part of a continuous develOpmental

ularly mote able than the -.less *well program, untilvebegin toiteich the

endowed to profit by the. aids. The techniques as well as :require their

presence of better: brains was no use the whole matter of comprehen-

assurance of 'greater awareness. We ion must flown . For this reason

had erroneously assumed that, given it is very gratif ng thatTsto leoon-

theivords and the sounds, children TEAGUE& ers the articles that
: =

.would. stumble upon techniques, of jollow in this issue.
.

a.
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Context Owe in Primary Reading

SISTER MARIAM; 0.P.

PTIHE 111IST MAMAS were retutn difficulty because the pp itadbeen
ing from a trip to the bakery. bridged_between their experience

One. of the fourth graders' met the . and the printed Word.
.six-Year-olds inside the door of the WeWent vibe bakery.
School. "What did you see when you We saw the men ;working.

went to Colonial?" he asked. We saw big bags of &tic.
"Lots of flour and they mix it with We saw the dough rise.

jteist." .amore- -they baked it they So;n the dough went into the oven.
put it in a hot room . . rt was really bread.
veyors ..." "It takes ilot of people. The siitilear-olds easily caught the
to Make a lisaf of bresiir% rhythm new words and ideas,

This teacher had obviously guided for they had experienced the whole
he7C.hildren in this experience: They story ,themielves: Thus the effective
had been directed -to what they teacher of reading provides a back-
would Die. The results were self- ground for dot loping the' use - of
evident. Careful pre-planning had context dues.
Paid dividends. The children were 'Because we waittchildren's free.
filled with the experience and wanted and siusstaneons, expression'ai they-
to tell about it. readOhe procedure described Apr

The teacher's job was not done, s with" menu° be a, sure Way to lay
however. .Thee children would be a foundation for just stick expression
given time to make pictures of what in the primary grades. We adults are
they saw; she would send them home continuously ritiukad to Ilse:taper:
.with the wish to tell their Parents- all. ietfce Cios' to Unloth meaning, and

e

about .it; but the **lime of all to unlock wordi.:We do not divorce'
would be the morning of the follow- 'meaning &oh% reading,.no matter-on
ing day wlien ,they (teacher with what level we work. :We' conicien,
brush pen and papa, the children iiously trivet° laya solid foundation .-
eager 43 contribute ideas) would for this skill in tht priitary .Dradat
pool their thoughts about- their trip program.
to the ,baker. Followed Utopia!, The chilcjii:.**:Stepi before the
Everyone, Including Johnny, was teacher and tale her' about a sitcy_=%.
reading; and that specific skill called baby- VO

" by some, but more properly lighted when late- in the day,- she -7_,
call -"Context -Clues;" was being dishoverf in -a ;spot on the bulletin'*
given a chance to function.. As the' board or chalk-board this storr( on
children read the chart story of their theactual thart each sentence began,
very ()Wit trip, riefieed no -a neW.1ine): "Karen has a new baby

The Reading Teach 1.1, (April 19*,

..,*
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brother. Karen's mother is happy.
Karen's father is happy. Karen is
happy too:' Before the day is over
many will have unlocked brother
and happy because _Karen has told
them what happened.
- Actually, what the teacher is doing
here is helping each child to learn the

, satisfaction that comes, to. an inde-
-pendent reader, th&pesson who can'
use all available dims to help himself
read with ease and understanding.
Teachers generally are advised to
follow a series of steps in teaching
beginning readers to recognize words
and to read for meaning. Confexv
elites merit a prominent place in this
..otal reading picture. Going hand in
hand with, icperience, ...they help
make functional reading possible.

Second graders plan a flower
show. They outline their plans, and
committee work is done. Flowers a
Made of paper, metal, c- rd,
and scraps of fel e children
construct a o boards or wooden
boxes open the shop for bUsi-

A story,is written .(by an 'Idi-
vidual'or planned by the group) and
each child profits. The vocabuhiry
of-the nary (names of flowers, plans
of the "what" ,and "how" of the con-
struction . of the . shop) will not

.present-a reading hurdle. The chil-
dren will bring experience as well as
skill to the printed. story. They will
use the meaningful context to infer
the meaning and pronunciation of
Unknown, words. .

Basic to the use of context clues is
the 'important general concept tAat

. reading is a meaningful process. It is
said With a great deal of assurance

that context clues are one of the most
important keys, in unlocking words.
It very often happens in the reading
situation, hoWever, that a two-fold
joli must be done by the 'child: (I)
He may need to unlock a word with
more than one meaning, and often
with more than one pronunciation.
(2) Often meaninty and sometimes
pronunciation, ham, be determined '.
from the context..Tbus, using context
Clues bectxnai a circu;ar proces".
the meaning derived froimexperience
aids in unlocking words in context,
and the context acts as a background
and stimulus for unlocking meaning,
understanding, and pronunciation.

In the, Kisderearton

What kind of so.cticeaiiaTh
kindergartc tea-ehir give her .chil-
dr t will pave the way .for
using context dues as an aid in
primary ding? The teacher of the
very young child is aware of the
importance of setting the proper
atmosphere for a readiness program
that will give her children a feeling
of security as they move into the
developmental reading program in
the next grade. Her language arts
period' wilt be 'alive. Since; she will
aim to bring five- year -olds and sto-
ries together, she will retell the same
story often so they can join in the
refrain. Children easily catch the lilt
and the rhythni in "Before you
wink an eyelash, Jack, Ka, , Lack,
Mach, Nack, Ouaek, P ck, and
Quack fell into line, just as they had
been taught. Mrs. Mallard led the
way into the water and they swam
behind her to the oppositchank./

I
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Robert McCloskyt has 'created a
story for Children toAbsorb. N'otonly
the pictures, but the, words them-

- selves ask for' -`read 'it again." Each
--rereading or retelling with the pic-

tures wall find die-audience becoming
more a part of the telling. It ii,not
uncommon for kindergarteners in ,

the -retelling of the story to a younger
brother or sister to be heard to say:
"Mrs. Mallard hadto sit on the eggs
to keep them warm. She moved off
thd nest only to get a drink of Water,

. or' to have her lunch, or to count her
'eggs and make sure they -te I

all there."
What is ,happening to' this- story- the use o

teller? He is imitating * teicher,exchange for guess:
that-it true, but more thanlliat,iie is.' This technique is not rese
bUilding within himself, quite ; stoisies '4it in coatifOrtab
sciously, the Ability to "talk 'along" circle fashion_ and tiegiia a storiyour-
fiatitly and with expression. He will self. Turn. tau child next toTou anti -
have a firm conviction that this is A , as higi to something to the."'
good book to read for hiinself later storyi.Then have turns taken 'around
on because he knows (fiom hearing) the circle,. It "should go sdrhething_

. so many of the gOod parts already. like
Ths: teacher, starts- "Tom and

Tiluswere twin bays wholived on a

0

and of tourse,na one ever outgrows
Bilfy Goats:Gruff or Red Riding
Hood. sirchirty btg-In The story lid:
self, and then when the third tiger is
ready to "eat you up,",Ict Tony.tell
what offering .Sambo made to alert
the threat. NOthing is lost in the
break in the story, and much is
gained; children are using context
(at -the auditory _level) to supply
dues for thiTeit of the story. 'WhF.n
this skill =is transfeired to the. actual
reading situation; it will not br
unknOwn for the9 to anticipato4-"-
outcomes, or _tqfpredict what the

,
'

of a stbry (Notice
ate arkl-predia

fo

V

-

Story Atmosphere Is Stimuloil
1 ' . ' ,

Experience .with books at the pre- farm., one morning theywoice up io
reading level will 'greatly facilitate see then:. pet . . `. ."janie.iidds:.".
the learning of:Arst, graders when , lamb run, out of the >an: in a, big .74

they approach the rprinted 'Symbol. flurry." Nal-if lades tzgol: "The .

The wise , first-grade teacher will twins heard a funny noise as If one
Build on the program already begun othei.animal was hurt." Larry comes .-

to the rescue with: "The only thingin the kindergarten. On a day. early
in the fall she will 'gathkr tilt young:-. 'for the twine to do Was _to-rush to the

stets in story fashjonsand begin toicll barn and see what Was.the matter.
a familiar tale. It may be one told to Teki sure were Scat;ed,..";- 11, ',A -

the class last year, or one of e:-.." The4sixnycnr-olds are talking along :
perennial favorites. Black Samba or with their ideas and -die context to
The Three_Littli Pigs ,canik used guide them. Thegi-pimikperk for the

,

- From Rohde McClosky, Make Way tot Duck-
lino, published by Viking.

I

' ideas was.laid, tee teacher gave them
an opportunity to use the ideas, in

'
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A 4 *4.r. context this bridging another gap. ,
' between experience!awel the learning

fi L...

I -we want for children.slug
Just a question,, "How do you

thinf this Ito begin?"- asked
-rafter

. evoke.

"

a book has been told,
Thh is what we

r------vant four to do. 7] ivant

rhey_wili be !Makin with the
oiauthor. Watch yourself .a.s.an

reader. Do you reach for a dictionary
each time you meet_ an. unfamiliar-
Word in the- morning newspaper #r in
a Jpagaziiie? Or di? you _Unlock the
word*from theemayit makes serale in
the article? --

Afford _children the opportunity
to choose from two or three- words

^the one that will bestsuit the con-
. text. Skill In discriminating between

verds,is an -aid to_ reading at any
level../- For" variety in- inotivati____
mak a chart wit mother 11-

and her baby..In the _pouch
of niother kangaroo place a son ='

,etenc.e that has a *ord.:mining. Ask
the 4 to read the sentence and
ch. fpm the 'slnaller kangaroo's-.
paw e :word that.beiniakei sense
in_ the sentenie:

:What re *an?

Aero have this foundation so that
r . when they ailing in a primer,

. USE_ O F CONTEXTUAL CLUES

springboard. "What.. are words?
Words are how what you .think, in-
side copies out, and hste_to_ remenh___
.ber what you might forget abinif?!

Then let the children go ahead.
to discover. '."Watcli" --rs-r Karen
means waitinefor her Dautly; while
,Vatelet- for %%hie is the.birthday
gift -froni Giandia. -"Sink" means /
what a boat does in dangtxous water
to third-grade Michael; ,while to Ann
it is% a plac'e to wash dishes. Bunk

pictures "horn" on a burs head;
_ :and Sene-_,hears "horn" when her

.brother practices-his instninient.:,
Or fuse this -nuotation- -from the

;ame book: "Sometimes one word.,
'',sounds the same as another, like -hair

and hare or pat( and pare."`It is not *
chtficull tusee-the possibilities in these
few wordi when used by a stimula-
ting teacher. -This meeting of -words
in context-and applying experience IS

Wto the syMbols to- unlock the. "new
ardrd is a fascinating exercise. .

me teacher of primary children
.-who motivates her reading by the

following types of situations is de-
veloping an awareness of context
clues in her children. "This is a
story about a pet the children found

.- on their way to school. He was al"
small animal with a bushy tail. Since
she likes to eat nuts, we know he is a

_
-Exercises like this can

be used as independent work during
the day. It is-good to have a supply
of riddles tucked in ari envelope on
the "choose" table. Label the eri-
velope "What Am. `I?',. Another
exercise to promote"-_ awareness' of
-context clues would -be typed' sen-
tences -with one word missing. Give

r
Seco, d and third graders find

satisfaction discovering multiple'
meanings for the snipe word. The
ch book Sparkel and Spin, by

and Paul Rand,* can give' a
in doin this. Use the caption,

Wha are for?" for the

'Published by If rt race andra. ,
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'
the child a choice of two wOnis and
let him =write the sentence; patting
in the correct word: Sentek. may
be illustrated to offer variety.

What are we trying to do for chit-
-dren? Throigh well structured Pio-
. grams of reading instruction we
assist the: child in using the vital'
context clue in unkc.king wOrds. We

ihelp bun use: the skill -comfortably,
. belittling with stories, book% and

actual activities that promotegrowth
in understanding and meaning. WeA-

start- at a pre-reading level and
continue until.he feels that security
-that comes with success in a task. In
this climate of "reading for mean-

*- "megningful- approaehets"
"untlerstanding of reading," etc,
.:childrenicain to read for meaning.
They will 'be purposeful- readers:
the gap will have been bridged be-
tween their experience and
reading AM. They will, have one

toolti .aid sheen hs' cover*
the wonder of words and ideas.

54, is 4s ',44.
4.
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USE OF CONTEXTUAL CLUES

he Larger Context: Setting

Lou %BRA.. r* */
rr 44. tin E book began with an
--L.accoutit" of -a\short motor trip. to
Eton. The readers knew hOw to find -.
the Meaning of a wokd from context,

and so guessed that the "petrol"
:which' was 'put into the car and
measured in gallons must be gasoline-
But though they could read aloud as
though they understood, and though
in Vidnal words were clear, they

_sti were vague about _what was
- 41* on. -The teacher began to ask

about the scene. Where-Was it laid?
When? The readers-did not know.
There was mention of .a war. But,
they affirmed; the author did not tell
them what _war, or time, or place.
-A little, analysis_eleaied things up.

"Petrol" was a hint thatthe country.
was England-rather than the United
States: Since moderately prosperous
people did not have cars in the days
of World War I, the coneNoing
oti was 'probably World Wat II.
There had evidently'not as yet been
great destruction, and the time must
therefore be about 1940. Without
too much difficulty here was the
answer: England, near _London,
1940. Interpretation in this case'svas
fairly easy to work out,'but the more
basic question was why these young-
sters, reading relatively easy mate-
rials, had not learned -how they
could- independently Use resources in
the text as a whole to find time and
place. For jusas we derive a word's
meaning from those *othet words

The lit;ading Teacher, I (April rtl) .231

which surround it, so we must be'
.able to determine setting. Often even
the very literal meaning of a sentence
depends on thelcene.

Tillie and place must-usually be" .

derived from context. Once disk
coctred, hoWever, they themgelves
form a larger context, a setting in

,which action; the characters of the
- actors, and the finallmeaning are to

be understood. For example; "to go
Sy train" to California in days of,. he
pra---raeschOoThatooe_s n the
same as "to go by _train" today. The
cues in the story set in England proh:,
-ably seem obvious to you, the present
reader., The 'adolescents concerned,
however re confused, and obvi-
ously-- d not understand events

---,until the ting was clear: -
Perhaps word should be said

about the differences between
the familiar screen story and the
written tale. The sentence, "He
came riding up to tbe village store,'r

Jeaye.s to the read'er the* costume of
the iider,Ahetype-orioad (a dusty
trail? a. wide paved avenue ?), the
height and building material of the
"storenxnd so_forth,_The movie
furnishes all of these. There is no
doubt that the 'picture puts much less
burden on the watcher than the
written narrative does on its reader.
For this reason, the problem of con-
text in the larger sense of setting may
need more careful teaching today
than in a prexious generation. -'

-238, - at;:lfrirt."77
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/flow can the reader find his-lora-A United States today, another 7.50 -
[

tion in space and time? SOme of the Europe., E 0r.he came in a wagon,
simplest tales, of course,i. begin by _or by train. If the *ter, the typeoft -- ".-

'saying; "It was in a little ',Village' on ` `railroad carriage. may be a hint. A

t -
the coast' of 'Noristway. in the, year '- plane, or large Ocean liner pOints to
1244."- This far-from-subtle method,- modern times.
is used in books for the very yOung, ,Trasispcirtation: is, hOweVer,

Or for the less able, but rarely for the, better clue for past hundred than
older reader.. greti young reatffts. for earlier years. A man -melt, in-
can,,however, learn what the signals deed, travel bYhorse in. ancient Italy,
are.:We might consider sonic of them Or until 1900 in Englaid in the
here. early United States, el similar

Hints as 0-'-clate and place often'o speed and.with' similar f equency - .

go together. Mention of Richard I \ Transportationis only:a ugh sign;
of Epgland furnishes time, a0d.pos-( rand this may. be discuSse by' Your , .

siblyplage, ,thodgh he was a wander- class. "I, know,_'. .a y;
. ingman and might appear in Many

plates -On,-.die*Continenc Richard
represents one kind of cue, hosieve,
the famous name,Arl interesting
cuision, will frequently occur: when
one asks the ,situple question, "What
famous persons arevnentioned in
your latest-read b000f We- often

ip make the point- that reading- fiction
is one .methOd for enriching history.
It, is of questionable value, however;
unless the story gets placed -in the .
stream of ev'cnis. Youngsters arc
easily interested in using great names
as clues, associating them with dates
and events:Famous names-are there-

. fore one contextual device.
. A second set of clues to time and

place found in means for transp9r-. , .

fawn. How. did the characters
'travel? Not infsequentlY someone

arriving or departing appears in the
early pages of a book. How did he
come? By hOrse? If so, is the saddle
,mentioned? Perhapi he was carried
in some sort of basket" or sedan
(Sedan Means on thing in the

this story happened after 1790
cause the people were on a steam-*.1

-ship; but I don't kne' horn
after."

Buildings furnish "clues. An Amer-
ican house with a huge kitchen where
cooking goes on at a fireplace pcob-
ably-indicates a Setting of a hundred
or more fre.rs ago.' Is there a great
hall, typical of feudal_ Europe? A
stone castle? A 'sod house? A log
cabin?. What of the- surroundings?
Are there primeval -forests, city
streets, country lanes? Young readers
will find,. attention 'to all of these
Clues more interesting when they see
that- the details of the setting are
meaningful.

-Another interesting set or clues is
clothing: the cloak, the full skirt, the
toga, the jerkin, armour, uniform.
Furniture is alio a clue: the sofa- or

" the couch or davenport, the great
curtained bed or ihe closet for sleep-
ing, the 'mat, the hammock. lo too
is food and its storage:-. the kettle of
grittelon the hearth, the roast 'of -meat

O
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'

on' the ;pit, balcedi c:orit bread,. the : , sniprfse m
fofmal dinner, wines, wiild, 'game; answer no
home dried fruit.S, or frozen foods. long ago" Or "a to time 'ago."
There,,- are the j deep wells, erld Despite these vague,vid-Pans as, the.
springs, cool cellars, refrigerators: reader's hid 'not cOMplained of.
Otheraigns can be found in occupa- 'failure to utukrstandor of difficulty'
'tions, and in class grou.ps: 'students, -of the .text,, 'though some had said
serfs, pirates; "' ';',knightly. books "weren't very interest- )
sailors, farnieis, factory worters. 'Aug." Obviously, qty did :n0t ex.4
There are pioneers, prospectors, cow- pect to,have definite answers.' Ques-

t, boys,' and goldluslr men.,,There is tuned concerning plae4 equally

.01 the students' could
ore definitely than "not

--"---&-e-time-whertIvomen of meansworks vague statements 'were . 'offered:
only' in their homes,. 'whim the mis-. "somewhati on an ocean;' "on a

mores;
wears keys on her belt, when ; coast,'' "'ant Nest," "on a farm; in

women work In the fields. These: ' a-lore* eountit:" .
'activities -tied to the particular ... The teacher pointed out 'clearly .
'country furnish *clues alloutItime. that tli -vague :answers were not

Certainty no one )would suggest enough; that there was.sornething
; giving Students- a -list of 'clues froni better. She gaveorie or two example*

. which to ditermine_settirig, but that and' then asked for .a list of clues
- is not necessary.. In the intermediate, which he class could suggest frinn

and junior high school,; years imp:. -.- , experience Or imagination. Of course
'yidualized reading ould be. abort; the :youngsters 'listed many of the
dant. All, too ch book, is very itemstmentioned Previously in
followed 'by a "boo .report;" a dull this paper.

piece of writing, a deterrent, to read.. The next step was to ask the young
ing itself. Instead, much more yrofit- readers to turn to the first chapter of
able distussioncan be built around their books for a little silent reading,
the questions just suggested. and then to answer the .question,
. The followirk example was taken . "What irthe first clue in your bookr

from an aetuall.cla0moksituation. Both answers and °questions came in
A seventkgradejes,cher directed the responses. Sometimes the young

each yotingster in the grade grotip to reader had recourse to a dictionary,
bring\ to class the book he was cur- turning tothe biographical section or
rently reading (or had Nat finished) . to the general alphabetical listing.,

--------Th_casirignptent was Atade several Dictionaries, of course, differ in N,
ft days nradvance to , assure the their treatment, of .prominent names,

presence of a boO each-student. .andihis is an important fieffor Stu;
When class opened, cher dents to Understand. Who was this
asked tht simple questions: , "Whert--", great man or woman? When did he ,

did your story take- place? 'Bow -do liv-e?-,A variety' of specific' clties--7,-
you know?", Only about one-fourth persons,, towns, . customs, historical

the class' iad some idea. To. her eventswere narned. and noted on

,ar
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the" board. answering the cues- illuminates history, or that history
tions of where, readers d d' gives a background for fiction. Until
considerable pride. Names, of cities, we make definite attempt to -shoW

ether, many- of our
continue to build
of experience.

the relation of set-
book - indications of the setfing: The ting characters the :qoung

country school, the unfenced prairie, reader sense of .Conpnand over his
or the rough cabin now', Appeared material; he scan -talk intelligently

-significant:- rresently these seventh- about his book, can understand his
grade youngsters diaCovered that they characters. Such understanding can
need not lurrip all -pioneer life . be taught by theteacfier trained in
gethert that there was a considerable either the teaching of English or the
period of time between pioneer life social Studio; and is an appropriate

'in Kentucky 'and pioneer life -in the aim 'of the common learning& and
Southwest. Many admitted, to great core- courses so frequently found nt
Vagueness as rto just when most the junior- high , school- level. ',An
westerns were -set. Some le*, dis- understanding- of setting's especially-

covered anachronisms poorly writ- needed 'for the highly IndirVidu 'ahied

ten books. -Otte bby, reporting his reading which. sex- and exaggerated
opinion of a book, wrote: "Care- growth diffenences of that age make

lessly: written." ,Qtiestionei about his . almost imperative. Here. is.a. factor t
comment, he reported: "The author common to all fiction and all biog-.
never let you know just when or just isphY time and; a place
-where the _story took place." Doubt-. background.
ing, the teachkr examined the book Frequenk we' are aware, in the

concluckd that the boy's later high school level*, of inadtc aate
judgment* was sound, , . control -of .reading. The teacher who

In reading foreign stories corn- tries, in the senior high school years,
wative forms of common names . to discins,,the' relation of character
often prove interesting and helpful: to setting is oftenbaffied. one might

rivers, and mountains helped; but how these tie t
students began to enjoy noting the young readers
more subtle hints. After a few lessons up logic-tight

.the class was' finding throughout-the- Understan

=i111.....11.

.
I

John,' Ivan, Jean, Johannes; Jan, ,ask. whether -the inadequacy of this
Jon. A few foreign names for places older reader does not, all too often,
San, Mons, -Rio, berg, Grad--4 stem from his inability` to discOver
may be helpful' and add to ease in accurately just what is the scene in
reading. which the character, operates, and
' Not. until he has worked with whether he might tot oread much;

these problems of time and -place more inderstandingly , if he had
;will the teacher learn how frequently -,learned this simple -method of. dis-
theythey . are overlooked or misunder covering the larger context,
stood. As was mentioned- previously, Two more points& should be made.
we too frequently assume that fiction The first is that critical 'reading, of
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b- which we -talk so much, dependi
upon accuracy. The ehilt.:.wherteads,
"They were gathered in at
rancit house," bu oes not know
whether the ranch house was in
Arizona or Illinois, in 1800 or 1880,.
in'ay see* to read intelligently bitt
does not. The youngster-who knows
only that his tale was "somewhere on
the ocean," buCcannot tell whether
on the Atlantic, Pacific, of the
Indian Ocean,, is not,reading eiriti-

, cagy, even thttigh he an defile':
every word in the sentence he reads.
Indeed, Unless questioned, he oft
seems to understand his book because
in his reports he gm:a-psi uses vague
terms, or actually igXres the full
contextOf course he can often read

. orally . without ...revealing his real
ignoranceY

USE OF CONTEX113,..41.

\

'event: T.. we hear that "the
did this," without distin-

guishing between an_Engliih -act in
1800; 1920, or 1950. Top man)i.
times a man is quoted:Without ques-
tion -as to when and' under _What
circumstances he spoke.

..This is not, therefore, a small
matter, this discovery of 'setting.,the
four-year-old may be satisfied with
"once uponra time" and a "far, far
away-place"; but the child who call)

-read. for .himsey tnust learn to find
that far' awayllace, and knolo7; its
elation to the time wlien once things
ere thus. For just as the word'

s Eye had one meaning in classical ;
another in the ..United 3;

States in 1850, so an action or an
event, told in a sentence, a yam:
graph or a chapter, has its meaning

The second point is that time and - colored by its large context the
e are essentials in reporting any time'and place of its

O
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COMPREHENSION .

Anyleacher interested in developing pupils' ability to comprehend must
shier what difkylties the childten or youth may encounter. Then can
planned measures to remove or at least mitigate.- the barriers to under-

ling; In this section arc considered' such battlers as, the diversity, the _
Rican English 'language, and the damaging effects of cultural dEfriva-

kho the reader 'will find many constructive suggestions' for aneeridg
,driers. , . ,.

_ ..- 4
.

. , ..-,
..

Dialect Barriers to Reading Comprehension

KENNETH ,60( 'HYMAN"

THE HYlIOTHESIS of this paper is: The
more divergence there is, between the

dialect of the learner and the _dialect
of learning the more difficult will be the
task of learning to lead.

Each of us speaks a fliolect.of English
distinguished from all'other dialects by its
sounds, grammar, vocabulary, and idioms.
The dialect each child learns in the in-.

timacy of hie own home is his mother
tongue, hii vital means of Communication
with the world. It is rooted in his sub-cul-
tuie., Some dialeds.may be more socially
prestigeful but no dialect is more effective
than any ether for the sub7culture which
uses it. Rejecting a child's speech M school
is worse than, any other kind of rejection,
because it jeopardizes the: child's means
of self-expression and corlimunication.

Children have become so skilled-in the
use of thei; mother tongue, the native dia-
led, by the time they start school' that
they judge what' is right and wrong in
language by whether it fits' within the
system' of their own dialects. These dia-
lects are not vulgarizations of standard
English but systematic language strains.
The proems by which language is learned
is the Me whether theme language_ is
standard or divergent. ,

We use the term divergent to indicate
a dfalect that isdifferent from that Which
the school treats, as standard. It is impor-

distinct divergent dialetto ne.r standard'
in the centers of our great cities.

All speak.rs, of a. language are ethno-
centric. They'; regard their own speech is.
correct.and all ethers as incorrect. Teach-,
ers pug avoid yielding to their own
ethnocentrism. They must acceptlanguage
in all its :variety. Teachers must also learn
to distinguish languige divergence which .

is based on immaturity and that which is
dialect based., Children's immaturity in ,

language is inconsistent with the dialect
they speak and ison its way out 'of their
language.But dialect-based divergence is
constantly being reinforced by 'the child's
parents, Nei*, and neighbor!.

Teachers mlist, abandon the search for
a' 'mythical national- standard in _speech
anti accemthe fad that there are several,
regional 'shlriltrds, the speech of cultured
_users of Mc ".language in- each -region
Teachers must alsO disabuse thernsehes
of all notions that the written language' .

is a standard. No characteristic of written
language, ,such as-spelling, can be used to
decide what is correct in speech. Written,
language is cnly a graphic transcription
Of the language in its oral form. Language
of children should be 'judged, not on cor-
rectritis but on the criteria of how effec-
time it is in meeting the child's expanding
needs to communicate and express him-

_ self.
In the oraisroom of the divergent spe$,

er there are many sariants of the language?'
There- are the idiolects, or personal Ian,
guages, of the child and his classmates.
Represented in their speech is the dialect
of their parerits and their s com-

tant to avoid labeling dialects as'better or
worselthan others.

Divergent language in an isolated rural
community is more homogenous than that
of ,the urban "melting pot." There is a
dktsity of language shading cff from

*Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10, (1965) , 210.212.
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.

, b intinity,The teather's own informal lan-. each letter alviayi, represent's the
guage is there. But the teache't brings to e sound. But to be consistent these
the classroom 'a-more foimal version of ust either be- firmly based on a single

the language: his viofhow the Ian- standard 'clialea-,--orsthe spelling must -vary

) guage !bola be spoken. titiratz fo for each dialect group ffiot-usotsfae system.
of the language exist in the books 7n.. e Inflectional changes are changes-ia_the_

tfMom In addition there is the art" cial ---.._viordt, usually' through word endings, to-----.
langu e of thrhisal tading tex This produce changes-m-tense, person or ------,----_____,

multiplicity y of la guage con-44' ates -the tion. Dialects, do-vary in this respect e -- ,

learning. . see, me withiity-inflectiOinVencling on see ---1-, ,
' Two things. are in the avor of the isgrammIticaf in soine,dialectiTBygrain-
divergent learner in-the classroom. First, matical I mean -that this?-*nontenon---is

,al speakers;14dialect of-language have not a case of a sloppy speakerirOpping . i
-the-ability- to understand, fairly well, re word ending-It is systematic in all such $. t
range of dialects other than their own, instances in the speaker's dialect. Altbr-

. particularly, if these- dialects are heard nate forme Of these word endings are not
frequently;Secondthe spelling of Ameri * the same, in all dialects. 1 say posts but

can English is constant across, dialects. others say posur. .,
No-inatter how different words are pro- . The- syntax' of language, the patterrz'
nounced the spelling remains the same. and rules of language sequence, varies
Wash-is spelled w-k,s-b. It is not spelled somewhat among American English diz

4.wawsb, wash, or, wish:- reds. Some dint use the present tense of
-13_ Now let's look -at the specific areas of to 'be in ,many -utterances. They-may say,

language divergenCe which -might 'couse '1,,h)te, He bode now'fps example. Verb .1,

difficulties in learning to read. forms and verb markers (auxiliaries) are
s,

-, Phonemes are the significant sounds of among the grammatical elements which
the linguage. The stock of phonemes fot conuroilly vary. Some -speakers may lay A- j -l'i

Atnencan dialects is hasically4he same but -We was going or I done it:These differ-
not all dialects use all plionemeS in the ences, again, are systematic and rooted in

. i

same settings: A phoneme is not a single th diale('-.t. The learning problems that =

sound but a range of sounds which the res,: .4.. can't be solved by spot coerections -.7--:
-speaker coAsiders to be' the same. The of individual word ,,d instances.
range of 'sounds in a given phoneme may \ .Dialects ,vary also in intonation, the at-

-vary from one dialect to another. Homo- tans Of ,stress -and- pitch and pause. Per-
phones, words which sound 'alike, also haps it is the intonation of a strange dia-

- vary. In. my speech bin and been sound- lest which makes- it- hard to understand.
alike. But in other dialects bean and biers'.' Intonation is very important in compte-
are alike, while in still others Ben and hension Of written as well as oral Ian -
been. are homcit:Afones. Phonics programs Fag- -No-. one c'eallmknows ifow fnuch, ,

are based on getting the learner to identify the Ilse of unfamiliar patterns of intorra-
a sound in his sspeech with a lever which tion by 'a,,child in his reading marinter- .

represents it in wrinenlafiguage. Since the fete with his comprehension but ix is ''' .

sounds of speech vary so front. dialect to probably considerable. : . ,
dialect no phonics program could ever be , Dialects also vary in vocabulary. Differ-
satisfactory for all dialects. If a phonics ent words are -used -to express the_saine
program is not consistent with the dialects idea and the same word issomerf:-.10"used
of the learner it may confuse him more with different meanie in various dia-
than it helps. . lects. Unfamiliar words- an.'. unfamiliar

Recently some new reading programs uses of words are harder' to read than
have appeared, such as the Initial Teach- ° familiar ones. Texts published for a na.--
in g Alphabet, which attemp ridtof tionai market can't account for this" vocab-
intonsistency by providing ma erials. iip ulary diversity. ., . ,

010'
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Of course even if these dialect probIeMs
didn't exist there would still be a proh-
lem of cultural diversity. No matter how
skilled a reader a person becomes he ain't
understand things which he reds tat are
based on 'experiences and concepts which
are beyond him. ,

With these dialect-basedr difficulties in
mind here are the key elements of what I

the best. approach to teaching
diver speakers to end.

1. Li racy should be built on the
child's existing language.

2. The -child's pride in his mother
torik.te and his confidence in using it to
expressIts ideas and to communicate
should be strengthened as a firm base for
learning.

3. No attempt shciuld be made to teach
the child to speak a preferred or standard
dialect while -he is learning to read.

4. 'Children should he encouraged to
read the way tlief speak. txpen'qice stor-
ies should' preserve their OAT' riaturil
language as much as,possible.

S. Specific skill instruction should be

ode, a careful analysis of the, Ian-
guage of thelearnersl

6, Appropriate experiences, -common
to the subculturee,of the Jeiupers, and

. appropriate concepts Aceilkke used in
reading materAls.

7. Teachers ,rust listen .carefully to
children's languige. They must accept and r
understand irwhde presenting.. themselves
as. models Ibf approiniiite effective speech
(not.stiffiy "coned speech).,

8. Language change must be an out-
ward growth and expansion of the native.
dialect. The child must come to see his
dialect as part of a larger language and -
his subculture as part of a larger generil
Culture.` The goal should be to expand his
tanguage\to greater effectiveness, not re-
placezit. .

. My plea is that reading teachers tune in
On thelanguage of theIearners, listen, and
enjoy its diversity. I believe they can adopt
as theft creed ..1 motto from Langston
Hughes:

"My motto, as.I live andleani
Is dig, and i dug in return."

,f
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,,_Meeting Barriers to Comprehension
.

HELEN slaw*

A I.! or trs ARE "aware that children
LI, encounter difficulties- in understand-
ing Whit they read. The general- public
makes such wArried comments as, Ch"'
dren in schoortoday can't_read_as well as
they should." Although the 'persons
may also be saying, "Children could pro-
nounce words better if they were taught.
by a different- 'Method:: they do also

A, often mean "understanding of what is
VIP read is incomplete." Teachers say, "He

-misses Lost of the questions"; and a child,
hifilielf is the. most direct and vigorous
in his pronouncement: "I -don't get it!"

What is needed, -most especially by
teachers and learners, is an understand-

-ing of why comprehension is often in-
complete and inaccurate. What are the
barriers' that prevent a fuller understand-

". ing of what is read? This one is a per-
.sistent and troubling question; and while
no easy answers are available, we need to-
400k as sharply as possible at the nature-
ofthe troubles children encounter: '

if "barrier" is an unusual term, it may
be a useful one because' whatever .comes
beSpeen 'pupils and their understanding
of what they read does offer a pretty
solid and formidable obstacle. It is more
than a light hurdle, something which
may be easily leaped. over or lightly

4 pushed aside. There is a demanding
struggle to be engaged in it a reader is_
to surmount the high wall that keeps him
from the pleasant reading vistas, the
delightful reading pathways, and the joys

.of. fulfillment in reading which lie on
the other side of barriers to, his under.
standing of.what the piinted page has to
Offer. him. As teachers, we must knoW
what barriers exist between the reader
and his clear understanding if we are to
discOver more- effective ways of .helping
pupils to get a golf'. running start and

I.1 t ._.

scrainble over the difficulties., ,.

Effective Astistas3ce to the ,Leatner, is

t-
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Although we are ease r. to help the
young reader, it is sometimes possible
that our out-stretched helping hands
never really tiauch-hirn.-tor example, we
conscientiously discoVer- weaknesses in-
specific 'reading 'Skills; and then we. gibe

-to pupils, as directed in books and manu-
als, the',.practice exercises ,designed to
meet the recise needs of individuals or
groups. having the same read-
irrg difficultteS. I .doing, we anticipate
that these specific skills necessary to the
understanding \of what is read will be so
greatly strengthened that improved cont..
prehension will .result-_an effective pro-
cedure, surely. Furthermore, we observe

that practice exercises of this sort have
been carefully planned and constructed,
and'more often than not they are p
glamorously packaged.- Newly prepared,
keyed to today's interests in space explor-
ation and the like, they appear glossily
efficient, Or perhaps we prepare such
practice exercises ourselves, thoughtfully

. adapting them tolnevords and conceptsi-
familiar to our pupils. Butin either case
one question is quite important:- Nave
we made' as certain as we possibly can
that the reader himself sees the counec-
don between the practice exercise and the
reading tasks he encounterr.elsewhere? .

One jay be quite competent in answer-
ing

-

the questions posed in a givtp exer-.
fist: Out at the same time unaware that
this particular approach'_ to3 conprehen- -
sion is related to one's ii-da nig problems
as far as understanding oilier printed *-

'materials is concerned.
Perhaps to be molt certain that our

proffered help turns out to be the kind

(

k

I'islas i-. grading, IRA Prowdings, //Nart 1. (1966).218.1252...
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that the pupil can feel is actually boost-
ing him-up over his particular barrier we
will need. to do two things. First, we may
help the pupil analyze the nature of his
own difficulties; and second, we may make

4, certain that the activities he engages In
are clearly related to his own significant

----reading experierIkes..Goodieachets often,-
for mimic, say such things as: "What

,help do you ,think you need-now? 'What
wyg you thinking about when-you saia

. 7. ? What made you think this one
_was the best answer? or Before you look
for this infdrrqation, what will,rou need
to do- first?"

While there is seldoo time .to allow
a description of every bolder in a pupil's
barrier -to understanding or to .analyze
every concretion of accumulated failure,
we can profit by Being sure the learner
himself knowi as clearly as possible the
size and nature of. the stumbling blocks
in his own path. We can attempt to

enlist his jUdgment about the quickest
and most satisfying means of demolition.
Actually, it is he who must set off the
charge of dynamite!

It is also possible that in our eagerness
to boolt the learner along to greener
fields in reading rpm iehension, we have
lostsight of the helpful effects of present,
reaiiing pleasurb. We may have incorrect-
ly assumed that all ctntacts with books
and reading are fruitful ones, leading to
the enjoyment of tending in the widest
sense. In fact, in, fostering .vigorously
the development of the skills related to
understanding and enjoyment, the plias-

. ure to be found in reading may hake
been lost. Freedom to .explore interesting
books with a chance to read for ones
own pleasure is a powerful incentive to
continued practice. My inforMants are
telling me that even extremely reluctant
reatlfrs arc eager to read about Batman.
So long as, some interest is present, the
reader can gain' enough momentum- to
reach wider and more rewarding interests
as more assurance and satisfaction are

I gained. Freedom to explore may ,also
include freedom from formal queslfon-
ing or checking- up on readihg skills.

Checking and questioning, essential as
tbey are,. need not extend to all reading
situations.

It is quiss likely, as middlegrade chil-
dren encounter many kinds of materials
nely- to them, that the road to compre-
hension is so steep and forbidding that
these children will need' extra doses o(
dicouragement or what is often called a
"supportive educational, climate." Partic-
ularly is this supposition _true if we -ask
ciiildrenas we often Shouldto Make
-inferences about ,what h direetly
stated in the-selection:In respOnding to
any question about "hit. reading, a child

- must risk the possibility of error. Many
teachers wisely, minimize this risk

*conimending the pupil upon the Proc-
ess in arriving at a conclusion. rather
than universally offering' approval for
correctness of an answer. A pupil, who
hears, frequent Judgmnts as to "this is
right" and "that is. wrong" :bay become

!timorous -in venturing any response at
all. A more fruitful kind of guidance

-may well be in such comments as, 7"Was

there something in the story that made
you .think the man was very old?' or
"What was told in the story that -made
you ftel Jim would become Bill's good
friend?

It is apparent that the qUestioht asked,
30 the context in which children must
answer them, can be -a fairly serious
threat, to their self:esteem, thus offering
something of a hIrricr to understanding.
A visitor- to an elemcnta classroom,
demonstratink to a grourof teachers the
need to establish rapport and to relate--
the content to the selection to be read to
the pupil's, own experience. asked a

fourth - grade girl. "Do you have a pet
cat or a little kitten at home?"

The little girl answered with devastat -.
ing directness: "No, I never had a cat. t
The housing where I live they won't let
yotr have any pets, not a cat or a dog.
So I doh't never have one."

A visitor, unaware of the community,
may perhaps be excused for betraying a
child into a public admission of ihat
sir must indeed have felt a deprivation,

4
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but it is ear experience one wishes not to
repeat too often. Perhaps if we listened
more, and extracted less by way of ques-
tioning, our gukdance could be, more
sensitive and mote Affective.

Teaching Procedures Require
Thoughtful Organization

Mother way in which we rib), unwit-
tingly enlarge the- ,dimensions of harriers
to--- comprehension may be through !II-A
wise organization of our teaching prose,
duress It is possible, for example, to
.plunge. into the details of a learning
'situation before learners are aware of the
nature and shape of the task before them.

- hs one observes teachers at work, it be-
comes increasingly apparent that prepare-

. tion fora reading experiepce may be
either perfunctory and disconnected or
vital, clear, and functionally 'related to
the objectives sought and the procedures
followed. For example, a given selection
may be enjbyable to a group of readers"
only if some Spanish words in.the story
are understood. Knowing in advance
what these words mean` in this context,
how they are like familiar English words,
and the specbl significance these words
will have in getting the sequence of the
actionall this knowledge helped a small
group of rather inept fifth-grade readers
to achieve understanding and enjoyment.
Other aids included a clear over-view of
the likely. problems arising for the per-

, swages in the story as well as a specific
understanding of other useful features of
the structure and design of the -narrative.

In another group. in a fourthrade
classroom, a realization -that.their oral
reading was ineffective stimulated these
pupils to plan with their teacher for some
specific practice sessions: These children
set up objectives for clear, interesting
reading in audience situations and prac-
ticed until they thernselvesdwere satisfied
that they had made real prdgress. In these
examples the skill and practice segments
of the situation are clearly seen by the
learners as related to more remote teals
and to a larger pattern of needed skills:
Generalizations about locating main idesi.

$

.

or .about the surveying or reviewinglot
material, or using locational aids. ire
thought of not as eggs in themselves but
rather as ineans to reading for under-
standing. If there is some temptation to
say of a pupil "He does very well in
dividing words into syllables' rather than
thinking of him as A user of the:eon--
entlizations as a means to. more rapid,
accurate grasp of meaning, a shift in, our
organization and emphasis may be indi-
cated.

The Relationship. of Reading to
Experience Requires Consistent,'
Attention

For many..years-concem has been ex-
pressed for frustrated pupils who attempt
to read seleitions unrelated to their ex-
perience and beyond their pusent lEvel
of skill. Yet we are confrmted con-
stantly with newly disturbing aspects of
this old problem. A fee/ illustrations will
make _this. point dear. -A fourdigrade
pupil, using oral spebch sounds familiar.
to her, confused the word "left" with
"lees" and hence' missal completely the
meaning of a passage. Confusion is also
caused when word endings such as "ed"
and "ins- are droppeqf gne wonders,,
alsoif there is not sprite confusion as a
child translates as he reads, possibly trans-
forming the "he went" that appears in
print to a more familiar form "he 'done
gone." Even the delightfully archaic
"ha- for "it" may trouble some chil-
dren, in whose speech- it -is still a re-
minder of Elizabednin English. Our
thoughtful listening 'to what pupils say,
plus many opportunities to hear and to
speak .in less familiar patterns, seems
essential. Understanding grows through a
guided use of language in alt areas.
p Indeed another persistent problem is
that of providing-experience in all areas
of languagespeaking,listening, writing,
readingso that pupils illy- become,in-
creasingly familiar-.with as wider nriber,.

of concepts, and w)th the relationships '
among ideas. Since it is easy to spot '*
details of information in any discussion,. .

euPils are often expected respond to
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details. Unfortunately,, pupils are less
often expected to react to more complex
ideas and situations in which inferences
and conclusiohs are to be drawn from
clues found in the selection cuion
sixth-grade class once tried 'to discover
which of three boys described gin('
was the oldest Diligent search of theib
text and accompanying pictures produced
nctreliable hint whatever. After the class
session' was over, a student teacher felt
uneasy because "a -right answer' could
not be found. The pupils, however, were
quite rightly satisfied with the conclusion
that they had no way of telling the ages.
of, the personages in the story. It is a
significant milestone toward competent
reading and a! high level of comprehen-
sion when the learner realizes that there
are occasions when facts are not presently
available and that there is no "right
answer."

Additional Help Is deeded in Making
. Application to N Situations:,

Extending understandings grals:51
through reading to a new ,context
the reader into new, but important, as-
pecis orzeading skills, Ritently I hid
an opportunity to ask some seventh-g,ride
pupils who were reading ae about a fifth-,

or 'sixth -grade level to react to a short
poem, written in '.very simple language
which was in effect an ,extencH meta-
phor. Their answers to some -nntltipla-
choice items showed that they had some
grasp of, the Meanings expressed jn the
poem. A different kind of que r, in
which they wrote a brief statement of
their sown immediately after reaclitl the
poem, reqyired extending Ole c,

obtained and applying ideas in - a new
context. Many-responses to this kincrof
question were o4ten quite without refer-
ence to previously indicated understand,-t
ing of tte. 'passage just read. Perhaps
these pupil's were responding to the most
recent segments of their reading, rather
than holdirig on to a thread of thought

which' needed to be woven into concl
sions drawn a few sentences later.
problem is one which I hope to invettil
gate further. If it Is true that difficulties
of this kind 'are common, then some
specific guidance in such situations may
be called for.

It is true, of course, that ideas received
through reading are often put to fairly
immediate use. One may follow explicit
directions or, say to oneself, "Oh, yes,
that's the way it is. I never understood-
this before!" In a fore complex situa-
tion the reader must move out beyond
application in the same situation to some-
thing new in..Some way. He may be asked
to'think: "If this is true in. this situation
just described, in ,situation A. and for
Mr: B. and . in the year 1900
what would happen, I wonder, if the
same kind of event happened -in 1966?
What if It happened to me X. and to
Mr.-Y.? What would be the same? What
would' be 'different?" If such a "moving
out" in a;.'-p.upirs thinking aboui= new
selationthips is a desirable aspect of,read-
ing comprehensionand it appears to be
an essential aspect of creative thinking

we need to do more than we now May
be doing to help pupils achieve it

Conclusion ° .
-

Children may be helped to-overcome
barriers to their clOmpreliension by wise
and helpful guidance. if the reader ana-
lyzes hiszlovn difficulties and makes use-
ful connections betiv'en practice for de-
veloping skills an the pleasurable re-
wards of reading, he is likely to read
with .greater understa' ling: Teaching
Procedures that 'provi4.:aupport for his
efforts and that are carefully organized,
tend to give him useful 'assistance.
pupil's ventures into new areas in inter-
pretation and 'his risk of defeat as he
tries new responses require teachers to
give needed encouragement as children
us.. their own initiative and courage in
overcoming. barriers to comprehension. .

A -
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Limitations in theSiocabulary of bisadvintageci Children:
A Cauie for Poor Reading

J..AILEN FIGUREIP

--'
,_ .. . .

nsvoilin.0GisTs tell us that one-third Five .....--_-.....--_.......-----.... 654
rof the children From American schools ;.1-Six ...:......._-______________. 736

-live in 'marginal" or "transitional" areas. All Grades - ...--....,,,-,--. 3,536.

i Many, terms have been used to designate .

--..,-
these children: `underprivileged, culturally
disadvantaged, and culturally Clifferent-2

Many of these children are retarded in
reading.''Retardation In reading prevents
them from securing an adequate educa-
tion :

-Reading retardation, -has a complexity
of-causes. Nevertheless, .oir of the main
reasons tor -such_ pot: results in reading is
the meagre-experiential background 11-

dren have had ,:veloping an adequa
-vocabulary.- The limitation in vocabulary
prevents the culturally disadvantaged child
from reading intelligently the many mid-
dle class words which are strange to him
verbally and tiperientially- Language de-.
vrlops with the discovery 9f reality, and
reality in those cases is very limited.

It need not be argued Aar a knowledge
of the vocabulary of culturally disadvan-
taged children and the areas of experience
they represent male a goal starting point
in the problem_ of improving the reading
of large masses of city children.

Hovi does the vocabulary of culturally
disadvantaged children compare with the
above ,figures? The following table gives

Table If'

COMPARISON OF THE
VOCABULARY OF CULTURALLY_

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN
WITH THORNDIKE'S ESTIMATES ,

Grade
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Thorndikes
Prediction

3,600
4,500
5,400

- 6,400
7,500

Vocabulary of
Culturally

Disadvantaged
Children
-1,032
1,641
2,146
2,800
3,536

A comparison was made-of the vocal)ulary
of culturally disadvantaged children

with the standard basic word lists. The
vocabulary was also analyzed to determine
the nature of the words. Space does not

,permit giving the details here. An analysis
of the areas of experience represented by
the vocabulari was also nude. Only in the
areas or school experiences were culturally
disadVantaged children comparable with

the results of the study.'
titbers.

Conclusions

. - Ta The, vocabulary of culturally disadvan.I
taged children is comparatively small.

SIZE OF GRADE V ABULARIES OF
CULTU DISADVANTAGED

They know. approximately 3,500 words,
- the -number -that -ate known-by--man y=-fust--
and second grade children in-higher socio-

Number of economic groupi. This meagre vocabulary
Words Places quite a limitation on their readin ,-Grade

Two . -
. 1,032 ..,for on the basis of the comparisons made

Three - . - 609 in-this investigation, culturally disadvan-
Four . . 505 taged children know; on the average, only

*Improvement of Bending through Clooromo Practice, 1114 Protvedlitgs, 9, OW), 101-
k
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every second or third word found in their
textbooks: Not knowing every second or
third word is a serious handicarand one
.which precludes very muck} learning. from
reading. .

..- A comparison- ,The words Ali the
vocabulary of culturally disadVanta,
children witliffie-wOrds in the controlled
vocabulary forthe middle ;grades 'shows,
that very, little 'pffeciive, -reading can be
expected to' be deotr.in the textbooks in`
use in these _grades, tor almost -all the
words,..-.in the 'controlled 'vocabulary are
unknown to 'Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren in the-various glades.

LeSS thin. half- of the words in -the
vocabulary -'-ofy pre-school children is
knOwn- by second-grade children in slum
areas. Nearly-two hundred words in'this:
list do not appear in any grade list of
words known-by culturally disadvantaged
children. This suggests bringing into the

- activities of bdys an& girls who live -in
marginal areas experiences which are rep-
resented bi, the words which are not
known..

Common name words; such as sink,
chimney, honeys beef - and sandwich are
learned by cultural! '4 disadvantaged chil-
dren one or two yeari,later:than by other

, children. Culturilly disadvantaged chit,
dren know kproportionately.:more .name

words` and fewer polysyllabic cords than
do those that live in privileged area;.

'For the purpose of. written. comr mnica-
tion, culturally disadvantaged children
have a sufficient vocabonlary, for they know
almbit 'all ,the words which make up
:ninety-five per cent or.more of all the
word{ used by an average person. This
statement is substantiated by the fact that

--they -know -all except ninety-four words-
of Basic English. -

The _vocabularies of culturally di
vantageti children reveal a limited ex
ential backgrquncl. AlthoUgh the nunther
of words known in such areas of experi-
ence ;as ',clothing, eating, housekeeping,
and recreation seems The number Is
still very much limited when compared
with the terms-privileged children' know.
Only in the area of school experience are
culturally `$lisadvantagecl children com-
parable to others: if reading competency
is commensurate- with ones experience,
and much evidence-seems to prove that
this is true, culturally disadvantaged child
dren, With their limited experiences, can
be expected to do very little effective read-
ing in textbooks they nogg use: To, help
these children mid better, they must be
helped to live 'better, and in this, the
teacher has the world at her command.

!.
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G: GORDON

IlkApttrit apt definitions of critical think-
ing-are to be found in the literature

for the purpose of this discussicinar,
of reading and thinking:The one

definitions -which deaCribes critical-
thinking as -."the examination of some idea
or product in the light of some norm_ or
standard."

The need to teach students to examine
ideas and pro idicts in the light of norms
and standards has always been important,
but there is- an urgency about it today
that cannot be:denied. The-entire popula-
tion ii being, bombarded with ideas and
products that demand evalnation.

ew ideas, new p,roducts, and different
poin view will continue to emerge,

- and the i to evaluate them will in,
crease with-the rapidity of change in our

,society. Before the Stsidents in our schools
become' the lawmakers in the coun ,
either as leaders or as voters for lead:
they must be taught to examine critically
what theysee, hear, feel, read, and think.

BARRIERS TO COMPREHENSION

way as to demand a high level of inter-
pretation.lhe natural curiosity and eager-
ness to lam that children bring to school
-should be nurtured, and maintained with
students-as- they learn to search out and
discover for themselves facts Ind truth.
The process of .searching -and discovery is
more important than that whiehis disciav-
ered,,and emphasis should, be placed on
the process of sohing, problems, rather
than on the answers to problems.-

The ylate of the Reading?wit*
Since the time in schools' is stilllargely

devoted to the use of different- raiding
materialt for various purposes, these mate-

4 rials should serve as the foundation. Upon
which thinking skills. -When;

. those coliductingjhe reading program
recognize reading as a thinking ,K,OCeSS..
not just an accumulation of mechanical

s,
thinking are prov

I/ rtunities to
I "king,a

like critical reading, is not to laught
and acquired .at any, particular 'leve
with any particular material. It should be
part of a 'develOpmental, sequentil, and
continuous reading program, in_w the
emphasis is placed not only on sv rec-.
ognition and literal comprehension, but on
the higher levels of -comprehension. such

as 'interpreting implied- ideii, identifying
' the author's purpose, making judgments,

'reading not only betiveen the lines but
beyond the lines.

Such i reading program' is baied upon
a- recognition of-the fact that language is
not only an instrument of expression, but
also an instrument of thought jepson2

The Rale of the Teacher.
The school is probably the only agency

that studerits,19 _build up critical

t thinking abilities gradually. While most
Of them do not learn to master critical
thinking by theinselvei,Slmost all of their
have tthe ability to think critically: Even

, the preschool child Who 'hears mothef say,
the telephone_that_father-is,out,'When

father is sitting in the living rooint thinks
critically; evaluates mother's statement
in the light of what lieknowa" to be-true..
Situation; arising daily in school should be

fosteethe development of that
§tudents should 'be encouraged to

question ideas and prodUcts, and teachers
should make a deliberate effort to organ,
ize their teaching procedures in such a

--r..
1Divid Russell. st3rildrs Thiring. New York:

Ginn and Co., 1956.

fading and Inquiry, IRA"kroceedings, 10,

says:
. .

The connection between thought. and _

language is necessarily' close. Until a
thought is translated into language it re.

*R. W. Jepson. Clear Makin,. New York: Long-
man's Green, 1953.

(1965) .
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mains vague, nebulous and indeterminate.
Language crystallizes it and gives it form
and substance. Thus language is an indis-
pensable aid to dear thinking;- the-afity
process of having to put our thoughts into
speech or writing and the effort it entails
in discovering adequate expression for
them are of themselves thought clarifiers,

Barriers to.CriticalThinking

Language can, weverrhe-oo Ofile
Major' barriers to critical thinking. It is
sometimes used .to conceal "or disguise
,thought rather than to clarify it, and the
glib use of words and terms is frequently
mistaken for an accurate knowledge of
their meanings and ,implications. Critical
thinking requires an extensive vocabulary
and a sensitivity to the subtle meanings of
words. The clear and precise u of words
is important in the Llinking processi and
students need to be kept constantly aware
of this fact.

Language is not the only barrier to Se
overcome promoting critical thinking.
lnitellectual Isiiiness, in varying- degrees,
exists anion students as well as among
adults: Some find it easier to follow the

--line of least resistance, agreeing with ac!
cepted opinions rather than challenging
them. The result is blind conformity. Un-
fortunately,'the schobl program frelmeiglY
requires only the recall of facts, and does
not require that the student put-forth
effort to compare a viriety of authoritative

.iources before accepting opinions or arriv-
ing at conclusions. This practice encour-
ages intellectual lazinets and tends to
promote the, notion that all that is said or
written is., true_Ofteni-when-ffie-coatiplii

-2 --is heed that students do not think, close,
examination, of the situation reveals the
fact that opportunities-pi thinking have
not been- provided.

Many peOPle are Si') _influenced by the
society in .Which they live, that almost
unconsciously they develop prejudices
about certain issues, usually religious, ra-
cial, or class issues. They bethme so a&
volved emotionally that they cannot be
objective. Students must learn to recognize
these prejudices in themselves" as will as

7?

r

in others and be willing to.iiioclify *eir
beliefs in the light of the fats

--Overcoming The Barriers .to
. Thinking. %

The fading program> that recograie's.
the true nature oflinguage and its.furidat
mental importance in the educative procets,',-;1`iii
provides opportunities from the hegmhing p
for students to enrich their' vocabularies,
to use words precisely, al I to clarify their
thinking as they listen, speak, read,, and
write. Since there can never be much criti-
cal thinking if students are not involved

lively sharing of ideas,- they must be
, encouraged to discuss' what is said or

written. From guided discussion:emerge
hitherto unrecognized problems that estab-
lish purposes for further reading, think -'
ing, and discussiOn. This process leads to
a general clarification of issues. Students
learn to'modify their ideas, to

,issues:

, reject the ideas of others, -to' recognize
'prejudice in, themselves as well as in
others, and to sense a need, for more
knowledge of the subject Cinder discus-
sion. Obviously, you cannot be intelligent-

fly critical if you know nothing about the
subject. As the teacher listens to, and
guides the distussion,' she identifies gaps
in language, knowledge, and experience
that need to be filled in at a, later, time.
'AWhile the reading provides the founda-

tion upon which to build critical thinking,
it should be the function Of the entire
school program to promote it. This is
especially true at the junior high school

j-fleyel,,..,.whqe...the --increasing -aiddifirig
content material requires language and
concept development peculiar to each sub-
ject. and suggests a shift from emphasis on
facts to a greater emphasis on the student's
understanding.

Critical Thinking in the Total
Curriculum

fortilately, the richness of l'collient
furnish - -ftbundant opportunity for devel+
oping habits of critical thinking with re-
spect- to every area of the curriculum.
Obviously, in mathematics and science
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the student can; and must, be encouraged
to develop adequate facility with the lan-
guage of both, if he is to think in either
lan

In social studiei, criti thinking can be
encouraged if the studen s inked to col-
lect information from a v of authori-
tative sources, selects info relevant
to the miticular topic; organizi; it, and
presents a report that is evahiated befOre

. it is accepted.
Through., reading and discussing literary

'Materials; students can learn to identify,
an hink about, the motives of the char:
Aden, the drives influencing theigbe-
havior, a-Rd the emotions that affect their
actions and decisions. Young people can
be helped in This way to achieve the ob-
jettivity essential for true critical thinking.

Since:newspapers are important factors
in the life of the conimunity, students at
the junior high level need to becom aware
of the responsibilities and function of the
press. The manner of presentation as well
as the presentation itself should be consid-
erid. In addition, the editorial. policy

0 should be recognized, and both the writers
and the readers fox( whom their writing is
ineended. should br identified. Students
-should also become interested in why a
piper elects certain news items for coy-

a

i.._. . . .

erage. A paper that is anti-communist, for
example, may take this view because of
some religious .principle or because of
particular political interests. '

It is not enough, however, to help stu-
dents to'discover.and evaluate ideas in all
their subject,areas and,environtnent Every
ekort must fie made to teach them to for-,
mulate logical principles and to apply
these principles to an understanding of,
new situations. Such formulations are, of
course, highly sophisticted mental opera-
tions, and the ability, -to perform them
comes only throUgh unremitting" practice_

Summary ,
Critical thinking is the evaluation .of

some ideas o'r product' in the light of some
,norm oil standard. It requires an inquiring
attitude, knowledge of the subject, appli-
cation of-methods of analysis, and action
in the light of the analysis. The ounda-
tion upon..which to build tritical king
is a language-oriented reading p ogram.
The promotion of critical thinking should,
however, be th, function of the total
school, and it can'be since there are oppor- it r
tunities in every area of the curriculum for
students to practice thinking critically. Let
us pot be guilty of-failing to take advan-
tage of these opportunities.

- r---;
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'.TEACHING
The 'ataihors-here. teak with' tMtbority and give practicable, constriio,

tive stIggestions,for,developing comprelienston skills. ;it $ shown that the
very youngest pupils can be taught to, read thoughtfully. The skills to be
included are speller( out and ways building specific abilities are- de-
scribed.. (Here %lie reader may wish to turn to:Martha King's article in the.
last section as Mr article includes a listing of most of the major comprehen-
sion skills.)

Productive Rending- Thinking at thii first brad* Level-

G. STAUFFER° a

HAT =ERZ .iS not enough ett&
Ting for meaning is a canon of
contemporary criticism often weari-
some in its repetition and often blind
in its application. The implication.
that there can be reading without
resultant meriting sets unreasonable
Wits to the function of reading. -It
is a half-truth that tends to confuse
the unthinking as Well al. the tui-
informed.-

Possibly- the Idea that roductive
reading. is a process akin to critical thinking, at the elenientary
Productive thinking has ays beds 'and high-school levels.' To think
held by good teachers. Probably it ,,,77*.itically, he said, was a skill to be
is a concept, held by mature readers' acquired in college.
as st. result of wide experience in Although the above is' an absurd
reading for many `purposes and in propOsal, it is almost equally as 'ab-
different materials." Certainly it is a surd to be of the opinion, that six-
concept that authorities in reading year -olds cannot be taught to do
as well as psychology have alwitys prodUctive, reading. The following
expressed and advocated. illustration of a first-grade group in
. But the thought that productive action sharld help to dispel such
reading-thinking involving the set- opinions.
Ling. of purposes, reasoning while In. .this first-grade e.lassroont the

;reading, and evaluation .can be dope teacher used both a group approach
by six -year -olds, or childien in firk and an individualized ipprOnclOto
grade, .puzzles some and confounds differentiated .reading instruction.
others. Generally, c.hildres becoine For theth group sessions she had iden-
lostiiin the word learain' emaze of tided four groups; with each member
initial -reading instruction. Unwar- of each group at about the tsame
ranted attention is often given to instructional level.
memorizing words, to drilling on The group in the action described
Reading Teachers 13, (February.,1960) 183.187.

phonetic skills in isokition, to oral
reading and re-reading, and : to a
telling-Of the 'story., Then, some
teachers are of the opinion Mat six-
year-olds can not think critically and-
cannot be trained to do so. In fact;
theitory is told that dtiring the late
forties, when the National Council
of Teachers of English were drafting
the :nay English currieulum, one
college profaior of English recom-
mended that nothing be done about

.4r;
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here was the teacher's second group, -newspaper is used to train a dog.
or, as she ;nit it, her-"average read- . Maybe a family 'finds a place to live

yrs." Group instructien was being using a newspaper. -The _paper

. directed in *first-grade basic reader.' may- be used to wrap .some toys.
To be sure that each story wai-new Maybe the paper is folded and used

unknown to the children, the as a fly swat" Already inters t was
-were stored- in a' tloset and running khigh

ont'onlyduring the teiCher- Next, the group was directed to
directed rearing session: Aso to page 119, to study the Picture

The story for the session _WSW -for possible clues, and then :close
entitled "A Newspaper Helps" and -';-_their boob. New speculation was

was located in the fourth unit of the adjusted quickly in keeping with the
book on..pages 119-124:* Six new :,-.new inforination provided by the
words were -introduced in the span first picture. (The- picture shovied

of six pages. This made the *do of three 13-6-ys in a guzzled way

new words to running words 1:72; a small black dog: deas--ni*_
In addition, -each new word was given were: "The boys look worried

introduced'in- a meanksgful,ani1.ap-, because this is a strange dog. The

propriate way to fit the communica- dog didn't listen to them and they
tion'demandsof the context. Because use, a newspaper, to train him.

of these facts, pluethe fact that This The boys are Wondering whose dog;
group had -already been taught est-- this is. They want to play -ball and

tam __word=attick skills of phonetic the dog gets in their WaY."

and structiirCanalYas, the teacher The group was eager to get on

did 'not write the new words on the with the story terfinctout whose ideas

' board to be studied before the read- were right. So the teacher directed

tag of the story. She wanted the # them to read only the first page and

children to meet the six words in the then to close their boob.
rich content of the story and have The pupil-purpose settingwas the

them use, if necessary, their word- first step on the reading-thinking
attack ills under her _supervision. road. They had sized up the picture

, situation and ,evaluated the title.

First Purpose4ottIng Ability, to look aheadto anticipate

The teacher _directed the grOup to next steps7-is a, skill poetised by

turn to the Table of COntents and alritost all _typicaVsix-year-olds and

read the name of the story located on is used by them Constantly-in their

page 119. Then she asked, "What day -to -day, living. What was done

;do you think war- happen in the here was to Provide trainingiOook-
story?" The -results of.. immediate 'lug ahead in areading situation. .To

speculation seemed logically possible. be able to *led and weigh and

Some of the ideas were: "Perhaps-a balance available beginning clues, in
terms of ultimate story outcome,

It. G. Stauffer, et ol. Autry ,We Go (Phil represents an important reading-
adelphia: John C.. Winston, 1960) .
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thinking skill. that par.-pi:Si:she 'set without loo

It took but a minute or so-frir all ahead..Aorlight.of the evidence or
-to read the page. Now the teacher inforrirition so far: accumulated, the
Oserved a ley-teacher responsibility children set purposes. Ideas now pre-

** =-she7lonored the purl purposes, seined were: that the owner would
not by asking .qiiestiona

,purl
the ,show up' and claim the dog and

details of the, story but by asking reward the, boys,- that the owner
"Who was rightr The boy who had might not show up, and that;the dog
proposed that,* dog was strange would run away again,
and the boys were worried immedi- The. predictions' showed 'that the
ately rarsed his, hand. Then he read pupils were half-way through the
orally the lines thatproved his point. story. As they,reffeeted over events

Allrigreed, rind again a majorread - to dati, reconstructed them,' and

inebinking skill was being refined: re-evaluted -them, the pupils were
'mowing whether oi not the answer putting to work an excellent think'
to a question haabeenfound. ing- learning. technique. They were

griecond Purpose4setiste learning-the value of lelleative judg-

Another.' brief specUlatitur session meant as contrasted with naive and

followed after,a quick look .-at the blind Plunging ahead: 'As they read

.123

two pictures on, the neat two facing on, it was interesting to note how the

- pages. (One pietism shoWed,theloys Pula read the next two Pageand
g to Mother. The othershowed hoW . they examined the pictures.

e boys 'scanning a newspaper.): They were. searching all sources of

Ideas now presented were: "Mother
information in an effort to find dues

tells them -to go find the dog's owner, to the possible fate of thelost dog.

The boys look in the morning paper When all were finished reading,

to see if someone, has lost a dog." the teacher once more silted, "WM&

Again, reading was done and ideas were right- this time?" Now

posture,. facial expressions, and' the children were a bit puzzled. The

-__casional audible responses readily two pages had not answered their

shinied that the children were read- questions hut' they ha& given new

ing for meaning.
infoririation about---the--.dog. This

Checking on their purposes was
accomplished by the teacher's initi-
ating' question: "Which idea -wars
right?" This lithe none of the specu-
lations had been completelyaccurate.
The boysfafthe mother's suggestion,
had -run an ad , in the" paper -about
the finding of a little black clog.

little black dog apparently- was a
trained dog. He could do tricks.
fourth Purpoie-Setthsg,

ideas about how the story might
end *in reflected the degree to
which these young- minds grasped
and evaluated the information so far
presented. Itecittre the dog could do
tricks, some pupils felt very sure that
the owners would be 1044 for the
dog. One boy felt that the dog had

Third Purpose-Setthog.

This time the teacher sweated

0
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TEACHING

kamed the tricks on his own because
he had always been a runaway dog.
Some thought the Owners would nor,
turn, up because they_ would have
missed seeing the small-town news -
paper-and would not -know that the
dog had been found.

"On with the story," said the
teacher, "and see who is right." The
last picture showed the boys, the
mother, the dos; and two strangen.

e man ;seemed to' be giving-the
e paper, but not money,

The reading, was done roqiidly.

pupils who had predi owners
A check quick' caned that the

would shOW up were right.
they had not anticipated.,and this
is whatheld their interest to the end
inthis welkonceived plot77was that
the dog was a ci'cus dog, especially
trained to do tricks. Again, lines,
were read orally to prove points. A
short disc on followed on how
wisely the ys had acted, and on the .
use of newspaper ads. All the reading
and discussion so far had taken.
twenty minutes.

The end of the story was a good
time to check on concepts and story
understandings. Because, the story
was well written; the pupils could
understand and enjoy its develop-
ment and outcome. Now, at the end,
was the time for refinement.

A good story is likely" to evoke

many ideas and questions which
send the reader beyond the story.
When the reading of a story is direct

readers will invariably stimulated
ed_as a reading-thinking prOcess; th

to seize upon every opportunity to
learn more. All this means that going

_

beyond a bask reader story should
be a "natural and almost amixtgral
part of all group;directed reading.

in Cendeskii
Thus, here have been considered

some of the Steps to productivtread-
ing; and thirikiin. This rather de-
tailed description _ of :one directed-
reading-thinkiqg session shoidd have
shown that it' s wrong to:think that
enthusiasm and clear thinking can-
not go hand" in hand. To the con.:
trary, enthusiasm is indispensable for
achieving clear thinking be the
resulting decisions great or
immediate or remote.

Shown was the age-old con-_
cept that -effective skiiktaining is

best accomplished under:the watch=
f ul eye of an experienced teacher
one who has the skill to direct train-
ing as occaskin- or noxd demands.. A
perion With such abilitY, raisl be
bo resolute and informed.

Sho tod was the fact that it is
not enou to say that an answer has
been found in a story.' Proof must
be produced. Pupils must learn to
support constantly their statements,
of fact with specific proof. This
directed reading activity required
such Performance.

. Some boys and girls perform like
some men and women. 'They are
ready, to present opinions catsup
ed by facts. They do this beta
they are constantly influenced by
the beliefs and 'mode's of- behavior
of the people around them. So, to
establish in children the definite
habits kid emotional tendencies of:
sound thinking, training must be
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initiated:early and must be vigorous-, issue of THE RILADING Titoonza are
ly continued. divergent pioductim, convergent

It is especially important that the nature of the Material. It will
those who concern: themselves With also depend upon sinful questioning
the instruction- of others be clear or directing of thinking on the part
about what they are doing. As long of the teacher. Ti this is added an-
as pupils can behdped in a irsthandf...--s0ee thought: it will depend upon

'face-to-face situation, Tittle difficultf the which-pupil: see dearly
Should arise in promoting the-habits and declare openly purposes and
of sound productive reading. problems.'

The roots of reading behavior The 'reading:thinking lesson de7
must lie very deep in the tradition scribed In this article and the sup-

of thinking, if boys and gbb -portisg diseunion should .theno to a
are to mature as rational individuals. degree, provide answers for Guil
A rational person is one %Aso seeks ford's four Options: Dolan material
answers, requires proof; and is aware ainlithe teaching stir the imagination
that, reasonable' persons could halt* Atof the reader, and .do they leave
different beliefs. Persons so prepared something for the reader-to do? Do
Can b deliberate and tolerant in they pen up otive, inviting'
their' use of ideas. Rationality gives avenues that w

&m
OUU suggest divalent

than; in turn, an authority and thinking?.Do they e.arry the -racier
assurance that come only _In)* logically forward step by stertetts
knowing and doing. inevitable csoiclusion? And do they

Mir types of thinking as .de- chnUerike beliefs and call for -proof
clause by Guilford elsewhere in -this 'of factsand arguments?

., . . 4c
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Comargoasion .

_OLIVE S. Must, .

moans - or ens - ROAD reading
teachem seem aniveleally - to
that teadtincstudent: to read.
comprehension lir they major

responsibility. Colleagues to the far
right _sometimes appear to leave the
coqcept of comprehension out of
their definition of reading. They talk _

if they equated word prununcia-
lion, with macrmg.- If thii equation
existed, phonics' might indeed be the
panacea for all AL Colleagues on the
fie left, en the other band, among
them-those .who favor the more axi;
treme forint of "individualised read-
.itigAiten exhibit otrioieing faith
that ability to :comprehend Will ap-
pear somehow 'with _ minimum of
specific teaching of Campreltemion _
skills.

-r-

.e

abilities, probably much ; fewer in
another, which- are truly fundamental
to the proems' of czomprehanion?

The number of-dulle to be-taught
could probably be reduced if teachers
got thew to an understanding- of
what mositial. Also, the dine anti '
effort expended in teaching Allls
-wankel have a greater effect upon the
'iodises pewee to read. In the
writer's opinion, there are three
dada which dearly differentiate
between the resderwho tompreh6cla
well and the one who does not.

The' Sit of _these &bifida is the
power to find, and. understand
thought, relationthips: link&
maces, in paragraphs, and in
taws of varying lengths.. Ideas are
related to each other in many ways.

. L i s t s o f c o m p r e h e n s i o n s k i lls w h i d t H e m i s a s i m p l e examfge of the most

lasfear.in professional books on the common kind of *4;1*.
teaching of reading often_seem for- ship:
niidable to teachers,' why` wonder` Doting me visit to the tootettio, we se

how they can teach all the compre- sae Ant Stars and Snipes eva carried

hension- skills and also the word rec- tubtror dun Ire enierdeLditecoi
%titian and we'd mei!** skills, the into the soca Alla with 'fedi= nun

locational skills, the oral' !ceding :nd andlIolld=1"$ nbsnibedmg Immo:
skills, and perhaps othereliselques- Y

thislion ariess Is it really necessary to The Parts of, ---- ler obvionlY,

at least one step removed from those mummirn:ilt.1 the tint in which
the 'ted

teach all these skills separately? Are are related to each other &rood*-
they truly basic or arc they, perhaps, eallY Welollow.the tri through the'

were via
From an address delivered by the author wow examine the sami

. at the Irour.h Maud Rending Conferenci " . .
at Syrkuse University in June 1962. to be pints susamea is a mraxent way:
published in the Conference Proceeding'

got. & The Treatment of Residing During
roblims)._

our sillt to the museum, we saw
a_coliection of old *firearm, an absorb

The Reading Teacher,O, (September 1963) 2:
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gag diSlitaY it oldballioned wedding these relationships seam to be one of
gowns. a roan lined with Indian relics.
sod the estStars and Stripes ever car- the balk comprehension skink\
sled in WWI. A The ability to set specific purposes

This sentence tells lesethsui the pre- in reading is a seond important
ceding one We know what the visitor ability or skill. William G. Perry has
saw, bin we-Cannot follow him from reported a study done with fifteen
room to room. The relationship prey- hundred Harvard and Radcliffe

eat among the parts: of this second freshmen to detail-tine-their Wats of
sentence issa simple listing. study when presented with ii` typical

---- Heit is a-pother sentence: - chapter in a history text.* In pre-
paring oar Ade to the inuseum. we sensing his results, Perry has this to
enjoyed peeling the grit Stan Ind Stripes
am =tied in battle and the
11i9111 of oldfadtionert
much more than we did the semi tiled

. with Indian re is and the miors of
old silverware.

Now the ideas have a comparison-
contrast relationship. The things the
author saw pave fallen into two
groups: two displays which he en-
joyed, two others be liked much less.
An important additimid meaning has ,

. been added because the relationship These same freshmen were able todo

of the parts of the sentence is veri well on a multiple-choice test

different. based on the details of the material

. Once More, observe the same facts they had read.
but a fourth relationship: . If this purposelessness in study

hl me. on out visit to-the as we exists among students like those at
had seen theArst Rao and Stripes Harvard;' what must be the case with
carried In battle. a mom full a Ind
relics. a display of old silverware. and

less- able? It might. be argued

adieetion of oldashiatted wedding that the moral of the tale is that
"nt "`'`..aamuw is:whPreir,,,ea "K: teachers should give better assign-
pared relia.`tr the-past with their =MS in' which they tell Itudents
modern eriialent what to look for. lint it would seem

In this last sentence, we have a cause- more important to suggest that by .

effect rdationshiP: The experiences the time young people are freshmen
of the museum visit have produced at Harvard, it is high time they know
an .effect: a successful 'elm program. how to set their own purposes. his

These Jour kinds of thought eela- obvious that Perry questions whether
tionahiPtrine, silo* Yining, coin- the students he tested had any real
parison-coptrast, and cause-effect,
plus othersoccur in a great many G. perry. Jr.. "Students' Use

combinations, some of than coMplex. and Misuse of Reading Rids: A Report to
the Facully." Harvard Educational Review,

The abilitY4t0 observe and to use Vol. 29, No. S. Summer. 1959.

say:

t We asked anyone who could do a to
.write a short statement about what the
chapter -ias an about. The atintber-who
were able to tell us . was just one in
a 'hundred-ifteen. As a demonstration
of obedient purposelessness bente read;
ing of 99% of'freshmen we found this
impressive ... after twelve years ofreall-
ing homework .assignments in school
they had all -settled into thi habit of
leaving the point of it all to-someone

Ca

4
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comprehension at all. They could
answer multiple-choice questions, but
they failed to got, as he says, the
"point o(

Suppose/for example, that a stu-
dent is studying a-chapter about fife
on the Southern plantations. The in-
efficient readerplods straight through
the material, often with wandering
attention - because his goal is only to
"mad the loon." Contrast the care-.
ful attention to detail, the Search for
Visa! imagery of the student who

\studies the same chapter in order to
make 'a drawing of the plantaticin
grounds. Contrast again the proce-

" duns of the student who wants to
compare the way of life of the South.
em plantation .with that in colonial
New England. Or, again, the method
used by a student whose responsibility
islo report on one very specific topic:
the dukes of the mistress of the plan-
tation. This last student, if he is
reading efficiently, will skini rapidly
thiough the chapter until he comes
to a paingraph which seems to have
a bearing on his special tqpic, then
settle dovm.to read carefully for de-
tail. Tbesmdent who thus reads With
purprike, its conglary
has comprehensind impossible to the
student whOlnerely "reads."
. A third basic comprehension skill
Js the ability to make full use of pre-
vious learning in attacking new ma-
teriaL It is "reading readiness" in an
extended form.

Jokes sometimes make an adult
realize how a child. must feel wt.
he has, to read something for wL ii
he doe's not have the requisite readk
tins. The following is supposed to be

1 EACHING
WA*

a story told by Helen Taft Manning
about her father. When Taft was
recuperating hot* a spell of illness,
he wired a friend eif,his recovery and
remarked that he had just laken a
long horseback ride. The friend wirsil
in reply, "Hoviis the hoise?'

Whether the reader sees anything wr
funny at all Di this story depends
entirely upon . whelher hehappan to
remember from his previous reading
or from pictures he may have seen .

that Taft was one of the heftiest of
our presidents.

It is partly), a matter of chance
whether a reader hippens to. Inde a
fact like this'stored up in ilk head,
but there is More to it than chance.
Many students actually have the
bamqprinnd information for full com7

liensick but fail to realize thit
they have it and to it. Akocii---
tional reading-,-the- act Of, dra*ing
upon all one has exporienced and &sd
to enrich what he is currently reud-
ingis askill which can be taught.

To summarize to this point: If an -..

analysis is made of what lies .at the.
foundation pf comprehension," thee
seem to be at least three basic skills,
( 1 ) the abilityto observe and use the
varied relationshipi of ideas, (2) the
ability to read with adjustment to
conscious, purpose, and --;,3 ) the.
ability to ;hake fibuse of die backlog
of real and vicarious experience
which almost every deader possesses.

These tusk- skills are. developed
and strengthened in part by the kind
of questioning which teachers use.
Questions must be of the type which
clariy thoughtzelationships expressed
in the mate al and which bring into

4
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focui meaninihd associations_ with
preifiotii reading and experiences.
"Thoughr' queitioni can turn. a su-

" perficiar test of comprehension into a
learninvexperience.

Suppose, for example, that stu-
. dents have read. an account of the

Olympic Games. It is: obious that
the fast and last in the following set
of 'four questions --will Make pupils
use *it comprehension skill3i while
the second and third will merely.test'
their ability tcLskim or, If the exercise
is unaided recall; to remember a'
couple of facts:

1. Why do the Olympic Games.
today feature marathon race?

2. Who suggested that a mara-
thon lie,), added to the Olym-

pia?
3. What is the official distance of

' the modern marathon?
4. Does anyoneknow of a famous

AMerican marathon race? Can,
you tell about it?

The kind ciiinestion is important.
So, also, is the timing of the quest
tions. Most 'quiotimis should precede
reading rather diin follOW it. Ir stu-
dents knew before they read about

ihe.' Olympics thattthey were to look
for 'the cause - effect relationship re:-
quiredein question °1' shove and that '
they should be making the associa-
tions with previous knowledge called.
'for in` question they would read
the account with better comprehen-

d. sion because the 'questions would
guide their reading. Questions asked
before help students .set .purposes ;'
questions asked after may do little
but test. .

AsecOnd kind of guidance which

0
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helps students learn basic .coMpre-
henacin skills involves-the application
of the directed-reading-lesson pattern
of teaching to lesson's in the curricular
areas such social studies, scienc
and literature.,:reachers in
tary' schools are- very' familiar with

-the directed =reading lesson, which
appears so often in the manuals of
basal readers. Applied to a lessoti in
one ofthecontent areas, it starts with

'the development of background and
purpose. The 'teacher builds readi-
ness for the new lesson by introducer
new = vocabulary and concepts and
by reviewing inaterialsirom- previous
lessons or from the students' experi-
ences :to show them hoW the new
content connects with the
also helps them set purses for
study. After skimming through the
pageS of the lesson, looking at pic-
tures, bf' reading 7:headings, reviewing
what. they already know about the
subject, students are able to answer
questions like these:

lesson we can read rapidly
or must we study it carefully? Why?

What are some of the things _we
should try to find out in this lesson?
What questions can we anticipate
before we read?

How can we use this new informa-
tion?

It during t' is first part of the
.directed lessok lit' students learn
one of the 'ba.. kills: how to set
purposes for rek..fing.

The. seconcrstep, silent reading and
study, will be. effective in proportion
to the skill and thoroughness with
which students are guided during the
first step.

O
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The third_ part -Of the. lesson is the-
f011ow-up,inually some kind ques-
tioning- or:testing. Thegtype of-ques-
tions and discussion the teacher uses

.determines how much students int-
.prove _ in their understanciing,: of
-thought relationships and how Much
skill' they acquire in making asocia=
tions'between what they are presently:-
studying-4 the many things
they 'know---in fact,' wheth or not
they get the "'point of it . " Thui
two more of =the basic "receive

constant pratice- if the directed-
reading-lesson pattern, is used.

_ It is the. writer's experience that
some secondary teachers- react nega,
-,tively: to 'this procedure. They may
feel that--:it helps -the- student too
much. He ought-to be more on his
own. The_ truth is that most.students,
even some very able ones; are not-
ready to:Study alone by the time they

-;enter_Secondary_schook we shoOld be
_wellsontent_if they have ackuired,
complete- independence by the tinif
they are ready fiatradnation.-Skillfid
teachers_know how to allow students
to take more and more responsibility
until one day, for-most Students not
until some. time late in 'senior high,
ichool,-it is time to introduce SQ3R.,-
SQ3R is a grown-up directed reading
lesson. The _ steps are virtually the
same, but now the student is on his
own. That Robinson's well-known
technique is not more successful and
popular stems from the fact that they
haie been expected to learn- and use
it before they- artitead;.

Teachers need to knOW what ma --

terials are -available with which to
help students learn comirchenSion- ;

skills; Many reading texts and work-N
books , have been written, some of '
them very useful, though, as. has been
implied earlier, the tendency.. has
probaLly- been to fragmentize the
skills and perhaps to confuse both
teachers and. students by `presenting
too many different_skilli-to teach and
learn:Many of the exercises are tests
of application Of the skills rather
than devices for, teaching them. Too
often, they consist-merely of passages_
ta-Oval: ;followed by questions
students to answer. It is the unusual
practice exertiie- whizli, really shows,
the-student how -to see relationships,

-setipurposes, and make associations.
Probably the very bat materials

nipiefor teaching comp s lull :s are

--the-regular textbooks in-social studies.
science,- -and literature.- Because the
student knows that the content of
these books is important to _him, he
approaches them with a very differ-
ent attitude from that with which he
does a practice -est in a work-
-hook. He welcomes th cher's help
in Seeing relatienships -an
associations which guide him in- his
task of understanding and remember-
ing. Setting purposes for study makes
sense to him. Every_ lesson in every
textbook is a" potential source for the

- best teaching_ of reading Skills. Few
Secondary. teachers seem to realize
this. They. are always searching for
something different' something
"speCial." 0i, on the other hand,
they make then assumption that the`
mere act of assigning reading in a
textbook will insure growth in read-Francis P. Robinson? Effective Study,

Revised Edition (New York: Harper. 19612 .
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ing skill:Asaignini is not synonymous
with teaching. Only when. the ma-
jority of teachers in secondary schools
realize that purposeful teaching_ of
reading ikills is necessary in the
.everydaY Work- of the content fields
will the "reading Prolilem" he solved.
: :Whit role does lihra4 or "individ-

ualized' read inehavein this Procest
of building- comprehension skills? A
very important one, but not the, kind
of role which most enthugasti for
Individualized reading"., seem to
vistiatie. Every bit & reading which
a person ever does is a potential
source -of i;ackground understandbit
fo4 all the reading he will doin the
future. "Reading maketh a full
man," said -Francis Bacon, and he
must have meant full of ideas; full of

f-"; understandings, fulLof the back-
ground for rich compre)ia Any
reacler'S experience- can mike this
clear. He chooses a book or article on
sonic subject with which he is fa-
miliar and reads easily with full and
deep comprehension.

Contrast this experience with what
happens when a. reader "Undertakes to
read a Gook in a field in which he has
had no background of experience or
precious reading. He can make no
associations;' he 'probably has no par-
ticular purpose except the yeelegen-
eral orie of getting some ideas ahout

this new tield;,- he misses many of-the
relationships which are . obviods to: -
the sophisticated:nada; in the field.

=Here, then, is the reason why a
broad program of individualized or

reading is essential to deyelop-
of ;comprehension alas; not

that t -is likely; as some authorities
have claimed, that Most teachers will
be to do. a good jai of teaching
the stills as 'a part of the individual-

itself. RUNT, :through
the rea of many books, children
acquire e understanding and:the
background which make _the_ teaCh-
nig of 'fa coniprehension skills
,possible.,
' If the skills described here are ac-
cepted as :fundamental to good read-
ing, teachers, must' niake iure that r
students theta:Rives understand- and
accept them.- Practice of a skill
Out -the- studeht's understanding of
what :aid why !leis practicing leads
to success in only a tit:or-miss fash-

,ion." Strotig- Motivationiffi necessary
in learning any skill, springs from
two main sources: specific evidence'"'
of progress in learning the skill and
proof of its practical application. The
more teachers 'share their, own pur-
poses and understanding with their
students, the more likelihood Of suc-
cess in .their teaching. S.

o
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Oystering CoMprehension4killi to Solve Problems,

ALTHEA BEERYe

MPLI IT IN: THE ,,,iVORDING of this
topic are several assumptions: 1) that
elementary children can solve problems
and that, it isrdesiralge:for them to
have training in doing so; 2): that
reading will help in children's inquiry;
.3) that comprehension skills in read-
ing are necessary, n this quest; and 4)
that these skills are not separate and
disparate but tend to cluster around
related skills. Let's examine these as

ptions for a moment. .

first Assiimption:- Elementary chil-
-dren can solve and should have train-
ing in solving problems. Those of us
who have worked with children need
no further evidence that children can
attack problems and thal,, within the
limits of their experience and a chal-
lenging situation; they enjoy the op-
portunity with considerable success.
Research backs this up (17, 22). In
fact, the -Characteristics and attitudes
favorable toward inquiry can be devel-
o in..:quite young children. Banta
'(2) has built and is normins a test--
(COB) -.for children from three-
to-six years of age that 'measures the
following characteristics which ht con:N
siders significant for problem soiling
and believes to be amenable to train-
log : curiosity, exploratory -behavior,
persistence, resistance tb distraction,
control of impulse, reflectivity, analytic
perceptual processes, -and-- innovative
behavior.

Second Assumption: Reading helps
in children's inquiry.' Provided that
children have the requisite literacy
skills, reading is -an important. tool
which childien use in problem solving:,
whenever their - search extends beyond
theit previous experiences or one
immediately at hand, including obser-
vation- or inquiry Of adults or other

children':.(21, 26). How limited, in-
deed, then. search for answers to -their
problems would be without access to
the printed page.

Third Assumption:
forskills are necessary$ for solving prob-

lems. Children use a great variety of
comprehension', skills when they read
to find answeri.to questions, including
reading for general ideits, for signifi-
cant 'details, for ;the- author's playii. of
development, tp summarize, tuludke
or evaluate, t6 ideutify, possible solu-
tions and test them, out, to use refer-
ence skills, to get theliteral meaning:of_
a sentence or paragraph, etc.

Fifty\ years ago Thorndike (28),
frbm a study of errors: which elemen-
tary school children - made in -reading
single paragraphs, concluded that
reading a single paragraph with under
standing involvEs many elements of
thought, including the v.4ighing of

e in itsn
words in terms of the conti, the or-
ganization of each elempkoper

relation to others, the selection
of certain connotatiOns of words, and ,

the rejection of others. He said that -
in effective reading the mind selects,
oftens, 'emphasizes, correlates, and

organizes-7411 under the influence of
the right mental set or perspective,.
He compared the' processes required in
comprehending a paragraph to those of
solving a problem in mathematics.

FoUrth Assumption: Comprehension
skills are not used separately but tend
to. cluster. Fortunately- for children
and teachers. alike, these skills can be e.

group...," around basic steps involved in
problem solving. They do not need to
be taught in isolation. In fact, for the
most part, they should be developed
together. A, flexible reader shift& from

1.-Otozginiiiiiiid in Reading, IRA Peoceedings, 12, (1967) ,109 -115.
-e\
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one skill to another as he gains insight
into thenature of the problem, the dif-
ficulty of the reading matter, and its
development by the author and as he
develops or rejects "hunches". he has
concerning' the best solution.. Not
only does the understanding of what is

Tri,

ve many of the higher, mental
it also involves them in close

conjunction with one another. As the
situation demands, weanalyze, -organ-
iale; criticize, reject, 'reason, and judge

one process merging impefeep-
tively into ?neither and employing the
appropriate reading or study skills.

What problem. solving involves
Where does problem solving fit into- siniPleTs'IO. require no tho

all this? Reading to solve problems is vestigation tkor yet so com

imQle f eh cannot be truly understood;

.

lem as hi own. The clarification of
the problem may includb%exploratory
reading and class discussion' or some
other. method of sharpening slo that the
direction of the-search is clearly de-
fined., - r"'

If the solution of a problem is to pill
forth effective' reading; the problem or , (J.
purpose must have, reIevarkee- to the
pupil and his interests, ;Roma Gins
(2) in a landmark study discovered
thartigh achiesement on-_4' standard
teat is no .guarantee that' the pupil has,
the ability to reject material which
does not contribute informakon on. a
selected topic. It should fhe'equally
clear that the problem should not_beso _ _

t 'or in-
that it

r should
Pr .

It involves many of the skills needed the reading Materials and t ought pro-

for critical reading. Indeed, :problem'
the-

involved be too complex for him

solving is a form of critical reading to to handle. If reading is- to-bea-pait of

. though it may impose more restrictions Probl,n- solving, there' must be ap-
than some other-types-cif-e,irefa read- propnate material available.

- - big. --Dale (5) gave problim centered .
Location; of suitable reading materials

as a characteristic of critical reading. '.
The essential steps in problem solv- In the early elementary grades,

, ing have been listed in different ways guidance may well be given in a group

by authorities in reading 'ancrpsychol- situation with children reading a given,

ogyi In this article, they 'have been selection 'in search of pertinent facts.

classified under those centering around,- k, following the reading of the selec-

the rablem itself, locational skill's, non, the group may discuis whether
comprehension of the printed page, or- the facts in the article supported or

contradicted information gleaned fromganizational skills, evaluation of mate;
rials in relation to the problem, and a previous Selection. i

For a successful -quest;- a child mriaifinally, application of Imdings so that -
altitudes, values, and behavior are have at -his command a ,:variefrOf
changed.. reference skills such AT Ming a card

index in the library, a dictionary, an
The problem situation ' encyclopedia, chapter,' headings, side

hblfiR headings, and the index of a book.
sizes

or problem solving empha- x,
None of these abilities is spontaneouslyzes, the purpose, in this case the prob- red. On the other hand, neitherlem to be answered. Whether the acquired.

problem originates with the introdue -. does each of them have to be taught
meticulously and sequentially to everytory material in the text, with The

teacher as an-assignment, by- the class child J2 every qass, Needed, of

setting the problem, or even with an course, is a teacher who' is adept at
individual pupil himself -is ,not crucial, diagnosing the level which different
so long ,as the child accepts the prob- pupils have attained in these skills and
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at knowing when to,give guidance in a sorbing the ideas as they ,appeqr with-
particular skill 'to an individual, a out building_mentally an outline of the
small group, or even the entire class. , selection. Studies show that- child

_ tend to read all material at the same
Cdnitorsiisaiion Of iiiatsrial_read rate, regardless of their purpose of the

In the first place, comprehension nature of the material Its& Of, 12).
any real sensentvolves the ability to manly, as elementaiy teachers, we
recognia! words- VA *tad* Ineanings,-, are, responsible for helping children de;
to than m relation to other iamb sun side whether a putiouhr selection
their function :in an English tentaice. :Should be scanned. rapidly merely- to

The richer the word Meanings, the locate mate rial which Is, important in
more likely that full comptehenainn the solution of a given problem or
will be achieved. should be read more airefully for per-
; Except for- a small minority who fluent. matter. At:the same time chil-

` 'would limit the term "reading" to aim- dyers must carry. in their minds some
jile "decoding of letters to sounds,' there feeling of where this point fits into the
is general- agreement that reading, in- generat problem_ At first -this activity
volves getting infOrmation -from---the- -can robahly best be done as we guide
glinted Page. Man)? Irons call this a group of children in reading a eoin-

lteral oath Dale mon selection. Later they should be
(4) calls it reading the A few responsible for- the same activity when
writeri would also :include under lit- reading or studying independently.
eral comprehension some elements 'of Certain!), by the end of the elementary
the higher thotight wocasel, Ana as school at least the better !pupils should
seeing the relaoP between ideas be able to organize the information
and sensing the purpose which the which fey have obtained frOm several
writer had in _mind. Constance sources without duplicating ideas.
lisCullough . (15), in any article in a
decent issue of Elementary English, .T1114114,ICK ornialeriakread
points out how to even lit; a third-grade-class discussion

end comprehension is knowledge, about wild animals, one child said in
of our 4anguage and how it works, te. fkm_sponse to another's statements, "But

linguisties She illustrates with the that isn't a fact, I read something dif:

following sentence: . . ferent in:another book." This_remark

hose-like . . gray . . . the led naturally to a discussion of which

. . little . f i g u r e . . . -the author was better qualified- tn make
. , . matchbox . . . carried . . . A . . such t'statement and to k comparison

Republican . banner." In her of the copyright dates of the two books.

own inimitable way 'she . give; the F.urther investigation involved the use

steps which the listener or reader of additional _books' and encyclopedia

might tike in understanding this sen- and included -an interview with the
trice --- cumulative, -tentative revised dicer of the local zoo. Of course,

-steps .With later. words in the'sentente pils do not always need to .go- this
modifying or. expanding earlier mean- _Cir in deciding between fact and opin-

ings. The example illustrates that the ion
reader, leans 'heavily, although often In evaluating,- the reader 'must con-
unconsciously,7on his knowledge of our dandy check the statements of the au-

language and how it patterns itself. thor against what he has learned from
experience or other reading, . As he .

_ _ reads critically, he weighs what the au-
Too many children read aiong:ab::-- ihoTs-kidlind -challenges- his ideas. He

lk

I

J
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notes _Whether the author is making

not'generalities
which lie does

not back up with sufficient facts/ or
whether he uses-,propaganda. devices.

* The, folkiws the author's line .el
reirs'oning, and accepts. or rejects his
conditions. He asks whether the

,material is viritte from a'biased point
of view. Studies :have shown that
young peOple color what they read by
their own, attitudes and biases (3, 11,
16, 18). Even so do we as adults.
The least we can do is to be on guard
against letting prejudice color our.own
reading and to be committed- to giving
pupils., opportunities to weigh what
they read or hear reported on the
scales of objectivity in an honest
search for truth.

_Application-
When children are reading to.solve

a.- problem, they test what they ,have
read by checking whether they have
solved the problem they. Set for them-
selves. Young children are tempted to
accept the.first solution that they find.
Older', boys and- girls are increasingly
able to hold hypotheses tentatively and
to test them more logically. Even
When they have reached an apparently
satisfactory solution, they learn to limit
it by a statement such as, "This seems

we can find out, solution seems to
to be the ,"'or "As far as

be... ), 'Gans (8), and
others stress the fact that reading .
should make a difference in attitudes,
values, and behavior., When children
read wisely and thoughtfully and reach

conclusion, they must learn.- to in-
corporate it into their attitudes and
values, contingent upon 'subsequent ex=
perience and evidence from further
reading. Too few of us act on the
basil -eV:what we hive learned from
our reading. We shoidd teach cliff-

. dren to stand up and be counted when
a- controversial problem they have
studied is under discussion. Further,
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reading should influence what.children
do. For exaniple, it is of little use for
a child to learn how bacteria is .spread

mif he continues to be negligent ' per-
sonal cleanliness, the handling of food,
and the like.

Problem solving related
to subtect

Whatever the content field in which
reading is done to solve problems, it
will require certain comprehension

Examples. are recognizing and
'Understanding the general and- techni-
cal vocabulary; getting the sense of-the
material; evaluating- 'Win thl light of
the purpose or problem; such as judg-
ing the relevance and worth of the
ideal; ; and seeing the relationships
among ideas;

Granted that 'there are comprehen-
Sion skills common to' all content-areas,
there is still -.rariation from field to
field in the skills to 'be emphasized.
The nature of the reading material and
its function tend to differ 'from subject
to subject, as -Nila B. Smith and others
havemortited out (23, 24):

Science.and arithmetic
Science and arithmetic texts are typ-

ically compact in form with. a rather
heavy burden of technical terms and
with precise, sequential steps to be fol-,
lowed. -Usually a varying- but slow
'rate is required (7).

Soc ial studio
SOcial studies Materials ca.often be

-read, at a faster pace, but not always.
Frequently, the pupil must interru
his reading to study a picture, a grap

. a chart, or a map. Cause and errs
especially in historical writing, must be
traced. Here, too, authenticity is im-
portant (Pt, 20).

***..
Children'i literature

We are accustomed to think of-criti-
cat! evaluative reading in. relation tc

7t
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arithmetic, science, and social
studies the so-called` content fields:
Recently, increased emphasis has been
placed'on analysis and a more probing
Interpretation of literature by children.
Some of us have feared that this em-
phasis might result in lessening chil-
dren's love for good stories and books,
if such analysis is within their powers.
Evidence ,is accumulating, however,
that with careful -selection of materials
and wise guidance elementary children
can learn to use the problem solving
approach in evaluating materials: com-
paring characters in two books with
similar themes, tracing the develop.
ment of plot and character, and react-,
ing_ `to , the quality, of a selection.
Children seem to enjoy savoring the
approp to ward and the vivid de-
scripti and examining the ,,point of
vi f the author. All this without
lessening their competence. in readfrig
and at the same time increasing.'the

/range and amount of voluntary read-
mg! An interesting study has been in
progress at Ohio State 'University
under a grant from the U.S. Office of
Education (13, 29, 31).. In fact, this
study group has developed andnormed
a test on the critical reading of !item-
tufe. The study was a comprehensive
one which included control-groups and
guided classroom observation. To
Members, evaluation of literature to be
valid must be done in accordance with
criteria, hopefully criteria which the
children have helped to set up.

Children compared Madeline, quite
a character but always the same, with
Crow Boy who changes believably into
a more mature yet still shy boy. They
learned how to identify realistic vs. im-
aginative roles. They found that
trying their hands at writing their own
modern folk tales or fables enhanced
their ability to discriminate. Such
problems as why the author chose to
write ,a story from a given point of
view proved interesting and profitable.

Van Gilder 40(30) found that the

differences in the skills required in
various fields lie not so much in the
materials themselves as in the type of

,` thinking required.lle rejects the no-
tion that, the reading act can be pack-
aged, parceled, or isolated into sep-
arate compartmmts. The teacher -,not
specifically charged with the develop-
.ment of reading power may take com-
fort from Artley's (1) statement that
the teacher need only ask himself,

" "What competencies must my students --
have to -cam out the learning tasks in
this course as I teach it?"-,--and then,
presumably, help students build the.. ..

competencies 'when lacking. We would
hope that the tasks set would fre-
quently be probleM solving in nature.
r Inquiry as: an individual

matter

Suchman (27) defines inquiry as .4

learning that is initiated and controlled
by the learner himself as* a means -of
expanding his own ,understanding.
He believes that the more active, au-
tonomous, and responsible the learner
becomes for ,decisions regarding the
collection and Interpretation of infor-,
mation, the more meaningful the learns
ing and the better motivated the
Stauffer (23) also distinguishes be-
tween group and individual inquiry.

Conclusion
In summary;can children in the ele-*

mentary grades be taught to use read-
-ing and other modes of inquiry to
solve problems? The answer to this
question, is affirmative( (19)-=granted
that young children, ,as indeed any of
us, cannot think beyond the acquired
experiential background and that they
do not always have the verbal skills
with which to express their ideas; their
thinking nevertheless, does not vary in
kind from ,that of adults.

Problem' solving skint are not lim-
ited to reading,. If we wish children to
use these skills when they do read; we

,
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must capitalize on every opportunity
for them to develop a. spirit of inquiry
through manipulation, observation, 4
conversation, and discussion. Situa-
tions thrOughout the school day and-
in out-of-school life give countless' ' 5.
opportunities for children to practice
the skills involved in critical thinking.
As adults, we must permit differing 6;
opinions and cherish a questioning -at-
titude.

'A recent convention of this Associa-
tion was centered Around the theme

/"Reading and Inquiry." The Ann
Proceedings, issues of The Reading
Teacher, arid other IRA publications,

ntain ittrtfettus articles related to

with practi W s
room procedures. Let us app
we have read and what our expe

J has taught us as we guide children's ference," Promoting Growth Toward
reading in the classroom. If we do, in Maturity in Interpreting What Is Read,
addition to who, what, and when ques- 7S4u.nlchemenicagtaory: University ofo/f1°Incricarairo

lions, we Will add-ones which ask why ' Press, 1951, 2-5.
or how. We will release imaginations 11. Groff, Patrick J. "Children's Attitudes
as we give stick leads as I 'wonder Toward Reading and . Their Critical

wlsy.. f 'What if . . had not finished Reading Abilities
of Educations!

his fob? AbOve all, we will strive to search 5S (471964. 31111(ra
create an atmosphere'in which "read- 12. Herculane, -fir..M. "A Survey of -the
ing between the lines" and. "reading Flexibility of Reading Rates and Tech-

beyond the lines", (4) are taken for, noilquiels Aiccfroo rdinsgsrlePagspgose; Journal

.granted, a climate in which children's 1961), 207-210.
ideas- ire- encouraged and examined. 13. Huck, Charlotte S., and Martha L.
In these mays we make reading andar King. "Observation of the . Critical

learning an adventure which leads to Reading of Ciffidren," ARRA Paper
Abstracts, American Educational Re-

lifetime commitment to inquiry. search Association, 1967, 45.
14. Hums, Helen. Skill Development in So-

REFERENCES cial Studies, 33rd .Yearbook of the Na-
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that has to be overcome. The lilt of course, suggests that all of us think -.
List B usually implies an obstacle in 'faiemistry: The implied gradient,

suggests. Rewey's fanious five stn; .: at different levels at different times.
experiencing a felt 'difficulty, locating Some of us become aware of a new
and defining the difficulty, evolving fact and try to iit it into our store of
rug anions for the solution, reason= knowledge; and the _srunellerrn
inglibciut possible or:tanner for the may aka be welting out a procedure

and on verifying the solu- for simplifying the recording* of
Lion in tkiught, concluding and grades, the giving of aisignments, or
taking action. the. ,of atplay

The range of terms related to the Thinking, however, must be
act of thinking gives ample evidence learned and in the learning, the
of the *great, Variety of behsAre,froomequences of succesdid thinking .

involved in thinking. In addition, must be satisfying. Thinking always
:conteniplation of the terms serves to involves-sense activity on Are part of
amPhasize the importance. for us in the thinker, whether it be recalling,
understanding what' a child, or a or getting at the principles, or
reathei, means by thinking. The whether it be zeoiganizing material
child' who is attending' to what his or developing a new methodology.

neighbor is doing, or who is trying Thinking can be taught by stimulat-
to recall the number of products that ink the learner to overcame obstacles
can be made from coal, or who is within his intellectual range at his
contemPlating in retrospect the swim- developmental stage and his intel-
ming test he paned last summer can lectual keyed
say that herb thinking --and` 1e is! In teaching the-Child-to think, the
Many teacher;, of course, have an. problem or task drould be difficult
expectation' that thinkint g usually enough ,to , ,,,i,the learner
means the solving of a problem in --but not so di* f is to frustrate
arithnietic,,or the-suggesting of the -the child. Fortunately;" the teacher
reasons why cotton it produced in can help the child' by providing cues, .

California or -beef 'aide are raised hints, suggntiarg And clues for the
in Florida, or the consecutive steps' solutionrid the problem. In textbooks

'in writing a composition or creating in arithmetic and algebra, authors
a poem. usually provide hints or suggestions.

Ilinking involves el theseand Sometimes they provide the-answer
much .1., -Teachers must appreci- -so that the learner may verify -his

ate that i behaviors involved in the thinking and obtain -the satisfaction
acquisition of an idea; the recognis of solving the problem. Thinking and
'don of similarity it 'differs-Awe, or the reasoning can occur in any subject or

deepening of a meaning are as dull, in school and outside. Thinking
thinking as are the behaiion -in requires, the rearrangement of ideas,
solving a puzzle, panning fOr a principles, and skills -in finding the
picnic, or discovering a new process paint:from what is .known to what is
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to be discovered. Teachers not only atanu?....tments were set up for the
must encourage thinking, but more manufacture of uniforms, Lite-rmeed

"Important, they must teach thinking for which arose with the coming of
as'an active process not only in every Standing armies. After the Thirty
school period but also on the playing_ Years Ware Austria, for instance,
field and in the home. Maintained a -lauding army of

Basically, the teacher has the re- 33,000 ma.' The -uniforms were
spoosibflity of living 'a& learner tailored partly in regimental Work-'
the attitude that be-an -grow by shops, partly-in state or private fac-
giving, thisiglit tp his lifeby think- terries, partly even in prisons and
ing and reasoning about his expert- Penitentiaries. _The gave number of
ences, applying bas knowledge to new measurements made by the military
situations. Every subject and every tailors 'enabled them estabrsh
class amprovidt the stimulation for standard dimensions, which were
thinking band the satisfaction of utilized to produce for stock.
solution. _ . 'The first large finn producing

The teacher can guide the learn- ready-mades for civilian needs was
ac's thinking about any prof le by founded by Pierre Puri sot in Paris
suggestingthrough questions and by in 1824. This was situated near the
hints, theneed to clarify the problem, Pont Neuf, one of the busiat bridges
to seek parallels, to opal, new 'vistas. across the Seine, andkalso near the

Since much of the child's learning flower market, hence the name: 'La
comes either Illwr.igh reading or lis- Belle Jardiniere.'
toning, the teacher can help tb. child "Parissot, who sold cloth and
appreciate' the important steps in haberdashery, aimed at the manu-
thinking as they apply to his reading:-. facture of plain men's clothes de-
of a specific passage. Below is-a pas- a signed to be cheaper than made-
sage from one of my .unpublished to-measure goods and little more
Wading tests. The may sug- expensive than second-hand apparel.

gat some questions flot onlY As the handicraft tailors refused to

would motivate the reading but work for him, Parissot\wps forced to
which might also suggest possible have his first trousers and jackets
answers that would lavolve critical sewn in prison workshops. By the end

thinking. For.example, the teacher of 1824 he alreadyTnit a complete
mai ask, 'What is the passage all line _,of *Ilinary working clothes for

about?" "What was the influence of men. sold so fast that he was4

standing armies on the manufacture hardly! -able to satisfy demand,, and

of clothing?" "What would be pos- it was at this point that the master
Bible actions of a union if somebody tailors decided to work under him.
inventeda way of making something 'Parissoes small shop soon proved too .

quicker or better?" Here is the small for the bushieii. In 1830 he- -

Pane( bought up the neighboring- houses
.."The first ready-made clothing and in 1854 aided a further block

k
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of, twenty-five existing buildings. All The first few are designed to aster-
his productions were liand.iewn and taro whether the child untienuffids.
about Ma of the output was dad* the material.gaserally, e.g., 'author's
for the provinces and for export. main Poiht or conclwion, general-
Padua was the, first manufacturer idea, details that support or lead tck
to charge, a fixed and clearly marked the. condi:ion. The sego soot or.

price for *goods. Also, be demand- questions arcidireitedld riesling the
ed paynseit,wberesis previously child'arious learn:4s and expe-
prices were arrived at bybiugainbig riences to the problem, e.g., Afe
with custolitis, who-alio were al- 'there *motions now existing like- a

lowed. credit. About 1850 the work- this? Can any of the %processes and
ing Pipits' of the firm was three concluSions be appliedlcidayin other
million francs, a very considerable areas? Can you predict what hap-
sum for disc. days. By 4*at tide penned after this event? Are that any
1!arissit also had -branches in the of the consequences still to be found?

provinces." third set of questions could-be
After the reading, the teacher directed to implications from the

Could ask questions like follow- passage, e.g., Does this passage give
ing: (1) What would be a good title any understanding of the prejudices
for this passage? 12) Around 1820 of people? Why woubi people differ
boy; did is workingman get, or where ibotis-':the relative advantages of
did he byy, his work clothes?,(8) theiftrirdeas or this invention or this
Why was it that dealing in road- process? What values do you seek
hand. ,clothing was an important . getting at the history of an idea?
business in the 1700's and 1800's? A fourth setuftquestions might be
(4) What is the value in "standard directed. totard formulating of by-
izing Measurements"? Can you give potholes, Why did this event
mammies that would apply today?. take place? How can you account
(5) What invention was needed to for it?
speed and reduce the cost of making , The teacher's task in the develop-
clothes? (6) Why was this passage ment of thinking is impoitant and
written/ (7) How can You find out significant. The steps must, by sug-
vAtther the antbor was accurate and getting, hitting. or questioning, lead
fair? the learner through the phases of

t The questions are dirEcted to undeetandirig the problem, suggest-
vide a scheme by which the reader' ink hypotheset -1r reasons for the ;
and learner can think with text existence of the problem, and forum-
materials. Indeed, the formulationof lating hypotheses for the so! of
the questions parallels .the anifrais the problem. Here the ean
of any conummicatice31, Who says help the -learner by to.'
what to whom via what *midi for formulate questions..Good quation-
what 'purpoke and with what effect? ing- ii good hypotheits formulation.

Basically, the questions, are graded. 'the Icemen can be helped by being
.

Ili
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ons meld challenge of suggesting hypotheses
additional, information or inquiring for asset of outcomes or fader These
about motives or. prejudices or Ape. .could range from accountinglfor the
'cial Azattern of rainfall in eastern Puerto

The _art of questioning. can lie the probable reasons for the
dixecte# toward te.4ti,g,f.slyillar*s or :1140,.--Anny's failure at the Battle
differences (concept,""ifiiiratioti); or of Bull,Run, to :the efficienly of a
seeing common elements aiizong con- -bicycle aver_ a. tricycle TheAildreu

cgPts- -(generalizatio0; or.*F-TP*,?-:-;*).4014 0,,r--Cneouragea to'thallegge
ing the liniitaticns or>" radizAt,g0.;::**4 generalizations in terms of
(evaluation ), Questiciii-/),0an;,;{ he- n'What:_re the facts? Are they grouped
formulated toward -seeing/sequences Wroperf ?- Did the author_make-an--;---
(stru&-ture' and restructure), toward error in generalization or in infer-",

__evidence- aft& proof (verification). ence? The matter of proof dependi
zio Indeed, each line of verbs in Lists -A to ,a. large degree on the respect for

, and B should ,suggest the direction evid0nce. Can the children be led to .

of the thinking-learning process.. recognize that not all the evidence
The development of thinking. in CiaS,11ten adduced for ta- particular

pupils is a responsibility. of all the:- gcirralizaviir or that the ge:iierariza-
teachers who meet the pupils.- The thin does not *consider all the avail-
emphasis should I.Kiqxiircle*ilophi&.:;4'able.c.vidence?Undoubtedly, many
in the child the:;:ibillty;:.f4..0ritieil'r! oPportunities. will be found for
thinking. Even *Vii_lowestiralei;tinderstanding and criticizing adver-
children cans be giVerf the 'clialleng0;:, tisements and their claims, or forthe
of finding out how to attack:2610i iniderstanding of propaganda, both

'word, how to infer the nleanineof'.. loositiiejand persuasive.
!' a word as 'used in %n-ri.thinking is to be encouraged

recognize common elements among' . with.:refeltnce to all experiences of -

words; both in confimation,..s.ind,:in ltheehild,;a11 teachers must cooperate -
meaning. The child should be ma e-::,in; inakinit'' the child aware of the
aware that critical thinking is,. riportance of critical thinking, not
active process in which he caudi -;_,.,'AtilyzWith.reference to school learning
ticipate by collpeting data, or ang-.:',.bteg..iso,A;ith reference toexperierices
gating examples of a principle, or .outside the. school. This means that
demonstrating equivalences or siznid shigilitbe-talzght-to-t0st-hir---c=
laritirs. He : should e encou\-aged own attitudes and interests. He ought
.to see that one of the first_ steps iri to try to find out whj, he has, certain
critical thinking is to organize in- 'attitudes 'toward people from other

.
., formation and experiences about. countries ,or toward a particular pro-s

problems -by recognizing similarities, fessional baseball team or toward one
or aifferencest party.- For maximum-train-,

One of ..theInost provocative ex- * Ter to. beeffected, all teachers must
periences children can have iS2the Pene,ou;,;,t and reward critical link--

44.
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ing. This, of course, implies that the
teacher is competent to think criti-
cally in her subject area so that she
is able to give illustrations of ti*ivay
generalization-I, developed, how
evidence is cc how hypothe-
ses are f how the require-
*tents for proof are utilized.
" In a significant sense, it :will not
be easy for teachers to reward critical
thin.king if theythen3selva are les
than fully competent in the-process.

One of the most exciting ways for
a leacher to become- aware tf the
aspects o( critical thinking - 'relevant
for- her in her -particular areaLof
competency k in the, making of
reading tests. As the teacher tries to
fonulate.thelinds Of questions sug-
gested in the treatment of the passage
used'earlier, she will become aware
of the fact that she is making hy-
potheses, suggesting organization Of
data; seeing relations that exist be-
tween the passage and past. experi-

-ence and knotvledge. If the teacher
were to try to make multiple choice
questions, she would see that some
of the most likely errors in thinking .
could be anticipated. For example,
the f011owing three items are items
made to evaluate the child's under;
standing of the passage:

1. The best title for this passage
is (a) Sweat Shop Labor, (b) Ready
to Wear Clothing, "(c) Military Uni-
forms, (d) Unfair-Competition, (e)
Dangers of Prison Libor.

2. The experience of the military
tailors .in manufacturing uniforms
for the Austrian Army gaVe the

TFACHING

tailors the experience for (a) pm-
diking large stocks, (b) -establishing
fixed prices for clothes, (c) opening
branch stores," .-.(d) standardizing
nteasuremenis, ,(e) training master
tailors.

3. The development of miss pro-
duction of clothing on a large scale
awaited the (a) development of re-

-tail stores, (b) elimination of Own
labor, unproiremerit of clothing
designkd) grbitth of labor unions,
lelinvention of the searing. machine.

Again, it is always stimulating to
try to determine if given facts can be
organized in terms of common Fin, .
ciples or in sequences. The illustra-
tion given at the beginning of this
article 'on the organization of verbs
about thinking represents one at-
temset to show Abe generalization
emerging -from an active search fOr
organization. ?Some forms of content
organization can be. widely applied.
In the United States Air Force, for
instance, the use of a general scheme
applied -to any problem became the
basis for improvement in quality of
the solntion produeeetor problems
by officers..

Thinking is, an active es. It
seeks-and searches. It o 'es and
generalizes. It collects d- solves.
Thinking does not a vaysjproduce a
set answer. It is not al-
though it uses what is embered;

It is not generalization, but the pro-
cess of arriving at generalization.
Thinking is basically an attitude of
suspended judgment about the prob-
lems all of us face.
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Using Paragraph C ues as Aids 2o Understanding

JAMES M. Alersiti.usime

rA NYONE WHO gives careful attention to the mental processes
associated tyith readibg soon recognizes that reading is not a

simple eio-eediire and that there is nq single -way of 'teaching it.
The mature reader us-es many processes`dependenton,his purpose
for reading_ "material, the author's. pattern of writing, and other
dues which aid in ascertaining meaning* -This article is designed
to emphasize one approach to interpretation which seems to be
overlooked frequently as a teaching device. It deals with the
interpretation of paragraphs.

The widely accepted approach to paragraph interpretation,*
consists of seeking the principal thought and supporting details.
This approach assumes thatevery well-written paragraph is devel-

, oeed about mad essential idea; that this essential idea is often
found in the first sentence; that it is sometimes found in the last
Sentence; and that sometimes it may not be stated in any- one
sentence but may be formulated by the reader. In any case, to'.
interpret the ,paragraph it: is necessary to identify the essential
idea.and, if need be, to support it by the subordinate details.
"Thii approach to paragraph interpretation overlooks the fact
that each paragraph plays a role in the pattern of writing in which
it occurs. That role is frequently the most helphil slue in inter-
preting the-pa ragraph and in ascertaining its relation -to, the
selection in which it occurs. A =Ober of .examples follow to
illustrate the differing roles that paragraphs play in the patterns
of writing found in school textbooks' To read the paragraphs
effectively,-%ftention is directed to the differing internal clues in
the paragraphs instead of attempting to fit all paragraphs into the
single pattern of central thought and- supporting details.

lnitibductenyitinFinonts
The introChictqry statements that are found frequently at the

beginnings qf selections are valuable in giVing the reader a mental
set that -46 greatly in. interpretation. Such statements tJually
giVe the purpose of the authot; they may give a- preview of the
contents of the selection, and they may *indicate its plan 'of organ-
ization. They prepare the *reader by indicating what he may

ofournal of Reading, 8, (October 1964) , 11.16.
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expect to find in the lectio as he reads. By using introductory
statements as guides to mg, the reader comprehends better
the intention and exact meaninghat the author intends to convey.
Read the following_introductory statement from a chapter entitled
"Simple Sentences?! How will this statement help to interpret the
chapter which follows it?`

"What you hive to say it excellent, but for a mattirer style use more participles and
infmitives.!

w.11 you found, that comment on Yourpaper, would you understand the teacher's
Suggestions? English, like any other subject, has a, specialized vocabulary. Fortu-
nately, though, the vocabulary is comparatively small. Knowing the
names of eight pa of speech-and about two dozen other terms will give you the
tools for impro atyour writing and speaking._,This chapter wilt provi4 a
refresher cou on fundamentals of sentence structure.1-

Paragraphs of Definition .
Paragraphs often develop concepts or define technical terms.

Such paragraphs are particularly important to future understand-
ingiof the text because, when the terms are tiled again, it will be
assumed thit the concepts are known to the reader. After reading
the folloWing statement: what concepts shotild be familiar to the
reader? Note that no single central thought will suffice in learn-

-
jng these concepts.-

. The positive integers greater than one are;either prime or composite numbers. If
a number ;,:prime it has no integral factors other than itself and one. A composite
number '-. 'factorable into the product of two or mere primes,- each less _am
the composite number. . . .

Each composite. number has at least two prime factors. For example, 6 can be
factored into

number
8 uals 2-2 -2; and 18 equals call the expression

of the `composite as the product of primes the decomposition of the number.
If a number is factored in any manner, we all the indicated product of the factors

J alaciorizolion of the number. But a factorization is a decomposition only if the
tailors are grime. For example, 2-6 is one factorization of.12; 3.4 is another;
2. erii a third factorization of 12. Only 2.2.3 is a decomposition of 12. Usually
the fattori in a decoMposition are-arranged in, order of increasing

PrindplU Explained by Illustration

J
terms of a principle or a process supported by one or more illus-
trations. Sometimes the reader confuses the illustrations with the
principlethat the author intends to define. This confusion grows
out of .the fact that the illustration attracts more attention Or is
more interesting than the author's point. The competent reader
differentiates careftlily between the intended thought in uthor
and the illustiation used to clarify that thought. ha is the
significant principle in the following paragraph? What Illustra-

.
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tions are used to clarify that point?. r

"All active volcanoes send forth gases and smoke" is a wien c principle. "Many
kinds of. plants and 'animals live only' in water" is another. A 'entific principle
is a general truth."-Itis always a conclusion that has been arriv at from much
observing or experinienting, or usually- from both. Correct observing. and expert-
muting result in discovering' facts. A principle slims up many separate, closely
related fads into_one truth that incindes,them all'

Asiociating Mitt with Pictorial illaotiptions
In reading, it is frequently ..necessary to associate the textual

discussion with maps, graphi, and other forms of pictorial illus-
trations. Note that in reading the following passage the attention
or the reader shifts' three --times -front the xt to an accompanying
map which acquaints him with routes. In th and siMilarreadin
situations careful comparison of textual mate 'al illustrations
is essential to' Understanding. .

. ..The map on page 256' showi the routes by-Which ese pioneers made their
way westward.

Notice the Cumberland Gap,nt-the southeastern -corner of what is,now Ken-
tucky: This past through -the Appalachians provided a War into what are now
,Kentudryi.rndtice, ,_too,rffat pioneers could, move into the southern
regions by following a route ar-11111.

and
tip of the mountains. Most of the

settlers in what are now Alabama and Mississippi took this route. Finally look at
the peninsula_ that makes up the state of Florida. Notice that 'settlers could
easily Move into thii region front both- Georgia and Alabama, following the
coast find the coastal plain!

COMparison and Contrast
: Another"technique freqUently employed in composing Para-

graphs "is to present comparisons and con is which clarify -the
'significant points that the author intendrWidake., The-inteirpre-
tation of Such-paragraphs requires, mental proc,esies suited, to the
pattern of Writing. Note _how. the author uses comparispns and
contrasts in the following paragraphs to illustrate .ch4nges in the
presidency. Also note- the character of thinking necessary to
understand the p_ aragraph, What do you understand- from his
comparisons and contrasts?

There have been striking thanes in the lute House before in our histori.
One such occurredirrhen the cold,'austere, and studious John Quincy Adam's was
replaced by the fiery frontiersmaqi Asidrewiackson. -Another law the wise, and
patient Lincoln followed_ by- the obstinate, egotistical Johnson. But, none- was,
more remarkable than the replaiement of Harding by Calvin Coolidge.' Here was
no handsome, 'genial executive, surrounded by pod:fellowship and convinced that"
many problems of statesmanship would surely yield to good, nature,and frier Ay
understanding. Instead ye had a plainsilint,' austerr, President, For Coolidge
was a Puritan Yankee. He -placed responsibility and thrift' at the top of the list.
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ofi/ virtues and was as rieid as the granite of his Vermont hills.*

Cause and Effect

TEACHING

The interpretation Of many paragraphs is dependent upon the
reOgiiitigifr#1 relations between Cause and 'effect. Notice hoW this
',type of ation is the clue to understanding thefollowingpassage.
Water puts out a fire for four reasons: (1) It. keeps oxygen from .the burning
material. (2) It cools the burning substance below its kindling point. (3) To
change water to steam requires heat and much of this steam must come from the
burning substance, thus *ling- it lielow its _kindling point. (4). it produces: steam
which acts as a blanket and shuts off the supply of oxygen!

Problem Solution :
Many selections present problems and offer solutions for the

consideration of the readef. In such selections the problem should
fint-erigage the ,reader's attention; then he may examine the evi-
dence concerning. the problem and the author's solution; finally,

-the- reader may formulate his own' conclusioa after considering'
the author's _presentation. In deOing with problems it -is often
necessary for the reader to span more than one- paragraph to
apprehend meaning. What problem is presented in the following
paragraphs? o you agree with the:solution presented?

Ever sin ce she, ption of the Virginiaind:Rentucky *volutions, which declared
th state has`the power to decide whether an act of Congress is constitutional,

en hid argued- the question as to where-lay the final authority. Did the state
courts or the federal' courts- have the last word in declaring what is the law 'of
the land? Led by Chief Justice Marshall the Supreme Court, in a series of deci-
sions, asserted its authorit?-to pass on the constitutionality of a law This view 4
of the Court as final authority was set forth in the ease. of Marburg vs Madision
(1803). .

In this- case, in the name of the Zotire Court, Marshall declared unconstitu-
tional a Onion- of the Judiliary Act of-1789. Sinbe the Constitution is the

--...upreme law -of the land, Marshall argued, ii limits the powers of Congress. If
-Congress_could ignore its limitations.'then the Constitution would disappear. The

courts must -therefore declare null and void any legislative net which is contrary
to the Constitution., ."It is.emphaticilly the -province and -duty' of' the' Judicial
department to- say what' the law is." This is the principle or idea of judicial
Ivicio.11t is not stated in,the Constitution.

The decision shocked President Jefferson and other Republican leaders. They
---deni-ittat the framers of the Constitution meant to make the judiciary --branch-

more powerful,-than the legislative and executive branches. The final authority,
they insisted, .should rest with the' peoples elective Vepresentatives, not with the
judges whO are neither chosen by the vOters nor accountable to them. jeffersotuia
that. Marshall had made the Constitution's mere, thing of wax -in the- hands
of the judiciary, which they may twist and shape in; any form they please.", How.
ever, Marshall's view Prevailed.%

r

a

Events in Chrenolosikat Order
It is often important to place an event in time, to know when.
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it occurred in relation' to other events, or to recognize the time
order of a series of events. The reading proCess includes a sense.
of timing. The following paragraph is an illustration.

After ten months of struggle, the.e..onstitution was finally accepted by the required
number of states. Delaware was the first to "come under "the Federal roof on
December,. 7, 17117, when its convention voted unanimously In favor of ratification.
New Jersey and Pennsylvania followed before the.end of the year. But ft was not
until the middle of.1788 that the,Consdtution yeceived the approvara
quired nine states,

Enumoration or Summary

. .Some paragraphs ha3e for their purpoier the enumeration or
summary of a number of ideas.' Such Paragraphs are usually found
at the ends of chapters, kit they may also occur at any point where
it is desirable to list a number of details. If the reader desires to
master the details and to remember -them for future use such
pitagra. phs require concentrated :attention and somewhat slow
intensive reading. Note the series of details in the, folloivirtg
paragraph.

The circulatory 'systems ar e pathways through which, ?ood, oxygen, waate products,
secretions, and blood -corpuscles are transported. Some substances diffuse out of
thi blood through capillary walls; other -substances diffini from the thine* into
the blood through capillary walls. Some substances are collected in the lymph
and returned to the brood through lyniph vessels. Water is the vehicle facilitating
diffusion and transportation, :.

The nine illustrations given above are intended to show that
-'.the internal clues contained within paragraphs direct the inten-
tion of the-reader to the role that paragraphs play in patterns of
writing. ,These duel indicate the most divot approach to inter-
pretatioritParagraphs. The' use 'of clues represents only one of
many approaches to paragraph interpretation.

The illustrative paragraphi also suggest hOw the me ntal proc-
esses of reading-may-vary frompaograph-to-parapiph-andirom:,
subject to subject. A more comprehensive analysis of textbooks
would undoubtedly disclose other types of paragraphs and other
mental *processes. For example, to save space, illustrations

+C__paragraphs and descriptive paragraphs have been'.
omitted.

Furthermore, types of writing other than ,textbooks, would
certainly disclose different clues and different mental processes.
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An analysis of fiction, drama, poetry, essays, news stories, and

other forms of writing would increase the number of clues and
the variety of mental processes required for 'interpretation. With-
out doubt, the mature, reader utilizes these internal clues as im-

portant 'guides to understanding. They may be' used also as

I valuable: aids in teaching comprehension skills. -

It:twines: .

',Henry I. Christ, Alithony E. Terino,.and J. C. Tressler, Heath Handbook of Ent
fish 11 (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1961), p. 3. ,

,,,*Glen D. Vannatta, A. Wilson Goodwin, and Harold Y. Fawcett, Algebri?...Two

(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.; 1962), p. 74.

'Francis D. Curds and George Greisen Mallinson, Science in Daily Life' (Boston:

Ginn & Co., 1955) p. 9.
Mabel B. canter, Ralph H. Gabriel, et al, Story.of the American Nation (New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1962), p254.

'David Saville Muzzey, Our Country's History (Boston: 'Ginn & Co., 1961), p. 574.

'Franklin B;Carroll, Sam Adams, and Lee Moncrief frardion, Science in the Uni-
verse: (Philadelphia: The jokn O. Winston Co., 1958), p. 33.

*Ruth Wood Gail* and William A. Hamm, Unit States History (Boston: D.C.

Heath ,and Co., 1960), pp. 226-227.
George G. Brunt; Understanding Our GOvern-neent (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1963),

p. 231.
*Ras B. Brown, Biology, 2nd ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath and CO., 1961), p. 124.
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Directing Residing Compri..

A. W."ANDEasim

cues nit-function of reading is
to satisfy some -purpose, or to

solve, some problem which necessi-
tates the-Using of reading as a means,
it would seem to be obvious that the
development of reading skills which
lead to the required end mist form
a basic element of any reading pro-
gram. These -Skills may be used singly

. or in various combinations accord=
ing to the nature of the purposes
involved.

If the 'selection of the skills re-
quired is based on the purpose, it
follows that the purpose must be
clear to the reader before he begins
to read. ;This implies that most

. directions and comprehension chicks
should be placed at. the begioning_of
the passage which is to be read, and
the reader should be instructed to
read them first. In other words, the
reader starts from soMething which

-ire known and proceedi4to deal with
the unknown content in dime terrns.v
After all, the aim of teaching reading
is to develop proficiency in satisfying
some specified reading purpose ac-
curately and economically, and to
spend, no more time on the reading ..

Some reading skills are only mean-
ingful if the question, p 'oblerri, or
purpose is clearly stated at the begin-
ning. Skiniming, for instance, is -a
search or locational skill, which is
used to find that part of the material

.1teading Teacher, 13, (fat-wiry; 1960) 206-207, 211.

.,.%4

which deals With the point im-
portance. Key -word br key-phrase
reading becomes meaningless unless
the reader. starts with some knowl-
edge of what he is seeking, for, words
have little intrinsic importance, and
only become significant in terms of
some purpose,. Words Are key-words
with reference to some problem or
purpose, and unless the reader bows
the nature of the problem or purpose
he:will not be able to-klect the words.
he needs to read.

The, writer cannot speak with ref-
erence to other educational systems,

rb-ftz it is probaiae that the most gen-
erally used irk__ .4 of checking com-
prehension is to use unseen, and
therefore- unknown, queitions. Such
a procedure gives, the answering of
certain questions as a purpose, and
invites the reader to read with this
end in view_. It does, however, omit
to him the specific patunt of-the

Auestions.
In a situation where one wishes to

force the development of accurate
reading Tor details,, with the reader
quite clear that-he must read every-
ihing since he may be questioned on

rthe-Piocedure-ef-using-un------
seen questioni is a valid method of
developing comprehension. This is
especially true if rereading is not
permitted: ,the function of the unseen-
question is to determine the amount
remembered on a single reading. If
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one is allowed to reread withoUt a
__tIme.penalty,there_is_ no point in

setting unseen questions, The reader
may as well know what is required
befere,he starts.

;Constant use of the unseen ques-
tion method, other than in the situ*:
tion mentioned; or in a comparable
situation, is quite likely 10 retard
oeading development, And it might
do this in the following ways.

It _most of the comprehension
checks appear in this form) the read-

.,

er is likely to believe that this is the
basic method of reading, and he may
fail to realize that one reads different
materials in a variety of ways accord-
ing to different reading,purposes. He
will come to believe that the only
way to read is to begin at the begin-

_ ning and read, slowly through,
attempting to memorize everything.
A transfer of this method to all read-
ing produces slow, inefficient, and
uneconomical reading, usually with
poor .coMprehension.

Secondly, the habit of- clarifying
one's reading purpose before begin-
ning to react is likely to remain un-

because , the reader has
fieed too many unknown or "mys-
tery" reading triskato haVe obtained
any real practise in setting his own
reading goals(

Thirdly, the reader will not de-
;rate sensitivity to

important from. uninipottant pear
of the material he reads; for to him
,mtrything. well have potential im-
portance. Selective reading will be

most nonexistent.
Fourthly, the reader will not de-

velop multiple reading . skills, since

.-TEACHING
1 V
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he will* Lave begi Wesented with
rdr*'.. of purpose

and method:, pi the main: the "con-
vensionsf skills which permit the trans- ,

ration of a true readintrate into an
"efficient" rate-of corkage, in terms '-
of A-given purpose will not, be

Qne extend -this
Ike It seems .clear,__ broil:cc that
unless most :"questions, 'other'
cOmprehensionCheckii, are placid
that they are resii first, :readers are '-
ncit likely to become active: anctpur-
posivein thehCapproach to 1-
The *titer has hid din' illustrated iii
working with adults -(.1)-, aiad uni't
venity stadentS (4-?.): Thai
have -come tbrou0 ,asystein
-his `accepted iciple\that read-
ing instruction ii the
primary school. only/And 'mainly
along_the' lines Of detailed '-reicling
for con on baseitin unseen
questiOni.'No,,deliberiteatteinithas
been made to more ad-
vanced residing}, skills. It is very diffi-
cult to persuide them that the.basic
premise in reading is to begiiwith
some purpose, no, matter,
Structured this may be, Indio c.011.
vine them that the amount 44
terf-.1 to be readAnd the skill: to be
used-are determined by this purpose.
Plicing the questions at the begin,
nin er- with the instructions,
produces immediate gains in -tom,
prehension and:rate. This method
Puts the purpose in the mind Of the
reader and not in the mind of the
teacher. So long As the purpose 're-
mains in the mint of the teacher,
reading instruction is reduced -to a
guesiing game, in which the reader

e

, t

Yet

,
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always comet off second best. for important detail to answer a
One might hope, therefore, to find problem. Such an approach is more ;

'fewer reading tisks headed, "Read likely to develop independence of
this passage ancirAlen-p.nswer the reading and, with the aid of specific
questions at the end. Dovotleread," exercises and instruction, develop a
and more- tasks headed, "Read Ae----variety Of readintskills.
following instructiomy^n4 questions,
then read -the passage which' follows Retilrelias

-and answer the questions." Gradu- 1. Anderion. A. W. ".4" bilk and:

ally the reader will develop facility 1(Irliirce Students." S.

in setting his own purposes and may 2. Anderson A. W. 'Improving Speed of
need only. exercises instructing him str'ng 41:11,?,, t71 unZZ
to select the mai6 idea, the Writer's 2 (July. 1952)..

Andenon A. W
11104, the significant SUbordittith 3' ,,IhnIcIrerra-siniglAtit aeading s , Atha.;
ideas, or, in certain cases, to read Education, IX,u1 (Autumn, 938)
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Rhetorical Guides. to Reading Comprehension

PHILLIP SHAW'''.

ON THE higher educational levels, works two ways. What is writing but

a lament frequently. heard is preparing matter for reading? An
that students cannot write comedy author's rhetorical and grammatical
and cannot read accurately. Is a anItrivances as a writer are the char-
common cause at fault? Every. acteristics 'of his tat Like the ice-
teacher is 'aware that from the do! 'cream one which is both container
mental), school to the university, and confection, a writer's contriv-
"many btudr.nts do not kikritthe Aar- antes not only sup-1;0d id.ali, but
acteristics of their langu Fe* also are-digestible-theinselves.--- _
have learned the principles of - ,U t, -imagine that we are visit-
lish rhetoric. (How many ccalege`qiigsan English class diseussuilifa
students can define "rhetoriC"?) Few keth. The teacher asks: "From your
have been required formally to study reading of Macbeth, what do you
English grainmarsyntaA morphol- recall
ogy, phOnology, semantics, and Eng- between
dish nomenclature, Even at college, The. teach
sometimes when an English teacher students to su
tries to communicate with 'his stu- concoction of
dents, the result is comic. (If you the Witches,
ask a student to pick out a dangling Curiosity, the
participle in his paper, and he points
at an auxiliary verb,. where do you.
go from here?)

In the field of reading; a common
slogan is: "A student learns to read

. by reading." At meetings of reading
teachers,, a usual question poses a

frob-
lem. Perhaps in. both reading and
writing too much stress is being-put
on learning from experience, and not
enuugli action.

t the second conversation
e Witches and Macbeth?'

expects the responding
the scene: the

e sickening brew of
cbeth's frenzied
uent apparitions

and fateful prophets She also ex-
pects the students to ircall the pre-
cise point at which 1,Shakespeire
pla4e4 the scene in the 'plot. Iror if
Shakespeare had set the episode
earlier, the impetus for Banquo's
murder would come from the solicit-
ing hags rather than from Macbeth's
own mettle.. If set later, Macbeth's
frightening change from assassinator
to butcher would be sheer.. melo-

ami.
The problem of teaching pupils to
write and to read effectively may
very well be largely the problem of
teaching them to -acquire a formal
mastery of content.

Study of rhetoric and grammar

I

. Besides placing, scenes by special
design, playwrights employ Other

. stock rhetorical.devices as props for
their ideas. Our english teacher Of

'the prezious .paragraph is likely;:
therefore, to ask questions about such

The Reading Teacher, 11, (April 1958).239.213:
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conventional dramaturgical contriv; him a mental jolt that it was power-

ances as these: the timing of char- less to induce before be began the
acters' entrances and ex s, the first story. Further, an analysis of the
wordi said breach person,' chier- closing paragraphs of a short story
acteriilk expository dues to char- in'--contrast Viith its opening Pars-

acter spoken by a perion about graphs,' is likely to 4isdose motifs
himself or said brothers about him, which would- otherwise escape atteir

point of "Climax, of the short. stoeY; essay, Poem,
the partladar "exiting force," tion:To get the most out of a play,

"catastrophe." novel, or biography, a student should

Previous eapeiieflatvith a certain \ learn and utilize a "pie-reading

11

playwright can be of considerable - knowledge" of the stock *Pried
help to a student when he reacts him devices 6f each liteisrY fibre.

again. Wen our English te.- ache"( In literature, contrivexl devices are

"esteighrthe next play, say Hamlet, not' merely_ aids to understanding

she hopei. that her, students will, as They are deliberate, artful crehtions

they read this play, perceive ,certain that the reader iS4expected At) "ap-

characterinickalready noted in Mac -- predate" for an aesthetic experience.'

both. In Macbeth, scenes begin So-called escapeTrtuding is not

with "confirmed conversation," and literature because its emotional kp-

Sluileespeare empliiizes conscience. -peal is so. primitive that the reader

-By anticipating smilir character surrenders his power of self-ieter-
istks in Hamlet, students will not minatioit=hc "loses himself" in the
overlook points of reading- coMpre. matter. Astor the student who reads

hension, that will enable them to literature without bothering to note
answer such questions as these the author's contrivances, he may
(usually much to the surprise of the derive from literature as much as he

poorer readers, who marvel that gets out of a laundry' Iist: iraorrna-
these eliminate! noticed "so" -tion without evaluation.

much) : Does tie abruptness' *of A recently issued- battery of read-
Claudius, first words after the play- ing achievement tests contain* a
within-the-play betray. panic? How significant kind of comprehension
does Hamlet, a metal man, excuse item: Besides pi-canting items per-*
himself for his murder of Polonius; Paining tb subject matter; the battery

Rogencrante, and Guildensfern? tests the student's recognition of
ti Does Shakespeare orgive et au ors mques o presen o

for his total annihilation of the in both literary and non-literary
Rouse of Poloniust- - selections. (Reference is made here

Each .type of literature displays to the Sequential Tests 'of Educa-
distinctive rbetorkcalguides to read- tional Progress of the Educational
ing comprehension. Upon complet-' Testing Service, Pfinciton, -New
ing a short story, 'for example, a Jersey.) Grasp of an author's rhetor-
student can expect the title to give ical devices is an aspect of what can

1.-1
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be called "total"' reading ctinpre-
heision-,Theiliershe reading matter
ii literature or non-literature.

. In the school career: of _a student,
most of the non-literary subject
MA he is expected to compre-
lend y" is in- the form of the

*Although textbOoks of
various fidds and authors differ, this
species of -/dting.displays distinctive
rhetorical characteristics. As sug-
gested by the derivation of the'word
"text," a textbook is a compilation
of selected information that the
author hirwovqt into a manual of
integrated instruction. If the student
as a reader utilizes in reverse the
rhetorical principles of exposition
that he has learned as a writer, he
will take full advantage of the
author's contrivances of "weaving."
In particular, while *Lading' a text
book; the student should look for
evidences of the Big Three of rhet-
oric: unity, order, and coherence.

The skilled reader views a. text-
book' as a unified, orderly, and
coherent bock.-The author hcs corn-
'Posed a table of contents that reveals,
the organization of hi work a pre-
face that states his purpose dr general
approach to his subject, a first and a
last chapter that to: some anent
respective) l forecists and reviews
thenaturAild order of the subjects
to-be-treateth--ItlsorfWithin-each
chapter the author . probably has
devised headlinics that echci the
previous chapter, and endlinlcs that
anticipate the next chapter..

Each chapter of a textbook call". be
expected to display a discrete unity;
it has a "liinited subject" and a

"principle of 'diction" of topics.
The author ha; divided the chapter
either obviously by headings or len-
conspicuously .by ospecial Outages *

within the context, or by both.
book-chapters are ordinarily so long
that they are divisible into numerous
sections. SOnte authors use headings
to split their' chapters into sections
consistirz only of a paragraph or
two. Othn,, -miters. set somewhat'
larger - groupings of ideas under
single headings. Still othrts use but
several headings per chapler.Nhen-
eVer a student reads a particular
textbook for the firsttirne he should.
'make a point of itOting, the author's
patticular Use of headingsto achieve
rhetorical "nrder" in it clapter.-

Besiderheadings, authors of text-
books use special stock rhetorical
deviCes to display the systematie
order of ideas in.a chapter. Students
should, for example; examine the
beginning' of a textbook chapter
especially critically for passages that
predict the , organization of the
Chapter. The following two excerpts
illustrate' predictir statements: A.
"During the first MI of the twen
tieth century Great Britain WAS Con-
fronte with thiee -threats to her
empire."'Ajiate experienced reader,
this sente..ra forecast; three divisions
of subjea matter. B. "The peculiar

--quality -of -the-tonduct-of -foreign
affairs in the United States raisesto
a Maximum the weaknesses inherent
In a democricyj and aggravatek these
inherent wealmes by -unique con-
stitutional devices and pcbitical prac-
tices." Thit statement iwedietti
exposition' of "weaknesses," * "con-

a
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stitutional -devices," and -'political '
° practices.", ' :

, .
_If a' textbook' chapter 'fails to

',display 'headings or other editorial
signs of .._oideily organization, Ike
student must be -on, the-lookout for
special' coherence.deiicest Authors
frequently use transitional pass;es
to signal. the -beginziikigs and ends $f

f,

. chapter divisions. SuCh sentences as
a the following are contrived-guides to =,..

comprehension of the StrUcture of a'
c:hapter:'"Let us now turn to the
itoyag of the stori*ing of the
Bastille." "The Bessemer process for
remoing carbon and impurities is
not the only method of manufactur-

, ! ingsteel." "Chaucer's second literary
'period is that -of the Italian influ-:
dice." "Still another of logic 'is

4'
the sylloom. riAnother a common

r"--eoherence device is u of now and

4

,/ but, as in "Nor, an inquiry into the
nature of climatic cl; nges . . .

"But a child of six cannot be ex-
. pected to . . ." Otherccontrivances

of coherence_ are questions, the my:
tonal second person ("Lefus ;
"We pow jcome to . . .

abrtipt, bold, statements ("Darwin is
a -c,Ontroversial figure."
offi4als.rilust eat") Special editorH
clues to thought units/are 4ttforCied
by marginal notes (Often set into the
text), marginal indentations (as for
scientific-or mathematical laws and
formulas); running titles (headings
at the top of each. page), special type
,(such as lipld type, italics, and small
and large capitalization), and other
visual aids (like pictures, charts, and
diagrams).

Since thetime, of the ancie4

157.

Creeks, experienced authors have
presented exposition, in distinct
thought units; or paragraph& The
importance of noting, dtiring read-
ing, the obvious patches of white'
page that mark boundaries of para.-
graphs, is evident when one co/isiders
precisely *hat "reading" is. As one
reads, letters -.are flashed on the
retinal c ells' of the eyes. I tane-
ously, the optic nerves the
signals to the brain. Th brain then
Organizes these signalØnto thought-
segments, reorganiz, the' thought;
segments into id , and classifies
each idea as 13.1 or subordinate.
Reading thtis. the process of seeing
independent terns ("perceiving"),
observing eir interrelationships
("assimilating"), and grouping them

.into ma, ideas ("integrating"). The
reade who disregards the paragraph
,,indçitations of a textbook must

ate and integrate the raw
thought-segments as best he can, 'or
simply misterdetails withOTiother-
ing about. a'Sciruilating them. at all.
The conventions.of paragraph-build-
ing are based on logic as well-ls
custom:

Expository paragraphs generally
display certain stoch characteristics
of unity, order, and, toherencti An
author of a textbook' ordinarily uses
a paragraph to present °Tie particular
judgment or one classification of
particulars. Most paragraphs contain
at least one sentence that is more

eneral than the rest, that exhibits
the unifying judgment :or clmsifica-
tion. Note, for example, the follow-
ing two sentences: A. "Asiatic peas-
ants seek iniproyecr medical 'care,

HI
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schools, land, controls, and farming
methods." If this is the most general
statement of the paragraph, the

er may assume that the author
h ntrived to unify, the particulars

report by the common &miff:
can improved."' B. "The com-
plaints of the' peasants of Asia are
just as specific as those in our
Declaration of 'independence." As
the chief generalization of the pares
graph. this statement expresses a
judgment (the koinparison) ; evi-
dently the author considered the
word "specific" too broad to serve as
a unifying clissification.

It may be asked: Areliuthors of
textbooks really systematic in their
paragraphing? The inquirer: antici-

. pating a = negative answer undoubt-
. edly recalls unhappy experiences

with poorly written texts. Fortu-
; natefy, editors of publishing

are becoming increasingly critical of
the presentations _of their textbook
authors. And the new generation of
textbook authors iff trot too balky at
editorial revisions made or recom-
mended by publishers' "readers"
those dedicated enemies of faulty
composition___. --

Asjorlhe rhetorical quality of
` eider," a student should -read a
paragraph with a sense of expect-
aiicy that the facts ,appear in a con-
trived sequence. For. example; whller4
reading a description of a Process, he
shotild anticipate a chronological

'order. If a paragraph opens with a
general statement, the predicted

procedure is from the general to
the particular. If it begins with
details without a unifying generaliza-
tion, the student should expect
conclusion.

Rhetoricafterms of coherence are
also guides to reading comprehen7
sion of a paragraph. Conjunctioni
are conunon links. The correlative ,
conjunctions (both .... and, not only

. . but also, either . . . or) mark
pairing of ideas. Subordinating'con=

junctions signal special connections,
as cause-effect relationships (be-
cause. since, so that), conditions (if,
unless, although), contrast (where-
as, while), and time relationships
(as, before, when,. after). Besides
pure conjunctions, certain adverbs
have 'conjunctive impact (however,
therefore, nevertheless, hence, *sim-
ilarly, conversely, accordingly), as
have directive expressions (for ex-
ample, on the other 'hand, in con-

.

elusion, in other words)
Whether a student is participating

in a remedial, correctiveoar develop-
mental reading program, he should
benefit from instruction on rhetorical
guides to comprehension. Better
still, he should be taught rhetoric as
a formal body of subject matter in
the field of writing and reading. And
if the reading teacher believes in the
restoration of both English rhetoric
*td grammar to its former respect-

able place in education:
Be lion-mettled, proud, and take no care
Who chafes, who frets, or where con-

spirers are.
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.eueloping Vocabulary Clad Comprehension Skills at the
Secondary Lae! with Particular Attention to Motivation"
Fadors -

GEORGE. SCHICK

On every level of teaching above the
middle grades, a very considerable amount
of attention has- been given Airing the
past ten or 15 yeirs to the problem of
increasing students' speed of reading. As
a consequence, preponderant emphasis
has been placed on the physical aspects of
the reading act or- upon the statistics of
wordsper-minute in nearly every discus-
sion of reading instruction, to the ultimate
neglect of the importance of vocabulary
growth and of the improvement of com-
prehension skills_ Although the exagger-
ation of speed in the total reading proc-
ess has been panicularly noteworthy in
college and adult programs, it is more
and mote- apparent at the secondary
school level.

In the pioneer stages ofthe conceptof
developmental reading, perhaps this stress
on speed and physical factors was alrixist.
inevitable, in part because it was so easy
and simple to count eye-fixations, regres-
sions, words per minute, and to operate
a stopwatch. But stop-watch techniques
and exclusive concern for the physiology

.ef reading are etc Ty not enough, as
every thoughtful teacher of reading will
csgree. Yet -speed and facts about the phy-
sical- eye are her to be -ignoredrather
they must be relegated to their rightful
place in the development of the unique
combination of skills that go to make up
proficient reading. Improvement in rate
is essential to the tasks that reading
teachers -assume. But speed is 'one one
means to the end desired. Indeed, under
present circumstanced. of the availability
of deVices and instructional aids, speed
would seem to be less important than
many other activities pursuedin a reading
s.enter, partly because it is relatively easy
to produce improvement in rate.

Reading as an Intellectual Activity, IRA Proc

So it is high -tim to be genuinely con-
, cerned with some of the other significant'
facets of the reading problem, namely
vocabulary growth and improvement in
comprehension skills. But here gain it is
necessary to recognize at once and fully
that many scores of hours have been and
are being spent in most high schools
yearly on matters of vocabulary achieve-
ment and on comprehension of the
printed paper. But the tendency seems
usually to 'foster vocabulary growth as an
end in itself, to seek to develop improve-
mtett. in comprehension largely on the
basis of high grades alone. Like .speedA
however, increases in vocabulary and in
comprehension are also ,just means to an
end. Seen in true perspective, a high
score on a- word-recognition test or ,a
comprehension examination is intrinsic-
ally or little merit. Bait consequent im-
provement in reading ability and under-
standing is of %re;I significance for the
reading teacher. Hence the teacherand
in the best sense, every teacher is a read-
ing teacher,- must. p ace the emphasis
where it belongson ends' not means.
The goal to be sought is dot a high score
on a test or a superior mark in the in-
structor's grade book, or even the SW,
cessful completion of one or more years
of secondary school. The emphasis is

rather on intlividnal achievement, on the
acquisition of skills and knowledge which
work for Letter understanding of What is
said and read. To be sure, not all pupils
will respond to the motivation of self-
improvement, and not all exercises in
vocabulary learning or comprehension
analysis will about manifest achieve-
ment of progress toward the goal of
reading proficiency. Yet proper motiva-
tion would seem to be the answer, and

eedings, 8, (1965) , 60-63.
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assuredly vocabulary. increase and com-
prehension improvement merely to show
a five to 15 point gain are of less signifi-
cance both to the pupil and the teacher
as well than ultimate growth in power of-
understanding and in reading proficiency.
This goal of self-improvement instead -of
a better grade,. of investment in-individ-
ual achievement, will require explanation,
reiteration, and frequent repetition if it
is to be fully comprehended: "But it offers
a reasonable answer to the questions that
every pupil i3 entitled to ask: "Why am
I given this assignment?Why am I
studying .vocabulary lists or exercises?
Why am I taking all these comprehension
quizzes?What good is all this:to me?"
Surely the high school youth is not too
Young to accept and be moved By the
principles of enliEhtened self-interest,
provided he is enabled fully to under-
stand them.

With the relationship of means-to-end
in view, consideration must be gven to
some specific era's ctices in vocabulary and
comprehension improvement.

Vocabulary Growth
In general, the kinds of training useful

in promoting' vocabulary improvanent
fall into two categories: the analytical and
the contextual approach. Each -hai its
place in a well-rounded and thorough-

' going attack upon the problem of insuffi-
cient word-control. -

. The analytical approach includes the
familiardrills in word roots, prefixes -god-
suffixes; word lists for articular areas of
knowledge, such as social studies, mathe-
matics, or science; word lists of special
interest such as those formed from proper
nouns and these of especially interesting
origin, development, or derivation. With
the abundance of such material to be
found in texts ana workbooks, profes-
sional journals and the publications of
dictiortary makers, perhaps the mereitnu-
mention of these instructional ids and
practices will suffice' Despite their fa-
miliarity and frequency of use, however,
these exercises are not to be underrated

in usefulness. When used in conjunction
with appropriate inotivationaljnstructidns
and -with_ recognition of the liinitations
of any purely analytical approach, they can
be most helpful..They add to the pupil's
knowledge and reading skills. Nonethe-
less, they should not be relied uopn en-
tirely. Probably the gravest danger which
may result from this sort of training alone
is the pupil's assumption that English
words have but a single meaning. - An-
other difficulty may arise from- the lack

f relevancy to the pupil's needs or verbal
wkaknesses in a particular selection of
ward- lists, or the remoteness from nor-
mal; reading drcumstances in studying
any group of words out of context.

The other means-'to vocabulary devel-
opment is the contextual approach. Most
simply stated, this presents new words to
readers not as isolated 'phenomena but
rather in- their natural environment, that
is, in sentences and paragraphs of text,
where the verbal circumstances will tend
to assist the reader in identifying, limit-
ing, or amplifying meaning. By contrast
with `the analytical procedures already
cited, the contextual app roach has -bad
very little consideration, or use or re-
search. At present there is but one college
textbook' and only a single secondary
school series' which utilize the undoubted
values of a contextual prOcedure in ac-
quiring new words or fixing the meaning
of words already somewhat familiar.
Since Word Clues is a pioneer in the
application of the principles not only of

,
'The two most general sources of material on

vocabulary training are the publications of Edgar
Dale and associates: liograyky of Vocabulary
Studies, BureaultEdis.M. nal Research, Ohio State
University% 194 and tk... later edition of 1957.
Johnsen °Connor's "Vocabulary and Success" (in.
trodnction to English Voeabtdary Builder, Human
'Engineering Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology, Hoboken, N. .), is a classic in ,this- field-
Ernest Thompson, ' 'Master Word' Approach
to Vocabulary Training." Journal of Develottundal
Reading, II (Autumn, 1958), pp :: C. 56, and Wilfred
Funk, Six Weeks to Words of Power (New York,
1950) represent two points .of view on improving
vocab;dary.

RA. A. DeVitis and J. R. Warner, Words is
Context: A Vocabulary Builder. York: Ap.
pleton.Century-Crofts, 1961.

*Stanford- E. Taylor Helen Frackenpohl, Arthur
S. McDonald, and Nancy Joline, Word Clues.
Huatinzton, N.Y.: Educational Developmental Lgh-
*oratories, 1961.
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ficult to eradicate. SOme of these false
notions are first that comprehending well
means, getting exactly what was said or'
written; that, second, a given passage has
a series of ideas which the reader's mind
absorbs like- blotting paper'. and; third;
that the same passage should and must
Mean exactly the same t8 all readers. Yet
a moment's careful thought will indicate
the absurdity of each of these assump-
tions. So it is necessary to stamp out
these erroneous notions fully; with fre-
cluenereminders to pupils of the fallacies
that are incorporated in these wrong
attitudes. 3

With these general factots -taken care
of, the ,teacher may develop the realization
that comprehension is not a Constant, but
rather .that there- are many levels or tie-
gras'6f com tehension, which the skill-
ful reader- a a in accordance with his
own purpose in r ding the material.
Here again motivationin this instance,
the reader's goal, or purpose,- ...k of tran-
scendent importance. To make every pupil
fully aware of the significance of purpose
extensive practice is mandatory,' for- even
the -liveliest of immature minds .find 'it
difficult to predetermine why reading a
..particular selection* is required.-- Accord-
ingly the student reader is to be trained
carefully with exercise materials in -such
typical reading -situations as getting the
main ideas, reading for details in general
or specifically for certain directions, skim=.
ming the entire passagefor a swift im-
pression of the whole, looking for infer-
ences_ by the author, finding aloarticular
statement or proper name or date, and
the like. In each reading session with
this -practice material the pupil should be
made to realize beforehand just why he
is going to read the assigned selection;
having settled definitely on his own pur-
pose, he may proceed to the reading,
adapting degree of concentration as well
as speed to the specific task or circum-
stance. Little or no evidence has
been forthcoming on the validity of such
practice as this; yet it stems'amply safe to

'See Wiltiartt G, Perry, "Students' Use and
use of Reading Skills; Report to the Faculty," ar.-
card. Educational Review,- XXIX (Summer, 3959).

programed -leaming_but especially of con-
textual clues in vocabulary training, it
will no doubt_ stimulate extensive use,
further application of the SAM principles;
and valuable and Continued development

_and_ research. Indeed, the most promising
area of investigation in' methods of yo-
cahularLimprovement would. seem to en=
tail consider3ble study,and research on the
ways'by *WO -contextual clues iniy beo
emphasized to foster growth in- word .

mastery. The challenge 'to be met is to
find the means of giving-experience- with-
many new -sVords in re-
nuking hours-iwkhours of reading.- It is
a complex- problem but jertainly not
insoluble.

Growth Of Comiireheisiat-

tf continuing Motivation is regarded as
helpful in getting students to-perform
tasks in vocabulary growth and develop-
ment; it is fully as necessary in promoting
advancement in comprehension skills. For .
today's pupils are tested and- retested,
examined and' quizzed at every turn dup.:
ing -their scholastic career. But the first
and prime factor to recognize -in the use",
'of comprehension checks is that they are
rizst to be merely- productive of grades in
percentages, like 58 per cent, 72 per cent,
or 69 per cent. Instead, they should 'be
looked upon as the means by which

pupils learn how to understand better
- what they read and by which their teach-

ers learn better how to teach and develop
depth -of- perception- and coinprehensiow
in reading. If pupils can be brought fully
to realize that the comprehension viz is
an instrument of laming, a- device by
which they can perfect their techni- ne's'of
understanding, then the examination

-Ceases to be a sentence of torture and be-.
comes a tool for promoting maturity of
reading.

In any detailed approach to the ways of
achieving improvement of comprehen-
sion due regard must be given to the
elimination of several fundamental mis-
conceptions about the nature of reading
comprehensionand they are indeed dif-

,
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dendude that reader's purpose is of vital
import. Repeated sessions in exercising
his non 'judgment as ,to purpose can
scarcely help being Of tremendotio assist-
ance to the, student- reader. .

Another useful, consideration for the
improveMent, of comprehension concerns
-an analyiis of the kinds of : questions
which customarily appear. in comprehen-
sion checks. When student-readers be-
conic aware of the sort of questions they
are likely to encounter -such as those on
author's' main ideas; on the, subordinate
ideas used to substantiate or explainprin-
cipal thoughts, or the inferences to be
drawn from. the author's 'stn
then the disturbing features 'of exarinL

ination to test - comprehension are rad--
,

ually dispelled.:
These are only a ew of the types of

analytical exercises which, pupils :should
be required to perfonn. Still: others de-
volve upon decisions ,concerning_ author's
purpose, a fruitful anproach,-, or: upon
extensive consideration of the structure of
a given piece Of prose. Here the detailed
scrutiny will go from small to large ele-
ments, beginning with thorough under-
standing of the sentence a a unit of
construction, moving then to paragraph,
sectioni or chapter, and llnally to the
whole passage:._ To be sure; secondary
pupils are4egidatlrasked to examine seri
tences and- paragraphs; but mostly in the
past this study seems to have been for the
pur-nse of improving students: writing.

TEACHING

But here the thought is to focus attention
on the betterment of reading and cOm-

prel.rnsion through consideration of
structural understanding.'
CeinlesiOn

With this wealth. of exercise and
.piactic material at hand, thoughtful ." .

. of reading may safely move from
cupation with .physiological.."

eye movements, regressions4deng,th of.
fixation and with _Scores in -words-per-
minute to the admittedly more subtle and-
-difficult but likewise more significant
features of the task 'of reading improve -
ment, nail*, the fostering'of growth. in
vocabulary -and comprehension- skills. In
every instance: of this endeavor, dose at-,

1 Forii "oitTmotivational factort would
seem to-a f the greatest InOnieht.: With
an underst. nding of wby and, bow and
Id what ends, the secondary school pupil
may -be stimulated to increasingly mature-
skills as he develops his reading habiti.

Sir 'Francii-Bacon first written'
in the 159(rs, = may' be most- profitably
adapted to the tasks_ here discussed; those
of developing vecabulary aqdcomprelien-
sirs skills. He wrote in his profound little
essay, "Of Studies," that "some books are

- to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and
some-lew to be chewed and digested."
So too are high school reading pupils to
understand that reading may be per-
formed at different 'speeds, for different
'purposes, with' different- degrees of son-
centration, for different results.
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CRITICAL READING
It is acknoWledged.that critical readingis a,phase of comprehension' and

. might not)be entitled to separate consideration. However it is so important
and.essential a facet that including separate treatment for critical reading
seems justified. The reader will. and that the'variods.authors define critical
reading from div'ersified points of view and give specific suggestion's for de-.

veloping pupils' abilities along,this line.

Critical and Creative Reading

HELENf Hu Us* .

CRITICAL reading" requires the ,evalua-
tion of...the material,- comparing it

With .knOwn standards and norms, and
concluding or acting upon the judgment.
Russell; in his classic work entitled Chil-
dren's Thinking, points out that critical
thinking is comparative and that a knowl7
edge of the 'field is a, prerequisite?

Creative leading," on the other hand,
:'is concerned with the production of new

ideas, the development of new insights,
fresh approaches, and original Constructs.
Russell, too, emphasizes that creative
thinking involves new ideas, "whereas
critical thinking : . involves reaction to
other's ,ideas or to one's own previous
ideas. Critical thinking can be creative in
that it can -produce new insights for the
individual, but thoSe insights are con-
cerned with previously established-condi-

. dons."

Critical Reading , ,
If students are expected to read critical-

ly, what are some of the necessary skills?
Those needed could beaclassified into two
broad categoriesitiference and- evalua-
tion. The critical reader swings from one
to the other as he reads, first inferring,
then evaluating his inference against his
experiences and other data, then inferring
and judging again.

The author. A reader. ought to be Con-
cerned with the person who has written
the material, and, therefore, he must make

David Russell. Children's-Thinking, Boston: Ginn
and CoMpany. 1956, pp. 283ff.,

1:11iid

*Reading and Inquiry, IRA Praceedints, 10,

.. certain inferences about the author. He
ought first to ask, "Why did the 'author
write this ? Was it to advertise, to propa-
gandize, to present information, to pro-
mote a .pOint of view, or to entertain?"

A related question ought to be, "How
competent is thiS author to write an article
on this topic for this purpose?" To- an-
swer this, the author's backgro nd, educa-
tion, reputation; vested intere s, a
fessionat position need to investigl ed.
Practical eiercises for doi g this are in-

,cluded in the T948 editio .tof The Teach-
' iing of Read ng hi the El mentary School.

Here McKee suggests finding biographical
information for each author, then coin-
paring ,his qualifications with the subject
on which he is writing. It is often not
difficult, even for quite young children, to
recognize that-one or the other seems to
be` best qualified .3 ..

Sometimes locating information about
living authors, however, poses a problem,
for often the only source of information
is the dustjacket cif a book, the comment
column- in a periodical, the advertisement'
from a publisher, or the reputation of the
publishing house that 'has chosen to pub-
lish this author's works,

When expressing an idea or a point of
view, it is difficult for an author to escape
from himself and create an impression
different -from the kind of individual he
really is. His> competency becomes par-
ticularly important when facts disagree

3Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading, in the
Elementary School. Boston: HoutthtonMifflin Com-
pany, 1948, Chapter 14.

(1065) . imi i.-
,
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and studenti I k, for help from recog-
nized author' ies. At any rate, knowing
the author' an important factor in criti-
cism. Onc the information is acquired,
these bits must -be evaluated.

The content. A second aspect for in-
ference and evaluation is the content it-
selfits adequacy or completeness, its
accuracy and recency, its inherent logic
_and consistency, its suitability to the pur-
pose 'at hand. Questions to be -asked here
include: "Are all the facts presented?
Are the facts presented true? -.Are the
facts presented' logically and in perspec-
tive?' Exaggerated statements abound in
advertising; willfiil distortion of facts is
,ramp tin propaganda; and' false asser-
tions ate made directly or implied, occa-
sionally from igninahce: but sometimes,
too, from lack of proper checking for even
willful distortion.

Obv;ously all facts cannot be presented
in a short Selection nor is it easy to deter-
mine the total body of .fact, but the per-
spective implied by the relative importance 1

given to various _topics should be pre-
serVed so that tentative Conclusions can be
made from the data available, with neces:
sary modifications when additional data
warrant it. -

McKee! also describes exercises, for
checking -the validity of the printed state- 1
ment and uses an example about, the

making f paper. Children can learn to.
delete irr levant sentences ;rya paragraph,,
to note the omission of information/
needed f r an understanding of the whole,
to recog ize ideas placed out of logical'
order, to' separate facttal statements tro
ones of opiniot,

The style. In addition to the competency
of the author and the duality of the con-
tent, the manner' in which the material is
writtenits style and "tone"also influ-
ence the critical reader. "Style" refers -to
the precision of vekabulary, its range and
vividness; to the cadence of the sentences;
to the subtle use of modifiers and figure's

of speech; tO such techniques of elabora-
tion as analogy, description, anecdote) or
exposition; to the organization the

CRITICAL. REAPING
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unity, Coherence, and emphasis" so dear
to The hearts-,:of -English teachers. These
elements, when combined, lend an appro-
priate tone to the totalsolemn and -dig-
nifit d," lighthearted and gay, clear and'
simple, or whatever the topic demands.

e reader should be able'to join in with'11

he spirit of the work and to losehimself
he identifies with it. He is truly "there,"

nd when this occurs, he knows he has
'Met an artist with words. While ht, may
not always be able to isolate the -various
!techniques that cause him to feel so in-
!volved, nevertheless he recognize's that this
piece of writing approaches his standard

land, therefore, is a better work than one
which leaves him told as last night's
Idinner.

..Another. aspect- of tone, especially im-
portant in the materials written for ele-
mentary school children, is the approach'
that 'authors take when writing for chil-
dren. Comiescension and a patronizing air

. are unacceptable, and children are quick
to spot it. "

Creative Reading . _

A reader who has learned to judge,what
he reds, both content- and manner of
presentation, still fails to obtain the great-
est pleasure, enjoyment, and even knowl- ,-
edge from his efforts unless, in the doing,
he gives something of himself.-He must
amalgamate the foal into his own back:
ground of information, what the psycholcr-
Ors call his. "apperceptive mass,"- and
reorganize his ideas to accommodate his
new !earnings, his new attitudes, or his
new feelings. In this reorganization, he
gains new:Insightssees the same thing's
from a different point of vie*, sees aspects
hitherto not noticed, savors the color and
texture of a word or phrase, stores away a
new visual image, or feels empathy with
characters he has previously' ignored or
misunderstood. Russell puts it aptly when
he says that, in creative reading, "the solu-
tion or conclusion. (to problem) repre-
sents a bit more of the child himself, is
fresher\antl nom personal than a routine
solution' . .

*Russell,Russell, op, cit., p. 13.
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Creative reading requires, then, certain
kills of comparison and synthesis; com

parison to see relationships'between parts
of sentences,' paragraph's,, and longer sec-
tions i.. order to arrive at the total, be.
tw.een causal factors and their accompany-
ing results;between -juxtaposed events,
and hetvireen the actions of a character at
different times;. anci comparisons of time
and space, place and sequence. From these

--understandings the creative `reader can
produce his own combinations, his-own
synthesis of ideas, and anticipate what the
outcome will be. That it is not the same
as the author's need be of little conse-
quence, and occasionally children have
made a much more logical ending to a
story than has the author himself.

Creative reading thus 011s into play the
child's imagination, hispw of ideas, his
-ability to see comparisons where no obvi-
ous one exists, to relate what he is readipg

. to his own peculiar background of remem-
bered activities, and to make the new
learning so much his own that it has al-
ways seemed a' part ,of film. This is the
real-contribution which reading makes to
personality development, to the develop .
ment of attitudes and ideals, to the mak-
ing of the "educated man." And this is
the goal of education, at whatever level.

But for teachers and others to know
what lies behind the interested look, the
quick nod, the perceptive tinkle re-
quires that the child express the, ideas he
has been accumulating. Thus we see full
circle in the language artsfrom the re--
ceptive (reading) through evaluation and
assimilation to the expressive (speaking
or writing).

Creative reading ultimately resolves it-
self in the development of "taste," that
"power of discerning and appreciating
fitness, beauty, order, congruity, propor-
tion, symmetry, or whatever cdnstitutes
excellence, especially in the fine arts and
belles] lettres; critical judgment, discern-
ment, or appreciation:"5 As each reader

makes up his own mind and follows his
own judgment, individuality is preserved.
He has no need for "tastemakers," for-he
has confidence in- his own ability and
need not wait for someone else to decide
for him. He can interpret the situations in
the light of his experience and understand
analogies, allusions, figures of speech,
connotations, and denotations; he can re-
organize the ideas he receives into a pat-
tern that is unipe -and personal. He can
express his reorganized learning 'through
various mediaword and song, gestures
and actions, materials and composition
through the very make-up of his person-
ality. The actual product may be as fleet-
ing and transitory as spoken language or
as lasting monument as the Statue of
Liberty. '
Conclusion \

If reading has roduced real convic-
tion, then the read must be willing to
meet all comers and\xlefend his ideas,
which must be firmly based on the in-
tegrity of his interpretation, on accurate
factual data, and on his unique thoughtful
approach. But he remains able to "live
with -uncertainty:4 and to revise his. ideas
to another and still another plan as new
information and experiences are acquired.

The skills of critical reading require an
interpretation and evaluation of the au-
thor's qualifications and purpose of the
internal consistency, accuracy, recency,

,// and perspective of the content and of the
style and tone of the presentation.

Creative reading requires skills of com-
parison and synthesis. It implies that the
reader places known facts into a new or-
ganization and gains new insights that
contribute to his development of taste.
By 'these means do teachers create litera-
ture, discriminating, and appreciative
readers. But these two are not mutually
exclusive, nor are they synonymous. The
reader does both, and the, two overl:p and
interact to give the fullest meaning.
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The Logical Dimension of Critical Reading

W1LLAVENE WOLF*,

PrilE NEED for Teaching Critical Read-
,- ing. A prevalent belief in Our nation

today is that the young child is.character-
ized by almost complete acceptance of,
printed material without .cr. ical evalua-
tioni-that the high school stude > t displays
more .judgment, while the 141 can ade-
quately judge the identity, vali and
worth of what is read based upon
criteria. Studies have shown that this is not

an , accurate account of what happens.
When Rogers (6) studied the reactions of

30 high school sophomores and 30 seniors
to printed material in an undirected reads,
ing situation as compared to a directed sit-
uation calling for critical reading, she con-
cluded that students focused on remember-
ing facts to the exclusion of evalualive
thinking about what they had read.

In 1956 Gray (4) surveyed the reading
habits of a number of adults in various
occupations and reported/ that they did
not recognize implied meanings or draw
the conclusions which the materials justi-

fied. According to him,/many adults read
on a Mechanical level

or
either did not

' react to the ideas read, or did so.at an un-
reflectivellevel or in terms of their preju-
dices. An even m e startling finding was
that the high schoo gra uates interviewed

in the study, did, not isplay any more
ability in interpreting meaning and react-
ing with sound- judgment to the ideas read
'than did elementary school grachiates.

In light of studies such as these, any
assumption by high school teachers that
they have little or no responsibility for
developing increased competence in read-
ing is seriorgy challenged-. If the stuck.nts

in today's /secondary schools are going to
become citizens who will evalnate critical-
ly the dews presented ill increasing quan-
tities of reading materials, they must be
taught ,to read critically. In order to as-
sume their proper responsibility for teach-

*Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10,
1

ing reading, teachers mit develop a work
ing knowledge of the area. ,

Two Aspects of 'Logic in Critkal
Reading

Although the "entirety of formal logi
may not be in the province of the big
school curriculom parts of it do have grea
value for teaching students to read critical
ly. Some use of logic in judging -printe
materials 'is illustrated by the followin
questions: "Is the material internally con
sistent?" "Does the conclusion necessaril
follow from the premises?" "Are th
statements an accurate representation g
what happens in the real world?" an
'"Are the statements dependable or trust
worthy?" Two elements of logicvalidi
and° reliability,--and their application t
critical reading are represented by thes
questions: These aspects will be, explore
in the remaining sections of this paper an
techniques for teaching them will
proposed.

Validity Of Printed Materials

sented in, printed materials usually consist
A point of view or an argument pre

8 of evidence for the argument called prem
ises and a conclusion. Validity is con
cerned with the internal consistency of theL;
statement or arguinerit and the attempt to
determine if the conclusion necessarily fold
lows from the premises. Most teachers will
need to review the standards for determin-
ing when an argument is valid. Such books

as From Fact to Judgment, Graves and
Oldsey (3), Logic and Language, Huppe
and Kaminsky ,(3),49c* Introduction
to Critical ThinkifirbytiWtrkmeister (7)
should help in the understanding of
validity.

'A simple valid argument which could
have been extracted from a written pas-
sage is as follows: All cities in South
Vietnam ace under communistic control.

(1063) , 121.124.
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Saigon is a city in ,South Vietnam. There-
fore, Saigon is under communistic control.
Here; the conclusion does follow frorn the
premises and therefore is valid even
though the first major premise is not true.

Tacking' Validity. Following are some
steps which teachers may. use to help stu-
dents test ,the -validity of an arguinept,
First, the student may be asked to strip the

'argument of any excess works or sen-
tenyes. In most reading material, the prem-

ises upon which the argument is based
are imbedded in voluminous amounts of
materials which are not directly relevant to
the argument. The first task then is to
extract the premises from such ex_ tianeous
materials.

Second, she student must be sure that
, he has access to all the premises. This

involves the recognition of assumed'piem-
isas upon which the conclusion may rest.
The. statement `"Khrushchey is a com-
,munist;' therefore, he is -dIngerous," has
assumed by unstated premise that any-
one,,who is a communist is danferous:

jAssumptions may be perfectly legitimate
premises, and the student must understand
that they are as important to the argument
ass those which are explicitly stated. .

Another step for students is to deter-
mine if an author is seterring to all of a
group, some of a grohp or none of a .

group..For example, if an author writes
that six-year-olds are not mature enough
to befit f in systematic instruction ine
thinking s lls, does htmian that no six-
year-pld i mature enough? When students
are attem ting the logical analysis of a
passage should be cautioned to trans-
form cos so, that .they begin with

no, Unfortunately most argu-
ments found in the typical passage are not
in this NMI.

After a- student has stripped the argu-
ment to its basic framework, identified all
of the premises both stated and assumed,
and' transformed the premises, he is then

In a better position to determine if the
conclusion logically follows from the
premises.

Reliability of Printed Materials
Although an argument may be internal:

ly co9sistent or valid, it ma contain in-
accurate, statements or ma on
incorrect prenfai7InIthi, is-event, the pas-
sage is unreliable. , reliability of a
passage is the degree to which it is de-
pendable or- trustworthy. When a state-
ment has been verified, it is reliable. When
verification is used as a standard for relia-
bility, truth becomes an ideal to be sought
rather than one that has been'attainc.... In
order to read critically, an attitude of sus-
pending judgment and of questioning
Ideas presented on the printed page must
l developed. Instead of working with-
"true" statements, students must learn to
work with reliable statements that may
prove to be false as more information is
accumulated. frequently, this produces an
uncomfortable feeling among students
since they have often been taught to be-
lieve that everything they see in print is
true. Thus, they-must learn that printed
beliefs are at

of
probable and tentative.

Two' aspects of reliability are the writer's
use' of words and the use of unsound
premises to ';ifluence the reader.

In Order to judge the reliability of
printed: niaterial, the reader must_examjner
the way the author has used words. Even
writers of highly-regarded publications
will use words, occasionally that color the
facts and influx ice the reader. Some
writers purposely strive to confound an
issue with the use of appealing and emo-
tionally-laden language. Many peple
have been stirred to action di/ such
words as communist, racist, Urf-

Am_rican: The approach is to arouse an
unfavorable reaction to a person by asso-
ciating him with an unpopular group.
This -device appeals to the biases and
prejudices of the reader by using words
.that can evoke a reaction that the writer
desires. The reader must learn to separate
words which have the power to produce
feelings from words which merely serve
to identify referents. He must learn that
he is subject to being influenced through
the, printed page and must determine how

- various authors are attempting to influ-
ence him.,

In addition ,to using wordsio color the
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fads, authors may also, use unsound prem-
ises.which are often difiictilt to detect. The
conditions may be undqstood, but the
claims made are often exaggerated or un-
warranted in some way. In ,this event,
there is faulty reasoning on thLpttrt of the
writer. The term fallacy is often tised:lo
refer to the faulty ieasoning,of an argu-
ment. .

Prevalent fallacies are faulty generaliza-
tions, faulty analogies, assuming the cause
post hoc,' and many others. To illus-

trate thisCype of unreliability let us con-
sider an example of assuming the cause
"post hoc." Attributing a stomach ache to
the last meal eaten infers a causal relation-
ship which may dr may not exist. Or con-
sider walking under a ladder, then failing
an exam, and assuming that walking
under ladder was the cause of the
failure. Fearnside and Holther's book,
Fallacy: The Counterfeit of Argument,
describes this fallacy and many others and
also provides practical examples which
may be used in high school classes.

Teaching Reliability. In order to illus-
trate a teaching situation, let us assume
that the teacher and class have before
them a news report, an editOrial, or a
pamphlet which they suspect 'uses bised
words or has unsound -premises. How can
they verify-or disprove the suspicion?

One of 'the first concerns must be the
source of the information. Some questions
to be considered are: (1) What is the
source of the passage? (2) Who has con-
trol over 1116 source? (3) What is his
connection .with the subject matter t.nder
consideration? (4) FrOin pait perform-
ances, how reliable is the source? Some
publications have 'established reputations
for' honest, unbiased reporting. Others are
known for exaggerating the facts. When
readers have a choice of sources, it is de-
sirable to teach them to refer- to those
which -.re trustworthy.

Also, printed materials may be classified
into primary or secondary reports, Typical
secondary reports are found in newspa-
pers, textbooks and objective analyses of
various kinds. Statements found in pri-
mary reports are often more reliable than

inferences made from them or reports
based on them.

A second criterion for determining the
reliability of a, passage is the qualification
of the writer. A person who is qualified
to give:testimony should display special

. competence on the topic being discussed,
--should limit his writing te the topic for S

whichThe is qualified, and should be a
fairly, well established authority in his!
field. ;

Another criterion for examining the
reliability of a pasiagetie. whether state-
ments made can be corroborated by other
sources. Ennis (I) reportea that stito.,
ments made in any source tend to be miare
reliable if tliey are- statements of direct
observation, are supported by other
sources or can be corroborated.

Aftet the class members have inveSti-
gaed the source of the artic4e, the authorit---._
ty of the -writer, snch have checke the
statements with tither references, they are
in a better position to determine if the
statements are dependable and trustworthy
that. is, reliable.

Summary fnd*Conclusion
The logical dimension of critical_read.'v

.ing has dften been neglected in ourlei-
ondary schools. A better understanding of
two aspects of logionamely, validity and
reliabilityis prerequisite to growth in
critical reading: In analyzing the validity
of a given passage, it is necessary ,,to
determine if the argument is internally
consistent, ie., if the conclusion follows
necessarily froM the premises. T6 accom-
plish this task, students must learn to strip
the argument of any excess words,.to make -
sure they have access_to all the premises,
and tq, iletefoine the implied unit trsality
of the author's statements. However, it is
not enough to determine if an' argument
is internally consistent or valid. The stu-
dent must also establish whether the state -
merits ha ee any,reliability or whether they
are trustworthy. Criteria fos checking the.
reliability of a passage liTiould include
adequacy et the source, authority of the
writer and corroboration of the state-
ments. When questions on logic pertain-
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ing to the reliability and validity of read-
ing material are asked by students in high
schools throughout the country we can be
more confident of developing a nation of
critical readers."
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Critical Reading- .As If There's Any Other lane
. .

BROTHER WILLIAM J. QA1NTANCE°

A NUMBER 0? Atistoartms divide if criticism were unneces.41.-Iduch
the act of reading into vocabu- mental effort w 13' be spared if it,

lary or word recognition, compre- could.§c gua teed that a faci,in
hension, and inierpretation or criti- 'print is a fact i fallible. As. a Matter
cal reading; The distinction betwten' OT fact, if the reader did notat times .
the latter two elements seems to suspend his critical ,faculties
arise from,thse notion tbat compre- what and assume Ahe validity
hension refers to Understanding what he reads, hV life would be
what the author has said, whereas .chaotic. There Is also efficiency in'
interpretation consists the Ovalua-,; beingable to go to a specific, relia-
don of this information. Though it We source for informatioh. But there
might be useful for academic pur-. can be danger as well. When a. per-
poses to make such a distinction,;1t sort dependi entitty on bciok learn -
becomes 'neat and dangerous tO ing to`eitenci or toptify his knowl-

t. attempt such a distinction in the edge, Ile'needs io read widely or he
reading situation itself. No one may, eventually. fead\ only those'

would advocate criticizing a.work if sources which bolster his ptecon-,

. 4 the work has not been read. It is ceived
equally ludicrous to assume that any- 'There is nothing more secure than

' one should ever say,. "read this, but; ignorance, and nothing more exas-
perating at times than theinsecurity
of knowing just enough to .realize
one's .limitations! How glibly the
regular in. the corner bar solves all
the problems ofthe world, problems
Which those in authority have great
difficti'ty even defining. The college
undergraduate soon knows, all the
ansivers, then in graduate school he

' learns some- of the questions. A
leacher encouraged when her stu-
dents have learned enough to :ver-
balize a coherent question. If criti-
cism is done properly, th-e,,criti will
never be secure in the sense of oeini
rigidly botIn to a past commit-,
ment. He will be sufficientr secure
in his present scalC of values, how-

,

The Wadi g Teacher,-20, (October 1,96(r-19-53.

doti't criticize it."
A' darification of "criticism"

might be in order rt this point. How
often has the critic been 'compared
to the reactibnary- or the obstruc-
tionist How often have you pref-
aced altatement with, "I don't want
to be critical, but . . ," 'or invoked

' the shibboleth of "constructive criti-
cism," jmplyipg that criticism can be
dangerous --at dm... To criticil.t

means simply to Evaluate, to assess,
to state what is good and to state
what is not good. A critic is neither
in optimist nor a pessimist,: he is.
menly an observer recording his
findings.

In one nse, it would be pleasant
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ever, to be able to_ tolerate the sus-
pension of judgment which precedes
the zccept--c,e or rejection of new--
data: The ..isecurity within the in-
dividual is:caused by the limitations
of his present information. It does
not 'arise from undue Commitment-
in the, past, nor lack of confidence
in the future.

The critical reader knows that his
present fund of informatiois relia-
ble, because he subjects it to con.:
stant evaluation. He also knows the
relatives value of each item in his
hierarchy of values. He is aware of
which concepts are the fixed stars
and Constellations that guide his life,
Which concepts are dependent satel-
lites, and which are but meteors of
brief intensity.

Criticism may be concerned' with
the author (writer or. speaker), the
material. (written or spoken), or
the receiver (listener or reader), The
material itself may be description,
explicit or inferred comment, or
most often a 'combination of the
two. In order to determine the pro-
portions of subjectivity and objec-
tivity, the reader must know the
contents of 4.1e material aticii the

Turpose',for which it wasWritten,
which leads to a consideration of the
author. Is he merely trying to con-
vey information "for, what it's

north" without any benefit to him-
b cause his reputation

thas an authority and the incomes of
himself and his publisher may de-,
pend on the number of people who
accept his presentation. And if the
author proposes to convince as well
as inform, he_may sacrifice objec-

tivity for chiaroscuro. Some areas
of lit* picture may be brightened,

Others obscured, .fij, down nght lies or
some .of the- que,stionab ) t techniques
of propaganda. And e en if his own
motives are above / eproach, the
author may have been the victim of
such deirices. Moreoicr, an idea
may be right for the wrong reason
("don't steal if the cops' Y are
around"), or -wrong. even if one of
its allegedly supporting facts' hap-
pens to be true (discrimination is
wrong, even if proportionately more
crimes are committed by Negroes):

I'orgeries, typographical errog, and
the like can also affect the validity
of the material. '

Since neither the author nor th'e
material can be 'counted on to be
consistently

the
. filoin error, the

is the person who must deter-
mine truth as best he can. He .stops
asking, "when do I read critically?"
because he sees that he must do so
whenever he desires a,curate infor-
mation,. - ,..

What constitutes a critical reader?
First, a criticall reader must be
biased. Not prejudiced, Avhich he
would bet, if he-has formed .conclu-
sions without, or in- spite of, sup-,"
porting evidence; but .biased, when
he has come to a sincere conclusioh
on the basis if his Sackgromid-- of
experience with the subject in ques-
Aim\ In other words, 116 mot have
a stand on the subject tinder inves-
tigation..lf he has nos)tandrwe. use
the . term "open mind,'-' . 'though
"etnpty,rnind" would sometimes be
more- appropriatehe may accept
the first presentation which reaches

'
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him. because he lacks sufficient
background to dispute the paint. At
best, lie can delay final, acceptance
of the information 'pending direct

;experience or further consultation'
with other sources.

As was painted Out above, there-
is no intrinsic evil in accepting an
-authority's wrrd for something. Dif-
ficulty arises when the reader forgets
that verification must always be pos-
sible and permissible. Neither is

there any problem in having the
reader defer his acceptance of a
"fact" until he has gathered addi-
tional data. The basic premise of
criticism is that accurate data need
not fear criticism. ,If a fact is.fac-
ceptable at all it should remain ac-
ceptable" when all of the pertinent
data are available_ Conversely, if

acceptance of an idea is contingent
on. the suppression or distortion of
certain, factors in its makeup, there

'is something wrong with it. If a
concept cannot tolerate criticism, it
should not survive at all.

The author's purpose is the factor
which determines the extent of his
elaboration. He can describe how to
drive a car without discussing the
mechanics of infenal combustion,
and explain the process of reproduc-
tion without accounting for the
chemical structure of 'amniotic fluid.
Nevertheless, the reader should have
available all of the detail he `needs
to tulyierstand the author's' ideas. If
the made,' is aware that certain data
are not supplied, he should be able
to determine whether this omission
will interfere with 'the purple for
which he is reading.

The second characteristic of a
critical reader is his willingness to

modify a present viewpoint. If a
reader is certain that he is right, he
will not even consider a change. If
he is in error, he is usually unaware
of it. Only a critical reader avails
himself of oppprtunitie' to. verify
and possibly improve 'Kis piesent
fund of information. The person
who is always right may not care
about tlie views of someone else. if
these other views Match his own, his
ego is bolstered, but he will explain
away or ignore any view that con-
flicts, with his 'own, because if he
were to learn that-something else is
correct his life would be filled with
unbearable contradictions. To avoid
such contradictions he must become
(pardon the etymological pun)
Hypocritical:

But what happens when he ac-
cepts the possibility that he does not
have all the answers, and that some
of his answers may be incorrect? For
one thing, the critical reader will
compare his ideas with those of
someone else. If the other source is

correct, the critical reader has ex-
, panded his knowledge; if he is cor

rect And the source is in error, he
has strengthened his own position
and probably equipped himself to

deal with the error `he has encoun-
tered. Eifher way he benefits. Arthur
Koestler, in "The Eureka Process,"
uses the term "bisociation" to de-
scribe how brilliant insights and"
solutions to problems have been
achieved when savants were willing
to %leave a preconceived franie of

,) reference tcf relate ,otherwise. ordi-

\ I
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nary concepts in origina. and un-
conventional ways.*

The third characteristic of a eriti2
cal reader is that he be, willing to
involve himself in the consequences
of a fact, once he accepts it. In some
instances this lir' Ives nothing more
than going along with the thought
of the majority; at other times it
may cost him his life and reputation
if reading leads him to a personal
commitment to action.

-No one bothers to. dispute the
poi that the Aedes aegypli moS-
quit, : instrumental in transmitting
yellow fever; nor does any eifear
being known as favoring the limn-
anon of this insect. The vrage
reader has had 'no direct experience
with yellow fever anct-k no* it onfy-

fromhistory, geography, or medi-
cine. He has -accepted all of this
information because (1) several in-
dependent ,sources agreed on this
fact, sources which were usually cor-
rect in ,othd items or at other times
when he consulted thdm; (2) these
sources had no motiyc for deceiVin,g-

.

him; (3) -it makes little d'fferente
to him what the cause of yellow
fever is, because in these times it has
no direct bearing on his life.

Now, instead of ',mosquitoes, and
yellow fever, use .,,tke example of
cigarettes and lung cancer. You
probably have become critical be-
cause you have a bias on this topic.
Your commitment on this question
may have a number of consequences
regarding your personal smoking
habits, or whether you should allow

. other's ,to smoke if Ou,are in a posi-

liorizrin, 6 (Autuinn 1964); 17.

tion to control their behavior,
whether. you' should- watch a-teIevi-
sion show sponsored by a tobacco
concern,.,64-7?ead a magazine which
carries tobacco advertising. Your re-
action'to the question will be affect-
ed by whether you run a store which
sellsitobacco products,live in a state
where tobacco is an important crop,-
or hive had' a relative who died of

/lung cancer. You could deky your
de6sion, "waiting for more infor-
mation of the subject," but even this
will force you -to act provisionally
on one side or the other. You could
also deny the evidence. After all,
"it's only' statistical."

rn a penetrating essay, "The
Critical' Reader," Edgar Dale dis-
tinguishes between reading the lines,
reading between the lines, ;-kod r d-
ing, beyond the lines. "Re, can
be ' taught as training," observes
Dale, "with fixed knits and predict-
able tesponses. -Genuine gducatibnal
experiences, however, have no ceil-
ing, no fixed boundaries,- no ter-
minM points!'"& Tt is probably -this
factor of involvement, more than
the others, which discourages genu-
ine critical reading and generates so
much of the apathy that exists in
schools and communities. Children
begin life With-a zest for knowledge
and --`cariosity about everything, but
somewhere along the way they
surrender` this -inquisitive- spirit foi
the much less disturbing routine o
conformity. Perhaps they discovers
unpleasantlygsthat a fact which en-
lightens some people will "burn up"

'Ohio Slav Neid I.cit^r, Vol. 30, No. 4.
January 1965.
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others. They discover that jcritical
4people tend to annoy those who pre-
fer the security of convention to the
risks and rewards of scholarship. As
the Talmud-so wisely lays, "He who
would tell the truth must have one
foot in theitirrup." Tl e whole idea

I

of personal involvement is based on
acting in conformity with convic-
tions. The heroes of history are those
who had such' strong convictions
that they were willing to make any
sacrifice to preserve them.
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Reasoning Through Reading

JOHN S. SIMMONS**

TEACHERS
OF SECONDARY SCHOOL content areas have

two kinds of responsibilities. in fostering reading abilities
among their students. They must extend reading abilities already

Initiated in beginning and intermediate instruction. Theymust
also develop abilities which have not been dealt with in moat-

,rnr-.... elementary programs. For example, in the- area of second_ a
English, such development ,would, include the abilities tp in-

erpret, to anAlyze, and to appreciate niore complex literary
.selections. -

r:...

A Critical Approach to leading
William S. Gray] suggests four main components of the read-

ing process: (1) word-perception, (2) comprehension, (3) re-
action and (4) assimilation. It is the important concern of the
secondary-school teacher that the two latter steps in the process
are carried through. Development of the reaoing ability to
react and integrate points thr' student in two directions. The
first points toward better citizenship because this is the last
supervised critical reading some students .ivill ever do, The sur-
vival of a dem-Oa-4de society is ritally linked to this ability because
intelligent le ership and follOWership depend on choices made
through critica nalysis. The second points in the direction of
more competent stild% in college. The college stud,.nt is called
upon to read more material in college than he is its nigh school.,
Also, he - nit probe more complex material more deeply.-Irl

Through- a critical' approach, he can be shown to- choose that
whichan be skimmed and that which mast be analyzed.

Thus, as public school curriculum becomes increasingly
more specific, th e is greater need' \for a solid relationship be-
tween reading ancl. asoning. The secondary level demands that
reading be firmly established -as a tool skill by the student: It
must also build on the grounAwork already laid in content areas
begun in the elementary grades. In virtually all activities in-
volv,ing reading someiproviSion for student reaction is necessary.

The term "critical reading," used several times in this dis-
cussion, is a much maligned pile- in educational discussion. It
seems to be' synonymous with "critical thinking," the major dif-
ference being one of application. Pingry suggests five different

Journal of Reading, 8, (April 19q , 311-314. 4,
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emphases that people have placed on the concept- -of critical
thinking. ,
(1) Critical t*ititg as collecting. data, organizing -data, and formulating hy-
potheses from data (2) Critical thinking as use of cotrect principles of logic and
understanding the nature - of proof.(3) Critical thinking as criticism of thinking.

r (4) Critical thinkgtgas related to understanding of the psychology of propaganda
and -,achertising techniques. (5) Critical thinking as synonymous with problem

i solving?
These five -emphases' in- critical-- thinking or critical reading

can be 'seen_ clearly' in the ,derrands of' several content area's of
the typical secondary sehobl curriculum. In secondary:school
English courses, the student 'is asked to interpret, and analyze
various literary selections: In doing so, he must go beyond com-
prehension of plot and simple character realization i order to
solve the sometimes ambiguously presented problems symbolic
representation of an, abstract concept. If he is to 'esc Pe- wild,
immaterial, oh insignificant interpretation, the student m stideit-

--
tirfy; collect, and synthesiie that textural -evidence which supports

thematic-gelleralizat.ions. In this quest, he must escape the
Ilogical inference -which nay be found 'in the.-narrative -Under
consideration. This same student iswIten 'called upon- to deal
with the most difficult of- literary 'comprehension abilitiesthat
of appreciatioil. -The, ability to appreciate imaginative litera-

.Iture, n anything more than- the t-ost, superficial--sense of -the
term, ,calls for the most sensitive of reactions to the -elements of
individual word choice, syntax;nd broader organizational pat-
terns. Another desi , outcome of activities involiting apprecia- -
tion is that the student can integrate his -aesthetic reaction to the af

owork of a literary artt to his personal Conception- of that-which
is beautiful: ..

High 'school students are frequently :faced with 'the necessity
ef. cutting their way through pages of illustrative or descriptive
material in order to find a main idea. Their task calls for the
ability to pinpoint a fundamental thought which is surrounded -

by a subordinate discussion., Once this idea' has been found, this
same student must deliberate the: Main idea (Gray's zeaction,

o
step). He must judge the validity of the contention and relate

.14t it to ;:ts supporting evidence:
is

The ability to separate fact from
opinion s a necessary one in dealing with tektual discussion.

as well as in analyzing the propagandistic material produced by
modern mass -media and the speeches of hosts of public office
seekers.

The student -of social, studies mustbe ready and willing 1-0
utilize the ideas he has found .and deliberated (Gray's assimila-

%
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tion step). Such information should become a part of his per-
sonal am. less and support of his own political), social, and
economic enilosophies If he is unwilling to do this, hel is not
truly developing his reasoning through his reading. It is in
the area of social studies, perhaps most dramatically, where

teachers in seconddry schools have the rather ironic responsibility
of developing in theirstudents a ce In contempt for the printed
page.

There is great need for a critical pproac'h to the reading-of
modern' scientific materials noihrs,use in high...schools. Of pri-
mary importance is the awareness of tudetits to the possibility
that certain material is obsolete. The current truth of scientific
statement should always be held up to scrutiny, and thii is an
area in which science teachers have a most vital responsihlity.
in the reading of scientific materials, a student :has an oppor-
tunity to learn to follow the inductive process of reasoning as it
appears in printed (rather than_ oral or diagrammatic) form.',
This student will also learn to be selective in his reading. From
an often confusing mass of data, he must choose that which
clearly aid; in the formulation of hypotheses; in doing thii, he
must necessarily reject other data. Critical choice has always been
an important 'ect of scientific .1123glit.

The need. . s-rpretation of symbolic materials, present,
in all content area_ the secondary curriculum, is a crucial
one in mathematics. Here the symbols used have 'such -highly
compressed meaning that One brief equation can represent sev-
eral pages of printed tztplanation. The student must chooge -
among a wide range of possible referehts, He-must search pains-

. takingly for the most precise definitions. :In many` verbal state-
ments and "problems," he must:_ also search for that :whiCh: is
pertinent. In such problems'ime often finds a conscious attempt
on the part of the writer to mislead- the reader- through the use
of irrelevant and superfluour statements. Furthermore, many of
these misleading elements are brief, concise, ,and har'd to identify.
The student of Mathematics must be aware of the constant need
to examine his ntaterial critically and suspiciously:-
Components of Cr,itical:Reading

Thus it can e .demonstrated that reasoning arough reading.
is- an ability wi ely needed in the secondary school curriculum.
While the bul pi this article has been devoted to the possible
dimensions o ,this ability in content area study, let .us conclude
with a'surh ary of what can be called common.components- Of

P
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Critical reading. -That is; in all critical reading, several char,
acteristics are ,clearly identifiable.

I.' Critical reading is a skill which involves cumulative cOm-
preheniion. A student must understand, reorganize, and, find
the main idea of a selection (and in that order) before 'critical
reaction to it is possible.

f:. Critical reading includes two entities that which is ex-
plicit in Me selection read, and the use of higher mental processes.
While al major function of the elementary program is to pirovide
for the. former, certainly in the secondary school students ,must
develop the ability to use and understand explicit ideas for asso-
ciation,Ieneralization, symbolic revelation, and ,the like.

3. Critical reading can be contrasted with literal-reading. In
this contrast; critical reading is a process which goes beyond the
passive acceptance of ideas and information stated in print. It
is a process which. assumes active part;:ipation of reader with
book. With it the reader approaches an understanding-.of the
broad and various poWeri of language as a, suggestive, reflective,
and evocative tool. .

4; Critical reading becomes a habit of examining printed
statements and attacking probleths in. the light 'of related objec-
tive evidence. This can only be accomplished through_ long and
consistent use of the ability. The "habit" of using -a critical
approach is one of the marks of a maturing reader: In such a
person,-reading has ,becorne an attitude as well as a skill,. Need-
less to say, he can use It with versatility.,

In' what we now rather casually accept as an increasingly
complex" society, -the ability to, rea-0 printed matter with insight
is, and will continae to be, of ".Intal importance. Problems of

lick of carefully developed materials at the' secondary level
and inadequate teacher preparation al: s these lines will con-
tinue to hinder its effective implementation. But the need for
.a critical approach to in American secondary schools is

both clearly and dramatically evident. 'c"h1,,-;..9

1'

Rthritnees,
" *William S. Gray, On Their.Own In Reading (Chicago: Scott, Forennin and Oa.,

revised ,edition 1960), pp. 10-13. ,

s Robert E. Pingry; "Critical ThinkingWhat Is It?" The Mathemayes Teaelier t
(November,.1951), pp. 466-67. ., .

,
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Laying the Foundation for a Critical Reading Program

MARION D. JEtsixirisoN*

ONE OF the major misconceptions cur-
rent amongst reading teachers is that

training in critical reading should be de- -
layed until later grades. It is true that
decoding symbols must precede. more
comple4Skills involved in reacting to the

d meaning of ',the code, but an -attitude of
inquiry ,towards the content of the code
must be instilled -trom the beginning.

The argument that primary children are
not capable of making logical or rational
judgments is only valid iii so far as cMl-
dren are asked to make judgments con -
cerning abstractions, outside the rang8 of
their actual or vicarious experiences. More-
over, there is increasing evidence that the
ability to read critically does not develop
automatically as a result of general devel-

TT rTopment of reading skills. The point of
inquiry, the art of self-posed question,
must be developed from grade one.

Consideration of three main facets
seems to be important: understanding the
range of development of verbal -compre-
hension of which children are capable at
this stage, cultivating creative 9uestioning
on the part of both the teacher the
reader, and providing a varietyof oppor-
tunities for expressicn of critical reaction.

The Developm'ent of Verbal
Comprehension

Traditionally primary grade children
have been charactetized as being con-
Vine& with .,the "here and now." Recent

/studies have shown that the understand -
ing/ of children can be broadened to in-
clude concepts outside their.own csocen-
trio experience through exposure to situa
tions which demand that tit, extend their
concepts. A corollary of, most cf these
studies has .been that the. experience be-
comes more fruitful if the child can be led
to. verbalize his -ideas.

;Undoubtedly too, a child has a ,much
greater listening than reading comptehen-

Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceediugs,10,

179

sion at this stab His vicarious intake of
ideas-in school is largely through listening
and reading, but in the early grades
reading is limited and his listenin
extensive. The Child's expOsure to
should not be,lirnited to his own reading
but teachers should, read informative ma-
terial as well as stories to *children. Chil
dren ar&noted for their constant "why
questions, but only gradually do they learn
that books, are7a:Inajor source of answers.

Though most of the words thatl child
meets in his early reading books * with-
in his listening vocabulary, it sho)ild not
be taken for granted that he understands

'the concepts behind the words- he reads.--
A constant check on the accuracy of his
understanding and increasing awareness of
the function of words is ; portant.

Studies' of oral language development
indicate That children use complexity of
speech patterns not found in reading ma-
terill, Unconscious usage, however, does -
not imply that they can understand similar
complexities when used by others. At this
stage, 'too, 'children are beginning to classi,
fy their ideas, and to link one concept
with mother. Frequent discussion, not
.merely the recapitulation-cif facts, but talk-

. ing about the various possible ideas which
as.c- inherent in what they read or hear,
must be fostered by primary teachers.

Creative' Questioning

The posing of provocative questions by
the teather about the.reading matter is still
one of the most effective ways of stimulat-
ing children to think as they read, and to
think about what they read. Unfortunate-
ly, a great many questions asked by <read-
ing teithers`check repetition of irrelevant.
facts rather than stimulate productive
thought. Five types of questions appear to
be essential to developing a critical atti-
tude isread.

(1965) , 112.11.1.
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Since it is necessary to ensure literal un-. effective methods of both teaching and
derstanding is complete before we can learning which operates in our schools.
begin the rudiments of critical reaction,
the List level of questions should be de- Exgression of Critical Reactidn
signed .to check literal comprehension.

nition of detail, of the sequence of the make simple commentsabout their enjoy-
TThese would include Ow recall or recog- . General discussior stimulates pupils to

events, or the understanding of the ap-
propriate meaning of the word, to iden-
tify things mentioned most frequently.

with their own extferiences, or to judge the

2-. In order to develop the synthesis of the degree of realism 'present in the material.
author's ideas, questions which 'allow the Such discussion can lead to questions
child to say in general, and if necessary
in some detail, what he has just resaa4

'about the author, the tone and mood of a

should be presented. story; the authenticity or accuracy of the
3. Next queries to see if he can give a characters. Children may compare acticsrs,

judgment about the truth or reasonable- speech, and underlying motives of char.

his own experience. This will involve the
acters with their own. From the beginning

-ability to anticipate outcomes, to make it is import?nt to admit that there are
"an educated guess" to draw simple con- .different possibilities in interpretation,

'bounds
or inferences; to transcend the that all characters in all stories may not

of a situation, but to recognize'

4.
the limitations lased by the writer. ,

appeal to all children, but even at this

ness of what he has read in the light of

Even young chichildren an realize the early stage children should be encouraged
'author's tone and mood, the type of Ian; 'to back their -opinion with facts.
guage he uses if questions are posed at
their level. ,

Children may gradually be led to the

5. Finally, e'en primary childrer can make
understanding that authors differ in their

intelligent comments about their reading, ,puiposes for writing, that some write to
'thrqugh questions -which. elicit compari- entertain, some to inform, some to. per.
sons with their own experience, or the
author's purpose of reacting to the

suede and some to arouse feelings. More-

autifor style.- . over, many children can make excellent,
judgments in assessing how far an author

. These bases. for questions may sound .
pretentious for children in the early grades

succeeded.'

but itis possible to.extend their thinkiug
Children may be able to formulate un-

in these ways.
.. _ ,,,,,:consciously the difference between two

major types of content:' the one factual
While the teacher can do much to stim- and the other imaginative: Factual mate -

the
thinking by provocative, questions, rial demands the interpretation of the pre- ..

the most important kind. of question edit'. rise meaning of the author, and evaluation
rationally is the selfposed question. -Ques-
tions posed by the teacher do not always,

depends .Jpon. the readers' knostledge of
the. subject. Im,aginative material on the

cover 'the special needs of difficulties pe- other hand Remits the reader to attach
culiar to each child. Children learn to ideas and meanings of his own, but these
think for themselves best when solving must always be within the framewgrIc. of.,
their own problems. Consequently, to get the author's theme. T40 often questions:
children to pose theii- own questions 'is and discussion at the primary level permit"
even more effective than those suggested children to indulge their fantasies without
by the teacher. Children can be encout. coming to grips with the thoughts of the
aged to do this as they read first orally; -

As-.soon- as they are able, pupils'should ,later silently. With prompting, pupils ----,_
writer, .

learn how to .query the sequence of ac- lx encouraged to -write their comments. J
*tions, or' xamine the traits of a Character, The following criticism by Mike, a grade

or to check the accuracy of information.
Moreover this is also an essential step in erotic

;pupil in Saskatoon, illustrates that
*critical reading can .be developed early.

teaching them ha/. to study. Creative,
questioning thin is still 'one of the most. Yttu should not believe evertthingyou. .

J
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read because you may read a book that says
an ostrich grows to be two feet tall and
weighs. sixty eight pounds -r.:-.ich is not
true.

I have found two authors that made a
mistake. They are Neurath who wrote the
Wender World of the Deep Sea and Mary
Taylor who wrote Aninial Travellers.

Neurath's mistake was that she said
that the sea.ducumber,was the home or two
little black worms. But Mrs. Bumphery
and the class found that Neurath was
wroag because they fount:Tin the Comptons
encyclopedia and Mr. Hume who has an
important job in the 'office down 'town
thought the seacucumber-was a.thing that
looked like a cucumber with tentacles. He
checked it in the Brit"nnica and found he
was right, and the Commons said the
same. Mary Taylor's mistake was that she
said:everything gets, out .of the ants way
when they are on a march. But we found
in a book called Jungle Animals by Frank
Buck which said a pangolin, which is an
anteater which does not get out of an
ants way.

Podondorf said that all animal babies
that are born ali drink milk But some
tropical fish ha e their babies born alive.
These fish certainly y don have babies that
drink milk.

All encyc,',ope ias are reliable except the
Golden Role e clopedias which some
times exaggerate a bit.

I have form two authors that I think
write goad itfiaion books. Eve.ry book
the, wro read is true so hr. Their
names are/ Frank Buck and Zim.

It will be noted that Mike backs` his
with f

authorities, on personal knowledge as well
as the authority of the printed word. Mike,

`Mrs. Bumphery, add the class have con-
sulted not one but several reference books
to,check facts. And this is capped with,
Mike's irrefutable logic that "an anteater
does not get out of an ant's way," nor can
tropical fish *drink their mother's milk.
Evaluation of the omparafivb reliability
of the encyclopedias is included, and
praise for authors who are accurate. What
better evidence that critical leading can be
taught early do we need?

Conclusion,, .

Why , is. it that many high school stu-
&rats fail to develop their potential for
critical reading? Most high school' stu-
dents hive either an undue reverence' for
the printed word or give a mental shrug,
when faced with evaluation of what has.
been read. Perhaps this halo act,
thors and their-writings ho arisen ise
we have not attempted f--) terh
reading early enough. While we do not
want to develop readers who are carping

oritics, and who "murder through dissec-
tion," we should be producing ilealthy
sceptics who seek'not, to find fault, but ,
have learned ip Dr den's terms "the art
of judging w6ll."

. -own know edge w t re erence to out
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Critical Reading b the Primary Grades

HELEN W. PAIMER

IN
HER BOOK I. Will Adventure

Elizabeth _Jana- Gray (4) has
her main character, AndreW, scorn-
ing study and school. He expresses
his feelings to his new$riend, an ac-,

for and playwright. named William
Sliakgspeace. ,Shakespeare says to
him "Ignorance is a curse, Andrew,

wledge the wing by which we fly
'to heaven. If. you get a chance to
pluck a fcatherTrom that wing, make
themat of it."

Stir Ay in our world today the 'in-
forx 441 individuals who can read and
think are of vital impoitance. Kath-
ken Hester (6) writes about a. boy

in second grade in Puerto Rico. He
read: 'We wish to read good books,
in oriex not to b'e ignorant; in order
not to be eaves." What better rea-
sons do we need for critical reading?

WhaLis critical reading and how
early can we teach it? Dr. 'Nila g.
Smith (8) has pointed out the popu-
larity of the term critical reading to-
dari, and the fact that-may people
are using the term to refer -to many
skills:in reading. She sees thitc types
of thought-getting processes:Y. (1)

comprehension, getting the
primary' meaning from swords; (2)
interpretation; getting a. deeper

.
meaning from. words in addition to

comprehension;- and
(3) critical reading, including, the
first .two but going further in involv:'
Ong KrAnnaljudgment on and evalit4

The Reading Teachers. 79, ( October 1965r.
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ation of the "quality; the value, site
accuracy, and the truthfulness of
what is read." Critical reading in-
volves critical thinking.

How Bally can we: start 'teaching
critical reading? Is it possible in ele-
mentary school, particularly in the
primary gradesrkesearch findings
reveal that critical thihking can be 1

taught froin kindergarten through
college. Dr.' Leo Fay (3)- points out:
"Actually children at ages well before
those at which they enter -sch6o1 arc

able to make valid judgments in rera;
lion to their experiences and their
maturity 'levels."

Critical reading in itf highest
is 'complex, and a young child usually
.would be unable to 'clo such involved
reading. Second graders rny be criti-
cal readers, Heilman (5) says, but
"no Onkwould suggest that, their in
terpretation of the Constitution. is
adequattkfor our society." But they
cart evaluate in terms- of their ma-
turity, their biekgrounds, and experi-
ences. Stauffer (10) tells"' of a six-
year-old questioning how three ducks .
m a story could be "long parade. of
ducks.". The child knew ducks,' had
seen them walk in single;file, had
reached t reaction to long and short,
and Mould figure out what a parade
was.' He obviously was doing critic if
thinking.. '1"..

_ Are teachers teaching' the skills
.of critical reading? In 'the Harvard

35.39.

.
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report of reading in elementary
schools, TheFirt.R (11, the staff'
reported that not until Grades5 and
6 did school systems estimate "con-
siderable" attention was given 10 crit-
ical reading, a\situation "yell much
inkeeping with the prevailing opin-
ion among administrators and teach -
ers that only older children are able
to think and read, critically." Wit .
than ,half of the school systems de,
voted "little" or "no" tim to such
skills in Grades 1 and 2. In observa-
tions in the classroom, the field staff
rarely found teachers trying to help
children in those activities that con-
tributed to critical reading. There-
fore, among their recommendations
the authors proposed that "a definite
program be initiated in which all'
children are taught critical and crea-
tive reading 'skills appropriate- for
Sick development, and that teachers

' find ways to stimulate 'thinking be,
yona the literal meaning of passages
read.".

" It is apparent that critical redding
not ;ppeas automaticalli,but

be taught. All authoritiis agree
that 4. teacher+ must *so. di_,..:ct the
reading of children that -they cart
clink' -critically. A teacher herself
must be a critical.re&er and thinker. ,

e must gi've practice in the skills.
Sh must remember diet "critical

,thinkIng 'abilities .ar difficult. and
the,y are\ slciw 'agrowing",. (7). She
must help\ childrcn gain background
and eiperieres..Shc mult encourage
critical thinkinkmd be pleased by
the questioning of children, not an:
noyed -by it. She must eate the set-

. ting for critical reading., often a
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teacher asks mcrely for simple recall...
A teacher must be skillful ins:teach-

ing critical Clinking: we want to de-
velop questioning attitudes in chil-
dren, but weclo not want teachers
or classes always'e unduly suspici-
ous, to questiox ,Yrerything nit thus
deny themselves.opportunities to lead
lives full of satisfaction (2). A leach-s

'Cr must use logid in promoting sound
and proper attitudes:4

Exactly how, thm, can: critical
reading arid' thinking I.; nht?
Probably thec best way-is , xiao,
classroonediscussion as it oct. Dr.
Smith writes (8):

Rarely, should a teacher plan to "give a
lesson" in critical -reading, particularly in
the primary grades. More direct work cant
be done at times in the upper grades. Leads ,

into ditical reading activities usturny arise
;from discussion of reading content.

Children themselves often offer leads to
critical reading The wise leacher keeps her-
self over on the alert for such leads,
codraging them with commendation for
good thinking and stimulating further to, 4/
search for facts with tactful questions
letuarks.

. .
Sinely, the primary school curricu-

pioycdes a ferti 'held for criti-
cal thinZng. Basal ading selections
and individual boo as 'wen\as ma-
terials in content 'ficl , (ger many
ppportunities asp a teacter. Critical

',reading dray be 'taught tcl a large pr
small roup or to an individual pupil.

leis obvious, therefOre,"that critical
reading is Do le with.7jou chil-
dren, but that amonht a inclior

of such activity n the teac r.
To assist teachers, here -are some s-
amples and. applicationS of critical .
read rig at the prikary'school level.
..-PAmary schpol children can ques-
tion whether4 situation is- truth or,
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fantasy.' !Russell (7) mentions first
.graders making such distinctions
after hearing "The Day' It Rained
Cats and Dogs." Primary grades. in-
clude the-age for the start of interest
in fairy tales; and children can be led
to distinguiti between fantasy and

', 'truth. Could someope fdt, a
hundred years? Could a Ipkin be-
coine ,a coach? Gould such 'events
take place? Why. or why not? We can
help -children- to look for' c...ies that
signal a fairy ifory, such as the Once-
upori-a-time beginning and the fairy
prince and princess.

A Gild may, decide if action is
f ilausiUe in stories not, labeled fair,
stories: Look at Phyllis McGinley's
"The HOrse'Who.Lived Upstairs."
Have you ever heard'of a horse living

, upstairs? It is possible?)How. does the
author makethe situation seem plau-
siblenkte animals, insects, and birds
able to talki as Wilbur, Charlotte,
and Templeton dd in .Charlotte's
Web? 'Why or why riot? Is there a
land Where the )gild thing; are?

Young childrer. can bellad judge
the competence of an. author. Chibi
could distinguish thcicrr-of crows
under different circuSigances. Can
this be? Laura Ingalls Wilder in The
Little House in the Big Trood..1.tclf.s
of Ma and Lauia going outto

about what he or sheactually knows?
How can we find out? It is unfortu-
nate that notes -about authors and
how they happen, to write their stories
do' not appear somewhere-within the
covers of books to offer quick proof
of competency.

Children can judge how fair and
just another is. Should Peter Raba
bit' have been punished, or- should '
Pi' have gotten, ai,smack for being

Jut? Is an author fie3 to make such.
*things happen?'Why do you think so? 't

Characters can be judged:as life-
like or ted..Poes Fern, do Things that
you would if you owned Wilbur? Is
"tenwleton just what a greedy, seifisb
rat ought* to be? Why does the little
ad man set out-to find a cat? Why
did he want to pleas? the little old
woman? =

Perhaps discussion can, lead to
some understanding of the motives.,
of characters, why ,a giant was bad
and why a hero's deeds ate good for
example. A

Sometimes d title can be appraised. .

Children can judge such a title. as
The. Courage/of Sarah Noble; Does
it seem a good one? Why? How .do
you think Sardi will show her cour-
age? Was she brave? Would you have
been? Children might judgc a title
by deciding whetheriit gives the idea

the cow after -dark and finding- a"- of the story ancrsounds interesting.story
bear in The ba.-41ot. Did bears.colne Children can' judge picture. Chil-

to fLns then? What -would your deen-.Can do some critical thinking

cloth , ydur house, or your parents', abouethe pictures in a book; though
Work nave been a hundred years ago? they are too immature yet to evaluate
Why did we Laura's father Take azt the.technical quality of the art; They

automobile tr jet plane? . can see Oa picture is true to the story.

. . Such materials call for checking- 'Most children are very much aware
r. Is the author writing! of* detail 'and catch discrepancies,

I

.
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before adults do. One first grader
was much disturbed at a picture of
a little girl in a clean dress, because
on the previous page the girl had
fallen into a mud puddle. How, then,
could her clothes be dean? As Lynd
Ward once said, illustrations should
be part and parcel of a book.

By being exposed to good illustra-
tions, even young children can be-
gin to build standards of art appreci-
ation. They can offer some good rea-
sons for their preferences.

.Children can judge likenesses and
differences in books dealing with
children of 'other lands. Why did the
boys and girls make fun of Chibi?
Why did Ping live on a houseboat?
Why did Pelle take a boat to the
store and pay for the dye for the wool
with a shilling? Family stories of peo-
ple of other count' s or races may
lead to animated discussion and seri-
ous thought.

Various types of comparisons can
lead to critical thinking. A child may
compare biographies about the same'
person for details and authenticity,
for example, the d'Aulaires' Abra-
ham Lincoln with another book or
TV program about Lincoln. A book,
Little Toot, may be checked against
a film or filmstrip in deciding how
much the two are alike. Different
versions of a story (or song) may be
compared, as Frog Went A'Courtin'
and "The Frog He Would A'Wooing
Go." Some very capable children
may check the original copy of a book
against a simplified copy and try
figuring out why the story. has been
made easier to read. The popularity
of book clubs, even for young chil-

dren, also leads to critical evaluation.
A child should be ready to evalu-

ate his own oral or written reports.
Even a yOUng child, under guidance,
can be taught to look up material for
a report and judge what material is
pertinent and what sources are best.-
Second and third graders are read-
ing more widely than ever for infor-
mation, and they must be led to dic-
tionaries and encyclopedias. They
must learn to check on accuracy.
Even small children must be led to
examine copyright dates in order to
determine if material is up-to-date,
an aspect of critical evaluation par-
ticularly important in content areas.
With dictionary work a teacher must
lead her class to develop awareness
of multiple word meanings, that the
right meaning may be chosen for the
material being read.

A teacher may teach children to
detect propaganda. One of the most
common means of propaganda is
television. According to David Rus-
sel ( 7 ), many children before start -
ring school have developed critical
thinking abilities with regard to this
medium. He cites the five-year-old
saying with a smile, "All the TV ads
say they have the best breakfast
cereal." While more chances are of-
fered in the upper grades, probably
we can teach children to detect prop-
aganda as early as Grade 3 and help
them recognize some of the tech-
niques (8).

The child must be alert to figura-
tive language. Figurative language
is common. Many such expressions
as "It's off the record" constantly
confront the child. The young reader
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who has been taught to think criti:
cally will ask what the material really
means. .

A child can become alert to words
that arouse emotions. A child may
find a poem .about rain. personally
pleasant, If he wants to play in the
yard he may be dismayed by rain,
however, just as may his mother who
wants to harm the washing outside.
He can be I to realize that a man
whose fields are drying up may be
delighted with rain. Words arouse
emotions. Some understanding comes
when meaning can be brought into
the critical thinking of the child.

Finally,a child will select books ac-
cording to his preferences. How does
a child choose reading materials out-
side school? Spache (9) say that
children begin as early as the primary
grades to offer comments about their
enjoyment of books. They can com-
pare events and experiences in a book
with their own. They can be led to
think critcially about the author,
what he wants them to see as his
purpose, what words he uses, and
what his characters are like. Evalua-
tive skills and appreciation call for
the personal involvement of each
individual.

In summary, children of primly!

grades will be able to think critically
about those situations which are a
part of their own experiences or can
be, related to them. Many children
will not do critical reading or think-
ing unless the teacher directs or chat:
lenges them. Surely critical reading
by children calls for 'teachers who are
Critical thinkers themselves.
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Implementing a Critical Reading Program on the
Primary Level

A. STEAL ARTLEY

HOW DOES the primary teacher teach
critical reading, or critical thinking

based on reading? There seems to be no
royal road or short cut answer to this
question. Regardless of grade, the essen-
tial process is that of raising questions or
setting up situations' based on the reading
that requires an evaluative response, and
then, by a process of guidance helping the
child think his way through to an answer.

The questions that call for a ,judgment
or evaluation are quite different from
those calling for the reconstruction of the
writer's ideas. In evoking comprehension
one asks a question the answer to which is
found in the text, eithetzstated or implied.
For example, the answers to the questions,
"What- did the girls prepare for lunch?"
"How do you know they followed Mrs.
Stone's recipe?".come from the text of a
second grade story. In one case the answer
is sated on the second page; in the other
it is inferred from what is said. But in
both instances the answers are based only
upon a comprehension of story content.
However, the question, "Could you think
of another way to sole: Stacy's problem?
Which do you think would have been
better, yours or his?", calls for an analysis
of the problem situation, and alternative
solutions, and an evaluation of each
against a criteria of "goodness." Here the
child goes beyond comprehension to a
critical reaction to a particular situation.

Let us now look at several situations on
various primary levels and take note of the
kinds of questions that might be posed to
evoke a critical response as well as the
process in which the reader engages. On
the prereading level the first interpretive
picture story in one readiness book shows
three children riding bicycles and a toy
car on a collision course. The teacher asks,
"What will happen if all three children
keep on going fast?" Based on the criteria

Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10,

of past experiences they nose an answer.
Then the teacher asks, "What might be
done to prevent a wreck?" Based again on
a criteria of experiences the children come
up with several possible solutions, each
weighed by the group as to its effective-
ness. By turning the page and reading the
next picture they are able to see how the
author resolved the embieni and they pro-
ceed to evaluate their solution against the
author's. The beginnings of the evaluative
process are much.in evidence at this early
stage._

First graders -are building an experience
story related to an activity in which they
have just engaged. The teacher says,
'What would make a good beginning sen-
tence for our story?" Several are suggested
and against a criterion of what makes
good beginning sentences for an experi-
ence story, one is selected by the children
for the teacher to write. In fact, we, could
say that any reading situation, regardless
of level, that gives the children an oppor-
tunity to face a situation having several
alternatives,- to weigh evidence, to face
beliefs, to examine facts, "to,examine with
a critical eye," and to come up with a
reason, a judgment, a conclusion, or a
solution based on defensible criteria is one
that provides an opportunity for critical
reading. The differences from grade to
guide are differences in level of maturity
and quality of thought rather than the type
of process in which the reader engages.

Or again on the second grade level after
reading the fanciful story of "The Little
Train in a Hurry," the teacher asks, "Was
this a true story or a make-believe story?"
"Why?" "What is the difference between
a true story and a make-believe one?" And
at this point, without calling it such, the
children begin to formulate, their criteria
by which other stories might be evaluated.
I hope in directing the reading of this

(1963), 111-112.
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story the teacher might go the extra mile
and ask, "But why do we like to read
stories where engines, and pigs, and geese
talk ?" For this will give some bright Betty
a chance- to reply, "Maybe because they
give us a chance to see ourselves and' some
of our own foolish ways." For the little
train.in ahurry finally had to admit:

I didn't go as fast as the horse.
I didn't go as fast as the bird.
But I went as fast as I could.
That is all any train can do.

The reading that children do as it re-
lates to their social studies units, their
science projects, and their weekly news
magazinesany kind of readinggives
the teacher a chance to initiate questions
of the open-end type beginning with, "Do
you think . . . ?" "Why did the author
. . . ?" "If you had been . . . ?" "What
made you say that . . . ?'' "Do y o u sup-
pose . . . ?" "What is the evidence-for
. . . ?" Following his initial response to
questions such as these the teacher's next
question is, "Why?" The common ele-
ment in all these situations or questions is
that they ask the child to look at the facts
or ideas in the story or article, and make

some kind of evaluation and express- an
opinion or make a judgment. Not only is
the reader asked to make an appraisal, but
with the question, "Why," he is asked to
examine and come forth with his criteria
for making it.

It appears to me that in the teaching of
critical reading one of the most important
understandings to be developed early in
children is that for a judgment to be
valid it must be based upon defensible
criteria. The teacher's questions, "'Why do
you think the way you do?" or "What are
your reasons for ... ?" may poi,d up the
fact that the -reader either has no basis
for his evaluation, or that the basis is very
tenuous. The primary grades are not too
early to begin the development of these
kinds of understandings. Further exten-
sion of this basic understanding will lead_
the reader on more advanced levels toec-
ognize the fact that at times his judgment
must be withheld until he has evidence to
substantiate it. Growth in direction
will prevent the many quick trigger-opin-
ions that adults give and the judgments
they make on the spongy ground of bias
and prejudice.
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Building Initial Critical Reading Abilities

WILLIAM K. DURR*

CRITICAL READING1S A relatively recent
term which has evolved from an in-

creasing awareness of the importance of
the reader's reacting to, Or thinking about,
ideas expressed in print. While there is
no universally accepted definition, in this
article the term will be used to mean
judging printed statements as distinct
from evaluating literary merit.

Levels of Reading
Lees exemplify critical reading on a

ladder of reading skills by examining
some skills which precede it. At the very
simplest level, we are 'concerned that the
child makes a direct decoding Of the
authors statements. This is what most
teachers mean by "comprehension." For
example, the child reads a sentence like
this, "When the big dog barked, the little
kitten started to shake and rolled up into
a small ball on the ground." After . the
child reads this, we may ask, When did
the little kitten start to shake?" "What
did she do next?"

This, of course, is an essential but low
level of comprehension. It is a level
which asks the child to tell us precisely
What the author said; however, the, reader-
must be able to do- this before he can go
on to more advanced levels.

Using the same sentence, now, lees go
to the next level. This is the level of
determining what the author is implying
what he is trying to say to us "between
the lines" without actually stating it. In
this sentence he expects us to make sev-
eral implications. He is strongly imply-
ing, without actually stating it, that the
kitten is frightened. He implies that a
barking dog will cause a kitten to be
frightened. He implies that the kitten is
rolling into a small ball .to protect her-
self. None of these are actually stated,
but, as mature readers, you probably
made all of 'these inferences just as the

author intended.
The young child, however, needi to be

taught to make inferences, and so we ask
him, "Why do you think the kitten
started to shake ?" and "Why do you
think the kitten rolled into a small ball?"
This-is a level beyond the mere' recise
decoding of the author's sentence and
another necessary step toward critical
reading.

Lees go to the next level now, the
level of critically analyzing what the
author says or implies, and use the same
sentence for our- example. Here we call
for judgments about the author's thoughts
rather than merely determinations of
what those thoughts are. For example, we
might ask the child, I'DO you think that
`a kitten would shake when she heard a
dog bark ?" "If a-kitten was scared by a
dog's bark, do you think she would act
the way this kitten did?"

Here we use the child's ability to com-
prehend, but we are going beyond that
and asking him to make judgments about
the feasibility of what the author states
and implies: We are asking for ,critical
analysis rather than mere acceptance.

Many opportunities arise for promot-
ing 'critical evaluation in the classroom.
If we understand critical' reading and we
believe in its importance, we will seize
these opportunities as they arise. Beyond
this, however, we .can take direct steps-to
nurture and teach this ability.

Promoting Critical Analysis
We can, arbitrarily and for conveni-

ence only, examine procedures for pro-
moting critical reading ability under two
headings. One of these involves general
classroom procedures and the other con-
centrates on specific, planned techniques.

General Classroom Procedures. Under
the heading of general classroom proce-
dures, it is impossible to overestimate the

rislas in Reading, IRA Proceeding,s, 11, Part 1, (1966), 55-58.
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importance of using a variety of sources
for information rather than relying en-
tirely on one which serves as the sole
authority for whatever its topic may be.
My friends in social studies and science
tell me that most of the clasirooms they
visit still use a single book as The sole
source of content in each of those areas.
When the children study natural re-
sources, for example, their views on wa-
ter usages are derived from the book.
They seldom hear the views of an ardent
fisherman compared with those of some-
one who works for the state conservation
department. They seldom compare the
facts that can be presentedeven at a
primary levelabout the effects of dump-
ing sewage into a stream with the sewage
that they can actually see being funneled
into almost any stream they visit. They
read in the book that water floats logs
and, under certain circumstances, that it
can be'used to generate electricity. Then
they go on to the next chapter.

I am not suggesting that very young
children can critically analyze in depth
the problems that beset our society. I am
suggesting that they must have a chance
to compare, to analyze, if they are going
to have a foundation for critically analyz-
ing anything at more mature levels.

The important characteristic of the
classroom is an atmosphere where chil-
dren are encouraged to explore and reach
decisions for themselves rather than an
atmosphere in which children are viewed
as dry sponges soaking up the flood of
information given to them by the teacher.

So far, our exploration of critical anal-
ysis has tried to lead to two major con-
clusions. First, we have examined it with
the hope that this analysis will lead you
to recognize and seize incidental oppor-
tunities which will arise, in your class-
room. Second, we have suggested the im-
portance of a classroom where children
are required to explore'information from
various sources rather than rely solely on
a single source.

Exercise for Children. Let's explore
this now through some examples of spe-

cific exercises which you can use with
children.

(1) Statements of fact and 'pinion:
At an adult level, we are continually
bombarded by written and verbal opin-
ions which are accepted as facts by the
receiver: The adult who reads one news-
paper describing "our country's vacillat-
ing approach" may not know that his
other newspaper which- discusses "our
countrysonsistent efforts" are both deal-
ing with exactly the same approach. The
difference is in the mind of the writer as
he tries to make his opinions our
opinions.

While we do not expect mature depth
in the first days of school, we can begin
building a foundation culminating in a
mature citizen who can analyze for state-
ments of fact and statements of opinion.
At its very simplest beginnings, we start
in kindergarten and first grade helping
children distinguish between fact and
fancybetween stories describing inci-
dents which could have happened and
others which are "making believe."

For example, here is a brief excerpt
from a first grade story. ''Willie was a
little kitten. He did not know where to
go. He wanted a home with a fire and a
bed to sleep in. But there he was out in
the cold with no home, no bed, and no
fire."

Now, here is another first grade story
from the same basal series. "Mrs. Blue
called, 'Here kittens, why are you behind
the box?'

" 'We don't like this house,' said one
of the, kittens. " 'There is no fire to sleep
near.'

A discussion of the second story after
the children have read it, should go be-
yond just asking, "What reasons did the
kittens give for not liking their new
house?" In addition, discuss with chil-
dren, "Do you -think this story could
actually have happened ?" and, of course,
the all-important. "Why do you think

. that?" And, "Why do you think the story
about Willie could have happened, while
this one must be make-believe?"
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First grade children have a listening
ability which fat surpasses their ability
to read those thoughts in print. Because
this oral ability is'closely aligned to, and
serves as the foundation for later ability
to read, we can use it to provide a base
for critical reading skills at later grade
levels.

Try this with your young children. Say
to-them, "You know some of the things
we read" and hear are given as opinions.
That is, they are given as what the
speaker or writer thinks about something.
Sortie of the other things we read and
hear are given as facts. That is, the
speaker is telling you, This is not just

iwhat I think; this is the way it is.' Let me
show you how these are different. Listen,
We can buy spinach at the grocery
store.' Is that given as a factas a state-
ment of something that is. true? But sup-
pose I say to you, 'I think that everyone
should eat spinach twice a day.' Is that
given as a fact or as somebody's opinion
what somebody thinks about some-
things?"

Your first examples of opinions should
be so obviously opinion that everyone
can agree that they are. These children
have been taught for years that any words
coming from' adults are to be accepted
without thought. While they haven't al-
ways done so, it may take them a little
while to get the idea that we don't always
expect them to blindly accept.

After you have once planted the seed
of opinion versus fact, you and the chjl
dren can devise other statements which
are less obviously opinion. A discussion
of these can provide invaluable ground-
work for later efforts which' will help
these students make these essential dis-
tinctions as they read.

(2) Recognizing - assumptions: An-
other essential ability for adult readers is
the ability to recognize assumptions. Here
is a brief, hypothetical, but rather repre-
sentative passage. See if you can deter-
mine the assumptions that the author
makes.

Since children in this country are

at least three years behind those in
most European countries in achieve-
ment, the need for educational re-
form becomes increasingly evident.
As we search for the causes of the
vast gap, we should look first at our
teacher training institutions. The
educationist's rejection of advice
from his colleagues in academic
areas is one reason. Professors of
discipline areas who are concerned
with what children learn should
have a strong voice in teacher train-

,

Now, let's examine some of the as-
sumptions that the writer makes. First,
the writer makes the unsupported state-
ment that there is a vast gap in education.
Such a statement, which serves as the
basis for his following arguments, se-
quirts objective support.

Second, he makes the statement that
educationists reject advice from their col-
leagues in academic areas. Again, this is
glibly made but unsupported by the
writer.

Third, he implies that educationists are
not concerned with what children learn.
This is a little more artfully hidden, but
here, too, is an example of writing which
denies -the critical reading ability of the
audietke.

So what does the statement contain?
Several unsupported statements cemented
together with the opinions of the author.

We cannot expect a primary grade
child to critically analyze such a state-
ment as we should. We can, however,
build a background which will ultimately
lead to that ability. For example, in the
upper primary grades you may approach
it in this way with your pupils.

"Sometimes when we listen or read, we
come across a statement which is sup-
posed to be true and, from that, the
speaker tells what will happen next. If
the statement does not turn out to be
true, then what is supposed to happen,
next may not be true.

For example, listen to this .statement
which a pupil made, When mother lets
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me go to the store_ today, I am going to
get a chocolate ice cream cone.' This child
was saying that he would get a cone, but it
really depends on whether it is true that
his mother will let him go to the store.
If he is mistaken about his mother's let-
ting him go to the store, then the rest of
the sentence will not be true.

"Often when we hear statements like
this, we don't stop to think about them;
but, soMetimes,' if we do, we can find
the part that must be true before the rest
can be true.

"Let's try a few of these just for fun.
Listen, When Daddy gets his new boat
next week, I'll go for a ride in it.' What
part of that must be true before the rest
can be true?"

You can make up other sentences
which require the children to critically
analyze assumptions. For example, "After
I get the toy gun for my birthday, I'll
play spaceman with you." Or, ,"Since I
will stay up late tonight, I'll be able to
watch Batman."

Of course, there are a number of un-
stated assumptions in such, sentences: For
example, in the last sentence, in addition
to the stated assumption that the 'speaker
will stay up late, there are the unstated
assumptions that he has access to the
television set and the right to determine
which channel it will be turned to. Be-
fore pressing for additional assumptions,
however, be sure that your pupils have

taken the first basic step of recognizing
the stated assumptions.

In addition to making up examples,
you can locate assumptions in various
materials that the children read. For ex-
ample, in the 21 reader for one basal
series, there is a story about Katy No-
Pocket. You may recall that_Katy,-as her
name implied, had no pocket to carry her
baby, so she checked with other animals
to learn how they did it. When she tried
to carry her baby on her back like a
crocodile, she made the assumption that
he would be able to stay on when she
jumped. Unfortunately for the slightly
bruised baby, this proved to be a false
assumption. Once children have devel-
oped the idea of what an assumption is,
they can find many simih.r examples in
the materials that they read.

While using the word "assumption"
here, I have avoided using it in my sug-,
gested statements that you use with the
children. Whether you do or do not use
a word like "assumption" with your chil-
dren must depend entirely on them. As a
general guide, we should usually use such
words when our pupils can be led to
understand them. Words are the verbal
tags for thoughts; and, if your pupils are
mature enough to comprehend the gen-
eral idea or thought behind noting as-
sumptions, there is no reason that they
should not have the verbal tag to apply
to it.
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Ways and Means of Improving Critical Reading Skills

MELVIN HOWARDS

CRITICAL reading is the logical exten-
sion of the structural skills, e.g., pre-

viewing, finding main ideas,, details, out-
lining, surnm irizing, guide words, skim-
ming, and scanning. That is, one cam A
teach the critical reading skills such as
drawing inferences, making generaliza-
tions, detecting propaganda, interpreting
imagery and symbolism, etc., without hav-

. ing learned how to apply these interde-
pendent structural skills. For example,
when teaching previewing, one is setting
the stage for critical,reading, unless one
teaches, as so many do, by merely listing
the things to look for and then conclud-
ing the activity. When the student is in-
structed to note the title, author, date, and
publisher, for example, we can note that
frequently the title does not tell too much
about the contents of the book, but that
it does give the general area of concern.
Pocket Book of American History as a
title tells us two important things which
may distinctly influence our evaluation
and analysis of the book. Pocketbook may
mean an abridged versionshortened, not
complete, something may have been de-
leted. American History tells us that we
shall cover about 360 years between 1600-
1960. At the outset we have some idea of
what to look for. Previewing and the other
structural skills help the reader to be more
selectiveand that, selection, is the heart
of intelligent reading. Being able to dis-
criminate important from unimportant
facts, details, ideas, and concepts is at the
heart of critical reading. This skill serves
as a magnet to the reader, drawing him
into the matter and clearly defining for
him foreground from background, as it
were.

But there is more to previewing as a
step in critical reading. If we check the
date of a book or article it tells us wheth-
er it is up to date or not. The classic ex-
ample relates to the Charles Beard U. S.

Histories which have been so very popu-
lar in American schools. Up to 1939
Charles Beard was pro FDR and the
New Deal, and after 1939 he was anti
FDR and the New Deal. This bias came
out in his writing, as it must with any
writer. Here the date points out this bias
for the reader, even before he has read
the material.

Another phase of previewing as a step
in critical reading is the preface or intro-,
duction. What do we find here of rele-
vance to critical reading? The preface is
similar to those drab sections of master's
and doctoral theses which are called (po-
etically) "Need for the Study." And in
such sections, as in prefaces, we find the
reason the author wrote his particular book
what his approach and general bias may
be, and a sketchy outline of how he -Ls
out his plan of organization. Then
go to the table of contents in wh,.
find, typically, an outline of ,the book,
chapter by chapter. And this tells us that
these chapter titles represent to the au-
thor the key topics to be discussed in this
book. It reveals his general thinking pat-
tern. So without belaboring this aspect of
the structural skills as a foundation for
critical reading skills, let us conclude by
saying that these skills lead the reader
step by step to greater and greater selec-
tivity and to an awareness of the organi-
zation and structure of the material to be
read. When he learns how to find a main
_idea and its supporting details, he is learn-
ing further selectivity and discrimination
of the important from the unimportant.
This is critical to learning how to evaluate
and analyze written matter which is the
essence of the critical reading skills.

The critical reading skills, like the
structural (study) skills, need some rein-
terpretition themselves. That is, as we
teach them these skills are all meanings
skills, not mechanical devices for "unlock-

Reading and Inquiry, IRA Proceedings, 10, (1965), 124.127.
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ing" anythingmeaning least of all. Just
as intensive phonics does not guarantee (in
fact, often discourages) better understand-
ing of ideas and concepts, neither do iso-
lated study skills or other mechanistic ap-
proaches to learning how to think in read-
ing. After all, what is it we want the
reader to do? We say we want him to be
able to understand what an author is saying
and what that may mean in some broader
context. But we proceed, too often, as in
phonics, in simplistic isolated exercises
rather than in meaningful wholes of
knowledge. How do we understand writ-
ten matter and then go on to be able to
interpret it critically? In order to under-
stand we must see the relationships r -ng
words, ideas, and concepts. How do we do
this? One way is by learning the interrela-
tionship of these structural skills which
show us, in. X-say fashion, exactly how
the author thought his way through the
subject. We follow his organizational pat-
terns and we note which points are em-
phasized and which elements go with
which other elements to make some kind
of sensible whole.

There are other important factors in
building and improving critical reading
skills. One of the most useful, but rarely
mentioned, is the type of classroom or
instructional environment, one creates for
any kind of teaching. In teaching critical
reading skills it is necessary to create an
atmosphere which is loaded with mean-
ings and suggestions and opportunities
for interpretation. Humor, wit and satire,
sometimes even sarcasm (used correctly)
can help to build a sensitivity in students
for watching for the irony, the incongru-
ous, etc. Perhaps you noticed while the
previous speaker was giving his interest-
ing talk, the music being played was "Ex-
odus." What an opportunity for interpre-
tation there! Incidentally, this is one rea-
son why so many students like Mad mag-
azine which, among other things, focuses
many of its satirical barbs at propaganda,
particularly as used in advertising. The
teacher's attitude, in allowing Mad mag-
azine in class, or other satire, sarcasm,
and wit, is critical to developing this type

of general sensitivity. It is simply not a
matter of presenting a body of skills and
saying, therefore, that you have taught
critical reading, or anything else for that
matter. The very walls of your room must
exude meanings and awareness to innu-
endo and relationship. Books, materials,
and skills alone will not suffice, not if
you really mean to make your students
highly sensitive and alert to propaganda,
to implication, and to logical errors in
thought:

Since critical reading is what all read-
ing is about, one can readily' see how to
tie in the various skills already alluded to.
Let me mention just a few of the specific
activities we have used with success over
the years in the way of improving critical
skills, at all levels. Perhaps I should di-
gress briefly to say that these skills, struc-
tural and critical reading skills, are to be
viewed on the vertical plane not the hori-
zontal. Many of the rudiments of struc-
tural skills and critical reading skills can
be taught in the primary grades using
some of the TV ads about plastic elec-
tronic monsters which the children soon
discover really do not look as big in the
store as they did on TV and which fall
apart quickly. This kind of awareness
can be highlighted and used to build in
the foundational background for more
sophisticated critical reading skills later.
In teaching youngsters the differences be-
tween the real and unreal, the imaginary
and the actual, fact and fiction, one can
readily see the application of several basic
critical reading

application
The child can be

questioned as to whether certain super-
stitions or misconceptions could be prov-
ed. How? Do the arguments make sense?
Children love humor which can readily
be slanted toward this end of critical an-
alysis.

Let us get back to some specific tech-
niques or gimmicks if you will (although
that is certainly. a loaded term, connota-
tively and filled with propagandistic po-
tential). The use of ads from magazines,
newspapers, or even TV ads, is one con-
crete way to teach the various propa-
ganda techniques and to go into the deep-
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er significance of these techniques. Once
the basjc techniques have been learned,
one can have the students write their own
ads. It is amazing how perceptive they
can be when they know they are free to
open up. Through this process of learning
the propaganda techniques and using the
ads, one can readily slip into logic and
syllogisms as a way of demonstrating the
erroneous conclusions drawn by these ads.
In teaching the card stacking technique
one can readily insert something about
statistical fallacies and the weakness of
the design of "research" reports in terms
of variables and controls.

_During the 1960 election campaign, we
did an interesting and comprehensive re-
search on the way major newspapers
around the country were handling the
presidential campaign. Each student took
one newspaper for 30 days and carefully
analyzed the amount of news space, fea-
ture space, editorial space, picture space
allotted to each candidate. We had 12
newspapers representing every part of the
country and we made tabuiations of actual
lineage devoted to each candidate. When
the month was over we came up with a
thorough review of the biar, s expressed
by these papers. After the election, we
checked the returns for those cities whose
papers we had studied. This was to see

if we could note any appreciable influence
of the newspapers on the voters. It was a
fascinating project and many things were
learned above and beyond merely how
much Was each paper had, or who sup-
ported whom. We learned about the way
certain newspapers slant news stories in
line with editorial views and how some
chains of newspapers sing the same songs
with the same lyrics in all of their papers.

All of the interpretation skills, especial-
ly those used in reading literary material,
are intimately related to the critical read-
ing skills. Bias and connotative loading
is evident in poetry, short stories, plays,
and novels. In this connection, when
working with the disadvantaged, one can
utilize street corner speech for purposes
of teaching imagery and connotation.
Words such as "strut" for girl or "Ivor
for hot, and "nitty-grit" for earth can all
be used as launching pads for verbal
journeys into etymology, variant mean-
ings and bias.

To summarize this brief presentation,
let us say that to raise the level of critical
reading skills, at all levels, requires a
solid (oxidation of structural skills and
an environment which exudes and gen-
erates discussion, debate, and awareness
of all kinds of relationships, with key em-
phasis on selectivity.
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Distinguishing Fact from Opinion

Lao M. Seism"

IT IS CUSTOMARY when discussing critical reading to list
"distinguishing fact from opinion" as one of the primary sub-

skills involved in this evaluative process. Such a listing im-
plies that there is a difference between facts and opinions and
that this difference can be reliably detected. The purpose of this
paper is to examine these two premises in order to determine
what, if any, instructional quidelit,es for teaching this skill can
be discovered.

Fact vs. Ophsion
Dictionary definitions and common usage refer to facts as

something having actual existence while an opinion is generally
accepted to be a form of belief not quite as strong as positive
knowledge. en the one band, then, facts are existing bits of
known and verifiable information while opinions, even though
based on facts, transcend the absolute certainty of facts and in-
corporate varying degrees of speculation, confidence, and judg-
ment. Most theories and generalizations arc forms of opinions.

Facts can be generally divided into two categories, defined
and empirical. Defined facts are those which have an absolute
certainty of existence because we have created them by con- ....._ _i

sensus. The statement "2 plus 2 equals 4" is an example. "Paris
is the capital of France" is another. The truth of these statements
can never be known through reasoning or research; they are true
because of agreement and convention. Defined facts are most
commonly found in mathematics, although they are used in many

academic disciplines. However, their significance in everyday
life, particularly with regard to the type of behavior desired and
obtainable through critical reading, is probably of minimal im-
portance.

Empirical facts are those which have been discovered, gen-
erally as a result of inquiry and systematic investigation. State-
ments such as "Mars orbits the sun" and "pi equals 3.14 +" are
examples of this category. (An analysis of these statements reveals
that they implicitly contain certain elements found also in defined

facts. This merely points out that these categories are not

lournal of Reading, II, (October 1967) , 5.9.
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mutually exclusive.) Sentences such as "Nebraska is north of
Kansas" probably also belong in this category, although it is

possible to argue this point if one wishes to split hairs. Empirical
facts probably play a more significant role in everyday life than
do defined facts, but close examination leads us to conclude that
both are of minor importance in day-to-day existence.

This is because of the present stateof man's knowledge. Most
facts are tidbits, isolated and, discrete pieces of information. Few
generalizations valuable to the man-in-the-street are a result of a
compilation of indisputable evidence. Few if any decisions about
occupation, purchasing, leisure time, religion, politics, etc. can
be made solely on the basis of facts or generalizations derived
from facts. When facts are used for a significant purpose they are
most frequently used in the context of an underlying belief or
assumption rather than as a fomidation in and of 'themselves.
This situation seems to negate some of the value often attributed
to facts.

By the very existence of this subtkill and by believing that
readers should be able to differentiate between facts and opinions,
it is possible- to conclude that we believe facts are "better" than
opinions. If this interpretation is correct, it may indicate that we
do not have an accurate perception of the relative significance of
facts and opinions. By implicitly accepting this subskill, we may
be overvaluing the role of facts in everyday life.

Another weakness of facts is that they may produce a distorted
view of reality. Beginning with Hume, a long succession of
philosophers has persuasively argued that there is no infallible
method for ascertaining matters of fact. That is, even information
revealed. through empirical `approaches is not necessarily incon-
trovertible and should not be thought to be absolutely unequiv-
ocally true irrespective of time, plice, person, and circumstance.
This point of view pervades twentieth-century science and is so
powerful that even some theologians are using it as an integral
part of their ethical system.1

For critical reading there seem to be two points. First, the
distinction between fact and opinion is blurred, their differences
are less obvious, and reliable detection is confounded. To get a
sound yet workable definition of each may require an analytical
philosbpher of epistomological bent to do for them 'what Scheffler
has done for the terms "know" and "believe."2 Until then we
may be best off by being less assertive and certain that there are
clear-cut differences.

Second, if, as a prelude to distinguishing between fact and
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opinion, we define "fact" so that we create the impression that
some things are certain, absolute, and infallible, we are defeating
some of the general primary objectives of critical reading in order
to attain a specific secondary one. Critical reading, by definition,
postulates a faiiible world, and anyone trying to teach critical
reading of expository material implicitly accepts this model. We
should not chip away at this model nor weaken its foundations by
unwittingly using inconsistent definitions or creating contradic-
tory attitudes.

Another major difference between facts and opinions other
than their respective definitions is the language in which they
are or can be expressed. Facts are stated as unqualified assertions.
It makes little sense in ordinary usage to state, "It seems to re-
quire a speed of 17,500 m.p.h. to escape earth's gravitational pull."
Since we know this, we flatly state, "It requires , ." and omit the
qualifying word "seems." We are more precise in using language,
and it makes infinitely more sense if, in expressing an opinion,
we label it as an opinion in either of two ways:

Qualifiersseems, appears, probably, may, etc.
IndicatorsI think, we believe, our conclusion, etc.

A major problem, however, is that authors commonly omit
qualifiers and -indicators when expressing an opinion so that it
then resembles a fact and detection is made difficidt. And this
leads us to the second pan of the analysis.

Distinguishing Between Fact and Opinion

There are at least three reasons why it is frequently difficult
to distinguish between a fact and an opinion.

1. Use of similar linguistic structure and content. Because
they tell something about the observable world, facts are ex-
pressed in terms of what philosophers call "statement," but most
of us refer to as "declaratory sentences": e.g., "Cars have wheels"
and "The window is open." Many statements, because they refer
to the existence of something, use forms of the verbs "be"-and
"have" which are defined as referring to that which exists or
has reality.

Authors often use statements containing "be" or "have" verbs
or imperative verbs when expressing opinions: e.g., "That was a
superb movie" and "He will be a poor chairman." There are
few outward clues to indicate that "Schools have teachers" is
objectively verifiable while "Johnny can't read" is probably a
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subjective conclusion. Therefore, we cannot depend upon lan-
guage structure to provide reliable clues to help distinguish be-
tween facts and opinions; we cannot say that facts take one
linguistic form while opinions take another.

But if form isn't a dependable clue, what about content?
Don't opinions often contain evaluative terms, such as uglier,
braver, poorer, easier, more powerful? Even though the answer
is yes, we must not make a blanket conclusion that statements
containing such modifiers are opinions. There are verifiable and
unverifiable modifiers: e.g., "That is a taller building" vs. "That
is a prettier picture." But to complicate the situation there are
modifiers which are difficult to classify as to verifiability. "Larger"
and "easier" are examples of modifiers which may be either
verifiable or unverifiable depending upon the criteria upon
which they are based.

A justifiable conclusion seems to be that each sentence must
be examined individually and the criteria for any modifiers deter-
mined before we can state whether it is fact or- opinion. We.
cannot rely on any generalization about the structure or the
content of the statement to be of significant value in helping
tEs make this decision.

2. Use of levels of abstraction. One function of language is
to summarize a mass of details and to express this general idea in
a capsule form. Human beings have found it suits them to say
"The Mexican people like Americans" rather than to say "In
a survey, 30 million Mexicans answered yes to the question, Do
you like Americans?"

This kind of shorthand expression is extremely common in
mass media. We.are confronted with the situation where, be-
cause a newspaper cannot print the governor's total speech, it is
summarized. And in this summarization, rather than stating
explicitly that the governor referred five times to high- taxes,
an impressionistic sentence is used, "The governor referred
repeatedly to high taxes."

We are not concerned here with the propriety or impropriety
of this use of language. What is important is that our common
use of abstractions confounds the problem of determining whether
a sentence is a fact or an opinion. Most of us would think it
acceptable'to say of a child "He gets good grades" when he-has
five A's and three B's on his report card. But is this statement
fact or opinion? One thing is clear. Such a statement is at a
higher level of abstraction than the data on which it is based,
and the result is to make difficult an exact delineation between
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fact and opinion.
3. Use of combined statements. -So far we have talked as if

facts were facts and opinions were opinions and never the twain
shall meet. But this is far front accurate. Consider the sentence
"There's a mangy cur on the porch." Here is an opinionated
factual statement. The* faCt is, if you trust the speaker, there is
a dog on the porch; the opinion is that he's a mangy cur. -The
problem then becomes not simply distinguishing betiveen two
statements but of separating fact and opinion when expressed to-
gethera considerably more difficult task.

Conclusion

The point of this analysis has beenen to make a partial examina-
tion of a commonly listed subskill of critical reading to help
determine whether we can tell facts from opinions and whether
we should tell facts from opinions. It has been shown that even
though there are differences between the twothat is, we can
differentiate between themit is far from a simple task to do so.
There are no handy rules-of-thumb we can give students to help
them in this task. Furthermore, the complexity of the task is
increased by combined statements which require the ability to
detect bias before finally distinguishing fact from opinion. So
there may be certain prerequisities necessary before attempting
to teach this skill.

The question of should we teach this.skill is at least as thorny
a problem. The mere ability to distinguish between fact and
opinion may not be as valuable as we have assumed. After we
have separated the twoif indeed we canit may be more
important to determine the relevance, the soundness, or the
implications of the opinion than to conclude, "This is a fact;
that is an opinion." Being an opinion does not per se determine
whether it is good or bad, right or wrong. The evidence and
values on which it is based and the things it leads to are much
more important than whether it is an opinion. But these matters
are obviously beyond the scope of this paper. .

Finally, it is hoped -that this analysis, even though it did not
reach any definite conclusions about the two premises which were
examined, will not be viewed only as an end in itself, but applica-
ble to other skills. Hopefully, this examination shows both the
need for and the technique to use in analyzing other statements
we, so glibly espouse. Critical reading should not be confined
to the classroomfor either student or teacher.
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Critical Reading in a Developmental Reading Course

ROBERT DENBERG and CHARLES JONES*

AN EXPERIMENTAL READING COURSE was given at the
Randell Schoolin Denver, Colorado, to seventh- and eighth-

grade students and another at our classrooms in Boulder, Colo-
rado, to test the following hypothesis: assuming that the structure
of reading and the structure of thinking coincide, then improv-
ing and extending the structures of logical and critical thinking
result directly 'in improving critical and integrative reading
ability.

Methods of Evaluation
We were hampered in the reliable gauging of our results by

the unfortunate fact that no suitable standardized test exists to
measure improvement in critical reading ability; however, since
we were not concerned with the improvement of existing
methods of teaching critical reading, but merely with testing the
workability or non-workability of a new approach, we could
validly use the two-valued criterion "improvementnon-improve-
ment" in our evaluations. The evaluations were made by our-
selves during the third portion of the course and by instructors
at Randell School who observed the changes in critical reading
ability evidenced in their students' classroom performances.

Structure and Methods of the Course
Half the course work was devoted to instruction in study

skills, speed reading, 'flexibility, classifying and organizing writ-
ing, etc., and the other half to critical or integrative reading ap-
proached through the folloiting: 1) a study of the principles of-
correct thinking; 2) their application in a series of class discus-
sions of issues of general interest, in which no attempt was made
to arrive at specific conclusions; instead precision, objectivity,
structured and organized thinking, analysis and examination
were fostered; and finally, 3) application to a variety of reading
materials.

The following principles of critical thinking were explicitly
covered:,

A. Precision with word meanings. Mathematics and the sci-
ences demand this awareness and respect for accuracy; all litera-
ture in all fields depends on the impact of specific and carefully
chosen words.

Journal of Reading,10, (March 1967) , 399403.
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In order to foster precision in word 'comprehension in our
students, it was necessary first to drive home very solidly this con-
cept: Even themost prosaic words do not merely symbolize their
referent, but have a secondary valuation or coloration (1) in-
trinsically, e.g. "highly -sensitive: squeamish," (2) contextually,
e.g. "highly sensitive to insult: highly sensitive to beauty," and
(3) inferentially, e.g. "artistic and highly sensitive: highly sensi-
tive, almost paranoid." Although- most of our students were
easily made aware of the importance of word- usage in persuasive
writing, we were concerned that they dikriminate its importance
in expository writing because of the assumptions implicit in word
choice. The most important question the students were asked
to consider was, "Why was this word and no other chosen?"

Other concepts covered to develop precision in the use of
words were ambiguity and semantic confusion. The discussions
of ambiguity were enlivened by exploiting the humorous aspects
of ambiguity (for example, "My dog has an enormous appetite.
He is 'very fond of little boys.") . The concept was easily grasped
by all students.

Semantic confusion posed a problem. We were familiar with
the tendency of younger children to perceive words as absolutes,
and we had considered the possibility that the thinking of our
13- and 14-year-olds might not be sufficiently mature- to grasp
this concept. The old question, "If a tree falls in the forest
and there is no one there to hear it, does it make a sound?" is
immediately resolved when definitions are agreed upon. We
were pleased that almost all our students were able, to understand
the nature of semantic confusion and could be led to analyze suc-
cessfully questions like the one above.

B. Structure of thought. Thoughtin books, or in speech
always has a structure, and the ability to find this structure is vital
to understanding. The syllogism is an idea in a clearly structured
form. The relationship of the parts to each other and to the
whole is immediately evident for example, "All men are mortal;
Socrates is a man; Socrates is mortal." But all ideas contain this
same relationship, however confused or obscure; and to analyze
or understand anything, this structure must- be implicitly or ex-
plicitly extracted. Our students examined various books, includ-
ing their own textbooks, to find the structure and movement of
the thought, so that each work was seen as a coherent, meaningful
whole without "loose ends" or disconnected facts..

Sometimes thought is not properly structured: for instance,
"All dogs are animals; all cats 'are animals; therefore, all dogs are
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cats." By analyzing various kinds of fallacies and understanding
why they were fallacies, our students developed a "feeling" for
the logical, for unity of thought and for coherence, which-Vras
manifested in their own thought as we observed it in the group
discussions.

C. Recognition of implicit assumptions. Many writers pre-
sentsome of their ideas implicitly, and the reader must be able
to "read between the lines" and draw inferences. Value judg-
ments (Is a thing good or bad?) are often not stated formally.
Sometimes the writer or speaker is not aware of their existence,
yet they color and distort the objectivity of his thought Feelings
that masquerade as thoughts can be exposed, but first the reader
must know that they can exist.

The group discussions included topics like "Should I8-year-
olds be allowed to vote?" and "Should capital punishment be
abolished?" All speakers were required to use words precisely,
'present their ideas in a structured way, be relevant at all times;
be objective, support their beliefs, and recognize underlying as-
sumptions and call opinions "opinions." Usually two or three
different opinions emerged, and the class evaluated each in regard
to the following criteria: What is the formal structure of each
argument? What are the underlying assumptions? What fal-
lacies, if any, exist? How well supported or factual is each
argument? On the basis of what evidence do you agree or dis-
agree? The rigor of these rules made communication between
the students awkward for only a short time. The value, in terms
of clarity and lack of confusion, as well as in superior develop-,
ment of thought, soon became apparent and welcome to the stu-
dents.

Our course devoted a good deal of une to the application
of these critical principles to reading. Obvious material that we
used included newspaper editorials, articles in two different news-
papers about the same event, advertising in magazines, book and
movie reviews. But we believed that critical or integrative ability
should be valuable to every kind of reading, and for this reason
we worked with literature, especially poetry, with essays, and with
all kinds of factual materials from the social studies and the
sciences.

Observations
A. Observations in the Reading Class. The discussions gave

students the opportunity to use the critical principles and gave us
the opportunity to see how effectively they were being used.
At first, we noticed the flow of ideas was rather disorganized in
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most of our students. In discussing the topic. "Should prisons be
used to punish or to rehabilitate?" we received many contribu-
tions like the following: "There was a man in my neighborhood
who stole, and the police caught him and now he's in jail."
Although perhaps colorful or interesting, anecdotes like this
failed to make a point or shed any light on the problem at hand.
We were receiving free associations, and students could not dis-
tinguish between -relevancy and irrelevancy: Again, at the begin-
ning, students would cite fathers, uncles, big sisters to prove their
points. "My uncle says that if anyone sells dope to kids he should
be punished by being put in jail for the Test of his life." Why the
student's uncle believed this was not indicated; merely that he
said it seemed sufficient proof. Also common at the beginning
were emotional judgments. "It must be terrible to be in prison
to be punished, so you shouldn't punish criminals, just rehabili-
tate them." Feelings are, valid when they are recognized as such,
but logical argument and discussion suffer when all that is ex-
changed is emotion.

We noticed that the students became far more critical as the
class progressed. The three errors given aboveirrelevancy, in-
adequate support of opinion, and subjectivitydecreased signifi-
cantly. At first the teacher had to exert constant and forceful
control over the course of the discussion; toward the end the
students did this themselves in evaluating their own contributions
and those of their fellow students.

We noticed a less tangible ikaprovement in the students'
choices of words. "Bad," "good," "right," "wrong" gave way to
more objective and less colored words. And in students' evalua-
tions of books and essays we noticed the same development of
critical ability..

In student analysis of writing for content and organization
we also found considerable improvement. Initially, when the
students were asked to indicate the structure of a flow of ideas,
they stayed on the factual level. "The X tribe and the Y tribe
live in similar climates." "They have the same resources." "The
author says one tribe is monogamous,' the other isn't." "It says
one tribe lives off the land, the other robs from neighboring vil-
lages." The reason for these facts, to show that environment does
not completely determine the way a people lives, that culture is as
important as environment, and can, in fact, change it, was not
considered as part of the structure. Through the course, the
students were increasingly able to see why facts are presented,
that they are not isolated units which just happen to be in the
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same essay or chapter or book, but that they are all connected and
are used to support general ideas, even if these general ideas are
implied and not bluntly stated.

A great deal of interest and participation was generated in
the group discussions, and we were pleased to notice that the
shyer students became less reticent as the course progressed and
offered many contributions.

B. Observations in other classes. The most surprising observa-
tion (although perhaps it shouldn't have been) was that the
students became more fluent and coherent in their own writing.
Improvement in comprehension was reported, and some students
became much more expressive, although this may have been a
temporary carry-over and not a permanent change.. One student
jokingly said, "This course bothers me, because when I leave it
my friends and I keep getting into long arguments about what,
we were talking about in class."

Conclusions
In all cases improvement in critical reading ability and in

critical thinking was noted by ourselves and by the instructors
at Randell School. Instructors also found improvement in writ-
ing and speaking ability in some students. As was expected,
critical reading. ability carried over into the academic classroom
situation was somewhat less than that evidenced during the read-
ing course, but nevertheless was believed to be significant. We
Also believe that reading improvement of this nature may be ex-
pected to generate continued improvement in the student,, such
improvement being an attitude of posture of mind as well as
a proficiency.



SIGNIFICANT RELATED ARTICLES
The articles here do not exactly fit under any of the categories repre-

sented by the preceding sections of this reprint. However, all the articles
have relationship to the teaching of comprehension skills, even though
somewhat obliquely in some instances.

The opening article affords a highly selective but inclusive listing of
comprehension skills at the elementary school level. Other articles relate to
the critical thinking which operates in all critical reading. The effects of
linguistics is dealt with, not only for reading but spelling and speech. The
problems of culturally disadvantaged children are also dealt with.

The reader will find valuable supplementary articles 'listed in the bibli-
ography at the end of this volume.

Evaluating Critical Reading

MARTHA L. KING*

DEVELOPING A NATION of critical
readers appears to be an educational
aim more lauded than comprehended,
more sought-after than accomplished.
For despite the improvement in gen-
eral literacy statistics of the nations,
teachers and other thoughtful citizens
are showing increasing alarm over the
inability of Americans to read criti-
cally. Much has been written about
the probable causes of this special
reading deficiency. Vague and ambig-
uous concepts of the nature of critical
reading, inadequate definition of the
specific skills involved, insufficient in-
structional materials and techn;ques,
and the limited abilities of teachers to
instruct pupils in these higher level
reading skills are commonly identified
as inhibiting factors. A fifth deterrant
has undoubtedly been the lack of
procedures and instruments to use in
evaluating the achievement of pupils in
this area.

Teachers tend to teach best those
subjects and skills that are regularly
and directly evaluated in the schools'
organized testing programs. In read-
ing this means, then, that word recog-
nition skills, literal comprehension
skills, knowledge of vocabulary, and
some interpretation and study skills
are the facets of reading best taught

because these are the skills that are
covered in the standardized tests most
frequently used-in elementary schools.
Only rarely do such tests include items
that require pupils to identify the au-
thor's opinion, detect hidden meanings;
interpret figurative language or tone,
or make generalizations from the facts
given. Items which require the exam-
inee to identify omission of important
facts, irrelevant data, discrepancies in
information, inappropriate analogies,
and persuasive use of words are com-
pletely missing from elementary school
reading tests. Yet, through newspa-
pers, magazines, and television, young-
sters daily confront reading materials
in which such reading skills are
needed.

It is the purpose of this paper to de-
scribe two types of evaluation instru-
ments that were developed at Ohio
State University as a necessary part of
a research study of the feasibility of
teaching critical reading at the elemen-
tary school level. When the research-
ers began designing procedures for
teaching critical reading skills to pupils
in grades one through six, it soon be-
came apparent that new instruments
for measuring effectiveness of instruc-
tion were needed. Recognizing that

*Forging Ahead in Reading, IRA Proceedings, 12, (1967), 179-185.
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critical reading is a complex dynamic
process involving various types of
thinking, two very different kinds of
evaluation instruments were devised.
One was a battery of three tests, which
were constructed for grades one
through six, to measure the growth in
achievement of the identified critical
reading skills. The. second technique
was developed to measure the quality
and kind of thinking that ocurred
when children were engaged in critical
reading and discussion activities in the
classrooms This second instrument
also enabled the teacher to assess to a
limited degree the effectiveness of her
verbal behavior in stimulating the crit-
ical reading-thinking habits of her pup-
ils.

Developing a test of critical
reading

Developing a test of critical reading
skills for elementary school pupils was
an arduous task because the skills of
critical reading had not been identified
and precisely clarified. Moreover,
finding reading matter or writing new
materials that would test critical read-.
ing ability and still be within the read-
ability- competence. of the examinees
was extremely difficult. The first step
in test construction was that of clari-
fying that aspect of reading ability
commonly referred to as critical read-
ing. What knowledge and skills were
essential for the critical reader? From
a search of the literature a long list of
reading skills, thought to be basic to
critical reading, was compiled. This
list was sent for validation to a panel
of reading experts across the nation.
They were asked to critically analyze
the list, to rate the importance of each
skill, to suggest other skills that should
be added, and to indicate those that
should be omitted. The revised group
of critical reading skills was further
validated by classroom observations of
critical reading lessons, in which the
completeness of the list of skills was

checked. Despite the care that was
used in developing the list of skills, du-
plication and overlapping were evident
in the resulting list. Some skills, more-
over, were very similar -; others were
quite distinct. To assure both balance
and preciseness in the definition, the
skills were categorized into three
major groups. All of the items that
concerned the validity (reasonable-
ness) and reliability (trustworthiness)
of reading materials were classified as
logic skills. Included were -drawing
conclusions from stated premises, iden-
tifying unstated premises, identifying
fallacies in reasoning, and recognizing
persuasive devices in writing. The
language skills were classified either
under logic or the second major classi-
fication, literary analysis skills. Skills
that involved recognizing and judging
persuasive use of words, vague and
imprecise words, and the multiple
meanings conveyed by a single word
were included with the logic skills.
The literary analysis category con-
tained such language-related skills as
interpreting and evaluating metaphor,
symbolism, personification, alliteration,
and authentic speech. Other skills in-
cluded under literary analysis were re-
lated to identification, analysis, and
evaluation of 1) forms of writing; 2)
the components of literature such as
characterization, plot structure, set-
ting, and theme; and 3) the literary
devices that make up the author's
style.

Those skills that involved going be-
yond a single piece of writing and
comparing or evaluating it according
to external factors were designated
.general skills. This group consisted of
such abilities as identifying, compar-
ing, and evaluating sources; judging
the author's viewpoint and compe-
tence; determining the publisher's (or
sponsor's) commitments; and compar-
ing multiple sources in order to verify
information.
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Constructing test items

Critical reading ability results from
the readers not only knowing about
and identifying such features of writ-
ing as logical fallacies, literary form, or
the point-of-view of the author but also
from their skill in analyzing, compar-
ing, and judging various aspects of the
written material. Constructing a use-
ful evaluation instrument, then, called
for devising test items that required
the reader not only to recognize faulty
reasoning, discrepant information, and
elements of the author's style but also
to judge the trustworthiness, truth-
fulness, and quality of materials. An
example of a question which requires
the reader to recognize and judge a
statementin this case a false analo-
gyis the following:

A boy is like a tree. He must stand
straight and tall.

What is wrong with these sentences?
1. Trees are always straight, but boys

are not.
2. Trees are alwayi straighter than

boys.
3. Boys are not as tall as trees.
4. Boys are not like trees in most ways.

The next question expects the reader
to analyze statements and apply knowl-
edge to reach a valid conclusion from a
series of statements:

Anyone who is on a TV show is rich.
Captain Kangaroo is on a TV show.

If the above statements are true, what
else must be true?

1. Captain Kangaroo is rich.
2. People who are not on a TV show

are poor.
3. Captain Kangaroo may be rich.
4. Anyone on a TV show may be rich.

In the example that follows the chil-
dren are expected to make a judgment
about the kind of question Bill's
mother asked :

John told his mother about his new
friend, Bill. His- mother said, "Is your
friend a good boy or a bad boy?"

What is wrong with this question?

1. Bill may be good one time and not
so good at another time.

2. Bill might ti better than John.
3. John's mother knew Bill was a good

boy.
4. boy. was John's friend, so he was

good.

Other questions in the test asked the
examinee to compare two sources for
likenesses and differences in content,
form, author's purpose, and facts pro-
vided. The following illustrations
from the primary form of the test show
that students also were expected to go
beyond the text provided in making
judgments about the material.

LETS READ ABOUT SEA SHELLS
What are sea shells? Sea shells are the
hard coverings of many kinds of sea animals
that belong to the mollusk family. Mollusks
are animals with soft bodies. They are ani-
mals without backbones. The shell is the
house that the mollusk lives in. There are
many things that you can learn by looking at
sea shells. One sea animal, the nautilus,
grows a new room each time he gets bigger.
When he adds a new room, he closes up the
old one. Some sFolls have 30 rooms in
them.

HOUSES FROM THE SEA
My sister and I walked along the beach with
our empty pails. The ocean waves rolled in
and out. The waves surprised us by leaving
many shells lying on the wet sand. Many of
the shells reminded us of butterflies, angel
wings, Chinese hats, staircases, fans, tops,
castles, and boats. We filled our pails with
all kinds of shells. We found one large
beautiful shell. When we held it up to our
ears, we could hear the sound of the ocean.
We want our friends to see our shells. We
will tell you the funny names we made up.
Pretend you want to share a shell collection
with your class. Which story would you
read to find out more about sea shells?
1. The first story because it tells more about

the sea shells.
2. The second story because there are funny

names we can use.
3. The first story because mollusks are

fur.ny animals.
4. The second story because it talks about

the ocean waves.
In what way do you think the two stories
are different?
1. One is about a girl and a boy, and one is

about backbones.
2. One is about a family, and one is about a

house.
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3. One has information about sea shells, and
one is a story about eolledinf shells.

4. One has facts about said butter-
Chi nen hats, fans, and castles; and

the other story has fads about houses.
What should the person who wrote the first
story have done?
I. Gone deep sea fishing.
2. Studied about sea animals.
3. Studied about the nautilus.
1. /fade a collection of sea shells.

Due to the practical necessity of
constructing a testing instrument that
could be administered to elementary
school pupils within reasonable time
limits, only a sampling of the extensive
list of critical reading abilities could be
included. Selection of items for the
initial forms of the tests was based
upon criteria of appropriateness for the
grade levels tested and the uniqueness
of the skill. For example, if two abili-
ties were judged to be very similar,
such as recognizing the progspnda
devices of namecalling and plain folk
technique, only one item was included.
Parallel items were written for each of
the skills selected for both primary and
intermediate grades. These were then
organized into four trial forms of the
testtwo for pupils in grades one
through three, and two for pupils in
grades four through six. The tests
were then administered to a population
of 3,017 pupils in ten elementary
schools in a four-state area. Results
of this administration furnished data
for both item analysis and coefficients
of reliability of the two forms at each
grade level. Following the item analy-
sis, final forms of the primary test and
intermediate test were constructed on
the basis of two additional criteria: the
discriminating power and the difficulty
of the test items. The reliability of
coefficients for the two trial forms
ranged from .72 to .86 for the different
grade levels. Although these were rgit
exceptionally high, they were consid-
ered adequate for the purpose of this
test, which was to assess growth of
pupils in specific skills.

Norming the final forms

Three forms of the Critical Reading
Test were finally constructed. There
were two primary forms, which
differed primarily in the readability of
the items, and one intermediate form.
Both of the, primary forms contained
10 questions pertaining to "general"
skills category; 17 questions in the
logic classification, which included
propaganda devices and semantics
questions; and IS in the literary analy-
sis category, which included literary
form, plot structure, theme, characteri-
sation, and literary devices. The in-
termediate test was longer than the
primary and was divided as follows:
15 items tested the general skills of
comparing sources, determining au-
thor's competence and purpose, and se-
lecting relevant sources ; 21 questions
were focused on logic skills; and 18
items pertained to literary analysis.
The revised tests were administered to
a second national sample for purposes
of norming. Forty-six school systems
in eight states in four geographical re-
gions provided norming data from
3,527 pupils. Detailed data pertaining
to grade level norms, coefficients of re-
liability of the final forms, and factor
analysis are not given here but are
available in a paper written by Bernice
Effinger (2).

How adequate is the test?

Comparison of the mean scores
across grade levels shows that the level
2 primary test was very difficult for
grade two in both spring and fall ad-
mini:U*6°ns and that the intermediate
test was difficult for fourth graders in
the fall testing, especially. Further in-
vestigation will show whether the
forms of the test should be further re-
vised for readability or moved up one
grade level each.

The main criterion for judging the
adequacy of a test is the degree to
which it measures' what it professes to
measure. The skills that are included

+N.
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in the Ohio State Critical Reading
Test were submitted to a group of rec-
ognized reading authorities for valida-
tion before items were written. In
other words, the skills included in the
test Were judged by these authorities
to be essential to critical reading.
How successful the item writers were
in devising questions that actually test
the skills identified is yet to be deter-
r fined. Factor analysis of the teat;
which is still in progress, will provide
better data regarding the internal va-
lidity of the instruments.

Ralph Tyler has said that evaluation
of learning should be considered a dy-
namic process that continues to change
according to changing educational con-
cepts, conditions, and purposes of eval-
uation. The developers of this tot of
critical reading view it as an em-
bryonic effort that will change and im-
prove as it continues to be used, re-
searched, and revised.

Classroom observations as
an evaluative technique

Paper and pencil tests provide one
kind of evaluation data about
pupilsthat is, an indication of their
level of accomplishment in selected
skill: or learning tasks at a given time.
Such instruments do not provide ap-
praisal data about the learning con-
ditions that foster a specific type of
behavior, nor do they furnish informa-
tion about the thinking processes that
pupils use as they are engaged in such
cognitive tasks as critical reading.
Inasmuch as critical reading is a think-
ing act in response to written commu-
nication, it is highly important that
teachers have tools for analyzing and
evaluating children's thinking pro-
cesses as revealed, not only by written
responses, but by verbal responses,
also. Research in the areas of teacher
behavior and children's thinking has
emphasized the importance of the
teacher's language in fostering intellec-
tual growth in children. From her
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studies of teaching strategt._ and the
development of cognitive processes,
Taba concluded that a teacher's ques-
tions play a crucial role in the develop
ment of pupil's thinking skills because
her questions circumscribe the mental
operations which pupils can perform
and determine w'ich modes ct thought
they :earn (3).

It follows reasonably, then, that
evaluation procedures, designed to give
the teacher feedback about the kind
and quality of thinking 'that was ob-
servable in the verbal interaction be-
tween herself and the students, should
provide clues to ways of improving the
instructional process. Such evaluation
techniques should not only reveal the
pupil's growth but should furnish data
about the effectiveness of the teacher's

lantagesicond type of evaluation in-
strument that was developed and used
in the Ohio State University Research
Study of Children's Critical Reading
was an observation scale. This tool
enabled the researchers to analyse the
relationship between the teacher's ver-
baliations and the pupils' responses
and to assess the changes (or improve-
ments) in both teacher and pupil utter-
ances that occured during the eight
months of study. To fulfill the pur-
poses of the research study an observa-
tion instrument, which would permit
the classification of both qualitative
and quantitative verbal behaviors, was
devised. The scale consisted of two
related category systems: one for re-
cording th . teachers' utterances and
the other for noting the pupils' re-
sponse:. The eight categories for clas-
sifying the teachers' talk show some
influence of Bloom's Taxonomy (1);
the definiitons of the terms, however,
have been altered and limited as is
shown in the following definitions:

Specific facts: All talk that is in-
tended to bring specific information
to the learners.
Clarifying: Statements or questions
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used to refine previously discussed
ideas or those misinterpreted by in-
dividuals; included are definitions,
illustrations, rephrasing, or emphasis
on a prior point.
Interpreting or Inferring: Providing
meanings that go beyond the literal
ones given in the written material.
Included are the personal meanings
which the reader associates with the
text and his interpretation of the au-
thor's hidden meanings.
Analyzing: The statements or ques-
tions that require an identification
and examination of component parts
of a piece of writing, a situation, or
a phrase; the nature of the relation-
ship of the parts ; and the internal
consistency of the whole piece.
Applying: The statements or ques-
tions that require a direct applica-
tion of information or criteria to
another 'situation or piece of infor-
mation.
Summarizing: A synthesis of pre-
ceding information and ideas, often
showing relationships between parts,
is the object of such questions and
statements.
Evaluation: Statements or questions
in which a judgment based upon
criteria is made or expected.. Both
personal values and public criteria
are bases for making judgments.

The main criterion for determining
the five pupil categoriei was the diffe-
rentiation of levels of thinking that
were observable in their responses.
Here the mental operations as identi-
fied by Guilford in the structure of the
intellect proved useful in defining the
separate types of thinking. The five
different types of thinkingcognition,
memory,, convergent and divergent
production, and evaluationwere ar-
ranged in a continuum horizontally
across the top of the observation scale.
Cognition and memory, which were
grouped together and defined as liter-
ally understanding and relating what
had been read or previously stated,

were classified as level 2; convergent
responses, those that indicated in-
terpretation, illustrations, or reorgani-
zation of the content, Were designated
as level 3 ; divergent ?r: pones, those
that revealed theorizing; hypothesizing,
or making new and unique applications
information and ideas, were classified
at level 4. Level 5 was reserved for
responses that Showed that pupils had
made an evaluative judgment based
upon personal or public criteria.
Responses were classified at level 1
when there was evidence of guessing
or random thoughts. Both level 3 and
4 responses were considered essential
prerequisites to critical reading, but
level 5 responses were judged to be the
most eesirable because of 'the evalua-
tive nature of critical reading.

During 'the experimental year of the
critical reading research study, 24
classroom teachers, four at each of the
first six grade levels, were regularly
observed while teaching reading. One
half of the teachers (the experimental
group) were given special materials
and instruction in critical reading
while the remaining twelve (the con-
trol group) had no special instruction
in critical reading but were provided
an equal amount of instruction and
materials in selected areas of children's
literature. -

The purpose of the observations was
to collect data pertaining to the similar-
ities and differences in the verbal be-
havior of both teachers and pupils in
the two groups and to ascertain what
kinds of changes, if any, occurred dur-
ing the time of the study. Each
teacher was observed six times, pro-
viding a total of 144 observations for
analysis. Two trained observers at
each session made on-the-spot categor-
ization of the teachers' statements or
questions and the pupils' responses.
Teachers' statements and questions
were classified according to the seven
types designated above. Pupils' re-
sponses were recorded in the same
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horizontal rows as the preceding state-
ment or question made by the teacher;
the responses, however, were classified
within the rows according to the level
of thinking exhibited. .The observa-
tion instrument provided a graphic
representation of the type of utterances
the teacher made, the qt..lity of re-
sponses given by the pupils, and the
reciprocal relationship betWeen the
two.

The analysis of the 144 observations
produced some interesting and encour-
aging data, which have implications for
the evaluation of critical reading.
First- of all, the study revealed that
both groups of teachers improved their
questioning behavior. They decreased
their use of specific fact questions and
increased their use of more thought-
stimulating questions. Experimental
teachers changed in the direction of
asking more interpreting, analyzing,
and evaluating questions; control
teachers moved toward asking more
applying questions. Apparently, know-
ing how to ask different kinds of
questions for various purposes leads to
greater improvement than do intuition
or desire. The control teachers
wanted to teach increasingly better les-
sons and did improve; the experimen-
tal teachers who had some training in
the art of asking questions asked sig-
nificantly more questions, however,
that demanded analytical and evalua-
tive responses.

The' findings further revealed a sig-
nificant relationship between the teach-
ers' questions and the intellectual effort
exhibited in the pupils' responses.
Those teachers who asked more inter-
preting, analyzing, and evaluating
questions elicited from their pupils
higher levels of thinking which could
be classified as inferring, illustrating,
hypothesizing, theorizing, and evaluat-
ing. Improvement in pupils' ability to
engage in higher levels of thinking was
noted during the time of the study,
also. The experimental pupils, espe-

cially, were observed to give signifi-
cantly more responses at the highest
evaluative level. It appears that pupils
may become increasingly aware of the
goals of reading instruction through
the questions the teacher asks; and
that when they clearly understand the
expectation to think more deeply or in
a variety of ways, they are .motivated
to meet the expectation.

The observation procedures just de-
scribed involved several outside ob-
servers because they were used to col-
lect research data ; the techniques,
however, are adaptable to regular
classroom situations. By recording
reading instructional sessions on audio
or video tape, the individual teacher
can replay, listen to the recordings,
and analyze the verbal exchange be-
tween herself and the children. If she
samples instructional sessions regu-
larly over a period of time, the teacher
will be able to evaluate changes in her
language and that of the children.
One first grade teacher who regularly
sampled the discussion in one reading
group for a period of two months ob-
served that when she asked better
questions, the children responded with
more independent and thoughtful con-
tributions. She noted further that the
parroting of answers, which was com-
mon among the first graders, de-
creased; children who seldom spoke at
the beginning of the observations made
worthwhile contributions after six
weeks; children increased the length
and number of sentences used; and
pupils moved in the direction of res-
ponding to one another rather than to
the teacher. Also, growth of individ-
ual pupils in analyzing, comparing, and
evaluating reading materials was re-
vealed through the comparison of re-
cordings. After listening to more than
a dozen tapes, this teacher concluded
that the pupils became more highly
motivated and interested in reading
when they were challenged to inter-
pret, apply, and evaluate and that suc-
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ess in these thinking processes
brought the children more satisfaction
and confidence in their reading.

Experimentations with two proce-
dures in the evaluation of critical read-
ing have been described. Although
different, both of the two devices will
provide, the teacher with feedback es-
sential to the improvement of the 3.

teaching learning environment. To-
gether, the two instruments measure
both knowledge and process objectives
of critical reading.
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A Definition of Critical Thinking

ROBERT H. ENNIS

s A ROOT notion, critical thinkingA is here taken to mean the correct
assessing of statements. This basic
notion was suggested by' B. Othand
Smith* (3) : "Now if we set about
t o f i n d o u t what . . . [a] statement
means and to determine whether to
accept or reject it, we would be en-
gaged in thinking which, for lack of
a better term, we shall call critical
thinking." Since Smith's definition
does not use any words like "cor-
rect," his notion is slightly different.
Smith's concept of critical thinking,
however, permits us to speak of
"good critical thinking" and "poor
critical thinking" without redun-
dance or contradiction. Though this
is an accepted manner of speaking,
the predominant manner of speaking
presumably builds the notion of
correct thinking into the notion of
critical thinking. Though the latter
interpretation is used in this paper,
it would be easy to restructure what
follows and use Smith's concept.
"Good critical thinking" in Smith's
sense means the same as "critical
thinking" as used in this paper.

Since there are various kinds of
statements, various relations between
statements and their grounds, and
various stages in the process of assess-
ment, we can expect that there will
be various ways of going wrong when
one attempts to think critically. In
view of this fact, the aspects of criti-
cal thinking about to be presented,
The Reading Teacher, 17, (May 1960 500

'which may be looked upon as :peel&
ways to avoid the pitfalls in assess-
ment, are bound to make a rather
heterogeneous list.

This list and the accompanying
criteria for judging statements are
based in a large part upon a study
of the literature in edutation, philos-
ophy, and psychology.* The list of
critical thinking aspects is also based
upon an analysis of a number of
specimens of alleged justifications of
statements, and a consequent realiza-
tion of the places where these justifi-
cations can go wrong. One may look
upon this list as a statement of a
number of items that, if taught to
students, will result in a greater
likelihood that, they will be critical
thinkers. Further refinement of this
list is a continuing task, and of course
much remains to be done.

Major Aspects of Critical
Thlakieg

A critical thinker is characterized
by proficiency in judging whether

1. A statement follows from the
premises.

References that were of help can be
found in Robert H. Ennis, "A Concept of
Critical Thinking," Harvard Educational
Review, 32 (Winter, 1962) , 81-111: the
present artide is a streamlined version of
that article. The theoretical analysis of
critical thinking and the proposals for
needed research in that article also have
been omitted here. The latter feature is
expanded in an artide entitled "Needed:
Research in Critical Thinking," Educational
Leadership, October, 1965.

-612.
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2. Something is an assumption.
3. An observation statement is reliable.
4. A simple generalization is warranted.
5. A hypothesis is warranted.
6. A theory is warranted.
7. An argument depends on an

ambiguity.
8. A statement_ is overvague or

overspecific.
9. An alleged authority is reliable.

Although the root notion calls for
its inclusion, the judging of value
statements is deliberately excluded
from the above list. This exclusion
admittedly weakens the attractiveness
of the list, but makes the job more
manageable. So long as we remember
that this exclusion has occurred, we
should not be confused by the trun-
cated concept. Perhaps this gap can
at some future time be at least par-
tially filled.

The exclusion of other important
kinds of thinking (creative thinking,
for example) from this basic concept
of critical thinking does not imply
twat the others are unimportant, nor
does it imply that they are separable
fro-in it in practice. This exclusion is
simply the result of an attempt to
focus attention on one important
kind of thinking.

Another aspect which has deliber-
ately been excluded from the list is
proficiency in judging whether a
problem has been identified. This is
excluded not because it is unimpor-
tant, but because it resolves into one
or another of the items on the list
(or the judging of value statements)
in each of the various meanings of
"identifying a problem." This point
will be developed later.

Each of the listed aspects of criti-
cal thinking will be examined and,

if possible, criteria will be presented,
clarified, and, when it seems neces-
sary; at least partially justified.

1. Jullgieg Whether d Statement
Follows from the Premises
The concern of most logic books

is with whether a statement follows
necessarily from the premises. This
is the judging of deduction. Reason-
ing in mathematics, if-then" rea-
soning, and syllogistic reasoning all
exemplify deduction.

The basic criterion is this: "A
conclusion follows necessarily if its
denial contradicts the assertion of
the premises." Various rules have
been developed for different types of
deduction, but all see to it that this
requirement is fulfilled. Well-devel-
oped sets of rules include:
1.1 The rules for handling equations and

inequalities.
1.2 The rules of "if-then" reasoning:

1.21 Denial of the "then-pan" requires
denial of the "if-part," but not
necessarily vice versa.

1.22 Acceptance of the "if-part" re-
quires acceptance of the "then-
part." but not necessarily vice
versa.

1.23 Instances of an "if-then" state-
ment are implied by the "if-then"
statement.

1.3 The rules for categorical reasoning.
These rules may be summarized by the
following: "Whatever is a member of
a general class is also a member of
whatever that general dam is included
in, and is not a member of whatever,
the general class is excluded from."

A number of cases of reasoning
are parallel to strict deduction, but
are different in that the generaliza-
tions in use as premises do not hold
universally under any conceivable
circumstance; they have exceptions
and limits, not all of which can be
specified. To extend Waisman's term

J
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(5), they are "open-textured." Rea-
soning from principles and hypothe-
ses to the world of things, men, and
events is inevitably of this sort. Some-
times the exceptions and limits are so
far removed that we do not have to
worry about them, and in such cases
we can proceed as in deduction
without fear of going wrong. Some-
times the limits and exceptions are
close by, in which case, still ap-
proxiniating the deductive model, we
use words like "probable," "likely,"
"barring unforeseen circumstances,"
etc., in the conclusion.

For an example of the latter case,
consider the application of that
standard law of economics, "If the
supply is constant and the demand
for a product decreases, the price
will decrease." Two of the limits of
the application of this law are within
the knowledge of all of us. It is in-
tended to apply to an economy free
of government control and to a sector
of it that is free of monopolistic
control. Mention of these limits will
suffice for present purposes, although
there are others.

Now let us apply this' law to a
situation in which there is a decrease
in demand for microscopes. Applying
the law deductively, we are unalter-
ably committed to a prediction of a
price decrease. But it is not wise to
be unalterably committed to such a
prediction. For one thing, the well-
known limits of the law might be
breached: the government might de-
cide to maintain the price of micro-
scopes and pay for the destruction of
the extras; or a monopoly might be
formed to maintain the price.

But secondly, other things that are
not yet explicitly built into the limits
might go wrong. The makers of
microscopes might form a trade asso-
ciation and decide incorrectly that
with good advertising they can create
a demand much greater than ever
before, so that they can afford to
raise prices. They therefore raise
prices in anticipation of a nonexistent
demand.

It is because of considerations like
these that qualifiers like "probable"
must be included in the application
of many principles. The application
of that law in that situation might
be, "It is probable that there will be
a lowering of price." But the appli-
cation would not be this at all if it
can be seen that a known limit is

breached or that there is some other
extenuating circumstance. The point
is that the application of such prin-
ciples should often not be stated any
more strongly than this, even though
the steps in reasoning parallel those
of deduction.

Thus there are two kinds of follow-
ing: strict necessity and loose follow-
ing. The critical thinker can do both.

2. Judging Whether Something
Is an Assumption

This topic is complicated because
there are various logically-different
abilities that go under this title. These
can be best approached through an
examination of various uses of the
word "assumption": the deprecatory
use, the concluding use, the premise
use, and the presupposition use.

2.1 The deprecatory use and the
concluding use. The deprecatory use
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implies the charge that there is little
or no evidence to support a given
belief and that the belief is question-
able. Here is an example: "You're
just assuming that Frank didn't read
the assignment." This deprecatory
use is often found to be incorporated
in the other uses, but sometimes it
stands alone. As such its appearance
is tantamount to a judgment that
the view should perhaps be rejected,
or at least be held in abeyance be-
cause of lack of support. No further
discussion of the evaluation of this
kind of assumption-claim is necessary
here, since this is a general charge
and is covered under discussion of
the various other abilities.

In the concluding use, the term
"assumption" is used to mark a con-
clusion, but the deprecatory use is
involved too, since the conclusion is
implied not to be fully established.
Here is an example: "My assump-
tion is that Hissarlik is at the site of
Troy" (a statement made at the
completion of a presentation of the
evidence bearing on the location of
Troy). We need not be concerned
with discussing whether something is
an assumption in the concluding
sense; the important question is
whether such an assumption is justi-
fied and that question is covered
elsewhere in this paper.

The first two uses of "assumption"
were specified in order to keep them
out of the discussion of the next two;
the following discussion does not
apply to them.

2.2 The premise use. This kind
of assumption stands anterior to a
conclusion in a line of reasoning,

whether the conclusion be inductive
or deductive. To call something an
assumption is to say that the conclu-
sion depends upon it, and that if the,
conclusion is to be accepted, the
alleged assumption should also be
accepted. Thus the location of .as-
sumptions (in this sense) is a useful
step in the evaluation of conclusions.

Here are criteria for premise-type
assumptions:

2.21 Of the various possible gapfillers,
the alleged assumption should
come closest to making the com-
pleted argument, proof, or expla-
nation, a satisfactory one. (This
criterion is necessary and sufficient.)
2.211 The simplest gap-filler is

ordinarily the one to choose.
2.212 If there is a more plausible

gap-filler among the more
complex ones, it should be
chosen. Plausibility, however,
requires fitting in with ex-
isting knowledge not being
a special case.

2.22 Other conditions remaining the
same, the state of affairs that is
predicted could not occur (or
probably would not occur) if the
alleged assumption were false.
(This criterion applies only to al-
leged empirically-necessary assump-
tions, but for them it is necessary
and sufficient.)

2.23 The communiu of experts in the
field would not accept the position,
conclusion, or arfoment without
first believing the assumption to
be true. (This eiterion is neither
necessary nor sufficient, but is a
good ground.)

What is,a gap-filler? Consider this
piece of reasoning: "Since the de-
mand for microscopes has decreased,
the price may be expected to de-
crease." A gap-filler here would be

1. When the demand for a commodity
decreases, the price will decrease. (It fills a
gap in reasoning from the decrease in de-
mand for microscopes to a decrease in price.)

It is not the only way to fill the
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gap, however. Consider these alter-
natives:

2. When the demand for goods and ser-
%ices decreases, the price decreases.

3. When s the demand for optical instru-
ments decreases, the price decreases.

4. When the demand for optical instru-
ments (other than field glasses) decreases,
the price decreases.

Since all four of these will fill the
gap, it should be clear that being a
gap-filler is not by itself a sufficient
condition for being an assumption.
The simplest gap-filler is ordinarily
the one to attribute, thus ruling out
No. 4. Simplicity might also be a
ground for not accepting No. 2 as
the assumption, since there is a con--
junction of two things (goods and
services) mentioned. But if the pre-
vailing knowledge in economics ad-
mits no basis for distinguishing goods
from services in the context of this
principle, then simplicity is counter- .
balanced by the need to fit into
existing knowledge. The first two
gap-fillers would then be equally de-
fensible (or indefensible) and either
could be called the assumption.

Gap-filler No. 3 introduces a new
twist, talking only about optical in-
struments. It is as simple as No. 1
but is not as general. Other things
being equal, generality is to be pre-
ferred. A system of knowledge is
better if it covers more cases. But
if the more general gap-filler (1)
should be false, and the less general
one (3) true (or more likely to be
true), the less general gap-filler is
the one to choose.

Assumption-finding then is the
locating of i gap-filler, the simpler
the better, provided that it fits into

and contributes to a system of knowl-
edge. The assumption-finder should
try to be generous to the person
whose assumptions he is locating,
generous in that he should try to find
the best candidate for participation
in a knowledge system. He should
not accept a false gap-filler as the
assumption until he has searched for
one that fits into an acceptable body
of knowledge. Put more simply in
a way that covers most cases, he
should search for one that is true.

While discussing gap-filling it
would be well to note that there is
one sometimes used criterion that is
inapplicable: logical necessity. As
exemplified by the four gap-fillers
previously discussed, there is no
single significant premise-type gap-
filler which is logically necessary. It
is always logically possible (though
it may be extremely implausible) to
complete an argument in more than
one way, a point I have developed
elsewhere (2).

Empirical necessity (2.22) is dif-
ferent. To the extent that empirical
statements can be necessary, there
can be empirically necessary assump-
tions. For example, a statement
which predicts that the pressure in
a fixed cylinder of confined air will
increase is assuming that there will
be a temperature increase. Since an
increase in temperature in that situ-
ation is necessary for there to be an
increase, in pressure, the assumption
is empirically necessary and can
be pinned on the argument with
confidence.

Criterion 2.23 mentions the ex-
perts. Although their considered
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opinions can be wrong, they do ordi-
narily know what fits into their body
of knowledge. And they do know
what is used successfully in the field
to back up arguments and conclu-
sions. So they can ordinarily be ex-
pected to know what an argument
would need in order to be a good one.

2.3 The presupposition use. Pre-
suppositions are sentences which
must be true for a given statement
even to make sense. This is the mean-
ing of the term "presupposition"
presented by P. F. Strawson (4).
The claim, "The governor's mistakes
have caused our present plight," pre-
supposes that the governor has made
mistakes. His not having done so
would. make nonsense out of either
the affirmation or denial of the claim.
If the governor has made no mis-
takes, it does not even make sense to
say that his mistakes have caused our
plight; nor does it make sense to say
that his mistakes have not caused
our plight.

Presupposition-finding is useful in
avoiding being swayed by false pre-
suppositions (if the governor has
made no mistakes, we should be able
to react to the presupposition that he
has). And presupposition-finding is
useful in grasping a verbal picture,
and a part or the whole of a theory.

Judging whether something is pre-
supposed by something else is simply
a matter of stating the meaning of
the "something else."

3. Judging Whether an
Observation Statement Is
Reliable

An observation statement is a
specific description, Over the years,

those fields most concerned with
accuracy of observation have built
up a set of rules for judging the
reliability of observation statements.
Here is a combined list of principles
from the fields of law, history, and
science:

3.1 Observation statements tend to be more
reliable if the observer:
3.11 Was unemotional, alert, and dis-

interested.
3.12 Was skilled at observing the sort

of thing observed.
3.13 Had sensory equipment that was

in good condition.
3.14 Has a reputation for veracity.
3.15 Used precise techniques.
3.16 Had no preconception about the

way the observation would turn
out.

3.2 Observation statements tend to be more
reliable if the observation conditions:
3.21 Were such that the observer had

good access.
3.22 Provided a satisfactory medium

of observation.
3.3 Observation statements tend to be more

reliable to the extent that the state.
ment:
3.31 Is close to being a statement of

direct observation.
3.32 Is corroborated.
3.33 Is corroboratable.
3.34 Comes from a disinterested source

with a reputation for veracity.
3.4 Observation statements, if based on a

record, tend to be more reliable if the
record:
3.41 Was made at the time of observa

tion.
3.42 Was made by the person making

the statement,
3.43 Is believed by the person making

the statement to be correct
either because he so believed at
the time the record was made,
or because he believes it was the
record-maker's habit to make cor-
rect records.

3.5 Observation statements tend to be more
reliable than inferences made from
them.

4. Judging Whether a Simple
Generalization Is Warranted

A simple generalization is a state-
ment which covers a number of
instances and holds that they share
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some trait. For example, that red-
headed people tend to have hot -tem-
pers is a generalization. It holds that
red-headed people share the trait of
tending to have hot tempers. A gen-
eralization is warranted:
4.1 To the extent that there is a bulk of

reliable instances of it. The greater
the variability of the population, the
greater the bulk needed.

4.2 To the extent that it .fits into the
larger structure of knowledge.

4.3 To the extent that the selecting of
instances is unbiased.
4.31 A pure random sample is un-

biased.
4.32 A systematic sample is unbiased

if a careful investigation suggests
that there is not a relevant cycle
or trend followed by the sampling
procedure.

4.33 Stratification of a population on
relevant variables and unbiased.
sampling within the strata, is
likely to be more efficient than
8.131 or 8.132 alone.

4.34 An unbiased sampling of clusters
of the population and unbiased
sampling (or complete enumera-
tion) within the clusters is likely
to be an efficient way of sampling
when access to separate individual
units is difficult.

4.4 To the extent that there are no coun-
ter-instances.

The generalization that red-headed
people tend to have hot tempers
would be warranted to the extent
that there is a large number of reli-
able instances of red-heads with hot
tempers, to the extent that we are
able to account for red-heads bang
hot-tempered, to the extent that our
instances of red-heads are picked
without bias, and to the extent that
there is a lack of reliable instances of
red-heads with even tempers.

5. Judging Whether a Hypothesis
Is Warranted

Though the word "hypothesis" is
often used to refer to a simple gen-

realization, for purposes of marking
off an important kind of statement
which has a different relationship to
its grounds than a simple generaliza-
tion I will restrict the word "hy-
pothesis" to the job of referring to
this other kind of statement. Under
this usage a hypothesis is a statement
which is fairly directly related to its
support by virtue of its power to
explain this support, rather than
being related by virtue of the sup-
port's being composed of instances
of the hypothesis, as is the case for
simple generalizations.

The hypothesis can be either spe-
cific (as is the case in law and usually
in history) or it can be general (as
is ordinarily the case in physical sci-
ences and the social sciences of eco-
nomics, sociology, and psychology).

Here is an example of a specific
hypothesis: "Hissarlik is located at
the site of Troy."

Herr is an example of a general
hypothesis: "The pressure in a liquid
varies directly as the depth, assuming`
the pressure at the surface to be
zero."

A hypothesis is warranted to the
extent that:

5.1 It explains a bulk and variety of reli-
able data. If a datum is explained, it
can be deduced or loosely derived (in
the fashion of the application of prin.
ciples) from the hypothesis together
with established facts or generalizations.

5.2 It is itself explained by a satisfactory
system of knowledge..

5.3 It is nouinconsistent with any evidence.
5.4 Its competitors are inconsistent with

the evidence. This principle is the
basis of controlled experiments.

5.5 It is testable. It must be, or have been,
possible to make predictions from it.

For purposes of illustration let us
consider the bearing of each of the

46.
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criteria on each hypothesis of the
above two examples of hypotheses:

Explaining a bulk and variety of
reliable data (5.1). Since Hissar lik
is only an hones walk from the sea,
the Hissarlik hypothesis explains the
reported (in the Iliad) ability of the
Greeks to go back and forth from
Troy several times a day. It explains
why there are ruins at Hissarlik.
These explained reports, it should be
noted, can be derived from the His-
sarlik hypotheses together with estab-
lished facts or generalizations:

Hissarlik is at the site of Troy.
Hissarlik is one hour's walk from the sea.
People are able to walk back and forth

several times a day between places that
are one hour's walk apart.

Therefore it is probable that the Greeks
were able to go back and forth from Troy
to the sea several times daily (the ex-
plained fact) .

Hissarlik is at the site of Troy.
A large city when abandoned tends to leave

ruins.
Therefore it is probable that there are
ruins at Hissarlik (the explained fact).

Of course explaining only those
two pieces of evidence is not enough
to establish the hypothesis. -More
evidence of different types must be
provided.

The pressure hypothesis explains
why water spurts farther from a hole
near the bottom of a tank than from
a hole in the middle of a tank. It
also explains the proportional rela-
tionships between the following sets
of readings of pressure gauges at-
tached to the supply tank in a water
system:

Distance from
Top of Tank (in ft.)

0
5

10

Pressure Reading
.(inlbs./sq in.)

0
2.1
42

These data can be derived from

the hypothesis together with estab-
lished facts or generalizations:

The pressure varies directly as the depth.
The greater the pressure at a hole, the

farther the liquid will spurt.
The bottom hole is at a greater depth than

the middle hole.
Therefore, the water spurts farther from

the hole near the bottom (the explained
fact).

The pressure varies directly as the depth.
The depth at 10 ft. is twice that at 5 ft.
Therefore, the pressure at 10 ft. (4.2 lbs.

sq. in.) is twice that at 5 ft. (2.1 lbs./sq.
in.) . (the explained fact).

Again the explanation of these
data alone does not establish the
hypothesis. More explained data of
various types are needed.

Being explained by a satisfactory
system of knowledge (5.2). If the
Hissarlik hypothesis could itself be
tentatively explained by established
facts and generalizations, it would
then be more acceptable. For exam-
ple, suppose it were possible to show
that the traits of the Trojans and the
facts about the geography, climate,
and nearby civilization at the time
make it probable that the Trojan
city would have developed at His-
sarlik at the time that Troy was
supposed to have existed. If it were
possible to show that, the Hissarlik
hypothesis would thereby receive
support.

Similarly the pressure hypothesis
is supported by showing that it can
be explained, and thus derived, as
follows:

Pressure in a liquid is the numerical equiv-
alent of the weight of a regular column
of liquid extending to the top of the
container.

The weight of a column of liquid varies
directly with its height.

Therefore, the pressure in a liquid varies
directly with the depth.

Not being inconsistent with any
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evidence (5.3). The Hisser lik hy-
pothesis would be weakened if no
springs could be found in the area
of Hisser lik, since the Iliad mentions
two springs in the area, one hot and
one cold. The reasoning might go:

Hisser lik is at the site of Troy.
There were probably at least two springs at

Troy. one hot and one cold.
Springs tend to remain in existence over

the rs.
Thereforeyea, it is probable that there are at

least two springs at Hiner lilt. one bot and
one cold.

Note that in using the absence of
springs as evidence against the hy-
pothesis, we are assuming that
springs tend to remain and that the
report of the Iliad is reliable. Either
of these could be wrong. The less
dependable these auxiliary assump-
tions are, the less dependable is our
counterevidence.

The pressure hypothesis would be
weakened by the discovery that water
spurted out the same amounts at the
middle and the bottom, since the
hypothesis implies otherwise. That is,
it would be weakened if we did not
previously have so much by way of
other evidence built up in favor of
the hypothesisso much that, in this
case, one would have a right to sus-
pect such data.

Its competitor? being inconsistent
with the data (5.4). A competitor
of the Hisser lik hypothesis is the
hypothesis that Bunarbashi is at the
site of Troy. This competing hypoth-
esis is not consistent with the data
that Bunarbashi is a three-hours'
walk from the sea and that the
Greeks were able to go back and
forth several times daily, if we assume
that the Greeks walked.

A competitor of the earlier-stated
pressure hypothesis might be one to
the effect that the pressure increases
directly as one gets closer to the sur-
face of the earth. This hypothesis is
inconsistent with pressure gauge
readings on two independent tanks,
one over the other, when the top
tank has the pressure gauge at its
bottom, and the bottom tank has its
gauge at the top. The alternative
hypothesis implies that the gauge in
the upper tank would give the small-
er reading. The data are just the
opposite.

A controlled experiment is designed
to rule out competing hypotheses by
producing data inconsistent with
them. When we test the hypothesis
that a new fertilizer will increase the
growth of corn, we put the fertilizer
in a corn patch, develop a com-
panion corn patch, the control, iden-
tical in every respect possible except
for fertilizer, and watch the results.
If there is a difference, the fertilizer
hypothesis can explain it. But it
would not be explained by heavy
rainfall, warm weather, sunlight,
etc., since both patches supposedly
received the same amount. These
alternative hypotheses would justify
a prediction of no difference and
would thus be inconsistent with the
data.

It is, of course. impossible to de-
velop a perfectly controlled experi-
ment, since the perfect isolation and
variation of a single variable is not
possible. The important thing might
he a combination of weather and
fertilizer, or the important thing
might have slipped by unnoticed. But
we can still see in the controlled ex-
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penman an attempt to approximate
the logical goal of eliminating hy-
potheses by turning up data that are
inconsistent with them. The con-
trolled experiment is an efficient way
of eliminating hypotheses by this
method.

It should be noted that there is an
implicit assumption of standard or
familiar conditions in the reasoning
that leads to judgments of explana-
tion and inconsistency. For example,
the inconsistency resulting from Bu-
narbashi's being a three-hour walk
from the sea is an inconsistency only
if Bunarbashi was a three-hour walk
from the sea at the time of the
Trojan War. In declaring the data
to be inconsistent with the competing
hypothesis one is gambling that the
sea was not at a significantly differ-
ent level at that time.

This feature of reasoning from
hypotheses fits in with the notion of
loose reasoning presented under As-
pect No. 1. There are always possible
qualifications when we apply p
ciples to the world of things, men,
and events.

Being testable (5.5). This is a
logical criterion, not a criterion of
practicality or even physical peel-
bility. The criterion requires only that
it must be possible to conceive of
what would count as evidence for,
and what would count as evidence
against, the hypothesis. We have al-
ready seen that this is possible for
each of our hypotheses. The fact that
some conceivable tests are not prac-
tically possible is not important so
far as this criterion is concerned.
A conceivable, though presumably
physically impassible, test of the pres-

sure hypothesis would involve swim-
ming to the bottom of the ocean
with pressure and depth gauges, re-
cording readings at various points
along the way.

An hypothesis that appears un-
testable is this one: "Airplane crashes
are caused by gremlins," since it does
not appear possible to conceive of
soritething that would count as evi-
dence for and to conceive of some-
thing that would count as evidence
against the hypothesis. The word
"appear" is used deliberately, since
the conceiving of evidence for and
evidence against would immediately
make the hypothesis testable and
would reveal to some extent the
meaning of the hypothesis.

Most hypotheses that we consider
are testable in this logical sense, so
this criterion does not often discredit
an hypothesis. But its fulfillment is
absolutely essential for hypotheses
about the world of things, men, and
events.

6. Jedshog Whether Theory Is
Warranted

The difference between a theoretic
system and an hypothesis of the type
we have been considering is that the
former is an involved network of
relations between concepts, many of
which are abstract and technical,
while the latter is a simple relation
between two or a small number of
concepts, often less abstract and
technical. Examples of theoretic sys-
tems are the kinetic theory of matter,
the atomic theory, Gestalt psychol-
ogy, the theory of evolution, Key-
nesian economics, Turner's frontier
theory, and classical English gram-
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mar. Obviously evaluation of theo-
ries is a demanding task. It demands,
more than we can ord;narily expect
of elementary and secondary stu-
dents. Undergraduates are some-
times better equipped, and graduate
students are expected to become
equipped to perfonn this task.

Evaluating theories is comparable
to evaluating hypotheses, but much
more complex. In general the same
criteria apply but on a broader scat
Two modifications should be noted:
the addition of the criterion of sim-
plicity and the weakening of the
effect of contrary evidence.

The criterion of simplicity calls
for choosing the simpler of two com-
peting systems, other things being
equal. The classic example of the
application of this crita,4 is the
preference of the Copen. as system,
which considered the sun the center
of the universe, to the Ptolemaic
system, which looked upon the earth
as the center. The Copernican system
was simpler since it needed fewer
ycles and epicycles to explain the

movements of the planets.
Since theories have so many parts,

'...ontrary evidence does not usually
result in outright rejection, but rather
in adjustment to fit the contrary
evidence until the whole system
becomes more complex than a com-
petitor. The criterion of simplicity
then funct;ons.

Following are the criteria for theo-
retic systems. There will be brief
comment; but no attempt to exem-
plify the operatim of each will be
made, because to -do so would be a
monumental task and would make
rather laborious reading for those not

versed in the fields chosen. You are
invited to provide examples from a
theoretic system in a field you know.

A theoretic system is warranted to
the extent that:

6.31 It captains a bulk and variety id
reliable data. Within the miens.
furthermore, the less abstract state-
ments should be explained by the
more abstract ones.

6.32 It is explained by broader theories.
Some tria are so broad already
that. with our present state of
knowledge, to demand fulfillment
of this criterion is often to demand
speculation.

6.33 It is not inconsistent with any
evidence. As indicated earlier.
occasional inconsistency can be
handled by adjusting the theory.
Sometimes the inconsistency must
just be accepted for lack of a better
theory, and we my, "'The theory
does not bold for thiskiwi of
case."

404 Its competitors are inconsistent
with the data. Again a single in-
consistency does not destroy a
competitor. for a too can be ad.
Inurlistliutie: huger number of

damage it.
6.35 It is testable. When adjusting a

theory to St the data. people are
sometimes tempted to sake the
theory impregnable by making it
untestable. Freudian psychology is
sometime accused of being un-
tenable.

636 It is simpler than its rivals. As
*emits are adjusted to St new
data. they may become extremely
complicated. as bad happened to
the entire Ptolemaic system at the
time of Copernicus.

7. MO*. Whether an Argement
Depsads se an Ambignity

The ambiguity can appear any-
where in an argument, but most
frequently it appears in a shift of
meaning from the sense in which
the conclusion is proved to a sense
in which it is applied. There is
such a shift in the following line of
reasoning:

There are people who sincerely believe
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on religious grounds that medication is
wrong. They believe this because they be-
lieve that any treatment of human beings
with medicine is a violation of their reli-
gious principles. "Medication" means any-
thing intended for the prevention, cure, or
alleviation of disease." Since the chlorina-
tion of water is intended for the prevention
of disease, it is medication. To chlorinate
water is thus to violate their religious
principles.

The statement, "Chlorination is med-
ication," is proven when the state-
ment has one meaning: "Chlorina-
tion is something intended for the
prevention, cure, or alleviation of
disease." And it is applied with a
different meaning: "Chlorination is
treatment of human beings with
medicine."

Obviously arguments that depend
on ambiguities are to be rejected.
No criteria can be given that will
serve as guides to students in detect-
ing ambiguities, although you can
exhort them to be alert with such
statements as, "Make sure that the
key words are used in the same sense
throughout," or "Check the argu-
ment using the key word in its ordi-
nary sense, and if it fails, check it
using the word in any technical
senses that might ix employed."

8. Judging Whether a Statement
Is Overvague or Overspeclic

For the purposes of a given situa-
tion, a particular statement might
be too vague to provide guidance.
In such situations the statement
should be rejected or inquired int
since in its condition its truth c
falsity is irrelevant.

The statement, "Education has
disappeared from the schools" (or,
"There is more education in the

schools than ever before") is useless
in decision-making about curriculum
and school finance until the terms,
"education," "disappeared," and
"the schools,"-are clarified. The state-
ments are not specific enough to be
tested and applied. They are too
vague.

On the other hand, in a war-
ravaged country it might be quite
meaningful to say that education has
disappeared from the schools (since
they are now used for hospitals or
housing). In this situation, "educa-
tion," even loosely defined, has dis-
appeared from we schools.

This aspect requires consideration
of the purpose of the discourse and
requires the judgment, "This is (or
is not) specific enough for our pur-
pose." If the purpose is to come up
with curriculum and budgetary rec-
ommendations for a school system
long in existence, the statement is
not specific enough. If the purpose
is to make a report to the leader of
a war-ravaged country, it is specific
enough.

It might be thought that this
aspect of critical thinking is one in
which people do not make mistakes.
In concrete situations this tends to
be true, but in abstract situations it
is easy to go wrong by forgetting to
put questions and answers in the
context of situations with purposes.
Crawshay-Williams develops this
point well ( / ).

9. Judging Whether an Alleged
Authority Is Reliable

In order to assess the statements
made by an alleged authority, one
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must appraise his credentials. Cer-
tainly other aspects of critical think-
ing should also be applied, if one is
able to do so. But there are times
when -one must make a judgment
about a statement solely on the basis
of the credentials of the person
making the statement. An alleged
-authority should be accepted to the
extent that:
9.1 He has a good reputation.
92 The statement is in his field.
9.3 He was disinterested that is, he did

not knowingly stand to profit by the
results of his statements (except that
he may have stood, to have his reputi-
don affected).

9.4 His reputation could be affected by his
statement and he was aware of -this
fact when he made his statement.

93 He studied the matter.
9.6 He followed the accepted procedures

in coming to his conclusion (although
there are legitimate exceptions to this
requirement).

9.7 He was in full possession of his hiculties
when he made the statement.

The Itedctios of Problems
Identilication to the Other
Aspects

Different kinds of judgments go
under the label, "problem identifi-
cation":

1. Judging that a want has -been
identified, as when someone says,
"My problem is to learn to appre-
ciate poetry." In this sense the judg-
ment that the speaker has identified
his problems is tantamount to the
judgment that this is something the
speaker, who might also be the judge,
really wants to do. Problem identifi-
cation here is identification of wants,
either one's coin, or someone else's.
If they are one's own introspected
wants, then critical thinking is not
involved. For a person to know his

wants (felt needs) is something that
he cannot fail to do.

If they are someone else's wants,
then identifying problems is the same
as establishing explanatory hypothe-
ses, as is the case for all subconscious
wants; one's own or someone else's,
for example, "Mark's problem is to
get attention." Judging the identifi-
cation of someone else's problem and
of subconscious wants are then criti-
cal thinking of a type already dis-
cussed judging hypotheses.

2. Judging that a valuable goal
has been selected. Here is such a
problem identification: "Our prob-
lem in Cult x City is to increase
respect for law and order." Insofar
as that is a statement of an end
rather than a means, the judgment
that it is an adequate identification
of a problem is a value judgment.
For reasons indicated earlier, this
type of judging, though important,
is excluded from this analysis of
critical thinking.

3. Judging that a means decision
is adequate. For example, if the
broader objective were respect-dfor
law and order, the following might
be a statement of a means decision :
"Our problem in Culver City is to
establish a youth bureau." The judg-
ment here that the problem has been
identified does at least these two
things: (1)- implies endorsement of
the goal of respect for law and order
(this part of the judgment then is a
value judgment) ; (2) says that the
means selected will facilitate achieve-
ment of the goal and that they will
be at least more likely to facilitate
it than any other course of action,

J

1
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within the limits of existing resources
and goals. These limiting goals, by
the way, are another instance in
which values are impressed on prob-
lem identification. To judge that the
problem has been identified is to
judge that no unjustified goal viola-
tion would take place if the problem
were solved. -

To apply le means interpretation
to our example: it is there implied
that establishment of a youth bureau
would increase the likelihood of win-
ning respect for law and order, and
would be more lately to do sa than
any other course.

Judging a means decision is judg-
ing the application of a principle
and judging the acceptability of the
principle. To judge whether a youth
bureau in Culver City would result
in increased respect for law and
order is to judge whether a principle
about tic rffectiveness of _youth
bureaus, applied to this situation,
gives us this statement with sufficient
probability; and to judge whether
the principle is acceptable. Judging
principles comes under judging -gen-
eralizations, hypotheses, or theories,
depending on the principle in
question.

In summary, problem identifica-
tion is many different things and
often a combinition of them. Ele-
ments capable of being treated under
the proposed notion of critical think-
ing are (1) judging the alleged
identification of the wants of others
and of subconscious wants (explana-

tory hypotheses), and (2) judging
the assertion of a means of reaching
a goal (judging the application of
principles and judging the principles
themselves). Each of these types of
judging is treated elsewhere.

Somsesary

There has been presented a root
notion of critical thinking: the cor-
rect assessing of statements, and the
presentation and clarification of a
list of nine major aspects of critical
thinking, which are based upon the
root notion. These aspects get at the
most important ways people can go
wrong in assessing statements and
can serve as a statement of elemen-
tary and intermediate goals in the
teaching of criticz1 thinking.

It has not been the purpose of this
paper to suggest how to teach critical
thinking, since that -would vary so
much from one level to another and
one subject to another. Perhaps the
examples will suggest teaching ideas.
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Developing More Effective Reading

HENRY A. BAMMAN

AS I VIEW THE activities in reading
during thr, past year, and as I reflect

on the frenzied attempts of teachers and
administrators to meet deadlines for sub-
mitting applications-for funds to imple-
ment reading programs, I wonder if
perhaps we have not, in our preoccupa-
tion with criteria, materials, in-service
training, and a dozen other deliberations,
neglected the person for whom all of-
this activity is intended: the child in our
classroom. I have participated in dozens
of conferences with school districts that
have attempted to meet deadlines, and I
have sensed the frustration, concern, and
disenchantment of those who have finally
concluded that additional funds, addi-
tional materials, and equipment simply
are not going to answer our fundamental
curriculum questions_ as to what consti-
tutes the most effective and efficient
means of training a child to read. True,
with additional funds we are able to
reduce the size of dasses in those in-
stances where we can clearly identify
economically disadvantaged children; it
is also true thit additional materials (and
we have never before in the history of
American education had so much to select
from) will implement our teaching of
reading; it is true that we are now in a
better position to support in-service train-
ing of teachers. But, are we, except in
tare instances, more clearly identifying
the means by which we may do better
teaching and the methods and techniques
which may yield better results?

Are we going to be able, within a
period of a few years, to furnish evidence
that money, effort, and materials have
resulted in better readers? It seems to
me that we must; otherwise, we will have
merely furnished additional evidence to
those critics of our educational system
who during the past decade 'nave main-
tained that we are not teaching reading

properly. We have responded to the ait-
ics and listed overcrowded classrooms,
mobility of children, undertraining of
teachers,. and lack of sufficient funds for
materials and equipment as reasons for
the problems which we admit do exist in
the teaching of reading. Are we, now
that we have additional funds for'or solving
those particular problems, in danger of
becoming complacent and continuing to
overlook the basic problem of pedagogi-
cal and psychological factors that may
contribute to improved reading pro-
grams? Certainly we are in a better posi-
tion to foster research, to encourage in-
novations in methods, materials, and
classroom organization. We can and we
must examine more thoroughly than ever
before exactly what it is we mean when
we speak of developing more effective
readers.

What are we referring to when we
speak of efficiency and effectiveness in
reading? Perhaps we can begin to explore
this by describing what I believe is an,
effective reader.

The effective reader is one who has
mastered the skills of attacking words,
simultaneously employing phonics, struc-
tural analysis, and syllabication to the
point of having established a broad sight
vocabulary and using those skills judi-
ciously each time he encounters a new,
unfamiliar word. In the- beginning, the
reader employs all of the cues available
to him; as he becomes more efficient in
attadcing words, he deliberately reduces
cues. Word attack skills are virtually at
the sub-conscious level, except for those
times when the reader must consciously
summon his knowledge of analysis and
use his skills to pronounce and gain
meaning .of new words. We need to
know, through careful research, what
contributions can be made to word analy-
sis skills through linguistics, programed

Vistas in Reading, IRA Proceedings, II, Part 1, (1966) , 59-62.
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learning, non-traditional orthography,
and other means that have not been thor-
oughly explored. We agree that word-
calling is the basic step in the spectrum
of reading skills; however, it is so easy
to be misled by efficient word-calling and
to assume that if the child has that skill,
he is a good reader.

The word-caller becomes a more effec-
tive reader when-he applies his skills of
word analysis to the development of a
rich and varied vocabulary and experiences
through reading of a wide variety of
materials the range and quality of word
power. He examines the multi-functions
of words, thrills at the author's choice of
words that uniquely communicate time-
worn ideas and make them startlingly
new and provocative. He pursues the
rich and varied histories of words as they
have been" used to relate the evolution of
ideas; and he perceives language as a
rich fabric into which good writers art-
fully weave their sensations, their per-
ceptions, and their concepts.

There have been hundreds of articles
written about the development of vocab-
ulary, but how' many of these articles
have we translated into classroom prac-
tice? Are we not, as teachers, guilty of
too much emphasis upon the synonomy
and denotations of words, simply because
of convenience? What are we doing to
acquaint our children with the historical
aspects of language and semantics? Are
we engendering in our classrooms a sense
of excitement and wonder about what
language can do for and to the lives of
our children?

As early as 1917, Thomdike published
his study of the ways in which children
may misinterpret what they read. He
pointed out that the reader becomes so
preoccupied with the overpotency of cer-
tain words that he misses the message of
the writer. Russell's more recent study of
children's thinking has underlined Thorn-
dike's original thesis. The reader who
reads with a purpose employs thinking
and can calculate what is relevant or
irrelevant to his purpose. He sees not
only the obvious, surface 'meaning of

what he reads, but he plunges below and
searches out to the periphery of what he
reads. He assumes that he must bring to
the printed page both experiences . that
have been directly gained and those that
have come_ from vicarious sources. He
demands that the printed page say some-
thing to him and sets aside his own judg-
ment until the author has been granted a
full hearing. He does not focus on de-
tails alone. nor is he content to identify
the main idea unless he 'understands and
sees details in relationship to the main
idea. The types of questions which are
asked by the teacher may determine
whether the child develops habits of in-
quiry as he reads. If questions are posed
which require nothing more than a re-
turn-in-kind of the author's statement,
only memory, and not thinking, is en-
couraged.

Using his past experiences as a touch--
stone, the efficient reader evaluates what
he reads. He responds -creatively to the
author; he has a choice of imitating what
the author has said or taking the ideas
and modifying, supplementing, or reject-
ing them on the basis of his own past
experience and knowledge. Using his ex-
periences occasionally as a basis for a real
argument with the writer he assumes the
responsibility of setting up a conversa-
tion with the author. Sometimes the
inexperienced reader fails to grasp the
significance of what a writer has said
because he is not skilled in reading be-
tween the lines; he reads literally what
is clearly stated and fails to -ealize that
the author has implied idt that he
assumes the reader should 1. able to
grasp. Many of the materials which have
been developed to aid children in becom-
ing more evaluative fail miserably in
providing the proper stimulus. For the
sake of convenience, questions can be
answered with a word or two, or by a
selection of alternatives. The child is not
faced with the problem of "digging out"
on his own the ideas expressed by the
author. In the final analysis, the child
should be able to answer such questions
as "What ideas does the author express
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that modify or support my thinking?"
"What have I learned from this selection
that gives me broader understanding of
the topic?" or "What, precisely, does
reading this selection mean to me?"

The effective reader is one who disci-
plines himself to read with the whole
intent of his mind. He realizes that true
reading is more than a cursory encounter
with ideas; he approaches each act of
reading with the full intention of gain-
ing something, whether it be pleasure or
informationtwo categories that need
not be mutually exclusive. In the average
home or school, the child must select
among many media for learning; he must
learn to shut out the cacophony of the
television, the radio, conversations and
discussions of fellow students and family
members, and other extraneous noises in
his environment in order to give full
attention to a book. A critical factor in
good study skills is overcoming distrac-
tors that pull one from the reading act;
the book offers one advantage that other
media of communication do not: one
may return again and again to the book,
in all types of situations, and find it
unchanged. Further, with the book the
reader may set his own pace; he may, in
the words of Browning, "plunge soul-
forward, headlong into the book's pro-
found." The reader may establish a per-
sonal relationship and a conversation
with an author that may be maintained
throughout a lifetime.

The effective reader is one who be-
comes increasingly sensitive to the styles
of the writers he meets. He learns to
judge good writing and to reject writing
that does not meet the standards of his
own choice. He senses the color, the
tempo, and the tone of good writing.
Through reading all types of literature
the good and the bad, the mediocre and
the outstanding, the contemporary and
the classicalhe may establish for him-
self the standards by which he might
judge excellence. Our job as teachers is
to introduce the child to all types of
literature and to guide him in developing
judgment. Critical reading is frequently

an individual, notA group, process. How-
ever, the young reader should have count-
less opportunities to discuss his ideas
with others, under the careful guidance
of a teacher whose lessons are problem-
centered. The teacher sets the pace, pro-
vides the opportunities for problem solv-
ing, and frequently asks the questions.
But, if he is to become a critical thinker,
the student must ask his own questions
and seek his own solutions. He must
learn that there are no easy solutions to
greit problems; he must be led to exam-
ine hidden assumptions, to evaluate the
logic of writers, and to suspend his judg-
ment until all of the facts have been
gathered. Having arrived at this point,
he should learn that there are no. pre-
scribed boundaries, no real terminal
points for most learning. The solution of
a problem, offered by one writer, should
lead the young reader to a consideration
of alternatives that will require reading
the works of other authors and engaging
in more thoughtful research.

The effective reader is one who regards
speed of reading as a mere convenience
for doing more reading, rather than as an
end in itself. He has learned to adjust his
rate of reading to the purposes for which
he reads, to the familiarity of the content,
and to the: very nature of the writing
itself. He knows that thereisho one
acceptable rate of reading that will sus-
tain him in all of his reading; he is
content to read some things with the
speed of the wind, while at other times
he reads with deliberate attention to each
word, each phrase, each sentence, with
no regard for the time consumed in read-
ing the selection. He is much more con-
cerned with the number of ideas per page
than with the number of words per
minute.

The effective reader learns to read to
remember. He learns to file, to retrieve,
and -to refile information with ease. He
becomes systematic in the search for
knowledge. He extends his reading skills
to gathering information, organizing in-
formation, and reporting information
accurately. Through skillful organization
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and assimilation of ideas, he develops
good learning habits for remembering
what he has read and being able to asso-
ciate what he.has learned with new ideas.

The effective reader reads widely and
frequently. He applies his skills through-
out the day to all areas of the curriculum.
Through the years he will associate with
the greatest minds of all generations.
'Through reading the works of men and
women, he associates with people who are
wiser and more experienced than he. His
young mind stretches toward adulthood

and anticipates the role that he may
eventually play in his own ..adult life.

These, then, are some of the ideas
concerning the goals we are seeking in
improving our reading instruction for
developing more effective readeri. How
clearly the child sees these goals will
depend upon the skill of the teacher;
money, materials, equipment, and class-
room organization may be the means by
which the teacher and the child more
efficiently achieve these goals.
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Reading is Thinking

EmmErr A. BETTS

MY CHILD can't read !" is a com-
mon complaint of parents.

When asked what they mean, par-
ents explain that Johnny doesn't
have the necessary phonic skills to
learn words. It is true that word
(telling-the-child-the-word) method
of teaching beginning reading has
produced many nonreaders and
crippled readers. While phonic skills
are essential in learning to read,
reading needs are not met by massive
doses of isolated drill on phonics.

It is true that too many children
do not know phonic and other word-
learning skills and are, therefore,
handicapped in their reading. There
is also evidence that more of our
pupils need help on how to think in
a reading situation. But too often
parents believe their children can
read when they are merely pro-
nouncing words.

Most parents can tell that a child
is reading poorly or not at all when
he cannot identify written words.
But it takes a competent teacher to
identify the six-year-old who repeats
the exact words of an author to
answer a question, the eight-year-old
who does not relate names (ante-
cedents) to pronouns, or the older
student who has not learned to tell
the difference between facts and
opinions. In short, professional com-
petence is needed to assess the learn-
ing needs of pupils and to guide their
development into truly able readers.

The Reading Teacher, 15, (December 1961) ,

Strategy
For developing thinking skills and

abilities, highly competent teachers
have in mind a well-nonceived mas-
ter plan:

How to identify and provide for
individual differences in needs and
levels of achievement within the
classroom (1). Master teachers rec-
ognize the limitations of standard-
ized tests for estimating an iniivid-
ual's (1) independent reading level,
(2) teaching or instructional level,
and (3) specific needs. For this
reason, they make maximum use of
systematic, informal observations of
pupil behavior in reading situaEons.
They know that a pupil cannot be
taught how to think when the in-
structional material is so difficult he
finger points his way slowly under
each word or gives up in despair.
They also know that the best reader
in the class can realize his full poten-
tial only when he is dealing with
interesting materials that challenge
his thinking. Therefore, they plan in
advance to organize their classes in
different types of groups to provide
equal learning opportunities for all
pupils.

How to identify and classify com-
prehension needs, as a basis for when
and what to teach (3, 13, 14). Com-
petent teachers preplanthat is, map
their strategyto teach children how
to think in different types of read

179.184.
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ing situations. They consider large
groups of pupil needs:

1. Does the group have the neces-
sary personal experiences for making
a concept? Hal, for exazaple, cannot
tstimate the distance from New York
to San Francisco. During the discus-
sion, however, he tells about a 500 -
mile trip to visit his grandmother,
which he had helped to plan on a
road map. His teacher helps him to
use his personal experience with 500
miles to estimate on a map of the
United States the 2600-mile airline
distance. From this point, Hal con-
tinues to develop his concepts of
space. Equally important, he takes
new interests to reading.

2. Does the group use language
effectively to deal with ideas (2)?
Language serves at once to express
and to shape our thoughts. In other
words, we think with language. For
this reason relatively simple language
may be used to discuss everyday
ideas, but complex language is used
to discuss abstract ideas.

Penny, ball, dictionary, and rac-
coon are labels for things in the
physical world; that is, we can point
to a ball or a dictionary. Roundness,
on the other hand, is a quality, or
an abstraction. Cottage, dwelling, or
structure can be used to represent
different levels of abstraction. In life
we can point to a cottage but not to
cottage, to a dwelling but not to
dwelling, to a structure but not to
structure. At their successive levels
of abstraction, cottage, dwelling, and
structure are shorthand representa-
tions of increasingly complex con-
cepts. It is with these nonverbal and

verbal abstractions that we do our
thinking. So, we teach pupils how
to abstract and generalize, and help
them develop an awareness of their
use of abstractions.

And, or, but, for, etc., are con-
necting words which get their mean-
ings from language. They connect
or show relationships between ideas.
The meanings of these words are
taught, therefore, in their language
settings.

Ten, minute, mile, and other defi-
nite terms can be interpreted when
the pupil has certain concepts of
quantity, size, etc. However, he may
trip over almost, long, soon, and
other indefinite terms unless he 'has
been given cause to think about their
relative values.

To improve the interpretation of
what he reads, the child is made
aware of the important ways in
which the meanings of words shift.
For example, talent may mean "mu-
sical talent ", or "the Biblical thirteen
talents"; that is, two different things.

Comprehension is improved by an
understanding of the structure or
organization of language. Often the
sentence gives a clue to the meaning
of words. An appositional explana-
tion ("Thor, the god of war,") may
tip the scale of understanding. An
index type of clue may explain a
new term: "The thralls were the
carpenters, the fence builders, the
fagot, carriers." Then again, a classi-
fication type of clue gives needed
detail: "These people lived on the
valley's neat farms and sowed barley,
wheat, and other grains." These and
other types of context clues are con-
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sidered in the teacher's strategy to
improve thinking abilities.

Relationships between subject and
predicate, between modifying and
independent clauses, and between
modifying phrases and other sen-
tence elements are hazards to com-
prehension until the child under-
stands them. Equally important are
the meanings of different types of
linking, separating, and enclosing
punctuation, as, for example, when
the dash is used to "direct the read-
er's attention backward" (15).

How an author develops a story
or presents information, as a basis
for preparing a teaching plan. Mas-
ter teachers have learned that the
best motivation for reading is the

. pupil's inner drive to learn his
questions and other expressions of
purp9ses Consequently, they plan to
know each selection used for inten-
sive directed reading activities with
a group. This knowledge helps
them take the group smoothly and
promptly into the introduction of a
well-written story or informational
selection.

The introduction is usually a brief,
stimulating setting for the story. For
example, the title of Lee Wyndham's
"Grandma's Ostrich" causes both
children and adults to ask, "Why
did Grandma have an ostrich?" This
question-is-answered clearly and pro-
vocatively in the first few paragraphs.

When teachers know a selection,
they can skillfully guide the pupils'
reading from the introduction into
the main body of it. After the pupils
learn that Grandma "inherited" the
ostrich from a defunct circus_of

which she was part owner, they
always ask, "What did Grandma
Jones do with the ostrich?" Reading
to answer this question takes them
through the main part of the story.

When the pupils learn how Grand-
ma Jones taught the ostrich to be-
have, they usually ask, "But will she
be able to keep him?" As they read
the conclusion of the story, they learn
how a special event resolved the
conflict, leaving them with a sense
of satisfaction.

By planning their strategy before
using a selection to develop skills,
master teachers prepare themselves
to develop (1) interest, (2) phonic
and other word-learning skills, and
(3) thinking abilities in the field of
action the guided reading of the
story.

How a teaching plan is organized
as a basis for making the best use of
teaching opportunities. When com-
petent teachers guide individualized
reading they plan ahead to make
accessible to their pupils (1) books
at their independent reading levels
and (2) books that can be used to
develop new interests and skills.
When, guiding a directed activity in
a basic reader, however, they group
the pupils so that the first reading is
done at the teaching or instructional
level, and the rereading can be done
independently (I).

These master teachers know that
a selection or a book challenges their
pupils when it presents new !earn-
ings. They also know that when a
child is frustrated by the difficulty
of the material, interest wanes sharp-
ly and comprehension is defaulted.
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When making systematic use of a
basic textbook teachers familiarize
themselves with the strategy of the
authors the organization of the
teaching plans. First, they learn how
the pupils are prepared for reading
a selection, especially the attention
given to developing interests and
concepts to be taken to it.

Second, they note the kinds of
suggestions given for guiding the
first or silent reading of it. In this
part of the plan they give special
consideration to the ready availabil-
ity of specific help on both phonic
and thinking needs which may arise.

Third, they evaluate informal sug-
gestions, study-book use, and other
help given for rounding out learning
experience so that growth is insured.

Tactics
One of the earmarks of a success-

ful teacher is the ability to plan
strategy for insuring the necessary
conditions of learning. Skillful plan-
ning (1) places a premium on indi-
vidual differences, (2) permits a
sharp focus on the specific thinking
neee.:, of the pupils, (3) makes the
most of the teaching opportunities in
instructional m. ,erial, and (4) gives
a set for the wise selection Ered use
of tactics or teaching protedures.
Above all, the teacher is free to use
the author's guide book with dis-
cretion.

Master teachers plan to help their
children find out "what the author
says"; that is, do literal reading. But
they do much more: they plan to
have the pupils learn how to "think
about what the author says," to do
critical reading (4).

In preparing the pupils for read-
ing a selection in a story book, for
a study-book activity, or for pursuing
a major interest in some curriculum
area, master teachers guide them
into thinking about "whatrwe know"
and "what we want to know." The
first step assesses their interests, atti-
tudes, and concepts which they take
to the activity. The second step
heightens interest and establishes
dear -cut purposes to guide their
thinking. In short, the teacher uses
sound tactics for starting the pupils
on the road to critical thinking, to
the considered evaluation of ideas
and concepts.

With a general purpose and spe-
cific questions in mind, the pupils are
ready to locate and evaluate sources
of relevant information. This activity
requires a consideration of the repu-
tation of authors, dates of publica-
tion, etc., even when using basic
readers and study books.

In surveying the materials the
pupils are made aware of the dif-
ference between facts and opinions.
They learn, for example, that the
following are statements of fact be-
cause they are verifiable:

"In August of 1620, two vessels
sailed from England, headed for the
new world."

"The temperature in this room is
80 degrees Fahrenheit."

They will learn that a great
many statements are opinions, or
expressions of attitudes, and are not
verifiable:

"You will have fun with it."
"This room is hot."
When pupils learn to discriminate

between facts and opinions they tend
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to do less arguing and more discuss-
ing. Equally important, they are
better prepared to select information
relevant to their iviirposes.

In testing the relevance of mate-
rial pupils learn to answer these
questions: ( 1) What does the author
say? (2) Is the statement a fact or
an opinion? (3) Does the statement
answer my question? (4) How can
I use this statement? (5) What other
help did the author give on my
question?

Many kindergarten children learn
to judge between highly relevant and
totally irrelevant statements. As dsll-
clren learn how to think at succeed-
ing school levels, they make closer
judgments of the relevance between
statements.

Judging the relevance of state-
ments to purposes plays a major role
in thinking. First, the pupil evaluates
relevance of sub-points to each other
and to the main points in an outline.
Furthermore, he consistently uses
questions or statements, sentences or
phrases to parallel language struc-
ture with his ideas. Second, he evalu-
ates relevance in visualizing both
stories and information: sequences
of important events in a story or
experiment, organization of material
on maps, charts, slides, etc. Third,
he uses relevant facts in solving a
mystery, in using the results of an
experiment, in making social judg-
ments, etc. That is, straight thinking
is required for drawing conclusions
from related facts or from cause-
effect relationships (5, 10, 11, 12).

In following through on their
strategy for teaching children how to
think, teachers are confronted with

a subtle, but potent, tactical situa-
tion: Attitudes. This situation can
be summarized as follows.

1. The child's interpretation of a
selection depends upon the attitudes
he takes to it. Therefore, preparation
for reading includes the assessment
of attitudes toward the topic. Favor-
able attitudes increase comprehen-
sion, while unfavorable attitudes in-
terfere with comprehension.

2. The child's attitudes influence
recall. Favorable attitudes promote
ease and vividness of recall, and =-
favorable attitudes tend to produce
hazy, confused ideas.

3. Favorable attitudes increase
interest in a topic or a type of
selection.

4. Individual attitudes are modi-
fied by peer discussions.

In Senunary

Contrary to popular opinion, chil-
dren can be taught how to think.
Their ability to think 1. iLnited pri-
marily by their personal experiences
and the uses they make of them in
problem solving, in abstracting and
generalizing to make concepts, in
judging, and in drawing conclusions.
Under competent teacher guidance
children gradually learn to think,
within the limits of their rates of
maturation, or inner growth (6,8,9).

From available evidence it appears
that children who have not learned
to think far outnumber those who
have not learned necessary phonic
skills. (Both, of course, are crippled
readers or non-readers!) Consider
the number of children who can pro-
nounce fearless, for example, but
who think it means "afraid." How
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many children cannot divide 1/3 by
4 because they have merely memo-
rized a meaningless rule about "in-
verting and multiplying?" Or, how
many high school graduates cannot
subtract a minus 2 from a plus 10,
because they have never related the
mathematical process to the use of
a thermometer? How many children
can pronounce astronomical num-
bers and yet cannot estimate. the
coast-to-coast distance across the
United States? How many children
try to achieve variety of sentence
structure by the mechankal rear-
rangement of sentences rather than
by the careful consideration of the
ideas they wish to expres? The
answers to these and related ques-
tions offer undisputed evidence of
the need for teaching children how
to think.

The mere pronunciation of words,
the memorization of phonic or math-
ematic rules, and other emphases on
rote memory and mechanics lead to
the we of empty words. This false
security hz words leads to the accept-
ance of a carload of words without
a single idea. The acceptance of
word manipulation rather than the
thinking about ideas is called verbal-
ism. And verbalism can become a
malignant disease in education,
dooming the would-be learner.

But there is hope, real evidence of
progress in understanding the strat-
egy and tactics of teaching children
how to think. In the last frit years,
four outstanding books have been
published on the psychology of
thinking. Writers of pedagogical
textbooks in social studies, science,
arithmetic, and reading have begun

to apply the conclusions reached by
psychologists. Lastly, it is highly
significant that this issue of THE
READING TEACHER is dedicated to
the proposition that children can be
taught how to think.
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Concept Development and Reading

RUSSELL G. STAUFFER

THE GOLDEN MEAN of concept de-
velopment is not like the mathe-

matical mean. It is not an exact
average of points, scattered along
calculable extremes. It fluctuates
with the collateral circumstances of
each situation. It fluctuates with the
person, who brings with him his past
relations to his world, his emotional
dispositions, his capacity to think,
and his expectancies for the future.
It fluctuates with the nature of the
concept to be achievedits composi-
tion, structure, and operation. It fluc-
tuates with the pressures that exist in
the situation, and with the conse-
quences of the action to be taken. It
is discovered only in the mature and
flexible grasping of concepts formed
on an abstract level and applied to
new concrete situations.

Concepts arc in good part the gift
of innocent intent; but in the market-
place of the scholar they are the
achievement of experience, and
knowledge, and the higher intellect-
ual functions. Required is a tough,
not a tender, minda mind whose
main features are reflective aware-
n and deliberate control, tempered
by warm-blooded affective inference.
These features arc being formed and
molded and used as the child passes
from the stage of undifferentiated
functions in infancy to the differen-
tiation and development of percep-
tion, intention, and memory of child-
hood. School -age children possess

these functions in some strength, and
during the early school years they
grow sttadily in awareness and mas-
tery, until they are capable of con-
scious and deliberate control and cre-
ative use. Conceptsscientific con-
ceptsform the bases of a "medi-
ated" attitude toward consciousness
and deliberate use which character-
izes that maturity of mind known
simply as the art and method of cor-
rect thinking. This is a maturity that,
even though it exacts order, dots not
exile that creative liberty which is
the soul of art.

Concepts have in one form or an-
other been of tremendous import in
both theory and practice from the
Greeks to the present day. The great
"either-or" (4) contribution of the
Creeks provided the thread of scien-
tific development and helped them
carry on their experiments and ob-
servations in a more varied and de-
tailed manner. The direction for con-
cept attainment was clearly pointed
out when Aristotle indicated that
meaning could be given to things
only by classifying and generalizing
them, and when Socrates went about
prying into things, uncovering as-
sumptions and questioning certain-
t:s. "Pruden quaestio dimidium
scientiaeto know what to ask ;I
already to know half" (2). Across
the centuries scholars have ridiculed
rote memory and its alleged role in
the learning-thinking process. Leo

The Reading Teacher, 19, (November 1965).100-105.
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Tolstoy is quoted as an apt illustra-
tion of this ,protest when he found
that children should not be taught by
artificial explanations, compulsive
memorizing and repetition. . . to
give the pupil new concepts deliber-
ately . . is, I- am convinced, as
impossible and futile as teaching a
child to walk by the laws of equili-
brium" (71.,,,Needed, he said, is the
chance for children to acquire new
concepts and words from their gen-
eral linguistic context.

Concepts are the cognitive struc-
tures which each child must develop
in the course'of intellectUal function-
ing. It is only through functioning
that concepts get formed. This is as
true of the first simple habits estab-
lished by the infant through the most
elementary of sensory-motor acquisi-
tions as it is of the mature adult for
whom representational thought has
become hypothetico-deductive and is
oriented toward possibilities, the lat-
tice of all-possible-combinations., As
Piaget and others argue, we do not
inherit cognitive structures but we do
inherit a means for attaining such
structures as our biological heritage.
And most important of all, this mode
of functioning remains essentially
constant throughout life. It is always
and everywhere the same. It is be-
cause of this constanc) of function-
ing, despite the wide varieties of cog-
nitive structures which can be cre-
ated, that concepts are referred to as
functional invariants (3) or as func-
tional constants.

Concepts are a unifying and an in-
tegrative force which, under the sway
of the child's cognitive skills, provide

the intellectual wherewithal for deal--
ing with a wide variety of overt and
covert experiences. Flavell (3) pro--
vides a most useful generic image in
this regard when he speaks--:of the
child:
. . . for whom the world is beginning to
stand still and stay put, a world which, like
the child himself, knows something of law
and-order, and above all a world in which
thought really counts for something, in
which thought can be a more trustworthy
guide to action than perception.

In addition, it seems that in certain
crucial respects a wide variety of
cognitive areas (number, quantity,
time) are mastered according to a
common procedure, and this discov-
ery, Flavell says, was "an act of cre-
ative inspiration" on the part of
Piaget.

Concept development merits a first
order rating in the teaching of read-
ing as a thinking process. This is so
because concepts are cognitive struc-
tures acquired through a complex
and genuine act of thought, and they
cannot be absorbed ready-made
through memory or drill. A concept
is symbolically embodied in a sign,
usually, a word, and, as such, a word
represents an act of generalization.
Printed words are the representation-
al symbols used in reading and writ-
ing and are the written counterparts
of speech. In mastering speech the
child starts with a word, and both
the vocal and semantic aspects are
expressed dimly and amorphously in
k single word. Even so, at first the
word is a generaliiation, and da-da
as applied to all men and not women
is gradually replaced by a generaliza-
tion of a higher order and leads in
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the end to a truer concept of father.
When the child connects two or three
or more words he gradually advances
to simple sentences and then to com-
plex ones. When this occurs, the
structure of words no longer mirrors
the structure of thought. That is why
words in and of themselves cannot
simply be added ready-made to
thought. The relationship between
thought and word is not a symbol-
experience "thing," but a process=a
process that is undergoing constant.
change: Syntactically the child may
start with one word, then two or
three, and then simple and complex
sentences. Semantically; however, he
starts from a -wholea meaningful
complexand gradually learns to
divide and master the separate cog-
nitive structures. The structure of
speech develops from the particular
to the whole, from word to sentence;
and the structure of meaning, from
the whole to the particular (7). If
children are to acquire concepts and
words to represent them, they must
make use in varying degrees of effi-
ciency_ of such intellectual functions
as deliberate attention, logical mem-
ory, abstraction, the ability to note
likenesses and differences, and so on.
To successfully instruct a school
child, methods must be employed
that will require pupils to be articu-
late about and put to deliberate use
such intellectual functions.

Comprehension as a functional in-
variant of all reading instruction re-
quires that from the very beginning
of instruction the reading-to-learn
phase takes precedence over the
learning-to-read_pha.se. The semantic

and syntactic aspects of the develop-
mental process of learning -to -read
are essentially one, precisely because
of their similar directions; whereas in
speech this is so precisely because IA
their reverse direction. The child
learning to read brings with him the
rich supply , of concepts, meanings
and words, acquired in his world of
oral communication and nee& only
to learn to recognize printed symbols
of speech. As learning progresses the
instructional emphasis should rapid-
ly shift from recognizing printed
words to concept development, be-
cause reading in all phases of the
curriculum and further school work
becomes a principal source of knowl-
edge or of cognitive structures: The
everyday concepts and words the
child brings with him 3 school and
builds on in his early school-life are
roughed and hewed from experience
of the face-to-face concrete variety.
The acquisition of concepts of an
historical, geographical, sociological,
numerical, scientific (and so on) na-
ture evolves from a certain level of
maturation of everyday-concepts and
a "mediated" approach which gives
them body and vitality (7).

What Is a Concept?

Definit;ons of a concept by differ-
ent authetities are to a good degree
in agreement about the specifics in-
volved: inferences, attributes, cate-
gories. Even so they are different as
they reflect an author's point of view
and attempt at clarity. As in so many
cases, understanding seems best fa-
cilitated by illustration, and an ac-

--count-of concept formation and at-
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tainment may prove more useful Than
a definition. It is interesting in this
regard and also illustrative, that
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin do not
define a concept until page 244 of
their text on A Study of Thinking
(1), where it appears as a summa-
tion of an extensive account of the
process of concept attainment. Vy-
gotsky did likewise in his text on
Language and Thought (7).

Basically, concept formation con-
sists of the perception of relationships
relationships among stimuli as one
author put it (6)or relationships
between constituent part processes, as
others put it (I). Bruner et d. go on
to say, though, that "The working
definition of a concept is the network
of inferences that are or may be set
into play by an act of categorizing"
(1). They have found.it more mean-
ingful, however, to regard a concept
as:

... a network of signsignificate inferences
by which one goes beyond a set of observed
criterial properties exhibited by an object
or event to the class identity of the object
or event in question, and thence to addi-
tional, inferences about other 'unobserved

of the object or event.

To this definition they add clarity by
means of an "apple" illustration. An
object is seen. The object has criteria--
properties. A set of these criterial
properties is observed as red (a shade
of color), shiny (a degree of bright-
ness or dullness of appearance), and
roundish (shape). Undoubtedly
other properties or attributes are ob-
served even though they are unlisted
by Bruner, who, assumes apparently
that the three listed are sufficiently
illustrative. Now the network of sign-

significate leads the observer to con-
clude that the object observed is an
apple. As an apple, the object has
class identity. To make this inference,
the observer, as pointed out, un-
doubtedly noted other criterial -prop-
erties of apple since any number of
other things also posses the proper-
ties red, shiny, round k oall, nose, to-
Mato, glass). Also observed must
have been fruit qualities, texture of
surface, shape, and so on. On the
basis of the inferences made thus far,
particularly the class identity, other
assumptions may now lbe-- made. As-
sumptions or inferences may be de-
fined as a weighted average of previ-
ous experience and knowledge. The
inferences are based on unobserved
properties and result from extrapola-
tionsa going beyond the informa-
tion immediately given. It could be
assumed, for instance, that the apple
is delicious and possesses therefore a
certain relation of sugar to acid con-
tent, or that it is nonpoisonous and
is- uncontaminated by sprays. Or, it
might be assumed that, if left unre-
frigerated, it will rot after a certain
period of time. It is apparent, then,
that when these complex concepts are
wisely made and appropriately used,
we can reach new generalizations or
concepts for which we have no direct
evidence at the moment.

It seems obvious, as Vygotsky says,
that when a concept is a part of a
system it can become subject to con-
scious and deliberate control. Con -
sciousness -he defines as "awareness
of the activity of the mind," and this
self-reflective awareness of meaning
always implies a degree of generaliza-

Mr,
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tion. Generalization, he says, in turn attainment because he has main-

means the "formation of a superor- tamed the experimentation with

dinate concept" that includes as a 'strategies focus, has described attain -

particular case the given concept ment in terms of an immediate per-

(7) . Vygotsky says: ceptual act (the experimental use of

A superordinate concept implies the exist- Wards with discriminably different

ence of a series of subordinate concepts. and information on each card), and has
it also presupposes a hierarchy of concepts indicated that the abstractions oh-
of different levels of generality. Thus the
given concept is placed within a system of tamed are usually represented by a
relationships of generality. word or other symbol. This interpre-

He illustrates this emergence of a tation is excellent for experimental
situations of the perceptual variety

system by analyzing the circumstance
studied in both the Harvard -and thein which a child has learned the

word
Wisconsin experiments. It is ne--

flower and later learns the word
m

rose. For a time, the child may now sary, though, for teachers of reading

use the two words rose and flower as a thinking process to keep in mind

interchangeably. When, however, the fine distinction Bruner makes be-

flower becomes generalized and more tween "perceptual" and "conceptu-

widely applicable and includes and al" forms of categorizing or concept

subordinates rose, the relationship of attainment.

the two changes in the child's mind. In perceptual categorizing, the

Thus, he says, a system is taking relevant attributes used are imme-

shape,
present and' can be examined

shape, and the child's nowledge of
flowers as a superordinate concept

firsthand. The fitness of an object to

and rose and other similar subordi- be judged a member of this or that
cat% y is determined by the attrib-

nate concepts is becoming systema-

tized.
utes immediately at hand. In con-

Klausmeier quotes Bruner's defini- cepoial categorizing the relevant at-

tion of a concept and indicates that tributes are not available to "sensory"
examination and are therefore nei-

tion
serves well as an operational defini- tither

as readily determined nor as
tion in experimentation with strate-

readily weighed as to their relevancy.
gies. Then he goes on immediately to

Two illustrations may help bring this
tell how a concept is attained,(5,):,..

as
.In general terms, an organism senses en-

pect of categorizing into clearer

vironmental phenomena, discriminates be- focus. In the field of history, suppos-
tween and among them, perceives common ing one wished to show that in I MO
elements among some of them, and cafe- the Whigs had chosen William Hen--
gorizes or classifies various phenomena as
belonging to the same class or kind. The ry Harrison as their candidate for the
resulting Abstraction or concept, often rep-
resented in -a word or other symbol, is com-

presidencynot because he was a
prised of the meaningsnetwork of infer- well-educated gentleman-farmer and
ences associated with the abstraction, public servant who was fond of quot-

Reference is made here to Klaus- ing the Latin classics, but because
meier's general account of concept they had stolen a page from the Jack-

r"'"
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sonian Democrats and nominated a
popular military figure. The choice
led to a memorable slogan"Tippe-
canoe and Tyler, too!" which
helped to defeat the incumbent pits-
ident, Jacksonian prince-consort,
Martin Van Buren. This would re-
quire a difficult and careful search
of attributes and, most likely, a vali-
dation by "concensus. Similarly, to
plan and prepare a Manned Orbital
Research Laboratory which can be
used to study man's ability to live in
space as a necessary step toward
achieving, interplanatary space travel
is-requiring a most exacting defining
of attributes, as well as the creating
of new categories on logical grounds
until appropriate means are available
to prove that the conclusions reached
are test:worthy and sound.

It is readily apparent that to judge
an object as being an apple and test-
ing to prove it so is far more readily
accomplished than to judge a his-
torical means for electing a president
or scientifically putting into opera-
tion a Manned Orbital Research
Laboratory. Readily as apparent
should be the fact that operations of
the Perceptual type are quite concrete
in nature as compared to the ab-
stractness of conceptual operations.
As-a-matter of fact, it might be less
confusing to refer to them as con-
crete and abstract because of the
likely confusion that may prevail if
"concept" and "conceptual" are not
carefully discriminated. Even though

perceptual situations lend themselves
to laboratory experimenting, and
conceptual situations tend not to,
and even though vrceptual cases
deal with observable attributes, and
conceptual cases deal primarily with
cognitive attributes, the basic proc-
essei of categorization are the same.

In summary, a concept is a net-
work of inferences that are discrim-
inated and categorized as belonging
to the same object or event (class or
kind), which provides the bases for
inferences about other categories, and
is usually representerLby word (s) or
other symbol. Concepts may be de-
fined on a subordinate and superor-
dinate basis and classified as a part of
a system. In addition, they may be
classified as perceptual (concrete) or
conceptual (abstract) depending on
the source of the attributes being
used.
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Characteristics of the Culturally Disadvantaged Child

MILLARD H. BLACK*

WHO
Is the educationally or cuL

turally disadvantaged child?
What are his charatteristics? What
are some of the factors of his environ-
ment which affect his educational
achievement? These questions, to-
gether with a determination of pro-
cedures which will compensate for or
ameliorate his disadvantage, are areas
of great and grave concern, not only
in Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
and other great cities, but in many
other areas which are in economic
and social transition.

Who is the educationally or ad-
turally disadvantaged child? The an-
swer varies from state to state, from
city to city. He lives not only in the
central area of our great cities. One
southern governor in January 1964
declared that 20 per cent of the citi-
zens of his state can neither read nor
write, that 50 per cent of the state's
young people fail to complete high
,§chool. The disadvantaged child is of
no single race or color: poverty, de-
linquency, failure to achieve the goals
established by the main stream of
society are shared by peoples of all
colors and national origins.

The disadvantaged individual may
derive from a culture which is rich
in its own tradition, but which no
longer prepares its members for suc-
cessful participation in society. The
change in economic patterns appar-
ent over the past half-century was in-
tensified by World War II. People

from submarginal farms have been
forced into cities, while in the cities
jobs for the unskilled are decreasing.
Thousands have learned that their
older ways of life no longer are
effective. -

What are the characteristics o_ f the
culturally disadvantaged child? He is
no stranger to failure and to the fear
that continued failure engenders. He
knows the.fear of being overpowered
by teachers who are ignorant of the
culture and mores of his society, and
who may not expect success of him.
He fears lack of recognition and un-
derstanding from teachers . whose
backgrounds are totally dissimilar
and who either misinterpret or fail to
recognize many of his efforts to
achieve and to.accommodate himself
to demands which are bamcally alien.

Riessman (8) describes these char-
acteristics of the deprived individual:
(1) is relatively slow at cognitive
tasks, but not stupid; (2) appears to
learn most readily through a physical,
concrete approach (often is slow, but
may be persistent when the content
is meaningful and valued) ; (3) of-
ten appears to be anti-intellectual,
pragmatic rather than theoretical;
(4) is traditional, superstitious, and
somewhat religious in a traditional
sense; (5) is from a male-centered
culture, except for dmajor section of
the Negro subculture; (6) is inflexi-
ble and not open to reason about
many of his beliefs (morality, diet,

The Reading Teacher, IS, (March 1965), 465-170.
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family polarity, and educational
practice Are examples of these be-
liefs); (7) feels alienated from the
larger social structure, with, resultant
frustration; (8) holds others to
blame for his misfortunes; (9 ) val-
ues masculinity and attendant action,
viewing intellectual activities as un:
masculine; (10) appreciates knowl-
edge for its practical, vocational ends,
but rarely values it for its own sake;
(11) desires a better standard of liv-
ing, with personal comforts for him-
self and his family, but does not wish
to adopt a middle-class way of life;
(12) is deficient in auditory atten-
tion and interpretation skills; (13 )
reads ineffectively and is deficient in
the communication skills generally,
has wide areas of ignorance, and
often is suggestible,. although he may
be suspicious of innovations. Other
delimiting characteristics reported by
Riessman have been included among
the factors discussed in later para-
graphs-

In assessing some of the strengths
of this group of children, Riessman
describes them as: (1) being rela-
tively free of the strains which ac-
company competitiveness and the
need to establish oneself as an indi-
vidual; (2) having the cooperative-
ness and mutual aid which marlcs'an -
extended family; (3) being free of
self-blame; (4) enjoying other mem-
bers of the family and not competing
with them; (5) having the security
deriving from an extended family
and a traditional outlook; (6) en-
joying games, music, sports, and cars.

The following factors, reflecting
the conclusions of many persons who

have studied the causes and results of
cultural disadvantage, are befit ved
by Dr. Newton S. Metfessel (C) to
be operative in the lives of children
from disadvantaged homes.* The
grouping of these factors and the re-
marks relative to them are the work
of this writer.

Language factors. One such group-
ing may be termed language factors:

1. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren understand more language than
they use. This comparison between
understanding and usage does not
imply a wide hearing or understand-
nig vocabulary. Figurel (5) reports
that at grade two the vocabulary of
such children is approximately one-
third that of normal children, while
at grade six it is about one-half.

2. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren frequently use a great many
words with fair precision, but not
those words representative of the
school culture. Figurel states that
"less than half of the words in the
vocabulary of pre-school children are
known by second-grade children in
slum areas." He also states that
"common name words, such as sink,
chimney, honey, beef, and sandwich
are learned by culturally disadvan-
taged children one or two years later
than by other children."

3. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren frequently are crippled in lan-
guage development because they do
not perceive the concept that objects
have names, and that the same ob-

Reported with the permission of Dr.
Metfessel,Director .of the Center for the
Study of the Education of Disadvantaged
Youth at the University of Southern
California.
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jects may have different names. The
impoverished economic conditions
under which these pupils are reared,
with a scarcity of objects of all types,
and the absence of discussion which
characterizes communication in the
substandard home prejudice against
the, development of labels and of the
concept of a specific name -(or
names) for everything.

4. Culturally disadvantaged kin-
dergarten children use fewer words
with less variety to express themselves
than do kindergarten children of
socio-economic classes. The use of
language by the child chiefly to ex-
press his concrete needs, and by par-
ents and other adults to command
the child to perform some function,
may contribute to the severe limita-
tion of self-expression.

5. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren use a significantly smaller pro-
portion of mature sentence structures,
such as compound, complex, and
more elaborate constructions. This is
not limited to the non-English speak-
ing child, but occurs among most
children who come from culturally
disadvantaged areas.
. 6. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren learn less from what they hear
than do middle-class children. The
importance of teaching all children
the skills of listening has often been
pointed out. This appears to be par-
ticularly true for disadvantaged chil-
dren, who come from a milieu in
which the radio, television, and the
sounds made by many people living
in crowded quarters provide a back-
ground of noise from which the in-
dividual must retreat.

Learning patterns. The next
grouping of the factors assembled by
Metfessel have to do with learning
patterns:

1. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren tend to learn more readily by
inductive than by deductive, ap-
proaches. It appears reasonable to
assume that low self-esteem, induced
by long economic deprivation, dis-
crimination, or both, may cause pu-
pils to distrust their own judgment,
or conclusions; they need the support
of an authoritarian figure in the
classroom. The difficulties in using a
discovery technique in teaching dis-
advantaged pupils are obvious.

2. Culturally frsadvantaged chil-
dren generally are unaccustomed to
"insight building" by external use of
lectures and discussions at home. In
homes where families are preoccu-
pied with supplying the elemental
needs, there may be little opportunity
to help children learn the techniques
of discussion or to move from obser-
vation to conclusions. Deutsch (3)
reports that "the lower class home is
not verbally oriented," and the result
is a diminution of the child's general
level of responsiveness.

3.. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren are frequently symbolically de-
prived; for example, imaginary play-
mates are much less acceptable to
the parents of culturally disadvan-
taged children when compared to
their middle-class counterparts. The
average middle-class' parent appears
to accept the imaginations of his
children, whether or not he under-
stands their educational and psycho-
logical import. On the other hand,
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parents from less ,affluent circum-
stances tend to look upon such imag-
ining, even in very young children,
as "lying" and to punish when it is
observed.

4. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren need to see concrete application
of what is learned to immediate sen-
sory and topical satisfaction. This is
of particular importance in a school
culture in which primary emphasis
is placed on long-term goals, which
can be met only by foregoing imme-
diate -satisfactions. The importance
of a series of well defined instruc-
tional tasks and attendant goals, con-
tinued verbalization, and frequent
evaluation of progress is implied by
this factor.

5. Culturally disadvantaged thil-
dren tend to have poor attention span
and consequently experience difficul-
ty in following the orders of a teach-
er. Several authorities have reported
the great amount of time children.
spend listening in the classroom. Re-
search shows that pupils "tune in and
out" on -the teacher, iupplyilig from
context and from their own experi-
ence much that they miss during
these brief periods of inattention. The
lack of connected discourse and gen-
erally inadequate communication
processes in the disadvantaged home
foster the inability of children to at-
tend. This environmental deficiency
is reinforced by differences in the
vocabulary and syntax used in the
classroom and in the horrie. The pu-
pil whose cultural background is the
same as that of the teacher is in a
position to supply through context
much that he may have missed dur-

ing intermittent periods of inatten-
tion. The sparseness.oLfurnishings in
the homes of the very poor, the gen-
eral drab visual quality of the en-
vironment, tend to deny the pupil
needed exercise in organization, per-
ception, and reorganization of the
objects in the environment.

Readiness for instruction. Four
additional factors included by Met-
fessel are related to this concept:

1. 'The culturally disadvantaged
child often is characterized by signifi-
cant gaps in knowledge and learning.
Entering school from a background
which has not adequately prepared
him for success in a traditional cur-
riculum, the pupil participates in
communication procedures and pat-
terns alien to him. These disadvan-
tages are multiplied by frequent
chaiag of residence and school, par-
ticularly in the lower grades.

2. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren generally have had little experir
ence of receiving approval for suc-
cess in a task. Born into a community
in which relatively few adults have
been successful in school, the disad-
vantaged child hardly can be ex-
pected to be self-motivated in his
work in the classroom. The teacher's
commonest motivation--"You read
that well, John," or "Mary, that was
a good report"fails with this pupil
because he has rarely experienced
praise in his home. Lack of respon-
sibility in the home is not to be in-
ferred. Child care and housekeeping
tasks are assumed regularly and suc-
cessfully by many of these children
who are not yet in their teens.

3. Culturally disadvantaged chil-

r-
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dren are characterized by narrow ex-
perience outside the home. Children's
participation in activities which are
assumed by almost every teacher may
be nonexistent among lowest-income
groups. Without background to pro-
mote understanding, how much will
the pupil gain from studying about
these activities?

4. Culturally deprived children
have very little concept of relative
size. Limited in the communication
skills; deprived of many experiences
which help to build concepts of things
to which he must react in the class-
room, comprehension of much about
which he studies' will be severely
limited.

School behavior. Three factors are
directly related to behavior in school:

1. Culturally deprived children
generally are unaware of the "ground
rules" for success in school. The ig-
norance of how to be successful does
not imply unawareness of the values
of education. Although their reasons
may differ from those given by per-
sons in other_ social groups, many

. adults and adolescents among low-
income groups express their need for
education.

2. Culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren frequently end he reading habit
before it is begun. Metfessel contin-
ues, saying that "the cycle, of skill
mastery which demands that success-
ful experiences generate more moti-
vation to read which in turn gener-
ates levels of skill sufficient to prevent
discouragement, and so on, may be
easily reversed in direction and end
the reading habit prior to its begin-
ning." Books, magazines, and news-

papers are more easily dispensable
than food and clothing; among very
low income groups they do not rep-
resent necessities

3. Culturally k adv- gaged chil-
dren are placed at a marked disad-
vantage in timed test situations. Ef-
forts to apply objective measures to
almost every phase of school interest
and activity have doubtful value for
the children from a very low income
home. Accurate determination of his
potential and his achievement must
be obtained through some technique
which does not penalize him with
rigidly defined time limitations.

4. Culturally- disadvantaged chil-
dren need assistance in perceiving an
adult as a person of whom you ask
questions and receive answers. The
growing tendency of teachers to act
as directors of classroom activity and
to perceive themselves as resource
persons implies an area in which cul-
turally disadvantaged children will
need specific help. They must be
helped to accommodate themselves
to an adult role which is unfamiliar
to them.

What are the characteristics of a
disadvantaged area? We can round
out the description of our culturally
disadvantaged children by citing
some characteristics of a large area
in Los Angeles County, which appear
to be similar to the characteristics of
other very low income areas. Agen-
cies which are seeking to ameliorate
cultural disadvantage state that in
this area: (1) the percentage of bro-
ken homes is almost three times that
of the total county; ( 2 ) family in-
come is 25 per cent below the county
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median; (3) population density is
approiimately double that of the en-
tire county; (4) housing is substan-
dard, and continues to decline in
quality; (5) the school dropout rate
is 2.2 times as large as the average
of the city; and (6) youth delinquen-
cy rates are higher in almost all
offense categories than for the county
generally.
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What Linguistics Says to this Teacher of Reading and
Spelling

Perhaps the most important theory we have learned from the linguistic
scientist is that the meaning of language is to be found in its interrelated
structures. For example, meaning is conveyed through language by the
interlocking systems of intonation, sentence pattern, and spelling pattern.
The new responsibility for the teacher of reading is, then, to relate the
children's knowledge of the first two systems to their mastery of the
printed word and to give them a sensible awareness of the inadequacy
of the writing system as a record of the oral language.

MORTON BOTEL.

HUMAN BEINGS communicate their
ideas and their feelings through

an elaborate system of interrelated
language structures. Each structure
has its own intricate design, and each
interacts with the others to convey
meaning. James . Squire, Executive
Secretary of NCTE, has emphasized
that these structures which are the
conveyors of meaning have been
largely ignored in our consideration
of reading methodology. He puts it
this way: "We have spent so much
time on the what in communications
that we have sometimes overlooked
the-how. To the extent that we have
done this we have failed to see that
form and content are essentially one,
and that in overstressing the mean-
ing of ideas we have shamefully neg-
lected the structure of the ideas,
which in themselves define and illu-
minate the message that is being
communicated."

In this article I should like to dis-
cuss some of the implications of the
structure or how of language by ex-

ploring three topics which linguists
believe have important applications
for the teaching of reading and spell-
ing. These are: intonation, sentence
patterns, and spelling patterns.

Linguists say that normal children
by ages four to six arc practically
adults, linguistically speaking. By this
they mean that children have basic
control over the sounds, vocabulary,
and syntax of the spoken language.
It is with a high degree of adeptness
with language, then, that children
come to their first reading and spell-
ing. Our efforts must be directed
initially to helping pupils see that
writing is a record of the oral lan-
guage. One set of speech patterns
intonationis incompletely repre-
sented by writing. Since intonation
is one of the structural systems of
language, we must bring to each
child's ronsciousness the incomplete-
ness with which it is signaled by the
writing system, so that he may expect
and know how to supply or recon-
struct the unrecorded melody for.

The Reading Teacher, 18, (December 1961) . 188-193.
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himself. Right from the beginning,
then, and in all reading activity, ma-
jor emphasis should be placed on
reading aloud the whole sentence.
Some isolated word study is neces-
sary, in fact, probably indispensable,
to word attack competence, but the
danger of such isolated study is that
it may lead pupils to believe that such
work has little to do with the "real"
language used in speech or books.
Any word used in isolation has full
stress when :paten. Lack of aware-
ness of intonations produces word-by-
word reading, that is, reading in
which each word is given full stress.
We are well aware of the incongru-
ous sound of such reading and have
always been distressed about it. Pu-
pils will not lose sight of the fact that
writing is -but a record of the oral
language if you use practices such as
the following:

1. Provide a good speech enviroa-
ment which pupils can emulate so
that their written-down speech be-
comes increasingly a record of clear,
complete sentences.

2. Record pupil speech. Teachers
who make use of experience charts
and the like are helping pupils see
that writing is speech recorded. Such
sentences should be "read" aloud im-
mediately by the pupil who spoke the
sentence and by his classmates in the
normal way in which the sentence
was spoken in the first place.

3. Provide frequent choral speak-
ing and choral reading opportunities.

4. Encourage dramatizations. In
these experiences, pupils are helped
to breathe life into characters through
all of the dimensions of language as

well as through tone of voice and
gesture.

5. Make certain that pupils are
fluent in oral reading and that silent
reading precedes oral reading. The
pupil who reads in frustrating mate-
rials, that is, materials in which he
misses words and hesitates over
words, is prevented from relating
normal intonation to the act of read-
ing. Silent reading first makes it pos-
sible for the pupil to devote himself
to the exploration of the ideas and
their structural vehicles. Thus, when
he reads aloud he is able to project
himself and these ideas so that they
do sound like the spoken "real"
language.

6. Provide practice in the oral
manipulation of sentences, in which
pupils test the changing meaning that
comes from shifting etras to different
parts of the sentence. The following
practices are examples of such manip-
ulation or transformation:

The teacher reads the sentences
with varying patterns of intonation
and the pupils simply imitate these
patterns. This has much in common
with the way in which pupils learned
their speech patterns in early years.

Pupils read sentences like the fol-
lowing in different ways: "Stop
everything." "He won't play ball."
"Can't you understand?" "What a
friend he is." "Good morning, Miss
Harvey."

Pupils are asked how a particular
sentence might be spoken in a certain
situation, then in another situation.

7. Teach pupils to write coinposi-
Sons is part of beginning reading
instruction.
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In the child's earliest language ex-
perience he hears sentences which he
imitates. Amazingly soon he begins
making sentences of his own either
by imitation or analogy.

A common sentence a child would
"make" on his own might be, "I
want a drink." Soon he begins sub-
stituting other things he wants, and
comes up with "I want a ball," "I
want a dolly." In maltitig such sen-
tences he uses the same grammatical
pattern but achieves different lexical
meanings by substituting different
lexical items. He continues to grow
in his ability to make new sentences,
both by this process of lexical substi-
tutions and also by varying the sen-
tence in grammatical ways. For ex-
ample, consider the grammatical
transformation which results from
combining "Mary has a dolly" and
"I want the dolly" and "I want
Mary's dolly." Linguistic versatility
and competence continue to develop
in this fashion in a remarkable way
so that the average four-to-six-year-
old has a mastery on the behavioral
level of basic intonation and syntax
patterns. Moreover, he knows how
to manipulate sentences by substitu-
tion and transformation in his speech.
It is very likely that we can build on
what we know about a child's mas-
tery of sentences in speech to teach
him to read and write sentences.

A rather small number of basic
sentence patterns make up the large
bulk of speech and writing. Four of
the most common sentence ratter's
which, along with their variations by
substitution or tra asfonnation, ac-
count for most sentews we use to

communicate are represented by the
following examples:

Pattern I. noun verb The guest arrived.
Pattern 2. noun verb noun The boy threw

the ball.
Pattern 3. noun linking verb adjective The

boy is good.
Pattern 4. noun linking verb noun The

boy is my neighbor.

Before pursuing this discussion fur-
ther, I should like to istue a note of
warning. There is danger, having
identified the formal structure of
these and other common sentence
patterns, that learning the names of
these patterns--including. formal at-
tempts to generalize and come up
with ruleswill become the preoc-
cupation of teaching. In my opinion,
nothing could be more unfortunate.
We should do, in reading and writ-
ing, that which was so effective in the
child's speech maturation. We should
plan creative experiences in manipu-
lating sentences, using the light
touch. A heavy hand will prevent the
easy, intuitive flow of activity that
children are capable of. The main
goal is not learning the rule, especial-
ly the ability to repeat a formal state-
ment of it. Children stwuld be given
the opportunity '.:, observe similari-
ties ;Ind differences, to manipulate
various elements, to classify them,
and when they are ready to reach the
goal of generalizing in their own
words the recurring patterns they sec.
In short, we are mainly interested in
cultivating a "feel" for sentences, not
La teaching grammatical rules merely
to be memorized.

Some examples of the kinds of
practices which we can incorporate
into our program are:
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1. Collect simple examples of the
four basic sentence patterns and pre-
sent them, in scrambled order, asking
pupils to write the sentence or sen-
tences suggested by the groups of
words. Then the sentences should be
read aloud as we normally say them.

2. Present basic sentence patterns
and read them aloud. Ask pupils to
write and read aloud the entire sen-
tence, substituting another word for
a given word. For example, "The
boy throws the ball." The pupil
writes Sand reads, "The boy throws
the hat," "The boy throws the stone,"
etc. Pupils may then manipulate the
same sentence substituting meaning-
ful words for throws. They come up
with such sentences as, "The boy
takes the ball," "The boy wants the
ball."

3. Present two or more examples
of a particular basic pattern and ask
pupils to find others that have the
same pattern. You present, "The boy
throws the ball," "The girl wants a
doll." Pupils think of others like,
"The man drives his car."

4. Present "structure sentences"
which include only structure words
and endings, using a blank to suggest
the position of the main parts of
speech. The example in (2) above
would be presented in this form:
"The s the
Pupils think of sentences suggested by
the structure sentences such as: "The
cat chases the mouse," "The mechan-
ic fixes the car."

5. The most important thing
about working with basic sentence
patterns as suggested above is the
guidance you give pupils to help them

vary the sentences by elaborating on
them. For example, let's expand a
sentence in response to the questions
why, where, when, what, and how.
The sentence, "The boy threw the
ball," might become:.
The boy threw the ball in anger. (why)
The boy threw the ball to the first base-

man. (where)
The boy threw the ball in time for the

putout. (when)
The boy threw a curve ball. (what)
With vigor the boy threw the ball. (how)

An example of a quite elaborate var-
iation of this sentence might be:
The pitcher, my .best buddy. threw a siz-
zling curve ball right, across the plate.

We are not interested in long sen-
tences, as such. We want sentences
which are interesting and which say
what we want to say. In the process
of such experimentation children can
develop a real sentence sense.

One of the major ideas which chil-
dren must come to understand (prob-
ably at the outset of reading instruc-
tion) is the fact that the consonant
and vowel sounds in their speech are
represented by our alphabetic system.
Some linguists have claimed that this
basic idea is obscured by a sight-word
method which indiscriminately uses
written words in which a sound
especially a vowel soundis repre-
sented by many different letter com-
binations. They complain that the
presentation in preprimers of such
words as stop, come, to, and go sug-
gests to children that there are no
patterns in English spellings, because
in these words the letter o represents
four different sounds.

As pupils look at words they must
first go through the process of trans-
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lating the printed form into sound,
which they then recognize as some-
thing they know. Adults go through
this whole procedure rather automat-
ically because of their experience, but
a child' needs to be aware that print
represents sound and sound repre-
sents meaning.

A word is said to be spelled reg-
ularly if Its printed form is composed
of letters which commonly signal the
sound of the word in its spoken form.
At the same time, that they are im-
ploring the intonational and sentence
patterns of our language, pupils can
and should explore spelling patterns,
that is, the correspondences of letters
to sounds. Both the frequent corre-
spondences ( the "regular" spellings)
an. the less frequent correspondences
a common words should be subjects
for study. (Examples of the latter
are: the eo in people and the ie in
friend.)

Some practices which will foster
the understanding that letters repre-
sent sounds are:

. 1. Present an orderly develop-
ment of regularly spelled words from
the beginning. TI- words should
show minimal differences in pattern-
ed sets. Examples of such patterns
are:

at at cat
hat cot
fat

cap
cab cut

'can at bit
cane ate bite
tack back- rack
take bake rake

hop
hope

2. Read words without exaggera-
tion and in a normal tone. The sep-
arate sounds in the words should not
be pronounced in isolation since these

isolated sounds are not typically in
the pupil's normal speech. Pupils
come to sense that letters stand for
sounds by the contrast in spelling and
pronunciation patterns.

3. After the first two words in
each pattern have been pronounced
for the pupils and attempts have been
made to teach them as sight words,
pupils should have the opportunity to
talk about what they see and hear in
the pattern, and to find additional
words which belong to the pattern
by substitution of individual 'vowels
and consonants. In this way they
realize from the beginning that all
words are not completely diffe-mit
from each other, but rather that their
common features suggest there is or-
der and system to English .spelling.
As we go along, we will gradually
introduce the complexities of Eng-
lish spelling, but there is time enough
for that. A pin, we are not concerned
with teaching rules, but rather with
manipulating patterns, encouraging
more accurate observations, and ex-
tending collections of words that be-
long together for some analogical
reason.

Good teachers take special pride in
the fact that they "teach reading for
meaning."iThe transmission of mean-
ing is the core of, or purpose of, com-
munication. But, if we do not under-
stand more about the nature and
significance of the structures that
carry meaning, we will, in fact, not
fully understand the meaning itself.

One of the most significant facts
for the teacher of reading to recog-
nize is that the interconnected sys-
tems which carry meaning are only
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partially represented by our system of
writing. Our .phonology (that is, the
consonant and vowel phenomena of
English) is represented only partially
by our alphabetic system. There is no
one-to-one correspondence between
each phoneme and its graphic rerre-
sentation or grapheme. The intona-
tional patterns, or melodies of speech,
are incompletely represented in writ-
ing. Certain lexical and grammatical
components of sentence patterns, on
the other hand, are represented pre-
cisely in written sentences. Two other
systems of communication, paralan-
guage (tone of voice) and kinesics
(gestured bodily movements) inter-
act with language to communicate
meaning. Writing does not convey
these structures incmpt by such feeble

devices as underlined words or ex-
clamation points, or by creative writ-
ing which represents tone and move-
ment by words. In short, the systems
of communication which convey
meaning in the spoken language are
imperfectly represented in the writ-
ten language.

The significance of what we have
been saying is this: the reader must
understand that writing is an imper-
fect, incomplete representation of the
oral language. Thus, the reader must
learn (1) to supply consciously" the
missing diMensions of those structures
not represented and (2) to become
more aware of the idea that writing
is rather a dialect of language, hav-
ing some of its own signals and spe-
cial devices to convey ideas.
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Word Groups in Speech and Reading

GLORIA CAMMAROTA

GROUPS OF WORDS are spoken to-
gether and should be read to-

gether. Go back and say that first
sentence aloud somewhat slowly. You
probably grouped your words in this
way: Groups of words / are spoken
together / and should be read togeth-
er. Say the sentence again even more
slowly. Your groups are probably
these: Groups / of words / are spo-
ken / together / and should be read
/ together.

Now say that last sentence again
and note what you did within each
group. Were the words_ equally
stressed? Did you say of words or of
words?* You will find that within
each group, you stressed one word.
If you had stressed two, you would
have had two groups.

Say the sentence again as you did
the first time. Groups of words / are
spoken together / and should be read
together. Familiarity with your own
language patterns may make it diffi-
cult for you to determine which
words you are stressing. Probably you
stressed groups, spoken, read:, three
stresses, three groups. If you speak
rapidly, perhaps you divided the sen-
tence into only two groups. Then
your stresses were on spoken and
read.

Linguistic science tells us that
them elements of stress and of word

In the interests of simplicity and clarity,
only two types of stress markings are used
in this paper: to show strong stress and to
show little stress.

The Reading Teacher, 18, (November MI)

grouping are extremely important in
reading instruction. It encourages us
to help children read better by teach-
ing them to read by seeing words in
groups just as they speak saying
words in groups. Lloyd writes, for
example, "Word groups that are
said together and heard together
must be read together" (3).

In this article certain words which
serve as signals for word groups are
discussed; the relationship of these
words to- the teaching of reading is
considered; and several specific class-
room procedures which may merit
experimentation are proposed.

Words As Markers

In order to help children see
speech groups as groups, we must be-
gin to think in a new way about the
words which make up our language.
Traditionally as in a dictionary, we
think of words as individual units,
one equivalent in importance to an-
other. Actually, there are two very
different kinds of words in our lan-
guage. One kind numbers in the hun-
dreds of thousands and includes
words we usually call nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. The other
kind totals not more than two or
three hundred. It includes a variety
of- classes of words, among them
those we usually call prepositions and
conjunctions and words used with
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
Words of this second kind are called

, 91.97.
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structure words because they play an
important part in giving structure to
our language. Some of these struc-
ture words serve a special function in
that they mark other words. When
we speak of them, we call them word
markers.

When we see word markers in our
reading, they. are signals that certain
kinds of words or groups of words
are to come. Word markers mark the
speech groups of which we have been
speaking. When we see a word mark-
er, we know a speech group is beffm-.
ning. The four major types of word
markers and important examples
(2) of each are:

Noun markers (for example: these
boys, your house).

the
a/an
this
these
that
those

my
his
her
its
our
your
their

several
both
one
two
three

Verb markers (for example: k__

coming, will go).
am, is, are, was, were may. might
have, has, had shall, should
do, does, did will, would
can, could must

Phrase markers (for example:
down the street, around the block).

after
at
by
down
for
from

it
about
across
along
around
between

except
until
against
opposite

Clause markers (for example:
after he came, what I know ).

after in order that who that
although since whose when
as_ as unless whom where
because whether which
before while what
except why

These words are of major impor-
tance in reading. Children beginning
to read should learn to handle them
as easily in reading as they do in
speech. Lloyd and Warfel (4) write:
"The expert reader using these mark-
ers builds speech-patterns into the
line of print- and reads what he sees
in his own dialect as he normally
speaks and hears it. His reading is
simpler, easier, and more meaning-
ful than the reading of a person who
reads by letters or by separate.,
words." Let us consider how word
markers are used in speech and how
they might be used in reading.

There is a very limited number of
word markers. Because of their im-
portance they are included early in
every list of commonly used words.
How should they be included and
how should they be introduced to
children learning to read?

When children say a phrase like
the man, they pass quickly over the
and put their stress on man. The
phrase the man is not made up of
two words each equal in importance
to the other. One is more important;
the other leads to it. The words are
spoken that way. They must be read
in that way if reading is to have
meaning. Since this is true, are we
not making reading unnecessarily
difficult for children when we intro-
duce words like the and his as indi-
vidual entities? These words do not
stand alone. They are used with other
words. When a word is said alone, it
is automatically stressed. (Say the.
Now say man. You undoubtedly gave
equal stress to each.) If we are to
attempt to "relate the melody of
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speech to the printed page," (3) it
would seem in order to introduce to
children from the beginning word
groups like the desk and his father
so that they would learn to group
their words in reading as they do in
speech.

Has is sometimes used as a verb
(for example, Mary has ten cents),
and sometimes it is used to mark a
verb (for example, Mary has gone).
We can point out to children that in
our speech .we stress has in the first
sentence much more than we do in
the second. And we can encourage
them to read the second sentence as
they would say it: 112.27y has gone,
or even Miny's gone.

The intonation of a prepositional
phrase is always the same.' Why not
teach young children prepositions
along with nouns as phrase groups
rather than individually? Thus, when
with is introduced as a new word,
they would learn to see_ and to read:
with that with her father.

The same line of reasoning is in
order for clauses. We can't tell first
grade children who are just learning
to read that words like that and
which are clause markers and that
they tell us that a group of words
which should be read together is
coming. We can present short
clauses to them, like which we did
and that we saw, and help them
learn to read in clause groups rather
than by individual words.

The Importance of Oral Reading

We have been discussing ways to
teach reading by taking advantage
of oral speech patterns children al-

ready know and use. We can be
helped in this by making oral read-
ing an integral part of the reading
program.. In so doing, we must put
emphasis on conveying meaning by
using natural patterns of stress and
word grouping.

Children mimic easily and hap-
pily. We can ask them to repeat word
groups after us and then to read the
groups all together in sentences using
the melody of speech. Choral read-
ing as well as reading aloud by indi-
viduals would be helpful. Given this
type of experience from the begin-
ning of their work in reading, chil-
dren would learn intuitively to read
using the groupings natural to speech.

Reding the Structure

Children who learn first intuitively
to see words in groups can soon learn
consciously to identify and use word
groups. In Directed Reading Activi-
ties in the past_we have spent much
time building background with chil-
dren about the content of a passage
so that they would be able to read
with understanding. If we are to
work along lines suggested here, we
should also work with them on the
structure of a written passage; for
example, on sentences as units and
on word groups within the sentences.
We should work with them on identi-
fying word markers and the word
groups they introduce and then prac-
tice reading the groups. Consider, for
example, this passage (1):

I had always wanted to go a big zoo,
but I had never been to one. ne day Dad
asked me to go to the rttv -rith him. He
said he had some thia.b. to do, but we
would go to the zoo before we came home.
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These are some questions about
the paragraph we might discuss with

children:
1. We use certain marks when

we write to tell us which words go
together. Are there any marks in this
paragraph that tell us that certain
words go together? (commas, peri-
ods)

2. How many periods are there?
(3) How many sentences are there?
(3 )

. 3. How many commas are there?
(2) All the words before the first
comma make up a big word gioup.
They all go together. What is the first
word of that big word group? What
is the last?

4. Sometimes word groups begin
with the word to. Can you find any
before the first comma? (Let's all
read the group as we would say it:
to go; now the other group, to a big

zoo.)
5. Sometimes we can find small

word groups that are part of big
word groups. There is one in the sec-
ond sentence that begins with one.
Who can find it? Let's all say it.
(One day)

If work of this type were done with
children as soon in their reading ex-
perience as they were able to handle

it, would it not help them read, more
easily and more effectively?

The suggestions in this paper Stem
from information about intonation
patterns which linguists are making
available to us. As we. continue to
learn more about these patterns, we
must consider the implications Or
what we are learning for the teaching
of reading. In this'article the impor-
tance of reading by word groups has
been stressed and some classroom
techniques have been suggested. It is
as many of us experiment in our
classrooms with activities like these
that we will develop'efficient ways to
work with our students.
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Concluding Statement
This reprint includes materials from several major types of IRA publi-

cationsThe Reading Teacher, Journal of Reading, Proceedings of the An-
nual Conventions, and Invitational Addresses, 1965. All relate to compre-
hension, with particular emphasis on its critical reading aspects. As with
any reprint, coverage can be only as complete as the sources allow; and a
smooth, developmental flow of ideas can be only partially attained.
Through organizing articles around the topics to which they relate and put-
ting the topics in a somewhat logical order, some degree of continuity is
achieved.

Section 1 defines the general nature-of comprehension and shows it to be
a thinking process that involves a critical analysis of ideas whenever truly
close reading takes place, Each of the five articles in the section represents a

viewpoint different in some respect to that in the others, but all are schol-
arly and pertinent.

In Section 2, sequences and levels in comprehensive reading are pre-
sented. Increasing maturity and experience on the part of the reader pre-
sumably enable him to read with greater depth so that he moves through
these stages: literal comprehension, interpretation, and critical reading, in-
cluding interpretive consideration. Also any one reader on any particular
day can read at corresponding levels according to purpose so that he may
read some things to gain literal understanding and read other' materials ap-
praisingly.

The linguistic authorities in the third section show the influence of lan-
guage on the reader's task of gleaning ideas from the printed page. How
thought "flows through the sentence," how syntax affects comprehension are
the considerations of the writers here; but the points of view vary and in so
doing enable us to understand more fully the impact of language structure
on a reader as he attempts to glean writers' ideas.

Section 4 includes three articles on how context can aid should enhance
understanding of passages in reading materials. Here is an important phase
of comprehension that needs more consideration in IRA journals and con-
ventions.

Four excellent articles in the fifth section treat the barriers-in the way
of full comprehension of ideas. Among the barriers discussed by the authors
are divergent dialects, the range of sounds among phonemes; inconsistency
among the inflectional endings of words, the patterns and rules of language -

sequence, difficulties growing out of differences in intonational patterns of
speech, localisms in vocabulary, unfamiliarity of concepts due to partial ex-
perience, and such characteristics of the reader as intellectual laziness and
bias.

Section 6 presents instructional procedures from several standpoints.
Such aspects as the following are presented: The posing of questions that
will bring out main ideas, their organization, and significance; teaching the
use of paragraph clues; developing an understanding of various rhetorical
guides; building meaning vocabulary; adding to ability to find and under-
stand varying types of thought relationships; developing the ability to set
specific purposes for reading and adjusting the manner of reading to each
purpose; and teaching the reader to make full use of his previous learnings.

Section 7 deals with the ultimate in comprehensioncritical reading.
The authors" define and describe critical reading in such terms as determin-
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ing the quality of authorship, as well as the adequacy and accuracy of con-
tentits validity and reliabilityand considering the nature of any related
objective evidence.

In the last section is a diveristy of topics more or less directly related to
comprehension. One article describes in considerable detail two types of
evaluation instruments for determining the -feasibility of teaching critical
reading in the elementary school. Two deal with critical thinking as the
basis for reading- critically. Two- others treat the linguistics of spelling and
speech as well as the effects of linguistics on reading skills. One shows com-
prehension to be an important component of effective reading in general.
Still another shows how cultural deprivation develops characteristics that
affect the quality of reading.

While the very nature of a reprint necessitates more or less spotty cover-
age, it is believed that the articles in Developing Comprehension do give a
rather full -treatment of the subject. Teachers, supervisory personnel, and
administrators interested in improving the effectiveness of pupils' reading
will find many helpful suggestions for so doing.
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